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Preface

This book represents my attempt to convince the scientifIC world thai the
main cause of evolutionary change at the molecular Ievel- changes in the
genetic material itself - is random fIXation of selectively neulnll or nearly
lX:utral mutants rather than positive Darwinian selection. This thesis,

whICh I here call the neutral thwry of molecular evolution, has caused a
great deal of controversy since I proposed it in 1968 (0 explain some then
new finding;; in evolution and variation at the moleallar level The
controversy is not surprising. since evolutionary bIOlogy has been domi
nated for more than half a century by tbe Darwinian view that organisms
beoome progressively adapted to their environments by accumulating
benelicial mutants. and evolutionists naturally expected this principle to
cxtend to the molecular level. The neutral theory IS not antagonistic to the
cherished view that evolution of fonn and function is guided by Darwinian
selection, but it brings out another facet of the evolutionary process by
emphasizing the much greater role of mutation pressure and random drift
at the molecular level.

The neutral theory has two roots. One is thc stochastic theory of
population genetics whose foundation traces back to the pathbreaking
work ofR.A. Fisher, 18.5. Haldane and Sewall Wright early in the 193Os,
and is mathematical in nature. The other is molecular genetics, which has
revolutionized our concept of life and whose impact we are still feeling. In
particular, molecular advances have permitted the study ofevoJution at the
most basic level, DNA itself - something not imagined two decades ago.
The study of intraspecific genetic variability has been similarly re
volutionized by new molecular approaches.

Many of the arguments employed to support or refute the neutral theory
are quantitative in nature, and are often meticulous and difficult; a careful
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and del ailed explanation is necessary. This is one reason why the book has
become larger than originally intended. In addilion, the past few years have
produced an explosion of new molecular knowledge bearing on Ihe lheory.

aturally, I have tried to Ulcorporate as much of this as I can.
II brings me satIsfaction to obsenoe that the neUtrallheory has survi\-ed

over a decade of ~vere tests of many kmds; I believe the probability of its
future survival IS hIgh, although refinementS and modificatIons WIll no
doubt be made. It is often said that science develops through cooperatIon of
many people throughout the world, and the subject treated in this book is
no exception. Readers will see that scientists from various nations ha'o'e
partiCIpated in the enterpri~. Their work, even when done to rerule Ihe
theory, have poUlted the way to revisions to make it more realistic. The
neutral Iheory of evolution has had an evolulion of ils own through the
interaction between theoretical analyses and experiments or observatIons.,
as in the typical scientific paradigm.

The wmingofthis book has cost me three years of hard work, but I feel
some excitemenl in the realizalion that in 1982 we commemorate tt\(:
hundredth anniversary of the death of Charles Darwin. His theory of
evolution by natural selection has been the great unifying prinCIple In

biology. As new molecular knowledge unfolds we have a new uncharted
territory awailing exploration. I hope that the neutral theory represents a
step forward in our search for molecular understanding of evolution and
variabililY·

Drafts ofparts ohhis book have been read by Nigel Calder, Daniel Hartl,
Thomas Jukes, Takashi Miyata. Terumi Mukai, Masaloshi Ne~ Tomoko
Ohta, William Provine, Jacques Ruffie and Naoyuki Takahata. Their
comments were much appreciated. I am partIcularly grateful to James
Crow for numerous critiCIsms and for helping me over various semantic
hurdles. Kenichi Aoki also wen! carefully through the enllre manuSCript
and made suggestions for improved presentation. I would like to take this
opportunity to express my indebtedness to James Crow for his guidance
and help and to Tomoko Ohta ror her cooperation and constructIve
criticism. Without their help I would never have been able to develop the
theory presented here.

This book is dedicated to the late Proressor Taku Komai, who was the
pioneer evolutionary geneticist in Japan and to whom I am deeply
indebled, particularly for hiS help and encouragement when Ifirst Statted as
a mathematical genetK:ist. I should like to think thaI, were he still ah"c, he
would greet thIS book. WIth approval and satisfaction.

National Institute of Genetics, Mishima
March 1982

C'

Motoo Kimura

Introduction

The neutral theory asserts thalthe great majority of evolutionary changes
at the molecular leYel, as revealed by comparatiye studies of protein and
DNA sequences, are caused not by Darwinian selection but by random drift
ofsdectively neutral or nearly neutral mutants. The tbeory does not deny
the role ofnatural selection in determining Ihecourseofadaptive evolution,
but it assumes that only a minute fraction of DNA changes in evolution are
adaptive in nature, while the great majority of phenotypically silent
molecular substitutions exert no significant innuence on surviyal and
reproduction and drift randomly through Ihe species.

The neutral theory also asserts that masl of the intraspecific variability at
the molecular leve~ such as is manifested by protein polymorphism, is
essentially neutral, so that most polymorphic alleles are maintained in the
species by mutational input and random extinction. In other words, the
neutral theory regards protein and DNA polymorphisms as a transient
phase of molecular evolution and rejects the notion that the majoritY or
such polymorph isms are adaptive and maintained in the species by some
rarm of balancing selection.

The word 'neutral' is not used in a strict, literal sense. The emphasiS is not
on neutrality per se, but on mutatIOn and random dnft as the main
explanatory factors. The mutant genes that are important in molecular
evolution and polymorphism are assumed to be nearly enough neutral for
chance to play the major role. As the theory has developed, more attention
has been given to selective molecular conStraints, selection acting in
mdirect ways (as in tRNA abundance-codon usage relatIonship), and very
weak negative selecllon acting on genes drifting to fixation. The theory does
not, then, assume that selection plays no role; however, it does deny that
any appreciable fraction of molecular change is due to positive selection or
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that molecular polymorphisms are determined by balanced selective forces.
One possibility would be to rename the theory the 'mutation-random

drift theory', but the tenn 'neutral theory' is already widely used and I think
it better not to change horses in midstream. I want the reader to realize that
'neutral theory' is shorthand for 'the theory that at the molecular level
evolutionary changes and polymorphisms are mainly due 10 mutations that
are nearly enough neutral with respect to natural selection that their
behavior and fate are mainly determined by mutation and random drift'. I
also must emphasize that the theory does not deny the occurrence of
deleterious mutations. On the contrary, selective constraints imposed by
negative selection are a very important part of the neutralist explanation
of some important features of molecular evolution, as I shall detail in
chapter 7.

Classical evolution theory has demonstrated beyond any doubt that the
basic mechanism for adaptive evolution is natural selection acting on
variations produced by changes in chromosomes and genes. Such con
siderations as population size and structure. availability of ecological
opportunities, change of environment, life-cycle 'strategies', interaction
with other species, and in some situations kin or possibly group selection
playa large role in our understanding of the process. This field has been
greatly enriched by new molecular understanding, which has revealed
totally new and unexpected additional possibilities and constraints. One
now has to consider the way the primary sequence of amino acids is
converted into a three-dimensional structure, which amino acids are
hydrophilic and which hydrophobic, which are on the surface and which
are buried inside, which are associated with essential functions and which
are not, and other detailed aspectS of our increasingly deep knowledge of
proteins. There are DNA constraints caused by secondary folding and
pairing of RNAs. by the matching of codon usage with tRNA abundance
and vice versa, and 'by the processing of RNA to remove intervening
sequences, There is the whole new question of the evolution of the genetic
code, made more pertinent by the discovery that mitochondria have a
somewhat different and variable code dictionary, There is new understand
ing of chromosome evolution, made possible by new staining and labeling
techniques. There is the likelihood of discovering many more pseudo
genes - seemingly functionless analogs of known genes, which have been
revealed by cloning and rapid DNA sequencing methods. We have to
consider 'selfish DNA', transposons, and other possible mechanisms by
which the genome increases and decreases in size and the role of 'junk
DNA'. So the study of adaptive evolution remains the eXCIting subjecllhat

it has been since Darwin, but greatly enriched by new and much deeper
levels of understanding brought about by the molecular revolution.

But, in my view, the most surprising possibility arising from molecular
studies is that the great preponderance of nucleotide changes over time and
of nucleotide variability in populations al anyone time are selectively
neutral or nearly neutral, so that increases and decreases in the mutant
frequencies are due mainly to chance. It is remarkable, I think, that their
behavior is calculable from the theory of stochastic processes, a theory
which until recently has been regarded as too academic to have actual
biological applications. Furthermore, as I shall explain in chapter 7 and
elsewhere in this book. many of the newly discovered phenomena en
umerated above lend support to the neutral theory, a most dramatic
example being the rapid evolutionary change of pseudogenes.

Superimposed on this random change of nucleotide rrequencies are the
directional, adaptive changes brought about by natural selection in an ever·
changing environment and the systematic process of removal of deleterious
mutations. These are subjects of traditional, and continuing interest to
evolutionists.

The whole picture, however. must include all the changes that occur in
the DNA, however slight in their phenotypicelTects. Just as the mathemati
cal treatment of random processes in physics has contributed to a deeper
understanding, the mathematical treatment of random genetic processes
can illuminate some previously dark secrets of evolution. Furthermore, we
should not overlook the possibility that some of the 'neutral' alleles may
become advantageous under an appropriate environmental condition or a
different genetic background; thus, neutral mutants have a latent potential
for selection. This means that polymorphic molecular mutants, even if
selectively neutral under prevailing conditions of a species, can be the raw
material for future adaptive evolution, To regard random fixation of
neulral mutantS as 'evolutionary noise' is inappropriate and misleading,
Also, there is the possibility (as I shall show in section 6.7) that extensive
neutral evolution occurs under stabilizing phenotypic selection. if a large
number ofsegregating loci (or sites) are involved in a quantitative character.
In this case., genes that are substituted by random drift and those that are
responsible for phenotypic variability belong to the same class.

An introductory caution is needed Webster's Third International
Dictionary defines evolution as 'the process by which through a series of
changes or steps any living organism or group of organisms has acquired
the morphological and physiological characters which distinguish it'. This
definition was entirely appropriate ror Darwin's time and for the first halfof
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Introduction

the twentieth century. (Note that Darwin used the tenn 'descent with
modification' and he stated that species change by 'preservation and
acrumulation of successive slight fa vourable variations'.) But, with all the
changes that molecular biology has revealed - none of which is visible to
the naked eye ~ a much broader definition is needed. In this book, as in
earlier discussions of the neutral theory, I include in the word evolution all
changes, large and small, visible and invisible, adaptive and nonadaptive. In
some cases., evolution may occur even by random fixation of very slightly
deleterious mutants, whose selection coefficients are comparable to or only
slightly larger than the mutation rates.

The fim two chapters of this book will be devoted to the historical
development of theories on the mechanism of evolution. This will set the
neutral theory of molecular evolution in proper historical perspective. In

the latter halfof chapter 2, I shall document how the neutral theory came to
be proposed. Chapter 3 will serve asa systematic introduction to the theory.
Readers who want to learn quickly about the theory are invited to read this
chapter, skipping over the first two chapters. However, a quick reading of
the latter half of chapter 2 will also help to deepen understanding of the
theory. In chapter 4, the main features of evolution at the phenotypic level,
as exemplified by the history of vertebrates, will be presented, and these will
be contrasted with the characteristics of molecular evolution, with special
reference to evolutionary rates. A more general discussion of the main
features of molecular evolution will follow in chapter 5.

Now, in order to make proper appraisal of the neutral theory, a corrcet
understanding of natural selection is essential. So, the definition, types and
action of natural selection will be reviewed in chapter 6. This chapter will
serve as an introduction to classical population genetics theory. Most
material in this chapter, except that in the last section, is concerned with
detenninistic theory. I have encountered with dismay a number of
occasions in which natural selection is invoked as a panacea to explain
virtually any aspect of evolUlion and variation. It is easy to invent a
selectionist explanation for almost any specific observation; proving it is
another story. Such facile explanatory excesses can be avoided by being
more quantitative. This is one teason why chapter6 was written. In chapter

7, I shall show how the neutralist paradigm can cope with diverse
observational facts coming from molecular evolutionary studies. In fact,
data from the new molecular revolution have tecently added supporting
evidence for the neutral theory, and this will be discussed extensively in this
chapter. I am convinced that no other existing theory can give a better and
more consistent explanation of these facts. This chapter together with the

next chapter constitute the core of this book. In chapter 8, I shall present a
rather extensive account of the stochastic theory of population genetics and
various models that have been devised to treat evolution and variation at
the molecular level. For ~ost readers, this chapter, particularly from
section 8.3 onward, may be difficult reading. This is inevitable because or
the intricate nature of the subject, although I have done my best to present
the material as clearly as possible. Readers who are mainly interested in the
biological aspects (rather than mathematical properties of various models)
may proceed to the next chapter, arter finishing the first two sections
(sections 8.1 and 8.2). Chapter 9 treats the problem: what is the mechanism
by which the genetic variability at the molecular level is maintained? This
problem has been regarded by some as the most important problem
currently facing population genetics. Here again, I shan show that the
neutral theory has not only withstood various tests but has proved useful in
explaining levels of heterozygosity under various circumstances (such as
haploidy 'Is. diploidy, monomeric 'Is. dimeric or tetrameric enzyme loci,
etc,). Recently, the neutral theory has gained strength in treating the
problem of intraspecific variability at the molecular leve~ and it is quite
possible that this problem has essentially been solved by the theory.

In the last chapter (chapter 10), I shall summatize the whole work and
give a few concluding remarks.

I am convinced that the neutral theory, as explained in this book, is
correct in its essential details, although it will doubtless be refined in the
future as it has been in the past The final arbiter is time; but new data are
appearing so rapidly that the time may be quite short.
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From Lama-rck to population genetics

At the beginning of the nineteenth century it was almost universally

believed that all living beings on eanh were immutable divine creations. In
bold contrast, the Freoch naturalist, Jean Baptiste Lamarck argued that life
could change continuously on a grand scale. Moreover, be provided for the
fant time an appealing, easily understood process by whK:h such changes
could occur. Lamarck published bis book entided Philosophi~Zoologique
in 1809 propouooing this idea when he was already sixty.five years old.
Apparently me book atl.l'acted linle attention when it appeared. It is said
lbat, in his old age. he was neglected by his contemporaries, became bliod.,
and died miserably. His fame came only long after his death when evolution
became a heated subject following the publication of Darwin's TM Origi1/

ofSpecie$. Some of Darwin's opponents drew from Lamarck a theory called
nco-Lamarckism, emphasizing the direct effect of environment as me
prime factor for evolution. (For an authoritati~account of the nineteenth
century approaches to evolution, readers may refer to Simpson, 1964.)

Here our main interest in Lamarck is that he proposed, probably for the
first time in biology, a general theory to explain how evolution occurred. As
is well known, he assumed that the elTcc:t of use and disuse, which in animals
is induced by their living conditions, is inherited by offspring and this causes
a perfecting tendency in evolution. For example, the ancestors of the giraffe
tried to reach leaves on high twigs by continuously stretching their legs and
necks. In each generation, as this effort was continued, it caused these parts
to be a linle longer, and this tendency was passed on to their offspring.
Through the accumulation of small increments of elongation, the present
giraffe finally evolved. Lamarck's theory rests on the assumption that
acquired characters caused by use or disuse are inherited.

It is now clear that inheritance or such acquired characters does not
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occur, and therefore the Lamarckian theory of evolution is wrong. As
remarked by Simpson (1964) it is a pity that such a charming theory is not
true.

It was to August Weismann's credit that he openly challenged the
Lamarckian hypothesis. Through a series of writings he showed that the
hypothesis is both unnecessary and improbable and that the supposed
evidence for it is weak. (For the role of Weismann in the history of
genetics, readers are invited to consult Sturtevant, 1965.) It is a well-known
story that he cut ofT the tails of mice for twenty-two successive generations
but found no decrease in the tail length at the end arthat time. The vigorous
development of Mendelian genetics in thiscenlUry, culminating in modern
molecular genetics, has shown beyond doubt that there is no evidence for
inheritance of acquired characters. Yet there arc evolutionists even now
who cling to this hypothesis, claiming that the modern theory of evolution
based on Mendelian genetics is unsatisfactory. Being almost irresistible it is
regularly revived and the discovery of reverse transcriptase has invited a
new round of Lamarckian speculations (e.g. Steele, 1979~

Weismann led his school of 'neo-Darwinians' in the fight against neo
Lamarckians; his theoretical writings caused one of the most heated
controversies in the early post-Darwinian period, making evolutionary
studies in the later part of the nineteenth century highly turbulent
Weismann was also an avid selectionist, advocating the selection theory
more forcefully than Darwin; it is said that he 'out-Darwined Darwin'
(Simpson, 1949). In ract, Weismann rejected all of Darwin's theory of
evolution except natural selection.

ScientifIC studies of evolution really started with Charles Darwin. He
published his book The Origin of Species when he was fifty years old
(Darwin, 1859), half a century after Lamarck's Philosophie ZooIogique.
With his masterly writing and wide ranging examples, Darwin not only
persuaded the world that evolution has actually occurred, but also he
showed through his theory of natural selection why adaptive evolution is an
inevitable process. The Origin of Species has had immeasurable innuence
not only on biology but also on human thought in generaL We cherish
Darwin for we owe to him our enlightened view of the nature of living
things, including ourselves; our civilization would be pitifully immature
without the intellectual revolution led by Darwin, even if we were equally
welt off economically without it. H,J. Muller (1960), in celebrating the
hundredth anniversary of the publication or The Origin of Species,
remarked that it can justly be considered as the greatest book ever written
by one person.

Extrapolating from artifICial selection which proved to be most efficient
in producing domestic races of plants and animals useful to man, Darwin
reasoned that the principle of selection applies equally in nature. Because
more individuals of each species are born than can possibly survive, a
struggle for existence follows, and any variation, however slight, if in any
manner profitable to the individual, will have a better chance of surviving.
Then, under 'the strong principle of inheritance', such a variation tends to
be propagated. He writes:

Slow though the process of selection may be, if feeble man can do
much by his powers of artificial selection, 1can see no limit 10 the
amount of change, to the beauty and infinite complexity of the
coadaptations between all organic beings, one with another and
with their physical conditions of life; which may be effected in the
long course of time by nature's power of selection.

Darwin emphasized the importance of accumulation of small beneficial
variations, thereby causing a gradual and continuous process of adaptive
evolution.

When Darwin formulated his theory, the mechanism of inheritance and
the nature of heritable variations were unknown, and this prevented him
from being fully confident of the role of natural selection. In fact, through
successive editions of The Origin, he gradually weakened his claim that
natural selection is the main cause of evolution. He conceded that
inheritance of acquired characters also plays an important role in
evolution. It is all too easy to forget that a storm of opposition and criticism
once raged against the Darwinian view, for it is now so well established as to
be regarded as almost sacrosanct

With the rise or Mendelian genetics in this century the way was open to
elucidate the mechanism of inheritance and the nature of heritable
variations, which Darwin vainly struggled to understand. The dawn of the
Mendelian era, however, was stormy, Soon, a bitter conflict arose between
the biometricians championed by Karl Pearson and W.F.R. Weldon, and
the Mendelians led by William Bateson (see Provine, L971). Actually, the
conflict between these two groups had started before the rediscovery of
Mendel's law in 1900. Weldon, who was a biologist, came to the belief,
stimulated by Francis Galton, that evolution can best be studied by the
statistical method. He made many measurements on animal and plant
characters with the aim of estimating the evolutionary rate aod intensity of
natural selection. Through. personal contact with Weldon, Karl Pearson,
who was an outstanding applied mathematician, became interested in the
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problems of evolution. Although the theory of heredity he formulated was
wrong, the statistical methods which Pearson developed, such as the Xl
method, IUrned out to be of enormous value for later studies of evolution
and variation, as pointed out by Haldane (1957a). Both Weldon and
Pearson believed, following Darwin, that evolution occurs gradually by
natural selecljon operating on small differences.

On the other hand. William Bateson, through his studies of variation in
plants and animals,came to the definite conclusion that evolution cou ld not
occur by natural selection acting on continuous variations, contrary to
Darwin's view. Bateson emphasized instead the importance of discon
tinuous variation.

With the rediscovery of Mendel's laws, the conflict between Mendelians
and biometricians was exacerbated. While Bateson was impressed by the
importance of Mendel's laws, both Weldon and Pearson vigorously
attacked Mendelism. It is said Ihat from the strenuous effort to disprove
Mendelism by searching for exceptions in the huge volumes of stud books
of race horses, Weldon became exhausted, contracted pneumonia, and died
in the prime of his life (see Pearson, 1906). As one who has been honored by
the Weldon Memorial Prize, I feel a particular interest in Weldon's life, and
would like to add that he made an important discovery concerning the
action of natural selection. He studied (Weldon, 1901) snail shells and
measured the numbers of turns of the spiral in a given length of axis. By
comparing this number in young shells and in the corresponding part of lhe
adult shells, he found that young snails that had too many or too few turns
showed a higher monality than those whose shells were near the average.
This is one of the first reports of 'centripetal selection', as pointed out by
Haldane (1959).

After Weldon's death, biometricians were in retreat and the victory of
Mendelians was soon evident, being supported by overwhelming facts.
Many MendeJians at that time doubled Ihat natural selection acting on
small continuous variations could be effective in prcxlucing evolutionary
change as envisaged by Darwin. Rather, they adopted the mutation theory
of Hugo de Vries, claiming that a new species arises by mutational leaps
rather than by gradual natural selection. The mutation theory, proposed at
the beginning of chis century, became very popular among biologists and
found many adherents at that time.

It is now known that the 'mutations' observed by de Vries in the evening
primrose Gena/hera lamarckiana were probably due to this plant being
heterozygous for special multiple chromosome rearrangements. As re
marked by Sturtevant (1965), it is ironic that few of those mutations would

now be called mutations. Nevertheless, de Vries' theory, by calling wide
attention among scientists to the possibility of mutation as the real cause of
genetic variation, opened the way to its eventual confirmation and
elucidation by H.J. Mul1er, to whose great contribution to our understand
ing of the mechanism of evolution we have to return later.

The first decade of this century witnessed active experiments to settle the
issue whether natural selection on continuous characters is effective (as
assumed by Darwin) or not, Among such experiments, those made by
Wilhelm Johannsen are probably best known. He proposed the pure line
theory, showing that selection is ineffective within a pure line. The exciting
but confusing atmosphere of this pericxl is wen described by Provine (1971).

Gradually, however, it became understood that Mendelism and
Darwinism are mutually compatible. Such a change of atmosphere was due
to the vigorous development of genetics, of which Drosophila genetics was
particularly important, revealing that mutational changes can be very
small. Eventually, population genetics was developed through the elTort to
bring about a synthesis of Darwinism and Mendelism by the methcxl of
biometry.

The contributions of Hardy (1908) and Weinberg (1908) serve as a
convenient starting point to discuss the history of population genetics.
They showed that under random mating and Mendelian inheritance,
genotypic frequencies at an autosomal locus remain unchanged from
generation to generation. Furthermore, if a pair of alleles A and a occur
with relative frequencies of p and q (where p + q = I), then the equilibrium
genotypic frequencies are

p1AA :2pqAa :q1aa.

The finding that genotypic frequencies remain unchanged was significant,
for some biomctricians at that time mistakenly criticized Mendel's laws by
saying that if they were true, a dominant trait (such as brachydactyly in
man) would increase in frequency until it reaches 75%. Hardy's paper
helped to dispel this misconception. Now that Mendelian inheritance is
well established there is no need for us to worry about such a matter.

A part of the findings by Hardy and Weinberg which we can still
appreciate is lhe rule that genotypic (or zygotic) frequencies in a random
mating population can be computed by simply multiplying relevant gene
frequencies. 11 is, however, no mOfe than a useful rule. Their findings serve
as a convenient starting point for the teaching of population genetics.
However, I find it surprising that the Hardy-Weinberg principle is
customarily presented with an exaggerated importance attached to its
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significance. This tendency was probably started by Dobzhansky who
presented 'the Hardy-Weinberg law' in the third edition (1951) of his
influential book: Generics and the Origin of Species saying that this law is the
foundation of population genetics and of modern evolution theory. In my
opinion, the pedantic, and intellectually sterile way that this law is often
presented is almost detrimental to students, so that some reform is needed
in the Icaching of elementary population genetics. In many textbooks, after
solemnly announcing that this is the most important law in population
genetics, it is introduced by saying that (i) with no disturbing innuences

(such as mutation, selection, migration, random sampling of gametes etc.),
the genotypic frequencies remain unchanged under random mating, and,
(ii) the genotypic frequencies are given by p2AA, 2pqAa and q2aa.

Furthermore, the first point (i) is emphasized as the more essential part of
the law, which, I think, is anachronistic.

The fact that gene frequencies do not change without disturbing factors is
obvious without any computation as soon as we note that homologous
genes on the chromosomes segregate regularly at meiosis and that genes are
self-reproducing entities. We tend 10 forget that formation of genotypes
(zygotes) is simply a grouping by two of homologous genes. Higher
organisms including ourselves happen to have a well-develo~ diploid
phase; probably no one would pay any attention to the Hardy-Weinberg law
if we humans were haploid. The Hardy-Weinberg law would be a totally
useless thing if ils validity were restricted to the condition (I). On the other
hand, as a rule of thumb, it is quite useful; genotypic frequencies can be
predicted with very gocxi approximation by simply multiplying relevant
gene frequencies even when gene frequencies are changing, generation after
generation, under natural selection, if we enumerate genes and genotypes
immediately after fertilization.

During the two decades that followed the contributions of Hardy and
Weinberg, the population consequences of Mendelian inheritance were
worked out by R.A. Fisher, 18.5. Haldane and Sewall Wright. By the early
1930s the mathematical theory of classical population genetics was
essentiaJly complete.

Among these three founders of theoretical population genetics, Fisher
appears to have had the strongest influence on the formation of the
orthodox view that the rate and the direction of evolution are almost
exclusively determined by natural selection, with mutation, migration and
random drift playing subsidiary roles.

Incidentally, the term neo-Darwinism has often been used to represent
the orthodox evolutionary genetics because it is in the tradition of

Weismann, rejecting inheritance of acquired characters and attaching
paramount importance to natural selection. In the United States, a more
impressive name 'Synthetic Theory of Evolution' has been widely used,
perhaps to emphasize that various factors are taken into consideration.

In the field of theoretical population genetics, Fisher achieved a number
of breakthroughs. In 1918 he published a profound paper treating
correlation between relatives by statistical methods based on the sup
position of Mendelian inheritance (Fisher, 1918). Like many of his other
papers, the subject was worked out so thoroughly with his impressive
mathematical power that subsequent studies by a number of mathematical
geneticists have been able to add relatively little. In fact, after more than half
a century, it still remains one of the most profound papeB on biometrical
genetics. In 1922, Fisher published a paper with the rather odd title, 'On the
dominance ratio'. Although the mathematical treatments in it were
incomplete and even contained significant errors, the paper was full of
originality. With this paper, Fisher initiated theuse of stochastic methods in
population genetics, in which random fluctuation of gene frequencies from
generation to generation is incorporated. Fisher considered random
sampling of gametes as the factor causing random fluctuation in gene
frequency and, assuming no selection, he investigated its effect (which he
called 'Hagedoorn effect') on the decrease of genetic variability of a species.
Using a gene frequency transformed to stabilize the variance, he derived a
partial differential equation that is commonly used to describe the
conduction of heat. He then solved it and found that the variance decreased
at the rate Ij(4N) per generation, where N is the number of breeding
individuals. From this he concluded that the decrease of variability by this
cause is so inconceivably slow that it is of little consequence in evolution. As
compared with this, he considered that a most trifling amount of selection
has an important effect. Unfortunately, Fisher's treatment contained a few
errors. In particular, the correct rate of decay of variance was Ij(2N), as
shown by Wright using an entirely difTerent method. Later, Fisher (1930a)
presented a more complete treatment of the problem in which the errors
were amended and the results were greatly extended. But hedid not find any
reason to change his earlier conclusion on the role of random sampling of
gametes; population sizes of most species are so enormous that random
sampling is a totally unimportant factor in evolution. Fisher's 1922 paper
also contains a discovery which made a profound influence on the later
thinking of population and evolutionary geneticists. He showed that if
selection favours the heterozygote, there is a condition of stable equilib
rium, and both aJleles will continue in the stock. In other words,
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where v is the mutation rate and w lZ is the fitness or heterozygotes relative
10 the wild bomozygotes.. Fisher's theory or dominance was criticized by
Wright (see ror example, Wright, 1934. For details, see chapter 15, vol. 3
(1977) orhis treatise). Wright pointed out that such \\"taX; selection would be

easily upset by other rorees or selection that might be induced by the
modmers' effects on the much mOre abundant wiki type bomozygotes, and
also it woukJ be overwhelmed by mutation pressure and random drifL
Haldane (1930) was also critica~ arguing that it is much more likely that
selection occurs among wild type alleles. ravoring a more active and
therefore more dominant wiki type.

It now appears that Fisher's theory ofdominance is either untenable or at
best hokis only ror special cases. Recent studies of lethal and slightly
deleterious mutants in Drowphiltz clearly show (see Mukai and Yamagucb~

1974) that slightly deleterious mutants have in geoeral a much higher
degree or dominance (0.3 -0.4) than lethal and semilethal ones (degree or
dominanceO.Ol -0.02). These studies concern only viability, but the same
cooclusion also hokls ror total fitness. Mutants with mild homozygous
effects have a much greater relative effect on heterozygous fitness than do
drastic mutants (Simmons and Crow, 1971; Crow, 1979). It is clear rrom
equation (1.1) and was emphasized by fisher that, as tbe heterozygote is
closer to the normal homozygote in fitness, the rate ol dominance
modification increases rapidly. We should therel"ore e:1.pc:ct that mildly
deleterious mutants should be more nearly completely recessive than
Iethals. However, the opposite is true. A similar criticism was made by
Charlesworth (1979) (see also Charlesworth and Charleswonh, 1979). As
compared with Fisher's theory, alternative hypotheses due to Wright (see
Wright, 1977) and especially to Muller (1933) arc more plausible: the wild
type allele usually produces a userul substance which recessive mutants lack

the ability to produce or produce in lesser amount. Dominaoce can be

understood in tenns of the dose-response curve. The wiki type genes are
selected in the course or evolution ror ability to produce useful substaoces
with a sulTicient margin or sarety to withstand external and internal
disturbances; dominance rollows automatically.

Throughout his writing.<;, Fisher consistently minimized the role played
by random drirt in evolution, and this must have discoumged young
English geneticists rrom working on this topic. What turned out. however,
is that in theoretical population ~netics, the main progress in recent years

overdominant alleles arc actIvely maintained in the population by natural
selection.

Fisher's 1930 paper is an elaboralion of the stochastic problems treated
in his 1922 paper. Hedc:vc:loped an ingenious functional equation method
to treat the fate of rare mutant alleles in Inc population. Although the
method is now familiar among mathematicians in the study of 'branching
processes', the level of sophistication relative to that time is most
impressive. His penetration into the probkm and mastery of his math
ematical analyses makes me often feel that Fisher's mathematical resulls
cannot easily be surpassed. Our conkmporary advantage mainly comes
from the unexpected robustness and vena-tilil)' of the diffusion equation
method (now called 'diffusion models', see Kimura, 1964); without our
currenl knowledge fisher must have relt insecure in using these to study the
behavior of rare mutant alleles. At any rate, he arri~ at the conclusion
that chance in the rorm of random gene rrequency drirt is unimportant in
evolution. For me this appears to be almost an anticlimax, after seeing his
most impressive mathematM:al tn:atments or the stochastic behavior of
mutants.

His whole views on evolution at that time "''ere summarized in his book
TM Gtnetical The(]f'yojNDlllral Sel«tion (Fisher 1930b). To bring out the
synthesis or Darwinism, Mendelism and biometry, no other single book
contributed mOre than this one. Since its publication, it became a bible ror
many biologists who tried to understand evolution in terms of natural
selection. Like the Bible, it brought revelation and at the samt time some
b.ia.ssed thinking. fisher must be largely responsibk: ror the panselcctionism
later prevalent in England.

One or his pet theories is his explanation or how dominance evolved
rtheoryordominancej. Fisher claimed that thcdominanceorthe wild type
gene over mutant alleles is caused by long continued'selection or modifiers
which make mutant heterozygotes resemble the wild type homozygotes (see
Fisher, 1930b). Fisher assumed that mutant heterozygotes were originally
intermediate in fitness between two homozygotes (i.e. no dominance at the
start). Since mutant heterozygotes arc in general rare, the selection ror such
modifiers is extremely weak, or the order or mutation rate, but Fisher
claimed that in the long course or evolution a very weak roree will
eventually be effective. He quantified the elTiciency or selection involved by
deriving a formula which, according to him, represents the rate or progress
in the modification or the heterozygote, compared to the rate or progress
which would be effected by selection or the same inlensity, acting upon a
population entirely composed or heterozygotes. His rormula, using termi-

nologies in the present book, is

2VW11/[(1- wl1 ){2 - wlZ )] (1.1 )
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has been the treatment of gene frequency changes as stochastic processes
(See Li. 1977a). The lack of in Ierest shown by English geneticists in this field

is probably due to Fisher's influence. The situation is rather different in
Scotland where Alan Robertson of the Institute of Animal Genetics has
done outstanding work on small populations, influenced by Wright.

Haldane's contributions to population genetics are no! as original as
Fisher's, but they afC more diverse, more open minded. and often
biologically more appropriate. Starting in [924, he published a series of
papers entitled "A mathematical theory of natural and artifICial selection'.
With these papers he opened up the systematic mathematical attack on the
process of change in gene frequencics by natural selection. The work is
based on his conviction that a satisfactory theory of natural selection must
be quantitative (as stated in his First paper, part I of the series; Haldane,
1924), and that only through quantitative investigation can the adequacy of
the genetic theory of natural selection be tested. He considered various
kinds of selection, such as zygotic, gametic, familial and X-linked. A typical
situation considered is as follows. In a very large random mating
population, the dominant types (AA, Aa) are favored, and, as compared
with them, 1 - k recessive (aa) individual survive to breed, where k is called
the coefficient of selection in favor of A. Then, Haldane derived a finite
difference equation which transforms the gene ratio (i.e. ralio of the
frequency of A and a) from one generation to next. The equation obtained
was nonlinear, and although he could not obtain the exact solution, he
worked out approximate solutions sufficient for practical purposes. He
then constructed a table from which one can readily obtain the relation
between selection intensity and the time change of genotypic frequencies.
For example, if k = O-ClOl it takes about 16483 generations for A to increase
from 1% to 99%. If k is tcn times larger, the number of generations required
becomes one-tenth as long. Haldane showed that in general the number of
generations required for a given change is inversely proportional [0 the
intensity of selection. He applied this theory to a case of industrial melanism
in moths that occurred in Manchester and found that the selection
coefficient involved was at least 0.332 and probably as large as 0.5. Some
thirty years later, thanks to thc work of Kettlewell (1955) and others, it was
shown that selection intensities of this magnitude commonly occur in these
moths, especially from predation by birds.

Such treatment of the change of gene frequencies,as initiated by Haldane,
can be called deterministic, since no random elements, particularly, random
sampling of gametes, are taken into account. Even if more sophisticated

methods have been developed since, the deterministic treatment is still
widely used, and usually is found satisfactory when the population is large.
Furthermore, because of its simplicity, this approach is still the most useful
an<! often the only manageable one for many problems. In the subsequent
papers of the series, he investigated the effects of various factors on the
change of gene frequencies, such as partial inbreeding, partial assortative
mating, incomplete dominance (including over-dominance) for autosomal
as well as sex-linked loci, multifactorial inheritance, linkage (but without
selection), polyploidy, generation overlap, and isolation. These papers
contain results which are still useful but often overlooked. Among the
series, twO papers, parts V and parts VIII, deserve particular mention. In
part V, Haldane (1927) took up a stochastic problem and investigated the
probability of fixation of mutant genes, using the genemting function
method suggested by Fisher (1922). He showed for the first time that a
dominant mutant gene having a small selective advantage k in a large
random mating population has a probability of about 2k of ultimately
becoming established in the population. Another outstanding paper is part
VIll entitled 'Metastable populations' (Haldane, 1931) in which he
investigated the situation where mutant genes are disadvantageous singly
but become advantageous in combination. Assuming no linkage com
plications, he treated the two-locus case with extreme elegance, determining
trajectories of points representing the genetic composition of a population
in a two-dimensional co-ordinate system. He discussed transfonnation of
the AABB population into the aabb population, and wrote that a species
which is liable to transformation of this kind may becaUed 'metastable'. He
suggested that the process of species formation may be a rupture of the
metastable equilibrium, and that such rupture will be especially likely in
small isolated communities. It is interesting to note the similarity of this
work to the theory of Wright, which was propounded independently and
which describes evolution as a trial and error process in terms of a
multidimcnsional adaptive surface (Wright's 'shifting balance theory' to be

discussed subsequently).
Haldane's work up to this stage is summarized in his book The Causes oJ

Eoolution published in 1932. This book is much easier to read than Fisher's
1930 book, and it must have contributed greatly to making the biological
world realize that Mendelism and Darwinism are mutually compatible.
Haldane took many opportunities to write on the use of mathematics in
biology, particularly in relation to the genetical theory of evolution. He
wrote, in one of his papers (Haldane, 1938):
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At present one may say that the mathematical theory ofevolution
is in a somewhat unfortunate position, too mathematical to
interest most biologists, and nol sufficiently mathematical to
interest most mathematicians. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to

suppose that in the next half century it will be developed into a
respectable branch of Applied Mathematics.

His prediction is now fully realized, and the use of mathematical models is
now becoming more and more popular in biology. His confidence in the
ultimate value of making evolutionary studies more quantitative is well
illustrated in his spirited article entitled 'A defense of beanbag genetics'
(Haldam; 1964). He wrote this shonly before his death, in rebuual to Ernst
Mayr's (1963) criticism that population genetic theories regard a popu
lation as a bag full of colored beans and that such a simplified way of
thinking is misleading.

As compared with Fisher and Haldane, Wright's view of evolution is
distinguished by his emphasis on the importance of random genctic drift
and the prevalence of non-additive gene interaction systems. Following his
earlier work on systems of mating (Wright., 1921) in which he developed a
new and powerful treatment of inbreeding and assortative mating using his
method of path coefficients, he published in 1931 a paper entitled
'Evolution in Mendelian populations'. Together with Fisher's (1930b) book
Generical Theory of Na/Ural Selection and Haldane's (1932) The Causes
of Evolurion, this paper tepresents a culmination of classical population
genetics, whereby Ihe synthesis of Darwinism and Mendelism was fuUy
achieved.

Since 1932, Wright developed a theory of evolution that he later called
'the shifting balance theory' (Wright, 1932. 1970). Examining various modes

of transformation under mutation pressure (as may occur in the de
generation of useless organs)., mass selection, pure sampling drift and
migration, Wright came 10 the conclusion that a large, sutxlivided
population structure is mOst favorable for rapid evolutionary progress
through the shifting balance process. According to him (Wright, 1977).,
three phases are involved in the process: (i) Random drift-extensive gene
frequency drift occurs in each deme (local population) due to accidents of
sampling or to fluctuations in the coeffICients measuring various evolu
tionary pressures. (ii) Mass selection - by chance a de me may cross one of
the innumerable 'two-factor saddles' in the surface of fitness values leading

to rapid genetic change in this deme by mass selection. (iii) Interdeme
selection - a deme which came to a new fitness peak superior to surround-

ing demes will expand through interdemic selection. This process may
spread through. concentric circles originating from different centres, and two
such circles may overlap and give rise to a new, still superior centre for
further progress. Thus, a virtll.ally infinite field of interaction systems may

be explored with only a small number of novel mutations.
Wright's theory has been widely misunderstood as proposing random

drift as a significant alternative to natural selection in the phenotypic
evolution of species. That this is not what he originally intended has been
emphasized by Wright himself(see p. 453, vol. 3 (I 977) of Wright's treatise).

For Wright, the shifting balance process involving joint action of all
evolutionary factors is the major basis for evolution. During the decade or
two that followed his 1"931 paper, Wright's theory of evolution attracted
much attention. Its popularity was greatly enhanced by its detailed

exposition in Dobzhansky's book Generics and the Origin of Species (1937)
which was widely read by biologists. I still remember my fascination when I
first read about Wright's work in that book when 1 was an undergraduate

student.
Wright's theory was criticized by Fisberand his school in England,and a

controversy arose (Fisher and Ford, 1950; Wright, 1951a; Fisher, 1953;
Ford, 1965) which continues to this day. The issue, obviously, is whether
random drift has any important role to play in evolution. Fisher was
confident that the number of individuals making upa species is generally so
large that the chance effect due to random sampling of gametes is negligible.
He also tbought that for most mutant alleles the product of the population
size and the selection coefficient is unlikely to be restricted to the
neighborhood of zero in the course of evolution so that selectively neutral
mutants must be extremely rare. On the other hand, as mentioned above,
for Wright random drift in local populations is important in progressive
evolution. He considered that a species consisting of one large panmictic
population will soon reach an adaptive plateau by mass selection and will
end up in evolutionary stagnation. Fisber(1953) thought that such an event
is unlikely, for the population would contain myriads of genotypes, and if
any of the extreme (homozygous) fonns among them has, in some particular
locality, a selective ad vantage, 'there is nothing to prevent a shift in the gene

ratios yielding higher adaptation'.
Wright's theory has also been criticized by Mayr (1963.see p. 520) who

considers that in all widespread, successful species there may be sufficient
migration between demes to make gene frequencies of all local populations
very similar. In my opinion, no compelling evidence for the shifting balance
theory is available, although it is an attractive hypothesis. I also think. it
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somewhat surprising that, despite his passion for the shifting balance
process, Wright has not made much quantitative study of the process, nor
made serious attempts to test it against critical observations.

Although Wright's theory of evolution is controversial, he has made
many fundamental contributions, since his 1931 paper, to our understand
ing of the stochastic behavior of mutant alleles in finite populations. Hc has
worked out gene frequency distributions under irreversible as well as
reversible mutation (Wright, 1937, 1938a, 1942, 1945; for review see vol. 2,
1969 of Wright's treatise). Ensuing development of the subject in terms of
diffusion models (see Kimura, 1964) owes much to his work.

•

2

Overdevelo]5ment of the synthetic
theory and the proposal of the
neu tral theory

2.1 Formation of the synthelic theory as tbe orthodox view

In the previouschapter,a history of the theories on the mechanism
of evolution was presented - a history leading to the establishment of
classical population genetics by Fisher, Haldane and Wright early in the
1930s. In discussing the synthesis of Darwinism with Mendelian genetics,
there is one more name that we should not forget. This is H.J. Muller who
by the early 1920s had elucidated the fundamental nature of gene mutation
and its bearing on evolution by natural selection.

His dramatic demonstration of the mutagenic action of X-rays (Muller,
1927)for which he was later awarded the Nobel Prize is well known. But less
well known are his fundamental contributions to our understanding of the
mechanism of evolution. He propounded forcefully the view that the basis
of adaptive evolution by natural selection lies in the remarkable property of
the gene that not only is each gene self-reproducing, but also mutated fonns
of a gene are again self-reproducing (Muller, 1922, see also p. 175 of Muller,
1962). Natural selection, then, can be defined as the differential multipli
cation of mutant types. He went so far as to claim (Muller, 1929, see p. 188
of Muller, 1962) that the gene is the very basis oflife. This was at a time when
many biologists still regarded the gene as a hypothetical entity which was
assumed to explain the results of crossing. This 'gene primacy' view was
later much extended by bim (Muller, 1966). According to Muller, 'the
criterion for life is the potenciality of eoolucion by Darwinian natural
selection'. He also established the principle that gene mutations, being blind
changes, would usually be harmful, and that the more drastic ones would
tend to be the more harmful. Nowadays, we seldom appreciate Muller's
insight, for these views are shared by us as common sense. Another principle
to which he called attention, as a corollary or the above principle, is that
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mutant genes tend to have less dominance than their 'normal' progenitors.
He applied these princIples nol only toevolution but also to the problems of
human welfare; his paperenlitled 'Our load of mutations' (Muller, 1950) isa
classic in human population genetics. One remarkable foresight of Muller
was thai mOSt mutant genes ha~ a cenain degree ofdomina~and that it
is probably greater in thetase of the less detrimental mutant genes than the
more detrimental ones. Since then this has been amply confirmed by the
work of Crow, Mukai and their collaborators (for revlew,sce Simmons and
Crow, 1917; Crow, 1979).

In addition to bringing in these oonccprual revolulions. Muller created
elegant, special purpose slocks. including the famous 'Cllr chromosome,
which made DrosophiltJ lhe unrivalled experimental organism for genetical
studies, to be surpassed only much later by E. coli. Studies of lethal and
detrimental mutant genes in natural populations of Drosophila would
certainly haYe been impossible without Muller's technical breakthrough. It
is dear that Muller, more than anybody else, contributed to the establish
ment or the very foundation for studies of evolut)cn by genetic methods.

Upon the foundation built by Fisher, Haldane and Wright, as well as by
Muller, various Slud'es, including investigation of natural populations by
Th Dobzhansky and his school, paleontological studies byG.G. Simpson.
'ecological genetics' by E.8. Ford and his followers, and the speciation
theories d Ernst Mayr were added one by one until the synthetic theory
gttw into an enormous and impressive edifICe.

Dobzhanslcy's main contribution to the science of population genetics,
other than his innuential writings, IS his finding with A.H. Sturtevant that
chromosome polymorphisms involving inversion (i.e. reversed gene order
in a chromosome region) are abundant in some species of Drosophila (see
Dobzhansky, 1951, 3rd edition, for review). He carried out extensive and
successful investigation of inversion polymorphisms particularly in natural
populations of D. psewloob.scura. In addition to observations in natural
populations, he did cage experiments to study the frequency changes of
chromosomes having different inversions, in which Wright collaborated to
estimate fitnesses of various genotypes (Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946).
The statistical analyses showed that the inversion heterozygotes have
higher fitness than inversion homozygotes. The data were also analysed
under the hypothesis of frequency..dependem selection, which was equally
consistent with the data. Dobzhansky and his associates then attempted to
make a more direct test of heterosis of polymorphic inversions, for which
they obtained supporting evidence. Although the genic contents that
differentiated these inversions were unk nown. such prevalence of in version

polymorphisms and experimental evidence suggesting marked heterosis of
these inversions led Dobzhansky to hold the view that overdominance or
beterozygote advantage at individual gene loci is prevalent in natural
populations.

The enthusiasm toward the omnipresence of heterozygote advantage
was spurred by Lerner's(1954) proposal of'genetic homeostasis'. According
to him, Mendelian populations (i.e. reproductive communities) are p0s

sessed of self-equilibrating properties tending to retain a genetic com
position tnat pr-oduces a maximum mean fitness. He claims that the most
likely mechanism for this is heterozygote advantage, and for normal
development of the individua~an obligate level of bc:terozygosity is needed.
He went so far as to suggest (Lerner, 1954, p. 75) that the pre-Mendelian
notion of'inbreeding per se' being hannful is partly justified. In other words
'Dot only gene contents but homozygosity as sueh must be considered to

playa role in inbreeding degeneration'. Lerner questiooed MuUer's (1950)
coDCept ofgenetic load on the ground that 'balance in populations based on
the selective advantages of bc:terozygotes' is a phenomenon extending
beyond isolated cases of polymorphism. In addition to ovcrdominance,
Lerner emphasized the importance or epistatic interaction in fitness, being
inI1uenced by Wright's concept of evolution as an irregularly shifting state
of balance.

This line oftbought attaching paramount importance to heterozygosity
as the 'adaptive norm' and epistasis as the cause of 'coadaptcd gene
complexes' was further elaborated by Dobzhansky (1955) who presented
the leading paper at the twentieth Cold Spring Harbor Symposium
dedicated to the topic or population genetics. He set up two contrasting
working hypotheses called the 'classical' and the 'balance' hypotheses.
According to bis formulation, the classical hypothesis assumes that
eVOlutionary changes consist of gradual substitution and eventual fiXation
of the more favorable allele in place of the less favorable one. Under this
hypothesis, he asserts that most individuals in a population should be
homozygous for most genes, and heterozygous loci will be a minority. The
chief sources of heterozygosity, rare as it is, are four under the classical
hypothesis: (I) deleterious mutants which are eliminated by natural
selection in a certain number of generations; (2) adaptively neutrAl
mutants; (3) adaptive polymorphism maintained by the diversity of the
environments; (4) the rare good mutants in the process of spreading
through the population. On the other hand., the balance hypothesis
assumes that the adaptive norm is an array of genotypes heterozygous for a
Dumber of alleles. Homozygotes for these aJleles occur in normal outbred
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populations only in a mmority of individuals, and tlley 3rc inferior to
heterozygotes in fitness. Then, there will be a selection pressure ravoring the
development of series of multiple alleles at many loci. Oobzhansky's
description of the balance hypothesis is vcry similar to Lerner's claim of
genetic homeostasis. It is abundantly clear from his writings that Dab
zhansky placed himself as the chief protagonist of the balaTlCC hypothesis
and put Muller in the opposing camp of classicists.

To support his case. Dobzhansky (1955) presented results 0( various
experimenls. among which the most remarkable was the production
through recombination of what he called synthetic Ic:thals. In one
experiment, be reported that 10 second chromosomes were taken from a
population of D. p$eudoobscura. These chromosomes were nonnal to
subvital when homozygous. Then, females heterozygous for all IX'ssibk
combinations of these IOchromosomc::s were bred to produce offspring, and
450 chromosomes from them were tested for homozygous viability. It
turned out that among these 450 chromosomes, 19 were kthal and 57 ....'ere
semilethal in double dose. It isevident,iftheexperiment is valid, that a mere
10 chromosomes can give rise to a great abundance oC genetic variability.
Later investigations by other geneticists, however, couk! not confirm the
existence of many synthetic Iethals (Hildreth, 1956; Spiess and Allen. 1961:
Temin et at, 1969). Dobzhansky also reported that his group found that
some lethals were heterotic, contrary to Muller's claim. No supporting
evidence for it. however, was obtained in the Iarge-scalestudyofMukaiand
Yamaguchi (1974). They also showed that contrary to Dobzhansky'sc1aim,
'super-vital' chromosomes do not occur, at least in Drosophila melarlogas·
ler. Furthermore, they showed that lack of correlation between the fitness of
a heterozygote and the sum of Iltnesses of the constituent chromosomes
when homozygous, as claimed by Dobzhansky, is due to mixing of lethals
and mildly detrimentals which have very different degrees of dominance
(Mukai aOO Yamazaki, 1964; Wills, 1966). Also lethal frequencies in natural
populations are too low to pennit any appreciable overdominants, or even
complete recessives, as first noted by Sturtevant (Crow and Temin, 1964;
Crow, 1964).

Despite its shaky evidence, this paper of Dobzhansky had a tremendous
innuence on subsequent opinions among population geneticists. parti.
cularly in the United States,

Tn the latter half of 19605 when abundant cnzyme polymorph isms started
to be uncovered in many organisms by electrophoretic methods, some
authors wrote as ~ Dohzhansky predicted the existence of such extensive
polymorphisms by his balance hypothesis. The truth is, however, that most

of the experimental evidence on which Dobzhansky thought to support his
balance hypothesis turned out to be invalid (see for example, Mukai and
Yamaguch~ 1974).

Muller (1958) strongly opposed the claim that overdominance plays a
predominant role in maintaining genetic variability, let alone tbe claim, as
made by Lerner(1954), that heterozygosity per j~ tends to be benefICial He
was particularly afraid that such a view might be used to minimize the
harmful genetic effects of radiation. Yet it is wrong to assert that Muller
held the view that spteies arc genetically homogeneous. In a paper entitled
'Redintegration on the symposium on genetics, paleontology, and evolu
tion', Muller (1949) said:

Moreover, it must be remembered that in most Daturalcrossbreed·
ing populations there has occurred a great accumulation of
mutations that have arisen through the course of hundreds of
preceding generations and that have not yet become established
but with regard to which the population is still heterogeneous..
Thus there may be a very considerable amount of hereditary
variability of that character in the population, allowing its
plasticity in response to selc:c:60n in virtually any direction, and
this is again despite the fact that mutation in any individual gene is
so exceedingly rare.

The thesis that balancing selection ratber than recUTttnt mUlatton is the
main cause of genetic variability within speca is also implicit in the
eom::ept of genetic polymorphism first proposed by E.B. Ford in 1940
(quoted from Ford 1965), He defines genetic polymorphism as the
occurrence together in the same habitat oC two or more discontinuous
fonns of a species, in such proportions that the rarest of them cannot be

maintained simply by recurrent mutation. In my opinion, this was a
peculiar definition, for it tacitly presupposes the mechanism involved;
mutation-selection balance was automatkally excluded from it This
definition has since been widely quoted in textbooks of genetics. Ford
claims that the genetic IX'lymorphism is most frequently maintained by
heterozygous advantage (see Ford, 1965, p. 63), Actually, Ford's argument
for the prevalence of overdominance is very simple, as clearly stated in
another of his books Ecological Genetics (Ford, 1964). He says that 'the
heterozygous advantage tends to be evolr;ed in IX'lymorphisms' and that the
heterozygote will have 'nothing but advantage, and be superior to the
homozygotes which will have both advantage and disadvantage', At the
same time, a high intensity of selection involved was suggested, in contrast
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to the traditional view that adaptive evolution cOruiisls of gradual
accumulation of small mutational steps. Ford's opinion found many
adherents, panicularly in England.

It seems to me that they overlooked the fact that only those cases with
vcry large selection coeffICients could be detected in nature by the methods
of ecological genetics. In fact. the dimculty of detecting a small sdection
intensity can be seen in the experimental work of Mukai and Yamaguchi
(1974) who investigated the relative viabilities of lethal chromosomes in
heterozygous condition in DrosophiliJ mefanogascer. They extracted 691
second chromosomes (274 Iethal-carrying and 417 lethal-free chromo·
somes) from the Raleigh. N.C., JXlpulation. Using thcsechromosomes. they

made 688 crosses which produced 241 lethal-free heterozygotes( + I +1. 350
single.lethal heterozygotes (+fl)and 97 double-lethal heterozygOles (fIn
In their experiment, the average number of flies counttd per cross was
roughly 1400, bringing the grand total for all the crosses to 968 820 fli~

(Muka~ personal communication~ Thus, to ~tablish the result that the
recessive lethal mutants lower the viability of heterozygotes byabout 1.2"1.
on the average, they counted nearly one million flies under controlled
conditions.

Along with the emphasis on overdominance and epistatic interaction in
ritness, a new trend developed. One of the leaders in this development was
Ernst Mayr. According to him (Mayr, 1955), classical population genetics.
which describes in mathematK::a1 terms tbe frequencies of genes, is based on
the oversimplifICation of assuming a fIXed, absolute selective value It a
single locus, and this is no longer tenable. Rather, we must regard the ritness
ofa gene as relative; it depends on such factors as other genes with which it
combines, past evolutionary history of the population, degree of inbreed
ing, population size, and so OIL He pointed out that such a new
development was gathering momentum for some years, and is. so to speak,
'a theory of relativity in the lield of population genetics'.

Similarly, Waddington (1957) in his book entitled The Slrategy oflhe
Genes criticized the work of Fisher, Wright and Haldane saying that the
mathematical theory they developed lacks two things that one normally
expects from a mathematical theory. First, it has not led to any noteworthy
quantitative statements about evolution, since the formulae involve
parameters of selective advantage, effective population size, mutation rate
etc., which are not known accurately. Secondly, it has not revealed new
relations and processes thatean explain phenomena which were previously
obscure. In this book, Waddington introduced a horde of neologisms such
as metaselection in analogy with metaphysics, homeostatic and quasi.

homeostatic selection, canalising selection in contrast to normalizing
selection, persistent drift ¥s. intermittent drift, spurious and true fitness
cross-section, creede etc.. which for the most pan are Dot useful for
discussing evolutionary proeesses in natural populations.

In the year 1959, the hundredth anniversary of tbe publication of
Darwin's Tfu' Origin ofSpecies was a:lehrated throughout the workl. That
year's Cokl Spring Harbor Symposium was held under the title 'Genetics
and Twentieth Century Darwinism'. 10 the leading paper entitled 'Where
are we?', Mayr (1959) again speaks of the IlC'>l.'Cr population genetics as the
genetic 'theory of relativity'. Referring to the work: of Fisher, Wright and
Haldane, he remarks: 'but what, precisely, has been the contribution of this
mathematical school to the evolutionary theory, if I may be permitted to

ask such a provocative question l' His own newer population genetics,
however, was entirely verbal and lacked any quantitative ucatment, quite
in contrast to tbe theory of relativity in physics.

Despite these various attempts to glorify the synthetic: theory of evolu
tion, actually very little substantial progress was made at this time. On the
whole, it was a time of stagnation, rhetorical arguments dominating over
meticulous scientifIC reasoning.

By tbe early 19605, consensus seems to have been reached that every
biological character can be interpreted in the light ofadaptive evolution by
natural selection, and that almost no mutant genes are selectively neutral
For example, in his book Animal Speciu and EV()futiott, Mayr (1963, see
chapter 8) claims that beconsiders it exceedingly unlikely that any gene will
remain selectively neutral for any length of time. He also says that selective
neutrality can be excluded almost automatically whenever polymorphism
or character clines are found in natural populations. He even suggests that
it would clarify evolutionary discussions if authors would refrain from
invoking 'genetic drift' as a cause of evolutiolL

Also, Ford (1964), in his book Ecological Generic.s, claims that not only
are neutral genes very rare, but also they are unlikely to attain appreciable
frequencies. because their neutrality will be upset by changes in the
environment and in the genetic outfit of the organism. The rationale of
Ford's claim was drawn from Fisher (1930b) who had always been an
extreme selectionisL In fact, in one of his papers, he (Fisher 1936) states as
follows. 'Evolution is progressive adaptation and consists of nothing else.
The production of differences recognizable by systematists is a secondary
by-product, produced incidentaUy in the process of becoming better
adapted.'

U we call the view that invokes positive selection to explain even the most
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minu le biologic.:l! differences as 'pa nselectionism', this was a very successful
paradigm at that time (and is still held by many biologists even now~ I can
attest thaI the above represents the then prevailing tide of thought, for I
myself was greatly influenced by it

or course. panselectionism is nOI new. The history of evolutionary
writings, especially around the !Urn of the century, is full of far fetched,
imaginative ideas Cor selective advantages of spc:cirK: traits. For example.
one author anributed the pink color of flamingos to protective coloration
against the selling sun. But the pansclectionism of the synthetic theory is
much more sophisticated. In the 1950s all observations and experiments
appeared to support it

Another prevailing opinion at that time: was that the rateancl direction of
evolution is essentially determined by positive sekction, with mutation
playing only a minorand subsidiary role. It was said that even if mutations
were stopped completely, outbreedingspccies usually have enough genetic
variability that can be generated by recombination so that evolution can
proceed for very long time. This opinion appears to have originated from
Fisher (see page 96 of Fisher, 1930b~ Even Muller (1949) states that he
defends the thesis that evolutionary rates arechidly determined by selective
factors rather than by mutation rates. I note, however, that Fisher and
Muller were thinking of adaptive evolution.

looking back, I think that it is a curious buman nature that ifa certain
doctrine is constantly being spoken O(favorably by the majority, endorsed
by top authorities in their books and taught in classes, then a bel)ef-is
gradually built up in one's mind, eventually becoming the guiding principle
and the basis of value judgement. At any rate, this was the time when the
panselectionist or 'neo·Darwinian' position was most secure in the history
of biology: the heyday of the traditional 'synthetic theory' of evolution.

Led by the Zeitgeisl, a great deal was said about how gene pools of the
species are organized and how they change in evolution. However, these
were inferences based on observations at the phenotypic level, and in
reality, there was no way of actually knowing what is going on in evolution
at the level of the internal structure of the gene. As mentioned already, much
importance was claimed for epistatic and heterotic gene interactions in
fitness. Such terms as imegNHed coadapled complex, genetic revolution,
cohesion ofthe gene pool, as well as genetic homeoslasis were introduced and
accepted by some. But, in my opinion, they were more rhetOrical than
scientific.

Throughout this period, but largely independent of fasmon, the math·

ematical theory of population genetics grew gradually to be quite
sophisticated, a rather unusual occurrence in biology. Particularly note
worthy is the theoretical framework called diffusion models (Kimura, 1964)
which makes use or partial differential equations known as diffusion
equations in math~matics. It enables us to treat the behavior of mutant
alleles by incorporating random changes due to random sampling of
gametes in reproduclion as well as deterministic changes due to mutation
and selection. This powenul method is an outgrowth of the great work of
Fisher and WrighL My own life as a scientist has been largely devoted to the
development of diffusion models stimulated by the pioneering work of

Wright. Although it involves approximation, the diffusion equation
method gives answers to many important but dilflCUlt problems which are
inaccessible to other methods. For example, this method gives solutions to
such problems as ·what is the probability that a single mutant with
arbitrary dominance that appears in a finite sized population, and has a
certain selective advantage, will eventually spread through the whole
population?' (Kimura, 1957, 1962~ This probability is usually called the
probability ofgenejiX4liol1 in population genetics.

IXspite such a development, ics applicability to evolution had been quite
limited until the era of mokcular biology was ushered in, because
population genetics theory is built on the concept oC gene f~uencies, that
is, the proportion of various allelic g~nes in the population. Conventional

stud ies ofevolution are conducted at the phenotypic leve~and there was no
direct way of unambiguously connecting the two.

Such limitations were removed with the advent of mo'ecular genetics.
Twodevelopments ensued. First, it became possible, through comparative
studies or amino acid sequ~ncesofproteins among related organisms, such
as comparisons of hemoglobins among 1iertebrates, and the use of
paleontological data, to estimate the evolutionary rates of amino acid
substitutions (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965~ This enabled us to estimate
the evolutionary rales or nucleotide substitutions inside the genes. Sec
ondly, the development of electrophoretic techniques enabled us to detect
enzyme variability among individuals rapidly, and these studies have
disclosed a wealth of polymorphic variants at the enzyme level in many
organisms (Harris, 1966, Lewontin and Hubby, 1966). This led us to
estimate genetic variability within species on a much finer scale than with
conventional gene markers.

So, at last, the time had arrived to apply the mathematical theory of
population genetics to determine how genes evolve. One shouk! have
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expected thcn that Ihe principle of Darwinian positive selection or the
survival of the fittest would be clearly shown to prevail at this most
fundamental level.

For the benefit of readers who are not familiar with molecular genetics. I
shall briefly summarize here the nature of genes and mutations at the
molecular level. A gene, or more precisely a cistron, may be regarded as a
linear message written with four kinds orONA bases usually denoted by the

letters A, T, G and C, where A = adenine, T = thymine, G = guanine and
C = cytosine. When the gene acts, Ihis message is transcribed into another
molecule called messenger RNA, using four letters similar to those in DNA
sequences but having U (= uracil) instead ofT. Then, the information in the
messenger RNA is translated into a polypeptide which is made by stringing
together amino acids, of which there are twenty different kinds. Finally, the

Table 21. Slandard RNA code lab/e

2 3

U C A G

U Ph, So< Ty, Cy, U
U Ph, So< Ty, Cy, C
U u. "', Term. Term. A
U L.. "', Term. T,p G

C U. p" His M, U
C u. p" His M, C
C u. p,o GI, M, A
C U. p" Gl, M, G

A II, Th, A" "', U
A II, Th' A," "', C
A n, Th' Ly, M, A
A Mo< Th, Ly, M, G

G y,1 AI, A,p Gly U
G y,1 AI' A,p Gly C
G y,1 AI' GI. Gly A
G y,1 AI, GI. Gly G

Ala, Alani~e (A); Arg. Arginine (R); Asn, Asparagine {N); Asp, Aspartic acid (0);
Cys, Cysteme {q; GIn. Glutamine (Q); Glu. Glutamic acid (E); Gly, Glycine (G);
His, Histidine (H); lie, Isoleucine (I); Leu. leucine {L); Lys, Lysine (K); Mel,
Methionine (M); Phe, Phenylalanine (F); Pro, Proline (P); Ser, Serine (5); Thr,
Threonine en; Trp, Tryptophan (W); Tyr, Tyrosine (Y); Val, Valine (V); Term~
Chain terminating codon. Letten in parentheses are one leiter expressions ll5ed by
Dayhoff.

polypeptide chain is folded to become a functional protein. It is remarkable
that protein molecules, which really make our lives possible and which
ioclude enzymes (such as CYlOchrome C, hormones (such as insulin) and
structural materials (sucb as-keratin), are all made in this way. The genetic
message is composed in such a way that a set of three consecutive letters or
'triplet' fonns a code word or 'codon' for an amino acid. With four possible
letters at each position of a triplet, there are 43 or 64 codons. Of these, 61 are
used to code for the 20 amino acids, while the remaining three codons serve
as punctuation marks ('chain termination'~ The entire 64 code words have
been deciphered (see Table 2.1). Gene mutations are changes in the DNA
message, and they can be classified into two groups; (I) replacements of one
nucleotide base for another, and (2) structural changes consisting of
deletions and insertions of one or more nucleotide bases as well as
transpositions and inversions of larger DNA segments. It is known that
nucleotide substitutions are found more frequently than structural changes
when homologous genes are compared among related organisms. In other
words, nucleotide substitutions are the most prevalent eVOlutionary
changes at the molecular level.

2.2 Proposal of the neutral mutatioo-nndom drift bypothesis

The picture of evolutionary change that actuaUy emerged from
molecular studies, however, seemed to me quite incompatible with the
expectations of neo-Darwinism. Among the salient features that were soon
disclosed were the approximate uniformity of the rate of amino acid
substitutions per year for each protein among diverse lineages, an apparent
randomness ir. the pattern of substitutions, and a very high overall rate
amounting to at least one mutant nucleotide substitution per genome every
two years when extrapolated to the haploid amount of DNA in mammals.

This rate was obtained by using a conservative estimate that one amino
acid substitu tion occurs in 28 x 106 years for a polypeptide chain consisting
of 100 amino acids and also by assuming that the mammalian genome
comprises some 4 x lOll nucleotide paiR. I then realized that this estimate
of the rate of mutant substitution per genome per generation is at least
several hundred times higher for mammals than the famous estimate
previously obtained by Haldane (1957b). His estimate was based on his
concept called 'cost of natural selection' which I later called 'substitutional
load' (Kimura, 196Oa). Haldane considered the situation in which an
original gene becomes disadvantageous due to change of environment,
while a mutant allele that was originally less fit becomes advantageous. He
then computed the amount of selective death or ·cost'.needed to carry out
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gene substitution in the species. He showed that the COsl D required to
carry out one gene substitution by natural selection is independent of the
selection coefficient but depends on the initial frequency of the substituted
mutant gene. He obtained an elegant result; D = - 2log.p for a semi
dominant mutation, where D is the fraction of cumulative selective deaths
and p is the initial mutant frequency. For example, if the initial frequency of
the advantageous mutant is one in a million (p= 10- 6 ). D = 27.6. If the
mutant is completely recessive, D becomes much larger. Haldane took
D = 30 as a representative value in the actual course of evolution. Ifselection
is taking place slowly ala number ofloei with an average ratear one mutant
substitu tion every n generations, the fitness of the species will fall below the
optimum by a factor of 30/n, namely, selection intensity I = 3D/II. He
conjectured that 1 =0.1 is a reasonable figure for horotelic evolution
(standard rate evolution) and suggested that mutants are su bstituted at the
rate of about 1{300. In other words., one gene substitution occurs every 300
generations. He also considered that this accords with the observed
slowness of evolution at the phenotypic level.

Haldane's treaunent is based on a deterministic model that disregards
the effect of random sampling of gametes in finite populations. To remove
this limitation, I used the diffusion equation method and obtained the cost
or the substitutional load in a finite population. For semidominant mutants,
the load for one gene substiLUtion is approximately L(p) = - 210g.p + 2,
where we can put p = 1/(2N) for a molecular mutant (see Kimura and
Maruyama, 1969 for details~ This approximate formula is valid if the
mutant allele has a definite selective advantage over the pre-existing allele.
This formula shows that as compared with Haldane's formula the cost is
larger by about 2, although this difference is usually relatively small.

Applying this and similar formulae under the assumption that the
majority of mu tant substitutions at the molecular level are carried ou t by
positive natural selection, I found that the substitutional load in each
generation is so large that no mammalian species could tolerate it. For
example, for a species consisting of a half million individuals, L(p) = 29.6
with P = 1/(2N) = 10- 6. SO,evenequatingone year with one generation, the
load per generation is roughly 30. This means that to maintain the same

population number and still carry out mutant substitutions at the rate of
one substitution every two years (i.e. the average substitution load of 15),
each parent must leave e l5 ;::: 3.27 x 106 offspring for one of the offspring to
survive and reproduce.

This was the main argument used when r presented the neutral mutation
random drift hypothesis of molecular evolution (1968a). An additional

reason not mentioned but realized at that time is that an unusually high rate
of production of advantageous mutants is required to explain the high rate
of molecular evolution by natural selection, especially assuming mutants
with only a slight selective advantage, SI> say 0.001 or less. To see this, let us
consider a mammalian species having a large body size and a generation

span of six years. For such a species, the effective population number (but
not necessarily the actual number) may be 105 or less. Using the formula for

the rate of evolution in terms of mutant substitutions (see equation 3.22 in
chapter 3), I argued as follows: since we have r;=k/(4N"sI)' where r; is the
mutation rate per gamete, k is the rate of mutant substitution per
generation and N < is the effective population size, if we put k = 3 (equi valent
to a substitution rate of 0.5 per year), 2N, = 10' and s\ = 10- 3, we gel

~=0.0l5 or 1.5% per gamete per generation. This is a very high rate of
production for advantageous mutations since it is tbe same order of
magnitude as the total rate for lethal and semilethal mutations per gamete.

Clearly, advantageous mutations should be much less frequent than
deleterious mutations. If k is larger, or N. or Sl is smaller, II becomes still
higher. The assumption that advantageous mutations are being produced
at such a high and constant rate throughout the long history of evolution

seemed to me to contradict a basic principle of adaptive evolution by
natural selection. Because, one should expect that each substitution of an

advantageous mutation must generally decrease the probability of sub
sequent mutations being advantageous unless the environment changes

drastically.
Turning now to the problem of extant genetic variability within species,

the new observations were also remarkable. As mentioned in the previous
section, application of electrophoretic methods sudden!y disclosed, starti ng
in 1966, a wealth of genetic variability showing high incidence of molecular
polymorphism ata large fraction of loci in various organisms. According to
Lewontin and Hubby (1966), the average per locus heterozygosity is about
12% and the proportion of polymorphism is 30% for 18 randomly cbosen
loci in D. pseudoobscura. A similar result was reported by Harris (1966) in
man. In these organisms, then, there must be thousands of loci where
variants are segregating at high frequencies, and each individual may be
heterozygous at hundreds or even thousands of loci However, these
polymorphisms were accompanied by no visible phenotypic effects and no
obvious correlation with environmental conditions. If these were generally
maintained by overdominance at individual loci, it seemed to me that the
total amount of segregation load (Crow, 1958) or selective deaths involved
must be intolerably large for higher animals.
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The segregation load is created because in each generation inferior
homozygotes are produced by segregation. Consider a locus with a pair or
overdominant alleles AI' and A1• and let the relative fitnesses or the three
genotypes ALA.. Al Az and A1A z be respectively I - SI' I and I - S1 (0 <
s, ~ 1.0 < S1 ::II~ Then, the average fitness of the equilibrium population
is less by

(2.1)

than the fitness of the heterozygote. [f SI =Sl=S, then L.=sf2_ For
example, if the selection coefficient against the homozygotes is I '7. the
segregatK)o load is L. "" 0.005. Suppose that n overdominant ioci are
segregating independently and that their contribution to the filness is
multiplicative; then the fraction of selective elimination per individual due
to n segregating loci is 1 - e-"'l, As a numerical example, let S =0.01 and
n = 2000, then this becomes 1 _e- 10 ::::::: 0.9999546. This means that if 2000
overdominant loci are segregating, each with 1% heterozygote advantage,
and if the selection is carried out by premature death of less fit
homOl.ygotes, each mdividual must produce on the a~rage roughly 22000
young in order to maintain the population number constant from
generatIOn to generation. It is evident that no mammalian species can
afford such reproductive waste.

Considering these fascinating but puzzling observations., it occurred to
me during 1967 that a majority of nucleotide substitutions in the course or
evolution must be the resuh of random rlXation of selectively neutral or
nearly neutral mutants rather than positive Darwinian selection, and many
of the enzyme polymorphismsare selectively neutral and maintained by the
balance between mutational input and random extinction. I presented this
thesis at the Genetic Club Meeting in Fukuoka in November 1967, and also
submitted a short paper to Nafure in December. which was published in
February of the next year (Kimura. I968a~

Then, in 1969 very strong support for my thesis. particularly with respect
to molecular eVOlution, came with the publication of the paper entitled
'Non-Darwinian evolution' written jointly by Jack Lester King and Thomas
H. Jukes. These authors arrived at the same idea as mine independentlyand
corroborated their claim with a wealth of cogent data from molecular
biology. The only difference is that whereas King and Jukes (1969) paid
little attention to protein polymorphisms. my neutral theory is equally
concerned with the maintenance of protein polymorph isms (Kimura.
1968., b).

The possibility that alleles responsible for enzyme polymorphisms are
not strongly selected and may be maintained by mutation pressure or by

very slight beterozygote advantage was also suggested by Crow (1968). A
year earlier, a similar view that these polymorphisms are almost ncutrnl in
the contemporary populations was briefly mentioned by Robertson (1967)
in relation to Harris' (l966)-observation of human polymorphism$.

Still earlier, and indeed before the wealth of enzyme polymorphisms was
discovered, we (Kimura and Crow, 1964) investigated theoretically the
number or isoalleles that can be maintaioed in a finite population. In tbis
paper we considered throe possibilities: (Il a system of selectively oeuml
isoalkles whose frequency in the population is determined by the mutation
rate and random drift; (2) a system of mutually heterotic alleles; (3) a
mixwre of heterotic and harmful mutants.. Wecame to the conclusion. from
the consideration of the segregation load in a finite population that the
number of segregating Ilxi due to overdominance for fitness is likely to be a
minority (CODtnlry to the claim of Wallace (1958)). Therdore, we thought
that the typK:a1 DrosophilLJ is likely to he homozygous for the majority of its
selecled genes. However, this by no means rules out the possibility of high
heterozygosity with respect to seleclively neutral or nearly neutral isoal
leles. In facl, we wrole in that paper as folklv.rs: 'In very large populations,
the possibility of many very nearly neutra~ highly mutable multiple
isoalldes cannot he ruled oul, although lhere is no experimental evidence:

for the existence of such systems,' The experimental evideoce was not to

come until two years later.
As mentioned already, a straightforward inlerpretationoftbe then newly

discovered. abundant protein polymorphisms in terms of the neutral
isoallele model was given by Kimura (1968a, b). A few years later, the theory
was elaborated with more evidence and with more confidence by Kimura
and Ohta (197Ia), In this paper. weclaimed lhat evolutionarysubstitutioDS
of amino acid and extant protein polymorphisms are nol two independent
phenomena but merely two different aspects of a single phenomenon
caused by random frequency drift of neutral or nearly neutral alleles in
finite populations. In short, protein polymorphism is a phase of molecular
evolution.

The proposal of the neutral theory or non-Darwinian evolution led to a
controversy called 'neutralist-selectionisl controversy', The pros and cons
of the neutral theory have been debated in various scientific meetings and
publications (see for example, Proceedings oft~ Sixth Berkeley Symposium
on Mathematical Statistics and Probability volume V: Darwinian. Netr
Darwinian, and Non-Darwinian EvohHion, ed. LLe Cam, J. Neyman, and
E.L. Scott (1972). University of California Press; Trends in Biochemical

Sciences 1: NI52-NI54).
The arguments for neutral and selective mechanisms have been reviewed

.
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in the papers of Crow (1972, 1981) and Harris (1976),. and in the books of
Calder (J973),. Lewantin (1974) and Ruffle (1976. 1982~ Particularly, in
LewOnlin's book, a very detailed and critical appraisal both of selectlonlsl
and neutralist Slands is made, and it has been widely quoled. Lewontin
claims that the name 'neutral mutation theory' is inappropriate and he

suggests that a more appropriate term is 'neoclassical theory', referring to
classical vs. balance theories as coined by Dobzhansky (1955~ I think that
Dobzhansky's classical theory is a strawman. essentially a caricature of
Muller's views and tberd'ore a term derived from it is inappropriate.
Furthermore, the picture of the neutral theory presented in Lewontin's
book is, In my vleW, somewhat biassed and I intend to correct such a
distorted picture in this book.

My claIm that the observed rate of molc:cular evolution is too great to be
explamed by posiliYe selection in the light of Haldane's cost principle was
immediately met with strong criticism by Maynard Smith (I968~ He
showed that if we assu1Il;e a 'threshold modd' in which a certain fraction.
such as 5lY4 of individuals having more than a threshold number of
favorable alleles survive for reproduction, then a much larger number of

gene substitutions can be carned out without a heavy genetic load, as
compared with the case in which selcctKm acts independently on different
Io::i. For example, when SOy. of the population is selected each generation,
the number of 10::1 at which selection can act simultaneously with a

selection codflClCnt 0.01 is 25500 under threshold selection. whereas the
number of loci is only 138 under the multiplicative fitness model (both
assuming that the population is haploid and that the: frequency of the more
favorable allele at each locus is 0.5~ He argues that the assumption of
multiplicative fitnesses between loci which underlies the Haldane cost
principle IS only valid under exceptional circumstances, and hence
Haldane's conclusion that it will typically take 300 generations per gene
substitution is unjustified. Maynard Smith went on to state that the rate of
evolution could be greater than this by one or morc orders of magnitude,

and that my conclusion that a large proportion of gene substitutions at the
molecular level are selectively neutral and ha ve occurred by drift, although
it may be true, does not follow necessarily from the COSI of selection
argument.

I think that there are several unrealistic features in Maynard Smith's
model. First, he assumes that the fitness of ind ividuals is solely determined
by genes, i.e. 100% heritability. There is the possibility, however, that the
broad-sense heritability of fitness is very low. In fact, Mukai, Schaffer and
Cockerham (1972) showed in Drosophila melanog{)jfer that the fitness of

individuaJs as a quantitative character has an extremely low, broad·sense
heritability (JIl) of about 0.004. so that threshold or truncation selection

cannot work effectively without entailing very severe culling, that is, heavy
cost. Secondly, Maynard smith assumes tacitly that an advantageous
mutant exists ready-made at everyone of a vast number o{loci at any time
without waiting for environmental changes. I think that such an asswnp
tion is highly unrealistic. For one thing. if it were true, evolution would be

vastly more rapid in a species with a very large population size than one
with a small population size. No such pattern isdiscernibleat the molecular
Ievd. The rate 0{ molecular evolution is roughly constant per year for

individual proteins, such as the hemoglobin a.chain, among diverse lineages
(see chapter 4). I think that it is much more realistic to assume, as Haldane

(1957b) did, that advantageous mutants are derived from a reservoir 0{

previously deleterious mutants through environmental changes.. A similar
model as that of Maynard Smith was presented by Sved (1968) who
however realtzed that the limiting factor in this type of formulation is the
availability 0{ favorabk mutations. Maynard Smith's calculations were
also criticized as unrealistic by O'Oonald (1969) from a different viewpoint

The suggestion that a threshold Of truncation selection modelcan also be
invoked to avoid the heavy segregation load even if polymorphisms are
maintained ata very large numhero{ioci byoverdominance had previously
been made by King (1%71 Sved et aL (1967) and Milkman (1967). The

models 0{ these authors are essentially similar, 50 I sball explain that of
King, In his mode~ it is assumed that each homozygous locus contributes

one unit to a measure called 'survival factor parameter'. Environmental
factors also contribute to this parameter. It is then assumed that individuals
wilh the parameter values greater than a certain threshold value fail to

survive. In other words, it is assumed that truncation selectiOn is practiced
in nature as in animal breeding. Using this mode~ King showed tbata large
number of heterotic loci each with a significant selective advantage (say,
0.01) can be maintained under a modest selective elimination such as 50"1".
One of the difficulties with this model is thaI, as pointed out by Lewontin
(1974), an unrealistically large amount of fitness reduction is expected to

occur upon inbreeding. Let us take, as an example, one of tbe cases
tabulated by King(1967). Assuming that the average survival rate is 50%
and that the: proponion of variance due to overdominance is 0.033, itcan be
shown that 1000 loci each with heterozygote frequency 0.3 and with 1%
selective advantage of the heter02.ygotes over either bomozygotes can be
maintained. [f we calculate what would happen if the genome is made
completely bomozygous (i.e. 100% inbreeding)., it turns out that survival of
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the resulting homozygotes is less than one in ten thousand (10- 4
). This is

contradicted by experimental studies in Drosophila (Ternin et al., 1969).

Although these Drosophila studies measured viability only, there is
experimental evidence that fitness differences afC about five times as great
as those for viability alone, still inconsistent with the enormous inbreeding
dedine that King's numbers would predict.

Nevertheless, these models assuming truncation selection have been
hailed by some selectionists as the alternative solution to the neutral theory
(and in fact, a more desirable one) for understanding molecular evolution
and polymorphism. Not much attempt, however, has been made toconfirrn
that this type of selection actually occurs and is really responsible for gene
substitution and maintenance of genetic variability in nature.

I believe that during the decade since the origination of the neutral
theory, supporting evidence for it increased, particularly by the recent
finding that nucleotide changes that cause no amino acid changes (called
synonymous or silellt substitutions) occur at much higher rates in evolution
than those which lead to amino acid changes (Salser, 1978; Nichols and
Yanofsky, 1979).

Since natural selection acts through phenotypes of the organisms for
which the structure and function of proteins playa decisive role, one should
expect that the mutations that do not cause amino acid changes in proteins,
other things being equa~ are much less subject to natural selection than
those which cause amino acid changes. Yet, abundant data have emerged in
the last few years showing that synonymous changes, and also nucleotide
changes in the non-coding regions (that do not participate in prolein
formation) in DNA are the most prevalent evolutionary changes at the
molecular level (Kimura, 1977; Jukes, 1978b).

In addition, it has been discovered very recently that some genes of
eukaryotes (higher organisms with a true nucleus) contain regions cal1ed
inrervening sequences or introns which are not included in the mature
messenger RNA and therefore do not participate in protein formation (see
Crick, 1979 for review). Already, there is evidence that eVOlutionary
nucleotide su bstitutions in introns are very rapid (van den Berg ec al., 1978~

As I shall examine in more detail later, fhe rule is char those molecular

changes clUJt are less likely to be subjecc 10 n.acural seleccion occur more
rapidly in evolurion.

I think that King and Jukes had remarkable insight when they wrote in
1969: 'if DNA divergence in evolution includes the random fixation of
neutral mutations, then the third-position nucleotides should change more
rapidly', reasoning that most of the nucleotide changes at the third position

of the codon are synonymous and therefore are more likely to be neutral.
In this context, I wrote in one of my papers on the neutral theory

(Kimura, 1968b): 'The recent findings of"degeneracy" of DNA code, that is,
existence of two or more base-triplets coding for the same amino acid, seem
to suggest that neutral mutations may not be as rare as previously

considered'. In the same paper, however, I also added a note of caution:' It is
important to note thatprobablynotall synonymous mutations are neutral,
ev~n if most of them are nearly so'. Perhaps, Ihis was a pertinent statement
in the light of the recent finding that synonymous codons are oflen used in
'non-random' or unequal fashion (see section 7.5 for detailed discussion on
this phenomenon).
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3

The neutral mutation-random drift
hypothesis as an evolutionary paradigm

3.1 Chance acting on seleclively equivalent alleles
The neutral mutation-random drift hypothesis (or the neutral

theory ror short) holds that at the molecular level most evolutionary change
and most of the variability within species are not caused by Darwinian
selection but by random drift of mutant alleles that are selectively neutral or
nearly neutral. The essential part of the neutral theory is not so much that
molecular mutants are selectively neutral in the strict sense as that their fate

is largely determined by random genetic drift. In other words. the selection
Intensity mvolved in the process is SO weak that mutation pressure and
random drift prevail in molecular evolution.

In order to see more fully what the neutral theory purports, and how it

differs From the traditional synthetic theory, let us consider an evolutionary
process in which mutant genes are substituted one after another withm the
SpeclCS. Each such su bstitution is made up ora sequence ofe\-ents in which a
rare mutant form which appeared, usually singly represented. in the

populallon.finallyspreads through the whole population reaching fixation,
i.e. fl-equency of 100i~ Fig. 3.1 illustrates the course or change in the

Fig. 3.1 Behavior of mutant genes followrng theIr appearance In a
finite population. Courses of change in the FrequenCIes of mutan15
destined to fixation 3re depICted by thick paths. N. Slands For the
elTeetlve population size and p is the mutation rate.

1~r==~'~N':..-====.t==-'."I~'--=====::}__
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frequencies of mutant alleles following their appearance in a finite
population.

Although a large number of mutants arise in each generation in any
reasonably large population,'"the majority are lost by chance within a small

number of generations (Fisber, 1930b; Kimura and Ohta, 1969b). It is often
not realized that this is true not only for deleterious and selectively neutral
mutants but also for advantageous mutants unless the advantage is Vl:ry
large. For example, if a mutant has a 1% selectiVl: advantage, the chance is
only about 2% that it will eventually spread through the whole population
(Haldane. 1927; Fisher, 1930b). In the remaining98'Y. of the cases, it will be
lost by chance fcom the population without being used in evolution. Thus,

there is a vast difference between the total number of advantageous mutants
that have ever occurred in any species in the course of evolution and the
number that have actually been incorporated (fixed) into the species.
Actually, it is a lucky minority that manage to increase their frequencies and
spread in the species, finally reaching the state of fixation. Each such event
usually takes a large number of generations. For a selectively neutral
mutant, it takes on lhe average 4N. generations until fixation if we exclude
the cases in which it is lost (Kimura and Ohta, 1969a). In Fig. 3.1, the
courses of change in the frequencies of mutants destined for fixation are
depicted by thick paths.

According to the traditional interpretation, mutant genes must have
some selective advantage for them to spread through the species..
Occasionally, however, a selectively neutral mutant may be carried along
by 'hitchhiking' (i.e. by being linked 10 a favorable gene) to reach a high

frequency, but this is a secondary phenomenon. On the other hand, the
neutral theory is based on the well-known fact in population genetics that
mutants do not need a selective advantage for some of them to spread
through the population. If mutants are selectively equivalent to the pre
existing fonns rrom which they are derived, their fate is left to chance and
their frequencies increase or decrease fortuitously as time goes on. Such a
nuctuation arises not only because of the small initial number 0( mutants,
but also because of the finite size of populations; in each generation a
relatively small number of gametes are sampled out or a vast number of

male and Female gametes produced, to create the individuals of the next
generation. Allhough the overwhelming majority of such neutral mutants

are lost by chance, a tiny minority will eventually become fixed in the
population. If neutral mutations are common at the molecular level, and if
such a random process goes on incessantly for a very long time, say tens of
millions of generations, the genetic composition of the population will
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3.2 R2ndom ge.necic: drift due. to finite. population size

The concept of random genetic drift is basic for the neutral theory,
so I shall explain this in SOlT1e detail. By random genetic drift I mean

Fig. ).2. Illustration 0( the process of random change of gene
frequencies during one generation in I population consisting of four
breeding indivlduak. Thi5 corresponds to a population of four
monoecioU5 indIviduals in whICh random union of gametes takes place
in reproduction.
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random fluctuation of gene frequencies in a population caused by random
sampling of gametes in reproduction. In any sexually reproducing species,
the total number of individuals is not only finite. but also can be regarded as
a random sample chosen from a much larger collection of male and female
gametes (or ·gene pool') produced by the parental generation. The amount
ofnuctuation in gene frequencies (that is, proportion of various alldes) is
expected to be larger, the smaller the population.

Fig. 3.2 illustrates how gene frequencies change from one generation to
the nel(( assuming a model populationconsistingoffour individuals. [0 this
Iigure, a pair of alleles AI and A 1are ex pressed by black and white balls, and

the frequency of tbe 'black' allele changes from 4/8 (i.e. 5O"/J to 3/8 (i.e.
37.5%) in one generation by chance. More generally. if the frequency of A I

in the population happens to bexat a given moment, then t.hechange dthe
frequency of Al in one generation has mean zero and variance (that is. the
squared standard deviation).x( I - x)/(2N). where N is the population size
in the next generation. 1lv: process of random drift may also be illustrated
as in Fig. 3.3 where a few courses of change ('sample pathsl in gene
frequency are shown starting from 50"/..

There is another method of representation, suitable for mathematical
treatment of the process of random drift. The process is described in terms

Fig. 3.). A few sampk paths representing processes of random gene
frequency drift startinl from SOY.. 1besc Irt chosen from sample
paths actually obtllDed in Monte Carlo expc:rimenu by I computer,
simulating a population comprising ten breeding Individuals (N '"" 10)
and surting from the gene frequency 0.5.
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change tremendously. Even though a mutant gene may have only one
chance In a million of spreading through the population, in a population
large enough to produce 10 mutants at a locus each year there will be 10
mutant substitutions at this locus each million years. This random process
is known 35 'random genetic drift' (or 'random drift' in short) in population
genetics.

Here. I would like to point out thai we must keep clear the distinction
bet\l.U;n gene ftlUfQe;on at the individual level and the mufant (gene)

substitution 31 the population kveL 01 Infrequently, in the literature of
molecular evolution, the differences of amino acids between homologous
proteins are referr~ to simply as 'randomly disuibuted point mutations",
but suchan expression tends to obscure the basic distinction betWttn these
twoconcepu; the amino acid differences between spc:ies reflects the resulu
of mutant substitutions rather than simply gene mutations.
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Fig. 3.5. The caUlK or change in the rrequency distribution of allde
AI due lO I'1iI.ndom g£netic drift. In Figure (a), the Initis.l rrequency (p)
or Al is 0.5, while in Figure (b) it is 0.1. In botb figures, I stands lOr
time: and N stands for tbe effective populatiOD number. The abscissa is
the rrequcncy (x) or AI and the ordinale is the probability density (f).
(From Kimura, 1955~

mated without much error by a smooth frequency curve:. Also, the time

parameter t can be treated as continuous (I ~ 0), although we can still

measure time with one generation as the unil
Let ,(P, x; t) be the probability density that the frequency of allele A I in

the population becomes x in the Hh generation, given that it is p at c =0.

Then it can be shown that ,(p, x; l) satisfies the diffusion equation

a, I al

at= 4Naxl[x(i-x),], (O<x< I), (3.1)

where, = ,(p, x; I). For the rationale of this equation readers may refer to

Kimura (1964) and Crow and Kimura (1970; see pp. 382-3). "The exact

solution of this equation which satisfleS the condition that the initial gene
frequency is p was obtained by Kimura (I955), and is expressed as follows;

(32)

'.0

4J(p,x;t)= L p(1-p)i(i+1)(2i+1)F(I-~;+2,2,p),-,
x F(J - ~ i + 2, 2,x)i'-I(I~ 111/140'1),

where F(-,·,· .. ) stands for the hypc:rgeomc:tric function.

Fig. 3.4. Hl$l.ograms shOWing tbe course of change of the gene
frequency distribUlion with time (generations 1,5, 10 and 15) through
random sampling drift In this illustrated example, the: population
consists oC five monoecious mdividuals breeding at I'1iI.ndom (N ,. 5),
and tbe frequency or A I starn from SOy. at { "" 0 (i.e. p" 0.5). The
abscissa represents the rrequency or A. in lhe populalion. The black
column at the Jeft represents the proportjon of populations in which
AI IS losL Similarly, the black column at the right represents the
proportIOn of populatIOns in which Al is fixed.

of the probability distribu tion of gene frequencies. We consider an infinite
collection of populations each consisting of tv breeding individuals in
which a pair of alleles AI and Al are segregating. We shall denote the

frequency of Al by x,so that the frequency of A 2 is I-x. Let us assume that
at generation zero (c "'" 0) all the populations in this ensemble contain A, in
the same frequency (say p), and then investigate how the proponions of
populatIons ha ving A I in various frequencies (that is, the distribution of x)

change in subsequent generations.
In Fig. 3.4. the-courseof change is illustrated assuming N = 5 and p = 0.5.

The abscissa (x) represenlS the frequency of A I and the height of the column
the proportion of the populations having thIS A I frequency. The tWO
terminal frequency classes (x =0 and x = I) are shown by black. columns.

As may be seen from this figure, the frequency distribution of unfixed
classes becomes more and more spread oot as time goes on, and evenlually

Al becomes either fixed in the population or lost from it (fixation of Az).
After 10 generations, the distribution is nearly nat and decreases at the rate

0.1 pc:r generatkln whICh is equal to 1/(2N).
When the population size N is larger, say one hundred or more,

histograms represenling the gene frequency distribution can be approxi.
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Fig.. 3.5 illustrates the course ofchangc of the gene r~qucncydistributiOn

of unfixed classes for the two following cases; in Fig. 3.50 the initial
frequency (P) is 0.5 and in Fig. 3.Sb it is 0.1. It may be seen from Fig. 3.50
that. if p "" 0.5, the distribution curve becomes nearly nat and that genes are

unfixed in roughly 50% of the cases after 2N generations. On lhe other
hand, if p'" 0.1 (Fig. 3.Sb), it takes 4N or 5N generations before tbe
distribution curve becomes practIcally naL In general, ilean be shown that,
after a large number of generations., tbe distribution of unfixed classes

(0 < x < I) becomes nal and decays al the rate 1f(2N) per generation.
It might be thought that there is littk interest in the nat distribution of

unfixed classes. since by the lime the distribution bo:.:omes nat most of the
genes are already fixed or losL Why, then, did Fisher and Wright emphasize
the Oat shape of the distribution. The reason is thal, instead of thinking 0( a

group or populations all starting with the same frequency, lhcy were

considering a group of populations starting from a wide variety of initial
frequencies.

3.3 EITectife population size

Actual populations are expected to be much more complicated in
breeding structure than the model populations considered in the previous

section. Therdore. it is desirable if such a complicated situation can be
reduced to an equivalent simple case for which the mathematical treatment

is much easier. The concept of dTective population number (or size) was

introduced by Wright (1931)to l'l1Cet this need, and it has become one of the

fundamental concepts in treating the problem 0( random genetic drifl

Here I shall quickly summarize some or the important results obtamed
on this topic (for more details, see Kimura and Ohta, 1971b,chapter 3~ In

the following, N. denotes the effective size and N denotes the actual size of
the population.

(i) Ifa population consists of N", breeding males and N
f

breeding females,
the effective size of the population is

N 4N",Nr
• - (3.))N... +Nr

(Wright. 1931). This shows that if the number of breeding males and females

differs greatly, the effective size N.depends mainly on the less numerous sex.

In the extreme case in which the number of females is indefinitely greater

than that of males, N. =4N",. Thus, if a herd is headed by one male, the

effective size of the herd is only four even when the number of females is
indefinitely large.

-

(ii) U N parents furnish varing number (k) of gametes to the next
generation, and if the population is stationary in size (IC _ 2) and mating is at

random,

4N -2
N.= 11:+2'

where (1: is the variance of k (Wright. 1938b~ Note that if the progeny

number follows the Poisson distribution so that t1~ -IC = 2, theefTective size

N. is approximal.dy equal to the actual number N. U the variance is larger
than the mean, as is likely in most natural populations., the effective number

is less than the actual number. On lhe other hand, if the parents leave
exactly the same number of offspring so that 11: _ 0, we get N. = 2N - I,

namely, the effective size is about tWK:e the actual size. Such a situation is
unlikely to occur in nature but maybe reali:ud in experimental populations

under human control.

(iii) U the number of individuals changes cyclically witb a relatively sbon

period of II generations, the effective size is

N.~./JYIN,~ ().5)

In other words, N. is equal to the barmcnK: mean (ie. reciprocal or the mean

of lhe reciprocals) of the number of individuals over one cycle (Wright.
1938). Thus the effective size is controlled largely by the: phase of small
numbers. For example. if an insect population expands in five generations

rrom 10 to Ilr in a geometric series and then returns to tbe initial size

through the following live generations., N.::=:: 54. Such a periodK: reduction
in the numberofbreeding individualscan play an important role in making

the effective size much smaller than the a verage actual population size. For
the effect ora population bottleneck on genetic variability, readers should

consult Nei et a1. (1975). The effective size also decreases if the difference in

fecundity among individuals has a high heritability (Robertson, 1961;
Nei and Murata, 1966~

(iv) If generations overlap. Crow and Kimura (1972) showed thal for a

stationary population

N.=NofT (3.6)

approximately, where No is the number born each year, f is the average age

of reproduction and

T= f~ l:b,dy, (3.6a)

where I, is the probability 01' surviving from birth to age y, and b,dy is the
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expected number of births to an individual in the age interval y to y+ dy.
When the birth rate is uniform and the death rate is low during the period of
~production. the above formula (3.6) becomes essenliaJly the same as the
formula by Nei and Imaizumi (1966) which is

N.=N.t, (3.7)

where N. is tbe number born per year who survive until the mean age of
reproduction and t is the mean age oC reproduction. An important advance
in this subject was made by Hill (19.72). He sbowed that the effective size of a
random mating population with overlapping generations is equal to the
effective size or a population with discrete generations which has the same
number of indivKluals entering the population each generation aoo the
same variance ollifetime progeny productioD_ His formula for monoecious
diploids is

N. - (4N - 2)L/('~ + 2), (l.8)

where tV is the number bomevery year, Lis the generation interval in years,
and 0; is the varianceorlifetime family size per parent, or, morestricdy, the
variance per individual of the number of gamet~ contributed to the next
generation. ote that many newborn individuals may have no progeny.
(For a simplified derivation, see Hil~ 1979.)

(v) If a species consists of a large number of more or less isolated
subpopulations, and if utinction and subsequent replacement cx::eur
frequently among subpopulations, the dTective size of the species is greatly
reduced as compared with the situation in which a whole species fonns a
random mating or panmictic unit. This property is particularly pertinent
when we consider genetic variability of a bacterial species (see chapler 9~ It

Fig. 3.6. Diagram illustrating the population slfueture of an asexually
uproducing haploid species tonsisting of a large number of lines
which are subject to frequent extinction and subsequent replacement.

•
Time_

can be shown (see, Maruyama and Kimura, 1980) tbat if a baploid species
consists of n lines which reproduce asexually and each of which is subject to
random extinction and subsequent replacement (see Fig. 3.6), then the
effective population size of the species is

N.=i'i+n/(2J.)+nN,,/J., (3.9)

where N is the harmonic mean ol the effective population size per line per
unit time, n is the number of lines (assumed to be larae), J. is the rate of line
extinction and 0 is ~ mutation rate (assuming the infinite neutral allele
model and measuring these rates using the same unit cl time). The amount
of genetic variability within a baploid species may be measured in terms of
'virtual beterozygosity' whkh is defined as one minus the sum of squares of
alJelic frequencies. At equilibrium in which mutational production of new
alleles and random extinction of pre-existing alleles balance each other, tbe
virtual heterozygosity is given by 2N.v/O + 2N.p). Note that the dTective
size of the species N. can be several orders of magnitude less than its
apparent size which is equal to nR, where TV is the arithmetic mean of the
dfective population size per line per unit time:. In a diploi:i species
consisting of n colonies (subpopulations). if migration takes place bet....ttn
colonies at the rate m per generation (assuming the islaDd model of
population structure) in addition to extinction and recolonizatK)fl of
colonies, it can be shown that tbe effective size d the species is

N. = N + n/(4(o + J. + m)) + IIN(" + m)/(v + J. +m), (3.10)

where v is tbe mutation rate and J. is the colony extinction rate per
generation. If the rate of colony extinction (J.) is much larger tban the
migration rate (m) of individuals, the dTective size of the species is muth
smaller than liN, tbe product ol the number ofcolonies and the effective size
of an individual colony. The average heterozygosity at equilibrium is
4N.p/(1 +4N.ll). where N. is given by (3.10).

Finally, I wouJd like to call the readers' attention to the fact that the
effective population size applicable to neutral evolution is that of the entire
species (or subspecies if this forms an independent reproductive unit). but
not the effective size of a local population which forms a part of it. This is
particularly important when we consider the problem of subdivided
population structure in general.

3.4 Neutral and nearly neutral mutations
For the behavior of mutant alleles to be mainly controlled by

random drift, it is not necessary that they be strictly neutra~ that is,
completely equivalent with respect to fitness.. What is required is that the
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as a good approximation. In these formulae, the selection coeffICient (5 or

S/4NJ may be positive or negative depending on whether the mutant is
advantageous or disadvantageous. When the mutant is strictly neutral

(5 ..... 0). the fonnula reduces to

If we denote this fixation probability as uo•and if we consider the ratio u/uo,

then we get

u/Uo = S/O ~e-S). (3.14)

This represents thecomribution of a mutant having selective advantage 5 to

gene substitution, relative to that of a strictly neutral mutant

In Fig. 3.1, u/uo is plotted as a solid curve. For example, if s = - 1/(4NJ,
this ratio is about 0.58.

Next, let us consider the relative contribution ofa weakly selected mutant
to population heterozygosity. Again assu ming semidominance in fitness,let

H(P) be the sum of the fraction of heterozygotes involving a mutant allele
over all generations until either fiXation or loss, starting from the frequency

p. Then, it can be shown (Kimura. 1969b; this corresponds to equation 15'

therein with VIII = I) that

(3.15)

(3.1 3)

(3.12)

H(P) ~ 2[«(PI - ']/"

" ~ 1/(2N).

smal~ we have

(3.11)

Fig. 3.7. Relati~ contribution or a weakly selected mutant to gene
substitution and heterozygosity. The solid curve represents uJuo as a
function of 4N".s. where N. is the effective population size and s is the
selection cocrrlCiem or the mutanL The broken curve represents
HTJHT.O•

magnitude of their selective ad vantage or disadvantage. as measured by the
selection coefficient, s, does not exceed, roughly speaking, the reciprocal of

twice the elTeclive population size; lsi < 1/{2N.~ In my 1968 pa per on the

neutral and nearly neutral isoalleles (Kimura, 1968b), I said that a mutant

gene may be defined as 'almost neutral' ifl2N~I is much smaller than unity,
that is, lsi <s: 1/(2NJ. Li (1978) claims that this definition is too strict and
suggests that a more reasonable definition of almost neutral is lsi;;;; liN,.

To see the behavior of alleles in Ihe neighborhood of neutrality, let us
consider the probability that a mutant aUelc eventually becomes fixed in the

population. Let u(P) be the probability that a mutant allele whose initial
frequency is p will ultimately be fixed in the population. We consider the

simple case of genic selection in which the mutant allele has selective

advantage 5 in single dose and 2s in double dose, that is, the case of
semidominance (or 'no dominance'). Then. it can be shown (Kimura, 1951.

1962) that

where 5 =4N.s. The probability of ultimate fiXation of an individual

mutant, denoted by u, can then be obtained by putting p = Ij(2N). If lsi is
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where u(P) is the probability of ultimate fuation as given in (3.11~ For a

single mutant, p = 1j{2N). and the corresponding sum of beterozygotes is

5-1 +e-s
HT = Ns(J e-S)' (3.16)

where 5 = 4N.s as before. To simplify our treatment, let us assume that the

actual and the effective population sizes are equal, that is, N. = N. Then. we

,'1
(3.17)

For a strictly neutral mutant (5 ..... 0). this reduces to HT = 2 which we

denote by HT •O = 2. Thus, the ratio

HT/HT.O = 2{5 - I + e-S)j[S{1 -e-S)), (3.18)

where 5 = 4NoS, represents the relative contribution to heterozygosity of a

mutant having selective advantage s, taking a strictly neutral mutant as the

standard.
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In Fig. 3.7, this ratio is plotted as a broken curve:. It is clear that
contribution to heterozygosity changes much more slowly than the
contribution to ~ne substitution as s deviates from zero (i.e. strict
neutrality), Forexample. if! = - lIN. or S = - 4. we MveHTIHT•O ~0.46.

whereas u/uo ::::: 0.075. This is easily understandable since deleterious alleles
(unless their effect on fitness is large) behave much like strictly neutral alleles
when their rrequencies are low, being strongly influenced by random
sampling drifL Thus deleterious aneles can conlribure significantly to

heterozygosity. On the other hand, they arc effectively selected against at

high frequencies. being prevented from becoming lixed, and therefore
cannot contribute: signifICantly to gene substitution.

3.5 Population dynamics of mutant substitution
I shall now treat quantitatively the process ofaccumulation of new

mutants within the species in the course of evolution. ut us fix our
attention on the proem by which mutant ~nes are substituted one after
another in the population as depicted by thick paths in Fig. 3.1. We first
consider the entire set of nudeotidcs making up tt.: genome {haploid
chromosome set~ For a human, this number is very large, of the order of
3.5 billion (3.5 )( I09~ Since the mutation rate per nuclcotidesite is low (say,
10-' or less), we may assume that whenever a mutantappea.rs,itoccursala
new site in which mutant forms arc not already segregating in the
population. Thisassumption (Kimura, 1969b) is now known as the 'infinite
site moder in population genetics (sec Kimura, 1971~

Let t' be the mutation rate per gamete per generation. Since each
individual has two sets ofchromosomes, there arc 2N chromosome sets in a
population of N individuals, and therefore: 2Nr; new, distinct mutants will
be introduced into the population in each generation (for a haploid
population, the corresponding number is Nu). Let u be the probability of a
single mutant ultimately reaching fixation in the population. For a
semidominant mutant, this is given by equation (3.12). When the process is
viewed over a very long time, the rate per generation or mutant
subslitutions in the population is equal to the number of new mutations
produced in each generation multiplied by their ultimate fixation pro
bability. Thus, we have

kz2Nuu. (3.19)

Note that 2NI.I new mutants appear in each generation of which a rraction u
eventually reach fixation. Thus k represents the rale ofeoo/utwn in terms of
mutant substifurions.

Although we considered the genome as a whole in the above con-

sideration, the results can also be applied with good approximation to a
single gene locus consisting of several hundreds or more of nucleotide sites.
So, in the following, we restrict our consideration to a gene locus or cistron,
and express the evolutionary rate taking the nuclcodde or codon as the
unit Also. we often find it convenient to consider the protein coded by a
gene ratber than the gene itself.

In considering mutations at the molecular level, tWO very important
points that we must keep in mind are: (i) the number of possible allelic states
at any gene locus (astron) is so large as to be practically infinite, aod (iQ back
mutation in the strict sense is so rare as to be practically negligible in any
short interval of time. As an example, let us take the cistron coding for the (I

chain ci the mammalian hemoglobins. This polypeptide consists ci 141

amioo acids, and so this correspoods to 423 nucleotide sites (actually, the
gene cooing for this polypeptide contains intervening sequences or
'introns', but we neglect these parts). This allows 4"1.) or some IOn... allelic
states through base replacements alone, because each oucleotide site may
be occupied by anyone ci the (our kinds of nucleotide bases.. Thus, for any
one of these alleles, there arc 3 )( 423 or 1269 other aJleks tbat can be
ruched by a single step base replacement The probability of returning to
the original allele (rom anyone of the derived alleles by (urther single base
replacement is ooly I in 1269, assumiog that all base replacements occur
with equal probability.

IDCidentally. these considerations justify a particular model of allelic
mutations (called 'infinite allele model') which assumes that whenever
mutation occurs it leads to a new, non·preexisting allele (Kimura and Crow,
1964~ Although this model is suitabl.e for treating [he level ci extant genetic
variability in the: species (sec chapter 8), it is not suitable to treat [he process
ci mutant substitutions we arc considering here. At a highly polymorphic
locus, faation of a single allele is unlikely to occur and what we see is the
shifting of allelic frequencies with time. So, unless we identify mutations at
individual nucleotide sites, no clearcut interpretation of the rate of mutant
substitutions is possible. This is why treatment of mutant substitutions by
using the infinite allele model, as was done by Guess and E~ns (1972), is
unsatisfactory for practical biological use.

Returning to equation (3.19) for the rate of evolution. let us consider two
contrasting cases, the case of neutral mutations and that of definitely
advantageous mutations. First, let us assume that mutant alleles are
selectively neutral In this case, as shown in (3.13), u "'" 1/(2N). Substituting
this in (3.19), we get

k = v. (3.20)
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Fig. 19. Processes or mutant substitutions in the population.
Individual mutant alleles increase much morc rapidly within the
population In case (IZ) thaD in case (b~ but the rate of cyolutioa in
tcrms or mutant substitutions is tbe same in both cascs.
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Fig. ].8. Probability distnbution of thc Icngth or limc until fixation of
I selectivcly neutral mutant. Tbc abscissa reprcscnts the time
measured with 4N. generations as the unit, aDd thc ordinate the
probability density (from Kimun. 1970).
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method. The theory gives tbe average number of generations umillixation
(excluding the cases ofeventual loss), assuming that the initial frequency of
the mulant allele is p. In the special case of a selectively neutral mutant,
putting p = Ij(2N). the average number of generations until rtXation
becomes approximately

f l =4N.. (3.23)

In other words, it takes. on the average, four times the effective population
size for a selectively neutral mutant to reach fixation by random frequency
drift. In addition, it was shown that the number of generations until fixation

(3.22)

(3.21 )

1964). Substituting this in (3.19) we

k= 4N.sv.
This means that the rate of evolution depends on the effective population
size (NJ and selective advantage (.I), as well as on the ratc (II) at whi::h
advantageous mutants are produced each generation. One should expect in
this case that the rate of evolution would depend strongly on the
environment, being high for a species offered a new ecologic opportunity
but low for those kept in a stable environment. 1think it highly unlikely that
the product N.su remains the same for diverse lineages of vertebrate
evolution, irrespective of whether the evolution at the phenotypic level is
very rapid (as in the line leading to man) or practically stopped (as in the line
leading to carp~ As we shall sec in the next chapter, the observed rate of
evolution for a given molecule, say hemoglobin, is constant per ycaramong
diverse lineages, and equation (3.22) appears to be incompatib~with such
an observation. Equation (3.22) would also be incompatible with the
observation if observed rates were constant per generation rather than
per year. The obscr~ constancy is much more compatible with tbe
expo:tation of the neutral theory (sce equation 3.20).. although doubts have
been expressed by various authors as to why the neutral mutation rate per
year (rather than per generation) is equal between organisms having very
dilTerent generation lengths. This problem will be discussed later (see
section 8.7) when we treat the model of 'effectively neutral mutations'
(Kimura. 1979a). Note that the problem does not arise when comparisons
are made among organisms with similar generation lengthS but living under
very different conditions.

Inconsidering the population dynamics of mutant substitutions, we need
to know, in addition to the probability or gene fIxation, the average length
of time involved for each substitution. A general theory on thIS subject has
been worked out by Kimura aod Ohta(1969a) using thedtffusion equation

with good approximation (Kimura,

obtain

In other words, the rale of evolution In terms of mutant subslitutions per
generation is equal to the mutatKlR rate ~r gamete independent of
populationsize(Kimura, 1968a). This remarkable property isonly valXl for
neutral alleles. However. as shown in the previous section, if a mutant has
selcetioncocfflCient much smaller in absolute value than I/{2N.). it behaves
like a neutral mutant so that this equation holds approximately.

Next. let us assume that the mutant allele has a definite selective
advantage such that 4N.s jl> 1. Then, from (3.12) we have

u=2sN./N
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has a standard deviation of about 2.15N. or roughly haifthe mean (Kimura
and Ohta, 1969b; Narain, 1970~ Furthermore, in the case of neutral
mutants. the probability distribution of the length of time until rlJ[3tion has
been obtained (Kimura, 1970). This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
from the figure, it may be Sttn that fixation before O.8N. generations is
quite unlikely to occur. For selectively advantageous mutants, the average
length of time until fixation is shorter. while if they are overdominant, the
time is prolonged.

Generally speaking, it takes a very long time for each mulant to reach

fixation in the population. and therefore, we must oonsider a still longer
time when we define the rate of evolution as expressed by equation (3.19).
Note that the rate of evolution thus defined is independent of the rale at
which individual mutant alleles increase or decrease wilhin the population.
What matters is the average inlCrval between two consecutive fixations.
Thus. the two cases depicted in Fig. 3.9 bave the same k values even if
individual mutant alleles increase much more rapidly within the population

in case (0) than case (b).. For neutral mutants, the average time between two
consecutive fuations is 1/0 generations, whcre 0 is the mutation rale.

3.6 On some misunderstandings and aitlcisms

Since a number of criticisms and comments have been made
regarding my neutral theory, often based on misunderstandings, I WDuld
like to take this opportunity to discuss some of them. The neutral theory by
no means claims that the genes involved are functionless as mistakenly

suggested by Zuckerkandl (1978). They mayor may not be, but what the
neutral theory assumes is that the mutant forms ofeach gene participating in
molecular evolu tion are selectively nearly equivaJent, that is, they can do
thcjobequally well in terms of survival and reproduction ofthc individual.

Sometimes, neutral changes are referred to as evolutionary 'noise' by
anti-ncu tralists. I think, however. this is a misnomer. Just as synonyms arc
not 'noisc' in language, it is not proper to regard the substitution of neutral
alleles simply as noise or loss of genetic information. Thoday (1975)
classifies 'ocutral' allele pairs into four kinds; strictly neutral, quasi-neutral.
conditionally neutral and pseudo-neutral. He says that strictly neutral

allele pairs clearly make no contribu tion to fitness, and if they exist, they are
mere evolutionary noise. It seems to me to be more appropriate to say that
strictly neutral alleles are absolutely noiseless.

If neu ual variations are represented by amino acid changes in a protein,
this means that such changes are equally acceptable for the working of the
protein in the body. Furthermore, this equality need not be perfect for the

neutral theory to apply. All one needs is that the resulting difference in
fitness is very small as explained in section 3.4 previously. Lewontin (1974).
in his book: (see p. 197) asserts that if amino acid substitutions are
completc:ly indifferent to ttle action of natural sclection, they are 'genetic
junk'. Apparently, he confuses equal function with no function. I think that

only genetically inert parts deserve to be called genetic junk.
As to the possibility that selectively equivalent mutations occur at the

molecular level. I would like to emphasize the fact that in organisms,
particularly in higher forms, physiological homeostasis is a well-developed
buffer against internal and external environmental disturbances. So,
fluctuation of environmt:ntal oonditions by no means automatically implies

fluctuation of Darwinian fitness of mutants. This important point is often
overlooked by mathematal population geneticists working on problems

of mok:cular evolution.. The tenn 'fluctuation of environment' is routinely
used among them to denote 'fluctuation of selection codJkients' without
inquiring what biological basis tbere is for the relative fitness of alleles at
thousands of loci to nuctuate conspicuously with certain duration (see for
example, Matsuda et aL, 1978)..

Some critK:isms of the neutral theory come from a wrong definition of
natural selection.. Here I must emphasize that the term 'natural selection'
should be used strictly in the Darwinian sense; it acts tbrough differential
survival and reproduction of the individual Very often, the existence of
detectable functional difference between two molecular fonns is taken as
evidence for the existence d natural selection. To prove that natural
sclection is involved, the survival rates and the fecundity must be
investigated. This is often overlooked by biochemists when they discuss
natural selection.. It is unfortunate that term 'selection' is sometimes used in
quite a meaningiess way. For example, Zuclterkandl (1978) staleS that
'Posilive selection does not per Sf! confer biological significance upon a

mutanl' I also think that some of the misunderstanding could be avoided
by making clear distinction between positive and negative selection.. 1be
latter, which is concerned with the elimination of deleterious mutants, has
little to do with gene substitution unless the mutant effect is extremely
small- so small that the deleterious effect is overriden by random genetic
drift (see section 3.4). It is known, since the great work of Muller in the early
days of Drosophila genetics, that negative selection is the most common
form of natural selection (set Muller, 1962; also Haldane, 1954~

'Stabilizing' or 'centripetal' selection at the phenotypic level renects
negative selection, whereas 'directional' selection usually involves positive
selectKln (tbis topic will be treated in more detail and in quantitative terms
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in chapter 6). The existence of negative selection does not contradict the
neutral theory.

Also, the distinction between gene mutations at the indivKluallevel and
substitution of mutant forms at the population 1e~1 must be made clear.
Only the substitutions of the mutant forms in the population are directly
related to molecular evolution. In too many discussions, such disunclions
arc ignored. I would like to emphasize that for advantageous mutants, the
rate of evolutionary mutant substitutions is greatly influenced by the
population size and the degree of selective advantage in addition to the

mutation rate, as I showed in the previous section. Yet, some biochemists
who discuss molecular evolution pay anention only to the mutation rate.

RecentlY,some aulhors, such as Zuckerkandl(1976} and Gillespie (1977)
claim that they produced 'sclectionist' theories whose consequen~ art
indistinguishable from the neutral theory. I believe, these: claims are all
based on mistaken theories. Zuckerkandl (1976) considers different com
ponellt factors olfitncss for an amino acid replacement, and assumes that
most aUeles are genetically 'sulf'Cient' as long as they are prescnt alone, but
compete with each other when other alleks cocxisL AccOfding to him. after
a more advantageous allele becomes fixed by selection, its advantage is
progressively reduced by subsequent ruations c:i alleles. making room for
additional new alleles to become rlXcd. Zuckerkandl's model is elusive and
diffICUlt to quantify, but he seems to think that if the mutation rate is
constant, the rate of mutant substitutions by naLUral selection under
constant environment is constanl Clearly he overlooks the effect of
population size on the rate of evolution through accumulation of advan
tageous mutations. In a large population, the number of advantageous
mutations that appear each generation in the population is much larger than
inasmall population. Also. various mutations will not necessarily appear in
such a sequence as he postulated.

In his 'random environment model', Gillespie (1977) assumes that
selection coeffICients fluctuate with a certain autocorrelation, but in his
treatment he completely ignores the contribution of mutations. As shown
by Takahata and Kimura (1979), if mutations are taken into account,
Gillespie's conclusions on heterozygosity must be modified drastically. At
any rate, all these pseudo-neutral theories contain a peculiar feature; they
claim that natural selection acts in such a way that its consequences are
indistinguishable from no selection. It may be possible to construct a
selettion model that mimics one consequence of a neutral model, but it
seems most unlikely that a model can be constructed that mimics all

consequences of neutrality. Consider the difficulty that mathematicians

have had in constructing deterministic processes that mlmK: random
number sequences., or tbe difficulty that an unscrupulous experimenter
would have in generating large amounts of fictitious data that no
combination of statistical tests could detect.

Some authors, such as Gatlin (1976), criticize the neutral theory on the
ground that the arrangement of nucleotide bases in the genome deviates
from complete randomness. As pointed out by Kimura and Ohta (1977),
functional constraints arc consistent with neutral substitutions within a
class of mutants. For example, ifa group of amino acids are constrained to
be hydrophilic, there can be random changes within the codons producing
such amino acids, but tbe pattern of nucleotides will be non-random. There
is, ofcourse, negative selection against hydrophobic mutants in this region,
hut, as mentioned before, Ilegati~ selection does not contradict the neutral
theory. The neutral theory does DOt assert that all amino acids are
equivalent at a ccnain site, only that the majotlty of evolutionarychanges
concern tbose mutants that are equivalent. In addition to functional
constraint, there is the possibility tbat mutation rates are not equal among
the four nucleotide bases.. Furthermore, as shown by Koch (1971), there is
also a possibility that base-pair substitution mutation rates arc influenced
by neighboring base pai~.

A well-known example of 'non-random' association of adjacent nuc
leotide bases occurs in vertebrates where the dinucleotide sequence CpG is
less frequent than woukl be expected from the DNA baseoomposition (see
for example Jukes, 1978a), and this has been attributed to natural selection
(Subak-Sharpe el al., 1966). Recently, however, it has been shown that
unequal mutation rates are mainly responsible for this phenomenon.
According to Bird (1980). tbe observed shortage of the dinucleotide
sequence CpG in tbe vertebrate DNA is related to DNA methylation;
namely, mCpG is tbe major methylated sequence in animals a'nd mCpG
tends to mutate to TpG, thereby producingTpG and CpA after replication.
This means that loss of two CpOs leads to the gain of one TpG and one
CpA. Bird (1980) has shown that there is a strongcorrclation between CpG
derlCiencyand level of DNA methylation among animals. The vertebrates
have the highest levels of DNA methylation and at the same time show the
most extreme CpG deficiency, while the insects have very poorly methy~

lated DNA and display no signifICant CpO deftciency. Partially methylated
echinoderm DNA lies between these two groups in CpG defICiency. He has
also shown, using extensive data coming from various animal groups, that
there isa remarkable correlation between CpGdelkiency and TpG +CpA
excess. These results support the suggestion ofSalser(l978) that methylated
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CpG is a mutational 'hot spot' but not the claim of Subak-Sharpe er aI.
(1966) that the CpG shortage in the vertebrate genome is due to natural
selection.

There is thus no evidence that the non-randomness Gatlin o~rved was
brought about by adaptive mutant substitutions rather than by functional
constraints and negative selection_ Similarly, and more recently, tne
observed inequality (or 'non-randomness')of synonymous codon usage has
been mentioned as evidence against the neutral theory, but such an
observation can also be explained by general constraints and negative
selection. We shall consider the problem of non-random synonymous
codon usage more in detail later (sec section 7.S).

Some criticism and skepticism regarding tbe neutral theory of molecular
evolution come from the misunderstanding that the neutral theory holds
that all the mutations at the molecular level are strictly neutral. This was
never my intent, and is certainly not what the theory purports. The
existence of a great deal of negative selection and some positive selection is
not incompatible with the neutraJ theory, which holds that most evolu
tionary chang~$ are caused by random genetic drift of mutant alleles that
are selectively nearly equivalent

4

Molecular evolutionary rates contrasted
with phenotypic evolutionary rates

4.1 Some features of pbeootypic Cl'olution
Pattern of evolution a.J enmpfif~dby the history of Df!rtebrata

Before we treat e'o'Olutionary rates at the molecular ic:\-el, I shaU
briefly mention some features of phenotypic evolution as revealed by fossil
records. This will help to show that the pattern of mokcular evolution is
quite different from that of pheootypic evolution.

Through paleontological studies in the past hundred or so years, much
valuable information bas been obtained on the evolutionary history since
the Cambrian period (600-500 million years ago) when abundant fossil
records became available. Particularly noteworthy is tbeelucidation of the
history of vertebrates, a group to which we ourselves belong. (For
authoritative acoounlS of this subject, see Romer, 1967, 1968 and McFarland
et at.. 1979.) The history of vertebrates is also relevant wheo we discuss the
evolutionary rate of globins in the next section. So 1 shall summarize some
relevant aspects of vertebrate history.

The oldest known true vertebrates werejawless rlSh, the agnatha, whose
fossils are found in the Ordovician period (500-440 million years ago; for
geological periods, see Fig. 4.2). Bony scales of such animals are known
from late in the Cambrian period. They ranged in size from several to fifty
centimeters long, and had curious appearances, with unpaired fins. They
probably Jived in seawater, and sucked in water and its food contents with
powerful muscular pulses; they filtered waler through gills on each side
behind the mouth. Their fossils are abundant in tbe Silurian period (440
400 million years ago~ Their bodies are covered by armor plates, hence they
are named the ostracoderms.

It is generally supposed that this armor developed as protection against
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the then dominant predaceous arthropod called eurypterid (sea scorpion).
The bony armor plate led to the development of internal bone, first around
in the head region, and later, as internal, solid masses of bone, as seen in
higher fishes. Considering the fact that without a bony skeleton the morc
advanced classes of vertebrates would have been impossible, Romer (1967)
remarks that we must thank the eurypterid enemies of our early ancestors.

A new era in fish evolution was opened, when, late in the Silurian period,
they developed jaws through the enlargement of a pair of bars which
formerly supported gill slits. During the Devonian period (400-350 million
years ago), much expansion and radiation of jawed fishes occurred. At the
same time,jawless ostracodermsdwindled, and by the end of the Devonian,
they became e:ttinct; only a few of their descendants survive to this day in
primitive and specialized forms as lampreys and hagfishes.

The ne:tt major step in vertebrate evolution was the conquest of the land,
started by amphibians and completed by reptiles. Geological evidence
suggests that during the Devonian period there were many shallow lagoons
and that seasonal droughts were common. Under such conditions, fishes
that could crawl out of a dried pool with the help of their fins and move to
other pools with water must have had a better chance ofsurvivaL Thus, fins
eventually developed into legs. Frequent droughts also put a premium on
those who could use swim bladders to breathe air. A groupof'lobefin' fIShes
called crossopterygians gave rise to the ancestors of land vertebrates.
Although crossopterygians nourished during the Devonian period, they
rapidly declined in numbers by the end of the Paleozoic. This was probably
caused by loss in competition with amphibians who descended from them
and who shared a similar environment

It was for a long time believed that crossopterygians had become
completely extinct. However, a few decades ago, a relict survivor belonging
to fishes termed coelacanths was caught deep in the Indian Ocean and was
named Lacimeria~sensational news in science. This is probably the most
famous example of a living fossil.

The first four-footed verlebrates (tetrapods) appeared in the Devonian
period. They were amphibians who had to go back to water for
reproduction where eggs were laid and developed as frogs do today. Among
early amphibians, there were transitional forms, such as 1chtyosrega, which
had four short legs but retained a tail fin like a fish. From amphibians
evolved reptiles that lay an amniote type egg protected by a hard shell. This
new 'invention' made full terrestrial life possible. It is likely that this
evolutionary change also arose as an immediate adaptation to seasonal
drought; eggs in a pond must have died when it dried up. So, the laying of

eggs on dry land probably occurred before the adults abandoned aquatic
life completely.

By the Carboniferous period (350-270 million years ago) reptiles
appeared. In order for animll.ls to move from water to land, plants must
have preceded them. The extensive development of vascular land plants
occurred in the Devonian period, and in the following Carboniferous they
flourished, forming great forests on the earth. This allowed a boom of
insects toward the end of Carboniferous period, furnishing some of the
foods for the great radiation of reptiles that occurred in the Permian period
and the subsequent Mesozoic era.

The continents of the earth then were quite different from those which we
know now. As first proposed by the German geophysicist Alfred Wegener
more than half a century ago, all the land surfaces were once amassed as a
single supec continent called Pangea Later this gradually split and drifted
apart, and eventually the present continents were formed. Wegener's
hypothesis of'continentaldrift', which had long been treated with scorn and
disbelief was shown to be essentially correct by recent studies of earth
sciences.

Toward the end of the Paleozoic and by roughly 230 million years ago,
Pangea was formed. Before the end of the Triassic period (225-180 million
year ago) the dinosaurs became 'the undisputed masters of Pangea' as
cemarked by Calder (1973). A spectacular radiation of reptiles occurred
during the Mesozoic era (225-70 million years ago). They include not only
dinosaurs but also flying reptiles, marine reptiles and the ancestors of birds.
Although most of the ruling reptiles (Archosauria) became extinct at the
end of the Mesozoic, the birds were very successful and became a distinct
class of vertebrates that survive today. Their elegant but energy-expensive
life in the air protects them from predator enemies on the ground. Thus,
whenever such enemies were absent, the birds have tended to abandon
flight to become ground.dwellers.

During the Permian (270-225 million years ago), mammal-like reptiles
called the therapsids appeared, and they dominated the land until the
Triassic (225-180 million years ago). They then dwindled in number, and
during much of the Mesozoic, they gave way to dinosaurs. It appears that
efficient bipedal running, which developed in the ruling reptiles with highly
predaceous habits, was more successful in competition over the improved
quadrupedal gait of therapsids.

The first mammals appeared at the end of the Triassic, about 200 million
years ago. Scant fossil evidence suggests that our Mesozoic, mammal
ancestors were small, inconspicuous creatures like the mouse or rat, both in
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Fig. 4.1. Mammalian upansion during the Cenozoic c,," This figure
is CODSUUeted rrom data givcn in Romer (196&) and Kurten (1971~
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The mammals were not very diverse at the beginning, and their
spectacular radiation starts with the Cenozoic era, filling various ecological
niches previously occupied by the extinct reptiles (sec Fig. 4.1 for
subdivisions of the Cenozoic era). Of the two main groups ormammals, that
is, marsupials (Metatheria) and placentals (Eutheria), the former have had
only limited success. A truly amazing spread of mammals was achicttd by
the Eutheria., making the Cenozoic era the 'Age of Mammals' (fordetailed
account of this subject., see Kurten, 1971). This is partK;ularly evident in the
Paleocene epoch, the first 10 million years of the Cenozoic era According to
Kurten (1971), six, ten and fourteen new mammalian families arose in the
early, middle and late parts of the Paleocene, of which only nine out of the
last mentioned families became extinct by the end of the Paleocene;
adaptive radiation occurred at an unprtlCCdented pace.

In the plant kingdom, during the Cretaceous period, but well before
dinosaurs became completely extinct., explosive evolution occurred in tbe
flowering plants (angiosperms), producing various families which flourish
today. Along with tbe mammals, flowering plants characterize the Ceno
zoic era.

size and habit Presumably they were moscly nocturnal The egg-laying
mammals of Australia whICh arc known as monotremes consisting of
platypus (Ornirhorhynchus) and spiny anteater (Echidna) represent a side
line which split olffrom the main mammalian line at very early s13.ge (see
Fig.. 4.2). They owe their present survival to geographical isolation in an
area where competition or predation by more advanced mammals has been
absent

For the main line of mammals. the Mesozoic was a time of trial, but a
significant one, for Lhe outstanding characteristics of the mammals.,
particularly intelligence and temperature-independent activity, must have
been much improved by the struggle for survival under the reptilian
tyranny. Romer (1967) remarked that 'As mammals. we owe a debt of
gratitude to the dinosaurs for their unintended aid:

Mammals are characterized by nursing the young and caring for them, so
that the time needed for the development of brain is secured, and the

completed brain is used effICiently during the life of the individual. No
doubt the development or a better brain (the hardware for infonnation
processing) is tbe real cause or mammalian success. It is possible that
discussion of K vs r selection (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967) as 'adaptive

strategy' which is now so fashionable in mathematical ecology has litlle
relevance when we consider the trend or mammalian adaptiYe evolution.
Producing a smail number or offspring and caring for them intensely to
ensure their survival against the vagaries of environment is. I believe, the
real trend dominating mammalian evolution in the long run.

Toward the end of the Mesozoic all tbe dinosaurs, which had flourished
until then, became extinct. The real cause of such large scale extinction of
the great reptiles on land, 10 water and inair still remains as a major enigma
in paleontology.

Recently, a bold hypothesis was proposed by Alvarez e/ al. (1980) to
explain this Cretaceous-Tertiary (Col) extinction some 65 million years
ago, based on their observation that the concentration of iridium abruptly
increased in a layer of clay deposited at precisely this period of time.
According to their hypothesis, a large (estimated to be 10 ± 4 kilometers in

diamcter) asteroid hit the earth then, and a huge amount of dust was hurled
by the impact into the stratosphere. The dust stayed in the air several years
and was distributed worldwide. The resulting darkness suppressed photo
synthesis, attacking food. chains at their origin. The large herbivorous and
carnivorous animals, including dinosaurs, became extinct It appears that
this dramalic hypothesis has since been strengthened by additional
observations (see Kerr, 1980~
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Evolution of primates is obviously of great interest to us, for, as an order,
they include man himself (They also include lemurs, monkeys and apes~

Primates are predominantly tree-dwellers, and their common ancestor is
bcheved [0 have been an animal similar to the tree shrews (Tupaia) which
live in the East Indies today. Many features which characterize the primates
are the products of life in trees. Prominent among them are hands with an
opposable thumb which have good grasping power,eyes forwardly turned
and endowed with well-developed sight, and an ability to gauge distance
with great precision. The brain is highly developed in order 10 command
these faculties. On the other hand, the sense of smell is much reduced. Fassil

evidence from Ethiopia suggests that Australopith«lols, which lived some
four million years ago, represents a di~t buman ancestor.

Human evolution was definitely under way when lire in the trees was
abandoned, and an upright posture with bipedal gait was established by
some th~ million years ago. It is suggeslOd that in the late Tertiary tnnes
there was a process of reduction of forest area and replacement by grassy
savannas. This forced the ancestors of man to become ground dwellers.
Man didn't leave the trees; the trees left him.

As a creature, man was not a particularlystIongone, and after he lert the
protection of the trees, he coukl only survive by cunning which was made
possible by brain development Some 2.0 million years ago, an advanced
hominid with a brain size of 750 em} was already making stone tools
(Washburn, 1978; dating adjusted). This brain size is about half that of
modem mao (l400cm}). It is possible,as pointed out by Muller (I 959), that
there was positive fttdback between the practice of using tools and
improvement of genetic ability for better use of them. This helped natural
seloction to act elflCiently, leading to rapid improvement of intelligence.

Despite a wealth of fossils that have recently been unearthed, lhe lime 0(

divergence between man and the African apes (chimpanzee and gorilla) is
uncertain, and it has been much debated. The traditional paleontological
studies based on comparison of anatomical structures (such as teeth) have
placed the point of divergence somewhere between 20 and 30 million years
ago. In particular, fossils designated Ramapithecus and Sivapilhecus, dating
back to 14 million years ago, seemed to require an early divergence(Simons,
1981). On the other hand through immunological studies on the albumin of
various primate species, Sarich and Wilson (1967) obtained a result
suggesting that the divergence occurred only about 5 million years ago.
Their claim is based on the empirical rule that logarithmic immunological
distance (log 10) serves as a 'molecular clock', that is, it increases at a
constant rate with chronological time. Although they did not know the

reason, they look it for granted tbat the molecular clock. is accurate for all
cases including human and ape lines. More recently, King and Wilson
(1975)compared forty-four enzyme loci between man an<! chimpanzee,and
studied their genetic differen'cc in terms of Nei's (1972) measure ofdistance.
The new RSult also showed that man and chimpanzee are geoctically very
close, again suggesting a divergence time of the order of5 million years ago.
ft can be counted something of a victory for molecular methods or dating
that RamapithKw and SilJOpitMCUS, formerly thought to be ancestral to

man, have now been related to the orang·utan(Pilbeam, 1982~ There is no
longer any gross contradiction between the molecular data and the
appearance of hominids about 4 million years ago, in the fossil ~ord.

The problem of the divergencc time between human and ape lines was
approached from a fresh angle by Kortlandt (1972). He suggested that lhe
appearance of Rift Valleys in Mrica and subsequent flooding by rivers and
lak:es caused isolation between the ancestor of the gorilla and chimpanzee
in West Africa on the oDC hand, and the human ancestor in East Mrica on
tbeother. Hedated tbe split some 14 million yearsago,but it is possible that
the mechanism he proposed operated ten million years later, because
geoiogical activity has been continuous in the Rift Valleys throughout the
Pliocene and Pleistocene epochs. Divergence of the orangoutan (now living
in forests in Asia) and the African apes, perhaps 10 million years ago, may
be similarly related to the rifting that opened the Red Sea.

The history ofvertebrate evolution summarized above clearlysbows that
ecologic opportunities play an essential role in rapid pbenotypicemlution,
and that progressive evolution is alrDOSt always brought aboutasa resull of
organisms' response to environmental challenge. Production of man from a
primitive jawless fish in half a billion years is a remarkable example of
progressive evolution, but ~ should not forget that degeneration and
extinction are much more common in evolution. Haldane (1958) calls
attention to the fact that probably for every case of progressive evolution in
the sense of descendants being more complex in structure and behavior
than their ancestors, there have been ten of regressive evolution. The main
reason that evolution on the whole appears to be progressive is simply
because a species that acquired a new capacity was more likely to give rise
to various descendant species than one which lost some capacities.

As a feature of phenotypic evolution, one can not fail to mention its
opportunistic nature. This is most clearly shown by the phenomenon
known as convergence. A striking example of this is given by the adaplive
radiation of marsupials in Australia as compared with the radiation of
placental mammals. In the former, there are a marsupial anteater, mole·lik.e
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marsupials (the: pouched 'mole) a dog-like one (the Tasmanian 'wolr),
squirrel-like ones including marsupial 'Oying squirrels', and so on (see
Simpson. 1949). A similar paral1e1ism exists between North and South
AlU(:rican mammals (including extinct forms). These examples show that
similar ecologic opportunities were seized by animals of two dilTerent bot

related groups. producing forms with similar ways of life. That such
similarities., hO\\''ever. afC superficial has been revealed by detailed anatomi

cal studies.. It is evident that the underlying genetic structures of these two
groups are also different.

Opportunism in evolution is an eloquent testimony that evolution al the

level of form and function is largely determined by Darwinian natural
selection that briop about adaptation of organisms [() their environments.
Positive natural selection cares little how such form and function are
brought about genetically; it only carcs whether the resultant phenotypes
are good for the organism's survival and reproduction. This means ,hat
consideration of 'adaptive strategics' may be relevant for treating pheno
typic evolution, but not necessarily for the genetic changes that underlte
phenotypic evolution, and a fortiori not for molecular evolutionary
chang6.

Rates 0/ phenotypic evolution
We continue to treat evolutionary change at the phenotypic 'evel,

but concentrate our altemion on the problem of its rate (speed~ The
existence of stril.ing differences in evolutionary rates among animal groups
wasdiscussed by Darwin (1859) in his book The Origin o/Species. He points
out (see chapter 10 of The Origin) that species ofdifferent genera and classes
have not changed at the same rate, or in the same degree. For example, the
Silurian Lingula dilTers but little from the living species of this genus,
whereas most of the other Silurian molluscs and all the Crustaceans have
changed greatly. Hegoeson to suggest that 'productions of the land seem to
change at a quicker rate than those of the sea'. He noted also that there is
reason to believe that organisms considered high in the scale of nature
generally change more quickly than those thai are low, though there are
exceptions to this rule,

More recently, Rensch (1960), by investigating eXlensively the age of
species and higher categories of various animals, concludes that evolution is
slower in the more primitive marine groups than in higher terrestrial
animals. As to the cause of such findings, he attributes this to the influence of
environmenl, namely, marine animals are much less subject to periodic
changes of important ecological factors. such as temperature, moisture, and

so on, than terrestrial ones. In addition, in mosl marine animals, population
size is less likely to fluctuate, and effect of natural se~tion tends to remain
constant.

Rensch notes thai the appearance of a completely new structural type is
often succeeded by a period of 'explosive' evolution (tachytely), and tben,
phases of slow change (bradytely) may preserve certain animal types for a
very long period. He points out an interesting fact that tbe number of
generations per unit time is not generally related tothe rateof evolution. For
example, in elephants, the rate of evolutIOn was relatively fast, while in
rodents with small body size, even though the number of generations per
unit time was 40 to 100 times greater than that of elephants, evolution in
these rodents is slow, (He attributes this slowness to a greaterconstaney of
the environment and the Iarl=r size 01' the reproductive communities in the
rodents.) As a similar example, we can add that human evolution at the
phenotypic level has been very rapid despite the fact that his generation
span is exceptionally long as compared with other animals..

Extensive and careful analyses of the rates of evolution based on fossil
records has been made by Simpson(I944, 1953), He recognizes two types of
rates, morphological and taxonomic rates. The morphological rate is
concerned with how a morphological character or a character complex
changes along a lineage ('phylum'). In this respect, it is a 'phylogenetic rate',
For example, we inquire how rapidly the lengths of teeth changed along the

line leading to the prestnt horse from its ancestor £ohippw that lived in the
lower Eocene.

On the other hand, the taxonomic rate is concerned with the duration
and abundance of a certain taxonomic unit. It may be phyletic in the sense
that we inquire how rapidly a new genus appears and replaces the old one
along a single lineage, For example, in the liDe leading to the present horse
(£quus) starting from HyrO£orherium., there are eight successive genera (we
exclude £quus since its span is incomplete~ The time covered is roughly 60
million years. This means that the average phyletic taxonomic mte is 0.13
genera per million years (or reciprocally, 7,5 million years per genus~ This is
within the range or 'standard' rates which Simpson called 'horoteric',
Another example is the evolution of Triassic and earlier ammonites, In this
case, the rate isO.05 genera per million years, much slower than in the horse
evolution. It is possible, as pointed out by Simpson (1953), that a taxonomic
difference based on the judgement ofexperienced workers is a more suitable
indication of the totality of evolutionary changes than any collective
measure of difference or morphological characters.

The taxonomic rate may also be concerned with chanscs in the numbers
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or the frequencies of phyla (or other taxonomic groups). The rate of such
changes may be called the taxonomic frequency rate. Although this rale is
not directly related to the phenotypic evolutionary fatc ;n the ordinary
sense, I shall quote an example from Simpson (1953). He presents time
frequency curves involving the frequencies of the first and last appearances

as well as total frequencies of ungulate (Le. hoofed animal) families from
latest Cretaceous until Pleistocene. From the curves, the rate of change in
total frequency, the ratc of origin (per million years) and the rate of
extinction offamiliescan becomputcd. His analysis shows that origination
is highest al about the middle (i.e. around Eocene) of this period, while
extinction is much more pronounced in the latter half of [he period.

Returning to evolutionary change along individual lineages, there are
some examples of very slow evolution. Particularly noteworthy are 'living
fossils' (called 'immortals' by Simpson, 1949) that survive today and that
show little change since their l'in;t appearance in [he very remote past

Outstanding examples are: the sea shell Ungula which looks unchanged
since its Ordovician ancestor more than 400 million years ago, the lizard
like reptile Sphenodon which has survived almost unchanged since the
Jurassic, the opossum (unchanged since Cretaceous), and crocodiles (since
early Cretaceous). These animals must have been well adapted to environ
ments that have not changed for very long time. Negative selection has
worked so elTicientlyon them to weed out mutations that,at the phenotypic
level, the status quo has been maintained. On the othcr hand, there is no
reason to believe that this is cau sed by reduced mutation rates. The fact that
side branches (that later became extinct) arose once in a while, for instance,
from opossums arose the carnivorous marsupials of South America, is
consistent with this interpretation.

According to Simpson (1949), some general features common to many of
the 'immortals' are as follows. Most of them are relatively small animals.
They have rather large local populations, have some latitude in adaptation,
and live in conditions that are relatively constant Most of them were
progressive animals when they arose and had then evolved rapidly into new
adaptive types by first seizing opportunities as tbey arose; they adapted so

well to their environmental conditions that later forms could not displace
them.

Finally, I would like to mention the work of Haldane (1949) on
quantitative measurement of the rate of evolutionary change ('morphologi
cal rates' in the terminology of Simpson, 1953). He claims that if we wish to
compare the rates of evolutionary changes of different organs, or of the
same organ in different genera, the most appropriate measure is in terms of

the percentage change. He suggests that if the mean length of a certain
structure (say, a tooth length) has increased from Xl cm to Xl cm in the time
I, then the rate of change per unit time can be estimated by

(4.1)

Then, he found, using the data ofSimpson(1944), that in the evolution of the
horse the height of certain teeth increased on the average at the rate of
about 4 x 10- 8 per year, or 4% per million years. He proposed the term
darwin as a unit of evolutionary rate,representing achange in measurement
at the rate of I 0- 6 per year, or equivalenl1y, increase or decrease of size by a
factor of e (the base of natural logarithm, i.e. 2.71 g ...) per million years. In
these terms the horse rate is about 40 millidarwins. Using the same method,
Haldanefound that the body length of six suborders of dinosaurs increased
during the Mesozoic era at the rate of about 2.6 x to- 8 or 26 millidarwins
which is slighlly less than the horse rate. If we apply Haldane's method to
the increase of brain size in hominid evolution (as discussed in the previous
subsection), we find that the rate is near 1/5 darwin. since the cranial
capacity doubled in about 3 million years. This is an example of very rapid
evolution at the phenotypic level. Most examples of rates faster than one
darwin involve human intervention, such as happened to cause the very
rapid changes in domestic animals and plants.

Since Simpson and Haldane discussed these issues, a great debate has
developed among paleontologists about whether phenotypic evolution is
gradual and essentially continuous, or proceeds in a punctuated fashion,
with sudden 'speciation events' being followed by evolutionary stasis. (For a
review of different opinions, see Schopf, 1977). If the punctuational mode of
evolution occurs, then the rates of change must be much faster than
Haldane's figures suggest, during speciation; thereafter, every species
becomes a living fossi~ in its resistance to change, until it is superseded. But
at the time of writing the arguments about the tempo of change are still
raging, and it is too early for a non-paleontologist to judge the likely
conclusion.

4.2 Rate of evolution at tbe molecular level
Comparative studies oj protein sequences
It had long been a dream of population geneticists to find out at

what rate genes are substituted in the species in the course of evolution.
Such a rate should characterize the speed of evolution more unambiguously
than any other measure of evolutionary rates based on phenotypes.
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be interpreted by thecode table as each bcingderived by a single mutational
change (base substitution), while the remaining one requires at kast two
mutational steps. It is evilknt that the two a-chain genes have descended
from a common ancestral gem~ through five or so base substitutions. If, on
tbe other hand, we compare human with dog, their Ol-chains differ by 23
amino acid sites which amounts to 16.3% oCthe total For still more remote
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Simpson (1953) slates that 'genetic rate' is the ideal measurement of the
speed of evolution, although this was not then feasible. Later, this became
possible by the development of molecular genetics which can treat genes in
molecular terms. SpecirlCally, comparative studies of amino acid sequence
of proteins enabled us for the first time: to obtain reliable estimates or the
rates at whIch new mutant genes are incorporated into the species in
evolution. As pointed oot by Crow (1969), .....e can bypass classical genetic
analysis by directly comparing proteins coded by genes between. say, mice
and whales. even if they can not be crossed with each other.

Duringthe pastdc:eadeand a half. a large body of data have accumulated
as shown by extensive compilation of protein sequences by Dayhoff(l969,
1972. 1976. 1978). Among various proteins. g10bins seem to have been
studied most extensively (as well as intensively). although sludies of
cytochrome c sequences are nearly comparable. Particularly, globin
sequences among vertebrales are well studied. and they serve as an excellent
model system to discuss the evolutionary rate at the molecular level. Here
we shall mainly be concerned with hemoglobin and myoglobin. Hemoglo
bin is the oxygen-carrier in the blood. carrying oxygen from the lungs to

tissues. and also bringing the carbon dioxide back to the lungs. On the olher
hand. myoglobin has tbe function ofstoring oxygen in the tissue, and it exists
as a monomer. These g10bins are essential ror a vertebrate's life. In sharks
and higher vertebrates. the hemoglobin molecule is a tetramer consisting of
two identical «-chains and two identical p-chains. In the sea lamprey
(Petromyton marinw). however, hemoglobin in the blood exists pre
dominantly as monomers (single chains), although six different genes.seem
to exist for it (Hendrickson and Love. 1971~ The core of these molecules is
the part known as the heme (containing an iron atom) to which the oxygen
molecule attaches. For more details on the structure and action or proteins.
readers are invited toconsult an excellent introductory boole by Dickerson
and Geis (1969).

Let us compare the hemoglobin «-chain among vertebrates. In mam
mals, this chain consists of 141 amino acid sites. and there is no ambiguity in
detecting homology among them. For example, if we compare the human
and Japanese monkey. we find that their a chains exactly match each other
except at four amino acid sites (Matsuda. 1978). Thus, the percentage amino
acid difference between the two is only 2.8. Since each site of a protein
sequence can be occupied by anyone of 20 amino acids, the probability of
two sequences matching each other even ror a stretch of 10 consecutive
amino acid siles by chance is very small (nole that 1/2010 ~ 10- 13). Of these
foor amino acid differences between man and Japanese monkey, three can
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comparisons, differences become larger. For example, human and carp IX

chain differ from each other at roughly 50% of the amino acid sites. In
addition, these two chains are differentiated by insertions or deletions Iha t

amount to three amino acid sites. Fig. 4.2 shows the percentage amino acid
differences in the pairwise comparisons among the «-chains of eight
vertebrates, together with their phylogenetic relationship and the times of
divergence. The table in this figure was constructed based on Alignment 32
of Dayhoff (1978), but it differs slightly from her Matrix 34; we excluded
insertions and deletions when they exist between sequences, and we
concentrated on replacements among the 20 kinds of amino acids.

It may be seen from Fig. 4.2 that there is a strongparalleJism between the
divergence time and the percentage amino acid differences. The paral.
lelism becomes even more evident if we use, instead of mere percentage

differences, the estimated number of amino acid substitutions that have
actually occurred in the course of evolution. The estimates can be obtained
as follows. To facilitate its later use, I shall explain the procedure in general
terms.

Let lin be the total numberof amino acid sites for which two homologous

Fig. 4.3. Diagram illustrating two homologous polypc:ptide chains PI
and Pz which descended from an ancestral chain p.. by accumulating
mUlations (solid and dotted circles); /l.. is Ihe total number of amino
acid sites, and d•• is the number of amino acid differences. In this
illustrated example, /l•• _ 6 and d•• _ 3. Note thaI although four
mutations have accumulated, dilTerenoes tan be detected only at three
sites (we exclude cases in which two mutations lead to states which
are not detei;lably different).

P,

protein sequences are compared, and suppose tbat they differ from each
other at d•• sites (see Fig. 4.3). The fraction of amino acid differences which
we denote by Pd is given by d.in... What we are aiming at is to estimate the
number of amino acid substitutions that have actually occurred in
evolution. If two mutations (amino acid replacements) occur at the
homologous sites in two lineages, one leading to PI and another leading to
P~, or two mutations occur at the same site in one of the lines, then this is
detected mcrely as one amino acid difference between PI and P z. There may
be cases in which the first mutation leads to a difference in amino acid but
the second mutation cancels the difference, but we neglect such cases
because such events are relatively rare (less than 5% of the total). To correct
for superimposed mutations, a simple but very useful procedure is to

assume that amino acid substitutions follow the Poisson law in statistics
(Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965; Margoliash and Smith, 1965).

Let K u be the average number, per site, or amino acid substitutions
between the two polypeptides compared. We assume that the probabilities
or 0, I, 2, ... amino acid substitutions occurring at a particular site are
given by the Poisson series

K'
e- K.. + K e-K .. +-----.!!.e- K.. + (4.2)•• 2! ....

This assumption is based on tbe consideration that a substitution al each

site is a very rare event for any given period, but extending over an
enormous period, the probability of an occurrence is appreciable.

In particular, tbe probability that no substitutions occur at a site is e - K•••

By equating this to the fraction or amino acid sites for which two
polypeptides are identical, tha t is,

e-K •• ;:o I -Pd'

we obtain

(4.J)

f- d•• -+

K... = -log.(1 - Pd) ~ - 2.3 10810<1 - P~~ (4.4)

where log. denotes the natural logarithm, and Pd = d.Jn•• is the fraction of
amino acid difTerences. Note that the table in Fig. 4.2 lists values of 100 Pd'
The standard error of Ku is given by

", ~ J p, (4.5)
(I Pd)n..

(Kimura, I969a). Strictly speaking, equation (4.3) is valid only when the

rates of substitution are the same among different sites, but it is valid as a
first approximation even if the rates differ, provided the average sub
stitution rate is low (see Nei and Chakraborty, 1976).
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The rate ofevolutionary amino acid substitution per site per year is tben
given by

Fig. 4.4. Relationship between K.., the: numbc:r of amino aCId
substitutions (ordinate) and the time: or divergence: in millions or yean
(abscissa).

where T is the number of years that have elapsed since the evolutionary
divergence of the two chains from their common ancestor. Note that the
factor 2 in tbe denominator corresponds to two branches ina phylogenetic
tfCC involved.

For example, if we compare thea chain of man with that ofllle shark, we

lind that they have the same amino acid at 65 sites and a different amino
acid at 74 sites. In addition, these two chains are: differentiated by insertions
or de:letions (often called 'gaps' in se:quencecomparison) that amount to II
amino acid sites. Thus n... = 65 + 74 = 139 and d... = 74 so that P. ""
74{139 - 0.532 and K.. = - kIg.(1 - p.J "" 0.760 with (1,t = 0.091. Similarly,
for the: comparison of human and carp a: chains. we: find that d... = 68 and
nM = 140 if we: exclude 3 gaps. Then, we: obtain K ... =0.666 and (J.t. =0.082-

In Fig.. 4.4, the estimated number of amino acid substitutions per site:
(K..) is ploned against the time of divergence T as solid dots.. For exampk:,
the: point marked I reprc:sc:nts the: average value of K... obtained by
comparing the: a chain of the: shark with those of the other seven animals.
Similarly, the: point marked as 2 reprc:sc:nts the average: Ka,a obtained by
comparing the carp a: chain with those: of the: newt, chicken etc. From Ihis
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figure it is cvidenllhat these seven points are reasonably close to bcingon a
Slraight line. The regression of Ku on T (solid line in Fig. 4.4) has tbe slope
0.00179, which means k... = K.J(2T)::::::O.9)( 10- 9 per amino acid site per
year. In other words, the rates of amino acid substitutions arc roughly the
same among diverse lineages of vertebrate evolution, and the representative
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value 0.9 x IO~9 is nOI very different from IO~9. The only significant

deviation observed is for the chicken YS. mammals comparison suggesting
that the a-chain evolved more slowly in birds unless the divergence time is
in error.

Fig. 4.4 also contains observed values of K •• similarly computed for the
hemoglobin p.chains of the primates (including the tree shrew) using data
given in Fig. 4.5. They are ploUed as open circles. Among them the circle
marked as] represents thecomparison of the tfCC shrew with the rest of the
primates, while the one marked as 4 represents the human-gorilla
comparison. They show that the primate ,B-chains evolved at the rales not
very different from the value obtained for the venebrate ct, i.e. roughly at
IO-'/a.a. site/year.

One apparent anomaly is that the rate of substitution in the human
gorilla line is much lower than in other lines such as in the tree shrew line.
Letus inquire, then, what is the probability that the number of substitutions
happens to be one or less during 15 million years of separation (as in man
and the gorilla), assuming that the intrinsic substitution rate is 10-' per site
per year for the Pchain consisting of 146 amino acid sites. This probability
is given by the first two terms in the Poisson series with the mean 146 K ...,
that is,

(4.7)

where X:; 146 K... Note that the sum of Poisson variables is again a
Poisson variable. Putting Ku =2Tk.. = 2 x 1.5 X 107 x 10- 9 =0.03, we

obtain P = 0.067. In other words, it is expected to occur by chance every 15
trials. So, from this observation alone, we can not definitely say that the
evolutionary rate is significantly lower in the human-gorilla line than in
other vertebrate lines.

Similar estimates are obtained both for the ct and Phemoglobin chains,
when comparisons are made between six mammals, human, bovine, horse,
dog, rabbit and mouse: k.. =(I.[2±0.09) x 10- 9 for the ct-chain and
k.. = (1.28 ± O. [4) x 10- 9 for the p-chain. It is assumed here that these
animals diverged from each other 80 million years ago. In addition, from
the comparison of myoglobin (consisting of 153 amino acids) between
six mammals, human, harbor sea~ badger, horse, bovine and spenn whale
(see Table 4.4), we obtain, as the rate of substitution per site per year,
k•• =(1.01 ± 0.09»( 10- 9 which is very similar to the above estimates.

We can hypothesize then that globins evolved throughout the course of
vertebrate evolution at roughly a constant (uniform) rate of 10- 9 per site
per year. As I shall discuss in more detail in the next su bsoction,constancy is

in terms of rate pet year; generally speaking, generation time has little effect
on the rate of amino acid substitutions.

Approximate constancy of evolutionary rate as well as the fortuitous
nature of amino acid substitution in evolution are also apparent in
cytochrome c. This molecule perfonns the important function of carrying
electrons in the respiratory chain, and it is distributed more widely among
eukaryotes (i.e. organisms with a true nucleus) than hemoglobin. Fig. 4.6
shows the fraction of amino acid differences ofcytochromecoffive animals
as compared with that of wheal Note that, when compared to wheat, the
various animals have differentiated to about the same extenl In this case,
however, the rate of amino acid substitution per year is about one third that
of hemoglobin.

Table 4. I lists values of k•• for several proteins. The highest rate is
represented by fibrinopeptides (k.. = 8.3 x 1O~9 in this tab1e~ while the
lowest rate is represented by histone H4 (k•• =0.01 x 10-9). At the:
moment, we do not know for sure how representative these figures are for
all cistrons (genes) in the mammalian genome. It is possible that the
frequency distribution of these rates does not follow a normal distribution,
so the median is more suitable as a representative value than the arithmetic
mean. It turns out, however, that the median of the eVOlutionary rates of
twenty-one proteins listed in Table 6.1 of Mclaughlin and DayhoIT (1972)
is I.3 x 10- 9 per amino acid site per year (Kimura, 1974). Similarly, from
Table I of Dayhoff(1978) who lists evolutionary rates for sixty proteins, we

Fig. 4.6. A phylogenetic tree and the fraction of amino acid differences
in cytochrome c. In counting the number of amino acid differences,
unmatching parts ('gaps') due to insertions or deletions were excluded.

Wheat Silkworm Tuna Chicken HOrle Humin

• •40fl07
• 40(103

38ft04
38/104

35/104
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Table 4.1, EoolutioMry rates in tlmns of amino

acid SlolbstilloltiOllS. The~ rates are based mostly

on da!a from mammalian order. They are
expressed per amino acid sile /Hr year laking
10- 9 as the unit tpaulingl

find that the median rate is 0.74 x IO-'/a.a./yr. This may be compared with
1.6 x IO-'/a.a./yr whIch was obtained by King and Jukes (1969) as the
average rate of seven proteins. On the whole we can say that, roughly
speaking, 10- 9 per site per year is the standard rate of molecular evolution
in terms of amino acid substItution, and that vertebrate globins are
representative. I suggested (Kimura, 1969a) that we use lO-'/a.a.tyr as a
unit of evolutionary rate. calling it the pauling. In turns of this. the
hemoglobin rate 15 vcry near to one pauling, while the cytochrome c rate is
about 30 centipaulings. Unfortunately, this term has not gained popularuy
among students of molecuJar e\'oIution, as is also the case for the tenn dtJr"..in
among students of phenotypic evolulloll. As compared with more popular
designations such as 'PAMs per 100 million years' meaning 'accepted point
mutations per 100 residues per 100 million years' (see p. 3 of Dayholf, 1978),
or the 'Unit Evolutionary Period', or UEP in short, meaning 'the time in
millk>ns of years for one per cent change in amino acid sequence to show up
between two divergent lines' (Dickerson,1971),expressions in pauling units
are much more simple and straightforward, and I hope that the unit will be
used more widely. Perhaps, a less personality-related designatk>n such as

Proteins k .. x 10'/YT

'Molecular Evolutionary Unit', or MEV for short (rather than pauling)

might be preferable.
The relationship, as given by equation (4.4) belween the observed number

of amino add differences in two homologous sequences and tbe estimated
number of amino acid substitutions that might have occurred in the course
of evolution, should be a good approximation, as long as the fraction of
amino acid differences is not very large(say, less than 50"/0). A more accurate

relationship between these two quantities was given by Dayhoff (see

Table 23 on p. 351 of Dayhoff, 1978) in tbe form ofa conversion table. She
obtained it by multiplying a 'mutation probability malrix' for various
evolutionary distances. It takes into account the fact that some amino acid
pairs tend to replace each other more frequently in evolution than expected
on the random basis. As compared with Dayhoff's relationship, equation
(4.4) underestimates the number of amino acid substitutions, especially
when the evolutionary distance is remote.

The following empirical formula which is a simple modifICation of
equation (4.4), however, brings the relationship between K.. and P. quite
close to Dayhofrs table,

I ,
K .. = -log,.( I - p. - sp.) (4.8)

As seen from Table 42, this formula is valKJ for p. up to about 0.7. In these
estimations, synonymous nucleotide substitutions tbat do not lead to
amino acid changes are not taken into accounl If nuck:otide substitutions

Table 4.2. Relationship between the fraction ofobserved amino

acid difference! (PJ and fhe estimated number ofamino w;;id

substitutions (K.J

• From Table 23 af Dayhoff (1978~

Fibrinopeplides 8J
Pancreatic ribonuclease 2.1
Lysozyme 2.0
Hemollobin II 1.2
Myoglobin 0.89
Insulin 0.44
Cytochrome e OJ
Histone H4 0.01

These values are quoted from Dayhoff (1978), except
for the lysozyme rate which is derived from Wilson el
at (1977) using the relation k•• (in paulings) - 51UEP
(in millions of year), tbe fibrinopeptide rate which is
from Ohta and Kimura (197Ia) who treat rapidly
evolving parts of libnnopcptides A and B, and the
cytochrome c rate which is from McLaughlin and
DayholT(1912~

P,

0.01
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

Dayhoff"

om
0.05
0.11
0.23
0.38
0.56
0.80
1.12
1.59
>4,

Equation (4.4)

0.01
0.05
0.11
0.22
0.36
0.51
0.69
0.92
1.20
1.61

Equation (4.8)

0.01
0.05
0.11
0.23
0.38
0.57
0.80
1.11
1.60
>6,
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were equally frequent at all three positions in a codon, synonymous
nucleotide substitutions should amount to roughly 25% (Kimura, 1968b),
but in reality synonymous substitutions are much more frequent as will be

explained later.
In addition, there are a few other methods, such as Fitch's (1971c)

minimum phyletic distance method, which were devised for the purpose of

estimating the number of nucleotide substitutions from amino acid
sequence data. As snown by Nei and Chakraborty (1976), nowever, tnere is
a high correlation among these estimates, and in practice any of them may
be used for constructing evolutionary trees or relating nucleotide sub
stitutions to evolutionary time.

Consrancy oJ molecular eoolurionary rates
As compared with the evolution at the phenotypic level, molecular

evolution has the remarkable feature that the rate of evolution is
approximately constant (i.e. the same) throughout diverse lineages for a
given protein. We have already noted this remarkable phenomenon (see

previous subsection), but since this has much bearing on the neutral theory,
I shall examine this problem in more detail in this subsection.

Table 4.] lists observed numbers of amino acid dilTerences between six
mammals (human, mouse, rabbit, dog, horse, bovine) when their hemo
globin ex-chains are compared. II is likely that these six mammals diverged
from each other late in the Mesozoic some 80 million years ago, and that
they have acewnulated mutations in their genes coding for the ex
hemoglobin independently since their divergence. We shall inquire whether
the intrinsic rates of amino acid substitutions among the six lineages are

Table 4.3. Obserued numbers oJ amino acid differences between

six mammals when their hemoglobin ex-chains are compared. The

ratio of the obserlJed to the expected lJariances turns our co be as

Jollows: R = 1.26

equal and whether variation of the observed numbers of substitutions as
shown in Table 4.3 lie within the limits of normal statistical fluctuation.

Let XI' XZ' .. .,x. be the number of amino acid substitutions in n lineages
since divergence from their common ancestor A (see Fig. 4.7, where n = 6).

We denote the mean and variance of the x's by i and Vi" Further, let fJ and
Vp be the mean and variance of the number of amino acid dilTerences when
n species are compared and therefore n(n - 1)/2 comparisons are made. It

can then be shown that i = (Jj2 and V~ = (n + l)Vo/[2(n - 1)]. From
Table 4.3, the mean and the variance of the 15 observed values (after
Poisson correction using equation (4.4), and noting n•• = 141) turn out to
be as follows: [j = 25.34 and V D = 22.81. Therefore, we obtain i = 12.67
and V. = 15.97.

In order to see whether the variation of the number of amino acid
substitutions among lineages is larger tnan what is expected by pure
chance, an appropriate quantity is R = V ja:, wnere a: is the tneoretically
expected variance. Thus, R is the ratio of the observed and the expected
variances. Since, the Xi'S follow the Poisson distribution, and since for this
distribution the variance is equal to the mean, we may put a; = X, giving, in
this case, R = 1.26. The statistic(n - I)R should follow the Xl (chi-square)
distribution with n - I degrees of freedom. In the present case n = 6 and
(n - 1) R = 6.3. From a table of the Xl distribution we find that deviation of
R from unity is not statistically significant. Clearly, we cannot reject the

hypothesis that the intrinsic rates of amino acid substitutions in these six

Fig. 4.7. Divergence of six mammals (sec: Table 4.3) from rheir
common ancestor A. Letters X" x z , etc. denote the number or amino
acid substitutions in the individual lineages. For the data in Table 4.3,
the mean and variance of x;'s are j - 12.67 and V. _ 15.97.

A
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TYP" Human a ea'P' Platypus a Shark a
of ~ •• ~ ~

change- Human fJ Human fJ Platypus f1 Shark fJ

0 62 '1 62 '"1 " 49 49 "2 21 29 28 J2
l 0 0 0 1
Gop 9 10 9 11
Total 147 149 148 1'"

Table 4.5. Comparison of amino acid dijfereMes berween « and fl
hemoglobins

for hemoglobin fJ(ataboull% level) and cytochromec (3% level), but is not
signirlcant for the remaining lWOcases. These results suggest that although
the strict constancy may not hold, yet a rough constancy of the evolu
tionary rate for each molecule among various lineages is a rule rather than

an exception. Note that the rates of evolution may be different between
different molecules. In fact. in Lhe present case, the rate or evolution of
pancreatic ribonuc!eases among mammals(k.. = 2.07 x 10-' turns out to
be about eight times larger than the evoludonary rale of cytochrome c
among vertebrates(k.... =026 x 10-9), The average valueof R for tbe above
fi~ molecules (including hemoglobin II) is R. "'" 2.6. This is consistent with
the result of our previous analysis (Ohla arxl Kimura. 1971b) in which we
showed that the observed variances of Ihe evolutionary rates for hemo

globins and cytochrome c among mammalian lines are roughly 1.5 to

2.5 times as large as the variance theoretically expected., if the variation is

due 10 pure chance.
Let us investigate if such an approximate constancy also holds for more

remote comparisons. We choose to examine the divergence between the 0:

arxl fJ chains ofhcmoglobin. It is clear that these IWO chains originated by

gene duplication which occurred in lhe remote past before the teleost
appeared. In the second and third columns of Tabk 4.5, we compare: ~

divergence between the IX and fJ hemoglobin chains of man and the

divergeDC(: between the «chain of the carp and the fJ chain of man. This

• Numbers 0, 1.2 and 3 respecrively denote the type of amino acid differences that
can be interpreted £rom the genetic code table as due to a minimum oro, I, 2 ilnd 3
nucleotide substitutions (see Table 4.6) in these four sets of comparisons inVolving
theet and f1 hemoglobin chains. The number ofgaps (expressed as equivalents of the
number of amino acids) is also lisltd for each comparison.

Amino acid differences

_ ... PIW '."'U A.I
_.

I"'I,~~
32 .u
123 124

'" l.i. 11
123 124

1lilIondt... 11
',ad_GO"". ~01""-"<'" '\Doltor ......

i=12.JS. V.=w'97. R.1.7

f'.-124 17 19 29 25

" 19 20 28 26._" 16 25 26

11-"' 18 19
-~.

" 30
Ootl.' .....u

".... ,~ "::

'"

_..

-
--...,

22

131514

8 19

",127 14 15 25 25

" 28 30 36 39
" 21 2S 30--.0.,

--

Table 4.4. Te1t f<x the un!f<xmity of eoo/utiolwry rate1 atmng
lineages within molecules (similar to tire one explained in the lut
fM the hemoglobin czl applied to hemoglobin fl, myoglobin,
cytochrome c and pancrearic ribonuclease. Data are taken

from Dayhoff (1978). Note clUJ! the lengtlu cf polYiWPtide chai1l$
are '1.. -146 for hemoglobin fl. n_= 153 for myoglobln,
and n_ = 104 f<x cytochro~ c. For ribonuclease, n_ D 123
or 124 depending on the comparison, because gaps (i.e.

inserrioru or deletions) occur in sequence comparison.s, and tllese
gaps are excluded in computing fractions of amino acid differel1Ce1

- 1O.-.n!>Ml 8adgo<_-.. _

lineages arc the same. Note that if the point of divergence of these six

lineages is not exactly the same, R tends to overestimate the true variance

ratio, 50 that the present test for constancy is conservative.
Similar tests can be made for hemoglobin fl. myoglobin, cytochrome c

aOO pancreatic ribonuclease as shown in Table 4.4. For each or these
molecules, the animals Involved are considered to ha~ diverged from a
common ancestor at about the same time and therefore they have evolved

separately ror the same cngth or time.. It turns OUI thaI R =3.1 for

hemoglobin fl. R ... 1.7 for myoglobin, R = 3.3 for cytochromc c and R = 2.4
ror ribonuclease. or these four cases, the deviation from unity is signiflCanl
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table is constructed based on Alignment 32 of Dayhoff(1978) with the help
of Table 4.6 where the minimum number of nucleotide substitutions
required to convert one amino acid to another is listed for 20 x 20 amino
acid combinations.

Since the human and carp a. chains differ From each other at about 50% of
the amino acid sites (see the table at the bottom of Fig. 4.2), the data suggest
that the two genes coding for the a. and p chains have diverged
independently from each other and to the same extent in the two lineages
since their origin by gene duplication. It is remarkable that mutant
substitutions have occurred at practically the same average rate in two
separate lineages that have evolved independently for nearly half a billion
years. For these comparisons, tnc rate of amino acid substitutions turns out
to.be about 0.81 x 10- 9 if we use equation (4.4) (Poisson correction) or

0.96 X 10- 9 if we apply equation (4.8) (DayhoIT correction) assuming that
the a.-fl duplication occurred about 5 x 108 years ago. Since the com
parisons are remote, it is possible that the Dayhoff correction is more
appropriate than Poisson correction for them. At any rate, these estimates
of amino acid substitutions roughly agree with 0.9 x to-II, the rate which
we obtained in the previous subsection by comparing the 0: hemoglobin
sequences among vertebrates. Similar comparisons of the 0: and ~ chains
can be made for other animals, such asa-2 vs. {J in chicken and 0: vs. {J in the
platypus. giving very similar results.

These observations show that the rate of molecular evolution in terms of
mutant substitutions is constant per year. and, surprisingly, this does not
seem to depend on such factors as generation time, living conditions, and
the population size. As pointed out in the previous chapter, for selectively
neutral mutants, the rate of evolution in terms of mutant substitutions is
equal to the mutation rate per gamete, and it is independent of the
population size (see equation 3.20). Thus the observed constancy can be
explained most easily by assuming that the majority of amino acid
substitutions is caused by random fixation of selectively neutral mutations,
and that the rate of occurrence per gamete of neu tral mutations is constant
per year. In this connection, I pointed out earlier (Kimura, 1969a) that if
hemoglobins and other molecules of 'living fossils' are shown to have
undergone as many DNA base (and therefore amino acid) substitutions as
corresponding genes (proteins) in more rapidly evolving species, this
supports my neutral theory.

Recently, the amino acid sequences of the ~ chain and the 0: chain of the
principal hemoglobin of the Port Jackson shark have been determined
(Fisher et al., 1977~ According to Romer (1968). this shark is a relict
survivor ofa type of ancestral shark which had numerous representatives in
the late Paleozoic days, notably in the Carboniferous period (270-350
million years ago). So, this shark is well entitled to be called a living fossil.
The right-most column of Table 4.5 lists the result of comparison between
the 0: and ~ chains of the Port Jackson shark. If we compare this with the
corresponding result for the human, it is clear that the genes coding for the 0:

and fJ chains in the shark have diverged to roughly the same extent (or
slightly more) as have the corresponding two genes in man, by accumulat
ing random mutations since the origin of the a. and fJ chains by
duplication.

Another example of a living fossil is the opossum. To test my prediction
on the rate of molecular evolution in living fossils, Stenzel{1974)sequenced
the 0: chain of this animal. From his data (see Table 2 of Stenzel, 19741 it

o 2 1 I 2 1 22 2 2 2212211122
I I 1

1 1 2 2 3122222131
1 3 1 0 3 1 2 2 1 2 22212221

1
1 I 1 2 222 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2

212220221 3111122 3 I
o 1 1 1 1 1

321 3 2 1 0 1 1 1
I 1 1 1 2 1

23322 311 I 1 0 I 1 1
1

1 , 2 2 1 2 o 1 I 1 I 2

;!'22211111 1211011212
1 I 1 112101 II

Tl 2 2112 111211022
V 1 I I 1 2 1 I 2 2 2

2 1 322 1 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 20
Y 1 1 1 1 1 2 0

Table 4.6. The minimum number of nucleotide ba.se substi

uHions ('mutational steps') required /0 convert one amino acid
to urwther. For example, to change from threonine /0 vaUne,

at least cwo changes, A ..... G in the /irst posicion and C ..... U in

the second position of Ihe codon, Ofe required

to VI o.::l q" >- VI Cl> VI::::J - C 0 C 0' ...... _ a. ...
4~~~~~~=~~~~~0<~~~~~
ACOEFGHIKLMNPQRSTVWY

Ala A
Cys C
Asp 0
Glu E
.... F
Gly G
His H
II [' I
Lys K
LeuL
""1M
A",N
PwP
Gina
AlgR
SeeS
Th'
Val
TrpW
Ty,
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turns out that the IX cham of the opossum evolved at the ralC k.. =

1.7)( 10- 9 per year since it diverged from the placental mammals some 135
million years ago. Thus. Stenzel (1974) comments thai 'this resul! exceeds
the expectation of the neutral mutation theory'. I would like to poin! out
that the primary structure of the opossum hemoglobin a. as ~uenced by
Stenzel has quite an unusual feature. II is known (Jukes, 1971) that, in
venebraleS, amino acid positions 58 and 87 of the IX hemoglobin are
invariably occupied by His (which is bound to heme), yet in tne opossum,
GIn rather than His occurs 31 position 58. This could be called a
pathologtcal hemoglobin in the ordinary standard. It is possible that the
opossum at hemoglobin lost some selective constraints due to unknown
causes (such as gene duplication) in the past history of its evolution, with the
result that it started to accumulate mutations at an unusually high rale. U
so, this is similar to the rapid amino acid substitutK>ns found in guinea pig
insulin associated with the loss of the usually invariant histidine BIO{to be
discussed in the next chapler). The myoglobin sequence of the opposum is
also known(see Alignment 33 in Dayhorr,1976),and for this molecule,there
is nothing unusual in its sequence. The rate of evolution turns out to be
k.. ., 0,6 x 10-9 per year. As compared with the standard value, 0.9 x 10- 9

for this molecule, the rale of myoglobin evolution in the opossum is slightly
low, but not by very much.

Constancy of the evolutionary rale is one of the most controversial
subjects in molccularevolution, particularly when this is interpreted in the
light of the neutral theory. In fact, the claim of constancy as well as its
neutralist interpretation have been critx.:ized by many authors. Con
spicuous among them is Lewontin who declares in his book The Genetic
Basis of Evolutionary Change (1974; see P. 229) that 'the claimed "con

stancy" is simply a confusion between an average and a constant'. He goes
on to suggest that it is like maintaining that the temperature never changts

in Chicago because the total number of degree days measured there was the
same in the last fifty years of the nineteenth century as it was in the first fifty
years of the twentieth. Earlier, Stebbins and Lewontin (1972) said that 'the

so-called "constancy" of rates over millions of years is nothing but the law
of large numbers'. This type of criticism has become popular (see, for
example. Powell, 1975; Spiess, I977),and was even quoted in a textbook on
evolution by Grant (1977) who dismisses my claim of the constancy of
molecular evolution as 'elementary fallacy'.

I would like to point out that Lewontin's criticisms only come from his
misunderstanding 0( the real nature of molecular evolution. Take for
example, the hemoglobin a: chain. As we have seen already, one amino acid

substitution occurs on the average roughly every seven million years along
a lineage. It is dear that in order to gel a meaningful estimate of the intrinsic
evolutionary rate we must observe at least several million years, preferably
much longer. The situation is somewhat similar to an accident statistics in

actuarial science, In such a situation, 'the law of small numbers' (the
poisson law) rather than the law of large numbers is appropriate. What is
really important, however, is that comparisons involve two or more distinct
lioeages,such as shown in Fig. 4.2, 4.4 and 4,5 or Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and we
are trying to estimate the intrinsic rates ofevolution in different lineages to

make comparisons. Just as death rates do not become equal between man
and an insect by merely averaging over a long period or a large: number of

individuals, there is no reason to expect that two averages converge toward
each other unless their intrinsic parameters are the same. My point is that
the intrinsx.: evolutionary rates are essentially determined by the structure
and function of the molecules but not by environmental conditions.

In discussing the present problem, we must make clear the distinction
betwttn the observed evolutionary rate and the intrinsic parameter
underlying iL Let us consider a gene coding for the 1% hemoglobin and see
bow mutant substitutions causing amino acid chanses proceed in the
course of evolution in a mammalian species. If the species concerned
consists of half a million individuals per gtneration (N =' 0.5 x 106 ) and if

the generation span is two years, then the total number of mutations that
will occur at this locus in the coul'3c 0( 7 million years in the species is 3.5
million, if we assume the mutation rate per generation per gamete of JO- 6.

Note that, of these 3.5 million mutations, only one succeeds in becoming
rtxed in the species. Admittedly, tbere are number of recurrent mutations,
and also not all mutations are selectively neutral, but these are not
important to the issue.

As soon as we realize this, and regard the process of amino acid
substitutions as stochastic, it should not be difficult to understand that the
intrinsic parameter of the rate of substitution and the observed frequency of
substitutions are two different things, The number of observed sub
stitutions during a certain period, sayan interval of 10 million years, must
fluctuate greatly as we go down the long history of the evolution of
mammals, but this does not necessarily mean that the intrinsic rate of
evolution itself fluctuates. In some period, no substitution may occur, and
in another period of the same length two or more substitutions may occur

by chance. This may be compared with a sequence of lrials each or which
consists of throwing 20 coins at random. The event of all 20 coins showing
face up simultaneously occurs roughly once everyone million trials,
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although the mtrinsic probability of occurrence of such an event remains
the same all the time.

That lhe molecular evolutionary rate is constant (or nearly constant) in
physical time (years) was rererred to as 'existence of molecular evolutionary
clock' by Zuckerkandl and Pauling (1965). Since then the term molecular
clock has been vcry JX)pular in the field of molecular evolution.

Enthusiastic support for the coocept was expressed by Wilson et al.
(I 977} who wrote that 'thcdiscovcry orlhe evolutionary clock siandsout as
the most sIgnifICant result o(restarch in moiecularevolulion', On the ather
hand, these authors do not consider the neutralist-sdcetionist controversy
very imponant as lhe basis of the clock. Referring to the controversy, they
say thatahhough some workers regard the resolution of the problem as the
major one confronting molecular evolutionists, 'wc disagree'. They are
intercsted in the clock itself' and in using it to establish evolutionary

mileposts, not its mechanics. By the way, Fitch and Langley (1976) write
that '1hcclock IS erratic from moment to moment but satisfactory ifenough
substantial tkks are counted'. It Sttms to me that they sha~ the same

fallacy as ~wontin in claiming that 'two mean value estimates can be
equally good' if the sampk: is large.

The constancy of the evolutionary rate in terms of amino acid
substitulions is a scientific hypothesis, and to agree or disagree one has to
raort to observational facts and their statistical analysis rather than to
rhetorical arguments. This was why we investigated (Ohta and Kimura,
1971b) the varianceofevolutionary rates among Iincs. We obtained a result
suggesting that the observed variance is slightly larger than the variance
theoretically expected, if the variation is due to pure chance. More
elaborate statistical analyses were carried out by Langley and Fitch (1974~

Using a maximum likelihood procedure, and incorporating the assumption
of minimum evolution, they analysed the variation of evolutionary rates
among the branches of a phylogenetic tree involving simultaneously the
evolution of the ex and f1 hemoglobins, cytochrome c, and fibrinopeptide A.
They found that the variation of evolutionary rates among branches
('among legs over proteins') is significantly higher than expected by pure
chance, with a Xl value about twice its degrees of freedom. Since the
expected value of Xl is equal to its degrees of freedom, their results mean
that variation of evolutionary rate in terms of mutant su bstitutions among
lines is about twice as large as that expected from chance. Then they use this
result to emphasize non-c:onstancy of the molecular evolutionary rate and
conclude that 'a large proportion of the observed substitutions were
selectively lixed and can be expected to reflect environmental changes.

There is no reason to expect relative rates of selective substitution to be
constant in time or among lines of descenl' In other words, they reject
neutral mutations as the major cause of substitutions. At the same time,
however, they showed that when the estimated numbers of mutant
substitutions are plotted against the corresponding geological dates, they
are beautifully on a straight line (similar to our Fig. 4.4). This suggests
unifonnity of the evolutionary rates. The only exceptions are three
observed points for primates. In my opinion, emphasizing local nuctuations
as evidence against the oeutraltheory, while neglecting to inquire why the
overall rate is intrinsically so regular orconstant is picayunish. It is a classic
case of "not seeing the forest for the trees'. The remarkable constancy of
evolutionary rates per year at the mok:cular level has also been shown by
Wilson and his group using an immunological method involving albumin
ovcr a wKl.e range of vertebrate species (see Wilson Itt aL, 1977).

An exaggerated claim of non-c:onstancy was made by Goodman Itt ai.
(1974, 1975) in their study of globin evolution. They maintain that the
mutan1 substitutions lXCUrred at a vcry high rate in the early stage of globin
evolution particularly soon after duplication to fonn myoglobin, ex and fJ
hemoglobins, and that this was followed by a markedly decreased rate from
the amniote ancestor to the present for the last 300 million years. According
to Goodman er al. (1975). from 500 million to 400 million years ago the
genes descending from 'the basal vertebrate through the haemoglomn
myoglobin and fJ-a. ancestors to the teleost-tetrapod a: ancestor evolved at
the rate of 109 R%' where NR% means the number of nucleotide
replaa:ments per 100 codons per 10' years. This corresponds tn k•• ""
109 X 10- 9 per amino acid per year in the tenninology of this book, and it
is some 10 times higher than our estimate of 10- 9 per amino acid site

per year. On the other hand, for the last 300 million years, the rate
estimated by them is only 15NR% (i.e. k.. '" l.5 x 10- 9 ) which is oot very
different from k... = 1.I2 X 10- 9 that we obtained by comparing 0: chains
among several mammals. Together with their specious e:tplanation that
when new functions emerged in duplicated globin genes rapid mutant
substitutions occurred by positive Darwinian selection, Goodman et al.'s

(1975) claim of non-constancy has been quoted widely as a piece of
evidena: against the neutral theory (see, for example, Vogel and Motulsky,

1979~

If we e:tamine carefully the data used by Goodman er al. (1974, 1975). we

find that their estimate of the high evolutionary rate (1 09 NRYJ essentially
comes from their assumption that the gene duplication, leading to lamprey
globin on the one hand and the ancestral globin on the other which
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produced myoglobin as well as a: and fJ globins, occurred 500 million years
ago {let us call this point a 011 the phylogenetic tree; see Fig. I ofGuodm3n
et 01" 1975~ They also assume that this was followed by myoglobin 'IS. {J-a:
hemoglobin divergence about 30 million years later (call this point b). In
addition, they assume that the duplication which produced the a: and {J
hemoglobins occurred about 425 million years ago (call this point c) and
that the ancestor ofcarp a: and chicken 0: diverged 400 million years ago {call

this point d~ They allocate 50 mutations between point a and b. 58
mutations between band c, and 51 mutations between c and d. In other
words, for the lime span of 100 million years (i.e. between points a and bj,
they assume the establishment of twO gene duplications and allocate a total
of 159 mutations (among about 145 amino acid sites~

Their choice of gene-duplication points in time entails some problems, of
which the most serious is theirassumplion that the duplication responsible
for the myoglobin vs. hemoglobin divergence occurred about 470 million
years ago (point b) after the ancestor of jawed fishes diverged from the
ancestor of lamprey. In other words, they assume that the history of
myoglobin is younger than that of the jawless fish (agnatha~

It is much more likely that the gene duplication that had led to the
lamprey (Perromyzo'l marinus) globin whose sequence was used in their
analysis and the ancestral molecule from which myoglobin and a-fl globins
had desccnded is much older than they postulate. In other words, it is likely
that the duplicated globin genes already existed in the ancestral agnatha
that appeared 500 million years ago (point a). According to Hendrickson
and Love (1971) the lamprey globin that has been sequenced is only one of
six hemoglObins present in P. marinus blood, namely, hemoglobin v, which
is the most prevalent of the six hemoglobins. This suggests that gene
duplication occurs rather frequently in evolution. Much more important is
the recent finding by Romero-Herrera et al. (1979) showing that true
myoglobin exists in the rcd muscle ofthe heart in the lamprey. Although the
amino acid sequence is yet to be determined, this finding completely
invalidates Goodman et al.'s assumption that myoglobin originated only
some 470 million years ago after the jawed-fish diverged from the agnatha,
and that therefore myoglobin is newer than Hb V of the lamprey. In this
respect, Hunt er al. (1978) is much more judicious in placing the lamprey
globin branch on the opposite side of the phylogenetic tree from the other
vertebrate globins, stating that the gene duplication responsible for
myoglobin and lamprey globin must have occurred at a very ancient time.
(In Hunt er al. 's figure this du plication point is depicted as being one billion
or so years old). They also place the divergence point of a. and fl globins

approximately 500 million years ago, which is a much more appropriate
choice than that of Goodman el al. who place it about 425 million years
ago.

Goodman (1978) as well as Goodman el al. (1974, 1975) also criticize my
claim of the constancy by saying that I failed to consider multiple mutations
in my estimation procedure, writing as iftbeir method is much superior to
the method I use. So, let us examine this aspect of their work:. Their method
consists of first estimating the number of mutant substitutions using the
principle of 'maximum parsimony' and then modifying the estimate,
sometimes in enormous amount by their 'augmentation procedure'. Take,
for example, evolutionary change of the a. hemoglobin along the two
lineages, one leading to the carp and the other leading to man from their
common ancestor some 400 million years back. According to Goodman
el al. (1974) the numherofmutations accumulated along the lineage leading
to the carp amounts to 64, while the corresponding number accumulated
along the lineage to man amounts to 56, both being estimated by the
maximum parsimony method as 'A-solution' values (see their Figure 2).
These two numbers certainly do not show that the intrinsic rates of mutant
substitutions are significantly different in tbese two lineages. Then, they
modify these values by augmenting 48 mutations to the lineage leading to
the carp and 33 mutations to the lineage leading to man. So the final
estimates of mutant substitutions turn out to be 112 and 89 respectively for
these two lineages (see Figure 6 of Goodman et aI., 1974). Although no
statistical errors are available regarding these estimates, presumably, they
are very large, and the difference between these two values can not be
statistically significant. This can be seen clearly by the fact that in anotber
paper published next year(Goodman et aI., 1975), they allocate respectively
109 and 105 mutations to these two lineages (see their Figure I) instead of
112 and 89 as mentioned above. That their augmentation procedure itself
contains serious statistical problems has been pointed out by Tateno and
Nei (1978) and also by Fitch (1980). In addition, it is likely that the
maximum parsimony method used by them is inherentJy error-ridden, for
there is no guarantee that evolution proceeds through the shortest path.

According to Goodman er a/. (I 974), their maximum parsimony method
can often distinguish betweendifferentcodons for the same amino acid and
this discriminating power increases its utility in reconstructing phylogeny
(see page 4 of Goodman el al., 1974). They have published extensive globin
codon sequences (in terms of the RNA code) which they determined by this
method. So, it is of interest to check if their determinations are valid now
that the actual nucleotide sequence has become available for a few globin
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genes, thanks to the new technology ofampliryinggenecopies in a bacterial
plasmid followed by rapid DNA sequencing using the Maxam-Gilbert
method. Recently, the sequence of rabbi la-globin messenger RNA (mRNA)
has been determined by Heindell et 01. (1978) using this procedure. This
allows us to examine the corresponding maximum parsimony codon
sequence determined by Goodman er ai. (1974).

It turns out that, of 51 codons predicted by Goodman el 01. for rabbit 0:

globin (see Table 4 of their 1974 paper), 44 are simply wrong and only the
remaining 7 codons are correct (Kimura, 1981a). In other words, only 14%
of the maximum parsimony codons have turned out to be correct. This
poor performance is surprising because most of the indeterminancy is at the
Ihird posilion of the codon and even random assignment of one of four
nucleotide bases to this position can achieve 25% fit on the average. A
similar examination can be made for the maximum parsimony p-globin
codon sequence of man (see Table 5 of Goodman et al., 1974), since the
entiresequenceofhuman P-globin mRNA has been determined by Marotta
et ai. (1977). In this case, it turns out that about half of the maximum
parsimonycodons arc wrong, the worst error being the assignment of AGU
for the serine at the amino acid position 44 where the actual codon is uec;
none of the three letters is correct

It might be argued that the bases given in Ihe third position of the cooons
in Ihe numerous tables of Goodman's 1974 paper were nOI intended, after
all, to becorrecl.Asexplaincd somewhat ambiguously in the footnote to his
Table I,curiously U in the third position stands roreither U or e, G stands
for either A or G, and sometimes these may stand for anyor the four bases.
This being the case, the above criticisms of Ihe maximum parsimony codons
lose some force, although this does not mean that Goodman's maximum
parsimony operation is a valid one. In fact, the fallacy of maximum
parsimonycodons has been revealed in a dramatic way by a recent study of
Holmquist (1979). Previously, Tateno and Nei (1978) used a computer to
perform Monte Carlo experiments of molecular evolution. simulating the
process of divergence of nucleotide sequences by randomly accumulating
mutational changes (each hypothetical sequence comprised 300 nuc
leotides, corresponding to 100 codons, the first half of which were assumed

to be variable and the remaining half constant). Starting from a common
ancestor A, a phylogenetic tree involving twenty-one contemporary
sequences was produced. What is important is that, in these simulation
experiments, unlike the evolutionary processes in nature, the exact
topology, the numbers of accumulated nucleotide substitutions in each
branch of the phylogenetic tree, and also, all the ancestral sequences at the

branch points are known. Holmquistobtained the data for these simulation
experiments from Nei and Tateno, and sent the twenty-one contemporary
sequences (after being translated into protein sequences) to Goodman
asking him to obtain the maximum parsimony solution including both the
topology and reconstructed ancestral amino acid sequences (this was called
the 'inferred topology' solution~ Holmquist also asked Goooman to
provide him with the ancestral amino acid sequence reconstructions, given
the correct topology(thesolution thus obtained was designated the'known
wpologi solution). These amino acid sequences obtained by Goodman
were then compared with theeorrect ancestral sequences. It turned out that
there were numerous errors in the amino acid sequences inferred by the
method ofmaximum parsimony. Particularly noteworthy was the high rate
at which errors accumulated as the distances of nodal sequences from the
contemporary sequences increased. For nodes 200 or more replacements
distant, the error was more than 80'10- ActuallY,the errors are so numerous
in remote ancestral reconstructions, even when the correcl topology is
supplied, that the reconstructed sequences are totally worthless (they even
contain chain terminating codons!). It is clear now that any discussion
which involves early stages of globin evolution based on maximum
parsimony reconstruction is meaningless (Kimura., 198Ib).

All these results show clearly that Goodman f!l al. 's (1974,1975) work is
fraught with errors and uncertainty, and contrary to their claim, there
is no evidence Ihat the evolutionary amino acid substitutions were very
rapid in the early stage of vertebrate globin evolution. Their claim thai the
high evolutionary rate is due to positive Darwinian evolution, although
plausible sounding, has no support from molecular data. It is much more
likely, as we shall discuss in more detail later (chapter 5), that the high rate is
usually caused by removal of pre-existing functional constraint, allowing a

large fraction of previously harmful mutations to become selectively
neutral so that they become fIXed by random drift. In other words, when an
exceptionally high rate is encountered in molecular evolution, we should
suspect loss of constraint rather than acquirement of new function.

These arguments of course do not mean that no adaptive mutant

substitutions occurred in the course of globin evolution whereby the
functional hemoglobin I1.~P1 tetramer emerged from monomeric hemo
globin (somewhat similar to Hb V of the lamprey) by gene duplication and
later differentiation. Indeed a long course of selective tuning must have been

involved. What I want to claim is that superimposed on such adaptive
change, a much larger number of selectively neutral or nearly neutral
substitutions have occurred by random drift in hemoglobin evolution.
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Comparalillt! studies 0/ nucleotide sequences

Although comparatIVe studies of protein sequences (as treated in

tbe previous su bsc:ction) have been a major too] for the studics of molecular
evolution during the last IS years or so, we are now expenencing a new
change in the type of data being obtained. with an outburst of reports on

nucleotide sequences. This is a result of the revolutIOnary technology of

amplifying gene copies in bacterial plasmids and then rapidly sequencing

lhe DNA by the Maxam·Gilbert method (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977~ In
fact. during the last few years., data on nucleotide sequences of various parts
or the genome in diverse organisms have started to accumulate at an
accelerated, almost explosive rate. aefore 100& comparative studtes of
amino acid sequences will be superseded by those of nucleotide sequences.

Already, it has become increasingly evident that the preponderance or
synonymous and other sik:nl base substitutions is a general but remarkable

feature or molecular evolution and that this is consistent with the neutral

theory (Kimura, 1977, 1979b, 1980b, 1981c; Jukes, 1978, 1980a, b; Jukes

and King, 1979; Miyataand Yasunaga, 1980; Miyata.er al~ 1980b; Nichols
and Yanofsky, 1979).

In estimating the evolutionary distances between homologous sequences
in terms 0( the number of base substitutions. corrections for multIple and

revertant changes at homologous sites are essential This is because there

are only four kinds or bases In nucleotide sequences and evtn two random

sequences show 25% match on the average at individual sites.. So we need

suitable statistical methods which incorporate such corrections in the
estimation or evolutionary distances (and, also, the evolutionary rate when
the divergence time is known).

Let us consider a pair or homologous sites in two nucleotide sequences

compared (denoted by sequences I and 2~ In what follows we use RNA

(rather than DNA) codes so that the four bases are expressed by leuers U,C,

Fig. 4.8. o;vergence of twO homologous sequences from a common
ancestral sequence T years back.

AnceSlrtlaequence

Sequence 2

A and G. This facilitates translating back and forth between codon (triplet)

and amino acid, when needed, using a standard code table. We investigate

how the homologous sites differentiate from each other in the course of
evolution starting from a common ancestor T yean back (Fig. 4.8~ At

individual sites. bases are substituted one after another in the course or
evolution. To fonnulate this process, we assume a model of evolutionary
base substitutions as shown in Fig. 4.9. In this figure, 0: is the rate of

transition type substitutions, and 2fJ is that of transvenion type sub
stitutions, so that the total rate of substitutions per site per year is k =

0: + 2fJ. Note that 0: and J1 refer toevolutionary rates of mutant substitutions

in the species rather than the ordinary mutation rates at the level of
individuals.

The total number of base substitutIOns which separate two sequences

and therefore iovolYC t~"O branches each with length T (see Fig. 4.8) is given

by 2Tk which we denote by K.

K =2Tk=20:T+4J1T. (4.9)

In comparing homologous sites of sequences I and 2, we note that there are

twelve combinations of different bases as shown in Table 4.7. Let P be the

Table 4.7. VariotLS ty~s of dijJuem Ixw pall"! at homologous nucleotide
sites in tWO sequences compared

Type of dllTercnce

Transition type Transversion type

Sequence I U C A G U A C G U G C A

Sequence 2 C U G A A U G C G U A C

(Frequeocy) (PI (QI

Fig. 4.9. Model or evolutIOnary base SUbSlltlHionL In this model the
rate of transition type substitution (0:) rteed not be equal to the
transversion type substitutions (Jf).
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.....here.( - P + Q • 3QJ2 is the fraction of sites for which two sequences differ
from each other. This rormula is well-known (see Kimura and Ohta. 1972).
and it was first obtained by Jukes and Cantor (1969). However, in actual
situations, particularly when the third codon positions are compared. P is

(4.17)

(4.16)K;_ -tlog.(l-2P-Q),

often larger than Q.and therefore the assumption of Ol - f3 or P _ Q/2 is not

always realistic. This is one reason why formula (4.14) is betler than (4.1 5).

Equation (4.14) also has a desirable property that as P and Q get small. it
converges to K - P + Q independent ofcr: and fJ. The base substitution rate
per year is then given by k.ve - KI(211 if the divergence time T is known,
where the subscript nuc means that the estimate refers to the rate per
nucleotide site.

Since a large fraction of substitutions at the third codon positions are
synonymous. that is. they do not cause amino acid changes. it would be of
interest to estimate the S}'Donymous component of the substitution rate at
this position. From the standard RNA code table we note that for a given
pair of bases in the first and tbe second codon positions., roughly speaking
tbere are two situations; either the third position iscompletdy synonymous
(four-fold degeneracy) ex synonymy is restricted within purines or pyri.
midines (two-fold degeneracy~These two situations occur roughly in equal
numbers. Thus., the synonymous component of substitutions at the third
position which we denote by k; may be estimated by 0.5(cr: + 2f!J + O.Sa or
cr: + {J. Let K; = 2TkJ - 2(cr: + {JJT be the synonymous component of the
distance, then, we get

.}[4P + Q - (2P + QI'J
"< ~ (4.1S)

s 2(1-2P-Q).j';

whm. _ 1/(1 - 2P-Q) and b -('/2)['/1' - 2P - Q)+ 1/(1 - 2Q)].
As an example, let us compare the nucleotide sequence of the rabbit 13

globin (Efstratiadis fit at.. 1977) with thaI of chicken fJ globin (Richards
/It al., 1979). There are 438 nucleotide sites that can be compared,
corresponding to 146 amino acid sites (codons~ Among these sites, we find
that there are 58 sites ror which these two sequences show transition type
differences, and 63 sites with transversion type differences. Thus, P - 0.132,

aod

if we apply equation (4.12~

It is desirable to have formulae ror the error variance (due 10 sampling) of
the estimated values or K and Kj. Let n be the number of nucleotide sites
ror which the two sequences are compared with each other. Then the large
sample standard errors of K and K; are

(4.121

(4.101

(4.13)

(4.11)

(4.1S)K. - :10&.(1 - tAl,

SpT - -10..(1 - 2Q)

P=t-t~-~··"r+te-.'T}
Q-t-t~-"T

From these equations we gJ:t

4(0+ /l)T - -10..(1 - 2P - Q)
aod

Since the evolutionary distance In terms of the number ofbasesubstitutions

between Iht: two sequences is given by equation (4.9). .....e obtain

K_ -!lo..[(l-2P-Q)J!=2QJ (4.14)

(Kimura, 1980b~ This equation may be used to estimate the evolutionary
distance between two sequences in terms of the number or base sul>

stitutions per site that have occurred in the course of evolution extending
over T years. In this equation, P = ",In and Q= nJn, where 'II and "1

are respectively the numbers of sites at which two sequences differ from

each Otner with respect to transition type and transversion type sub
stitutions, and /1 is the total number of sites compared.

In the special case of cr:-13, equations (4.11) reduce to P_Qj2_
(l-exp( - SilnJ{4. so that (4.14) reduces to

probabtlity (relative frequency) that. at time T. homologous sites art
occupied by UC. CU, AG or GA. In other words, P is the probability of
homologous sites showing the transition type basedifTerences. Similarly, let
Q be the probability of homologous sites showing the transversion type
differences (Table 4.n Then. it can be shown that P and Q satisfy the
following set of differential equallQD5 (for derivation, see Kimura, 1980b~

dP
dT z2a -4(0+ /l)P -2(. - /l)Q

dQ ~4P-SPQ
dT

The solution of this set of equations which satisfies the condition P =

Q = O. at T- 0, thai is., tbe IwO sequences are identical at the start. is as
follows.
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Q - 0, 144 and we obtam K _ 0.348. Mammals and birds probably diverged

during the Carboniferous period (see Romer, 1968), so we tentatIVely take
T.300 )( 10' yeats, The evolutionary rale per site is then k.vc - K/(2n ...
0.58 x 10- 9 per year. This is the overall rale per sileo but JI is much more
intercstlng to estimate separately the evolutionary rates for the three codon
positions. For the rirst positKm. there are 146 nucleotide sites compared,

and we lind P = 15/146 and Q _ 21/146, giving K 1 =0.300, where subscnpt

I denotes that it rcfe~ to the litst codon position. Similarly, for the S(Cond
position. we find P = 7/146 and Q _ 18/146 so that K1 = 0.195. Finally, for
the third position, P _36/146 and Q= 24/146. and we get K) =0.635,
which is much higher than the corresponding estimates for the first and

second positions. We can also estimate the synonymous component of the

evolutionary distance per third codon position. From equation (4.16), this
turns out to be Ks' = 0.535.

In Table 4.8, results of similar calculations are listed for various

comparisons involving the human fJ (Marotta ef al., 1977), the mouse fJ
(Konkel er al .. 1978) and rabbit «globin sequences(Heindell et 01., 1978), in

addition to the chicken and rabbit ,8-globin sequences. Except for the last

two comparisons involving the abnormal, globin-like a.-) gene (Nishioka

et al.. 1980), the table suggests that the relationship K 1 < K 1< K) holds

generally; the evolutionary mutant substitutions are most rapid at the third

position, and this is followed by the first position, and then the second
position, where the substitutions are the slowest. This can readily be
interpreted by the neutral theory as follows. Among the three codon

positions, base substitutions at the second positions tend to produce more

drastic changes in the physic<K:hemical properties c:J ammo acids than
those at the rlI'St positions- Take for example the codon for Pro. The code
table shows (see Tabk 2.1) that it is CCN, where N is anyone offour base=s.
SubstitutionsofU, A and G, forbascCat the first position, kad respectivdy

to Ser, Thr and Ala. In terms of Miyata's distance (based on polarity and

volume differences between an amino acid pair; see Miyata et al.. 1979),
they are 0.56, 0.87 and 0.06 units apart from Pro, with the average distance

of about 0.5. On the other hand, the corresponding average distance

resulting From substitutions for C at the second position or the codon turns

out to be about 2.5.

ThiS means that mutational changes at lhe first position have a higher

chance of not being harmful (i.e. selectively oeutral or eqUIValent) than

those at the second position, and therefore, have a higher chance of being

fixed in the species by random dnft {Kimura and Ohta, 1974~ Tbis type of
reasoning applies more forcibly to the third position (as compared with the
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first and the second positions). since a majority of mutational changes at
this position do not cause amino acid changes.

As an index for the rdative frequencies of synonymous and amino acid
alteringsubstitulions. we may take the ratio Ks:!{K I + K1 ). Th.isis 4.17 for
tbe human fJ-rabbit {Jcomparison (T _ 8 )( 101 years). 2.16 for the chicken
{J-rabbil fJ comparison (T- 3 x 10' years) but only 1.41 for the rabbtt a·
rabbIt {J comparison (T ... 5)( 10' years). Perier et al. {1980)c1aims, based
on similar analysis of preproinsulin and globin evolution. thai initially the
silent sites accumulate changes some seven times morc rapidly than

replacement sites (i.e. amino acid altering changes), but thai accumulatIOn
saturates at 85--100 million years. Such a -saturation' phenomenon ofsilent
substitutions is probably an artefact (they are more apparent than real),
coming from difficulty of detecting all the synonymous substitutions. as
more and more ri them accumulate in the cadons. One reason why I
suspect this is that the higher rates are obtained from more recent
comparisons (such as between mammals). and that because the evolution
proceeds from the remote past toward the more recent past, but not in the
reverse direction, the 'saturation' phenomenon can only be SUperfICial. If
evolutionary change really decreased, the more recent comparisons should
show $lower changes, but what is observed is the other way round.
Furthermore, as compared with the first and the second positions-the trurd
position shows marked devialion of the base composition from equality
(e.g. G 36,...... CJOOI., U27"/.. A7"1. in human fJ) and this complicates lhe
problem ofestimalion for a very large value of T. For additional discussion
on the estimation of synonymous substitution at position) of rodoos
readers may refer to Kimura (l98lc~

Much more fascinating are the last two comparisons in Table 4.8 whIch
involve the globin.like a-) gene recently sequenced in the mouse (Nishioka

er al., 198O~ This gene completely lacks two intervening sequences
normally present in all the a and f1 globin genes, and it does not encode
globin. In other words, it is inactive in the production of stable mRNA.
However, from acomparison ohhis sequence with the normal, adult mouse

a globin (a-I) and the rabbit aglobin nucleotide sequences, it IS evident that
this gene evolved from a normal ancestral a globin gene through
duplication and subsequent loss of ils intervening sequences. This must
have occurred after the mouse and the rabbit diverged from their common
ancestor some 80 miJIion years ago. This a globin-like gene acquired in its
coding region a number of insertions and deletions of nucleotides. In
making sequence comparisons. therefore, I chose only thosecodons of the
a-3 gene which do nOI contain such changes and which are either identical

with or differ only through base substitutions from the corresponding
(homologous) codons of the mouse a-I and the rabbit a genes.

As seen from the last three lines of Table 4.8, this 'dead gene' (a.3) evolved
at a much raster rate than its normal counterpart (mouse a·1 gene).
particularly with respect to the first and the second codon posItions. This is
easy 10 understand rrom the neutral theory. Under a normal situation, each
geoe is subject to a selective constraint coming rrom the requirement that
the protein which it produces must runctlon normally. Evolutionary
changes are restricted within such a set of base substitutions. However, once
a gene is rreed from this constraint, as is the case ror this g1obin-likea-3 gene,
practK:ally all the base substitutions in it become indifferent to Darwinian
fitness., and the rate or base substitutions should approach the upper limit
set by the mutation rate (this holds only if the neutral theory is valid, but not
if tbe majority of base substitutions are driven by positive selection~ If the
rates of synonymous substitutions are not very rar from this limit (Kimura,
1977) we may expect that the rates rievolution ria 'dead gene' are roughly
equal to those of synonymous substitutions. Recently Miyata and
Yasunaga(1981)computed the evolutionary rate of a mouse pseudo alpha
globin gene(r{fa: 30.5) which wassequenccd by Vanin el aJ.(I980) and whK:b
appears to be essentially equivalent to the 11-3 gene. They also obtained a
result supporting this prediction.

In addition to coding regions, it would be interesting to estimate base
substitution rates in non-eoding regions such as introns. I use data
presented by van Ooyen t'l al. (1979) who investigated the similarity

between the nucleotide sequences ri rabbit and mouse ,8-globin genes. They
list (see their Table 2) separately the numbers or 'transition' and 'transver
sion' type differences between the homologous parls of these sequences. For
the small introns, excluding five gaps that amount to six nucleotides,
P =27/1 13,Q = 18/113 and n '"" 113. Using equations(4.14)and(4.17~weget
K = 0.60 ± 0.12. This is not signifICantly different from the substitution ra Ie

at the third position KJ = 0.4) ± 0.07. The large introns of rabbit and
mouse {J globin genes differ considerably in length, being separated from
each other by fourteen gaps (determined by optimization of alignment of

the sequences) which amount to 109 nucleotides. Excluding these parts,
P - 113/557 and Q - 179/557, from which we get K _ 0.90 ± 0.Q7. This value
is significantly larger than KJ' It is likely, as pointed out by van Ooyen el al.,
that insertions and deletions occur rather frequently in this part in addition
to point mutations, and that they innate the estimated value or the
'oucleotide substitution rate', since a majority of these changes may also be
selectively neutral and subject to random fixation by genetic drift.
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5

Some features of molecular evolution

There are se~1"31 features which distinguish molecular evolution from
phenotypic evolution. These features may be summarized in tbeformoffive
principles (Kimura and Ohta. 1974) as follows; [he first four principles are
empirical, while the last one is theoretical and helps us to understand the
nature of 'selectively neutral mutations'.

(i) For each prolein. th~ ratl ofn;olution '" terms ofamino acid substitutions
is approxlnWuly constant ~r year ~r siujor uarious linu, OJ long aJ fh~

function and lerfiary struCfure of the molecule remain essentially unaltered.

This is the rate<onstancy hypothesis which Zuckerkandl and Pauling
(1965) called the 'molecular evolutionary clock'. This is one of the most
controversial subjects in molecular evolution. Particularly. it has been
debated in relation to the date of human-ape divergcnce (see Wilson et aL,
1977), and to evidence for and against the neutral theory. I have already
discussed extensively the problems relating 10 the constancy of molecular
evolutionary rates in chapter 4, so I shall not repeat thc samc material here.
Suffice it to say that the evidence is good in globins among mammals.
although the observed variance devolutionary rates among lines is slightly
larger than what is expected bychance. There is also rough constancy of the
evolutionary rates in Cytochrome c and fibrinopeptides (Dickerson, 1971)
although each has a different rate from Ihat of globins (see also Table 4.1).
Recenlly, DayhoIT (1978) has presented an extensive list of 'mtes of
mutation acceptance', that is, evolutionary rates in terms of mutant
substitutions. in diverse protein families from which a reasonable estimate
can be made.. She states that although there is a factor of almost 400
between the fastest changing families and the slowest histone, the rate of

change of proteins within a family seldom varies by more than a factor of
twO or three, particularly when the proteins fill the same functional niche in
different organisms. One could perhaps say that the general success or
constructing consistent phylogenetic trees through comparative studies ol
protein and nucleOlide sequences speaks for tbe validity of the rate
constancy hypothesis.

This does not mean that the hYiXlthesis is absolutely valid. In fact, some
cases are reported for which the hypothesis does not appear to hold very
well For example, according to Matsubara It ai. (1978) the molecular
evolution of chloroplast-type ferredoxin among plants occurred ratber
rapK1ly in angiosperms but ratber slowly in blue-green algae.. However, tbey
are cautious enough to point out that the time of divergence of angiosper
mae is still obscure and that these observations might suggest the
polyphyletic origin of angiospermae. Jukes and Holmquist (I972) report
that rattlesnakecytochromec has evolved three or four times as rapKUy as
turtle cytochrome c. A more systematic attempt to examine rate constancy
has recently been made by Sneath (I980) who calLed attention to the
importance or distinguishing the rate or observed occurrences from the
'implied underlying rate'. He examined the coefficients or variation or
underlying rates using data from cytochrome c, globm. fibrinopeptide,
pancreatic ribonuclease and snake toxin, and Obtained results suggesting
that underlying rates are remarkably constaO[ e;u:ept for cytochrome C,

although he admits that there are uncertainties in measures ofevolutionary
rate.

Wilson et aI. (1977) attempted to test whether the generation-time
hypothesis is valid, that is, if the evolutionary rate is primarily dependent on
the number ofgenerations since divergence and only secondarily dependent
on absolute time. Using a dozen molecules. they compared the eVOlutionary
rate in mammals which have a short generation time with the rate in
mammals having a long generation time. It turned out that none d the
observed values falls exclusively within the range predicted by the
generation-time hypothesis. On the other hand, observed values are
consistent with the assumption that the rate depends on the absolute time
(years). Whether the rate can be extrapolated validly from higher animals
down to bacteria based on the rate-constancy hypothesis is debatable and
even doubted, but the apparent success of constructing a consistent
phylogenetic tree encompassing all the kingdoms of living organisms using
5S ribosomal RNA (Hori and Osawa. 1979) suggests that even bere the
hypothesis is not totally invalid. The observation that the rale of evolution
in terms of mutant substitutions for a given molecule (say hemoglobin (J in
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ffiammals)isconslant per year,completely independent oflivingcooditions
and the organism's way of life. and apparently independent of generation
span can be explained much more easily by the neutral theory than by the
sclectionist theory. It is nOt necessary that the evolutionary rate be

absolutely constant (without exceptIon) for the neutral theory to be Yalid,
although exceptional cases have to be explained ba3c:d on the neutral

theory if the theory is yalid.
As shown in chapter 4, under the neutral theory we have k - II

(equation 3.20), thai is, the rate of evolution is equal to the mutation ratt for
neutral aUe~ Taking into account the fact thai a certain fraction of
mutations may be deleterious, thiS equation can also be expressed as

k = Vo- odo, (5.1)

where DT is the total mutation rate and /0 is the fraction c:J neutral
mutations.. Note that the existence or deleterious mutations does not
contradjct the neutral theory, since Lhey make no contribution to adaptive

evolutionary change. We then assume, to explain the observation, that the
rate c:J neutml mutation isconstant per year for a given molecule. Definitely
advantageous mutants may also occur but we assume that they arc tOO rare
to be ofany SIgnificance m the ordmary observation c:Jthe rate c:J molecular

evolution.
On the other hand. if the mutant substitutions are driven by positive

nalUral selection, we have k - 4N ,.sv(equation 3.22). that is, the rate is equal
to four times the: product c:J effective population size (NJ. the mutation rate

(11) for definitely advantageous alleles and the selection coefficient (5)
representing their advantage. If we take into account the possibility that
deleterious mutants occur in addition, the sele:ctionist equation which

corresIXlnds to (.5.1) becomes

k=4N.i"Il·r!A' (.5.2)

where IJ.r is the total mutation rate, fA is the fraction of definitely
advantageous mutants and I" is the average selection coeffICient or such
mutants. Note that N.IA must be much larger than unity; otherwise they

behave more like selectively neutral mutants than selectively advan
tageous mutants. Here we neglect selectively neutral or nearly neutral
mutations, for they do not contribute significantly to evolutionary mutant

substitutions from the selectionist standpoinL Then, in order to explain the
observed constancy of the evolutionary rate, we must assume that the
product N,iAvT/A is kept constant among diverse lineages for a given
protein. In other words, a highly complicated and arbitrary set of
assumptions must be invoked regarding mutation, gene interaction and

ecologIcal conditions, as well as population size.. in order to explain the
approximate constancy per year from the selectionist (or the n~
Darwinian) viewpoint On the other hand the neutral hypothesis requires
only one ad hoc assumption, namely that /0 increases with the length c:J the
reproductive generation time. This is not unreasonable when we realize
that larger organisms with longer life cycles tend to have smaller popu
lations; hence, a larger fraction of mutants would be expected to be
selectively neutral We shall discuss this problem morc in detail later (see,

.scctX>n 8.7). Note thai this problem does not arise when we compare two
organisms having the same generation span but living in totally different
environments.

One imponant point which is often overlooked is the effect or population
size; it is rather common to rmd the statement (see for example Per~rer aL,
1980, p. 561) that the constancy in the evolutionary rate c:J mutant fixation
can be explained by constancy in the "rate c:J selection'. Such a statemenl is
clearly not valid. If evolution is the result of the gradual accumulation of
rare, advantageous mutations, such mutants should appear in vastly
greater numbers in a iargepopulation than in a smallone,so that evolution
is much more rapid in the former.

Unlike pbenotypjc evolution for whjch no detai£d knowledge about

underlying genetic change is available, wecan go much deeper In theca.se or
molecular evolution, to analyse the process or genetic change involved.

It is well known that the majority or evolutionary amino acid sub
stitutions and also the hemoglobin variants found in human populations
can be interpreted as due to single base su bSlitutions (see forexamplc, Vogel
and Motulsky, 1979). In g1obins, as we have seen already, amino acid
substitutions occur at the mte of about 10- 9 per amino acid site per year.
This means that, roughly speaking, in the (l chain consisting of 141 amino
acids, one substitution cccurs on the average every 7 million years.
Consider a mammalian species with an average generation span (0) of two
years and comprising half a million individuals each generation (its effective
size may be much smaller~ Let us suppose that the mutalion rate (v) per
generation of a: globin is 10-6 . We restrict our consideration only to those
mutations that cause amino acid changes. During 7 million years. the total
number of a: globin mutadons which occur in the species is then 2NIl x
7 x 106/9"" 2 x (0.5 X \06) x 10- 6 X 7 x 10'/2.3.5 x 1()6. Thus, 3.5
million mutations occur, among which only one becomes lixed. Not all of
them are unique.

Let us inquire how often the same IX-globin mutations recurred during
this period. For this purpose we consider the total number or alleles at this
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locus that can be generated through single base: substitutions. Although
each ammo acid site (codon) can be occupied by onc of 20 dtfTerent amino
acids, the number generated per codon through single base substitutions is
somewhat less than 19. In facl, the appropriate number of different amino
acids IS about 6.5. This is shown as foUows. Consider base substitutions
5Cparately at individual nucleotide sites within a codon. Allhe Iirst and also
at the second positions, a base: subslitution leads to a difTercnI amino acid in
the majority of cases, so with respect to these two positions, the possible
number of different amino adds produced is 3+ 3 or 6. At the third
position. roughly speaking two cases occur in equal frequencies. When the
codon is four-fold degenerate (as in Vall, no change occurs, but when it is
two-fold degenerate a base substilUtion can produce adifferent amino acid
(such as Asp vs. Glu when the codon isGAN). On the average. therefore, the
number of different amino acids which are generated at the third position is
0.5. This gives, as the total number of dilTerent amino acids generated per
codon lhroughsingle base substitutions.3 + 3 + 0.5 or6.5. For thea·globin
as a whole, the approximate number of possible alleles that can be
generated through single base substitutions is 6.5 x 141 or 916.5.

Taking 1000 as the possible number 0( a-globin alleles in order to
continue our rough calculation and dividing3.5 million mutations by 1000,
we find that the same mutant allele occurred 3500 times during 7 million
years. If anyone 0( these 1000 alleles had had a signirlcant selective
advantage. it would have bttn fixed in the species without the necessity for

such repeated occurrence. As explained in chapter 3, if a mutant has a
selective advantages, the probability of its fuation is~ = ~NjN, where we
assume 4NcS» I (see equation 3.19). Suppose that the elTecti\'e size is half or
the actual size (N. = N/2), in which case we have u =.1. Then the probability
that all the mutations were lost (i.e. unsuettssful) until the 3500th one with
respect to this allde is e - l-f,99•• This probability must be fairly high, for such
a pattern is commonly observed in globin evolution.

SO,let us take this probability as 0.5, so that e- J ..99'=-0.5. This gives
s - 2 x 10-". If the number of dilTerent advantageous alleles is m, then this

value of s has to be divided by m. A similar estimate of S... can be obtained if
we equate the reciprocal of k or 4N.lJ-r["s" to 7 x 106 assuming 4N. _ 106 ,

lJ-r_lo-t> and [,,-m/IOOO. Such a small selective advantage, even if it
exisls. will never be measurable in practice. The story is much more: simple
and straightforward from the standpoint of the neutral theory; the

mutation rate for neutral alleles per generation is 141 x 10- 9 or Vo ""
1.4 X 10- 1 wh.ich is roughly 1{7 of the total mutation rate assumed, i.e.
Vr - lO-6, tbe rest 0( the mutations being deleterious.

Before we proceed, I would like to discuss bridly the claim that
hemoglobins from dilTerent mammals are not physiologically equivaknt
and that differences rdlecl adaptations or animals to their environments.
For example, Tomita and Riggs (1971) repan that mouse hemoglobin bas
the largest Bohr effect and elephant hemoglobin the smallest, with human
hemoglobin occupying an intennediate position (although iu difference
from mouse hemoglobin appears to be rather small~ Here, Bohr-dTcet
means that when panial pressure of carbon dioxide increases or pH is

lowered, the hemoglobin molecules tend to release oxygen even if oxygen
partial pressure remains the same. It is expected that the smaller the
mammal the larger the metabolic rate. Therefore, they claim that the
observed relationship between the body weight and the Bohr effect must be
adaptive and that this does not support the neutral theory. I cannot deny
their claim, but I think it probable that such. adaptive substitutions, if real,

constitute a small fraction of the tOlal amino acid substitutions in evolution.
There must be at least a few thousand living species of mammals. It is rather
dirrK:ult to believe that each of the globin molecules in adifferent species has
special qualities that lit it exactly to the needs of the species, and that these
needs mUSllherefore be different from the exact needs clall other species for
oxygen transport in the blood.

(ii) Functionally les.s important mol«:ulu or porU of mokcuk.l evolve (in
tums of mutant substitutions) faster than more imponant ona.

(iii) Those muIane substitutions tlwc are less disrvpti~ co the existing
structure and /ulll:.cion ofa moleellie (conservative substitutions) OCellr more
/requendy in evolution ehll1l mOl"e disruptive one.s.

These two principles have very important be3rings on the neutral theory of

molecular evolution, so I shall elaborate them further in chapter 7. Here I
only point out that they have very simple interpretations from the
standpoint of the neutral theory; the probability of a mutation not being
harmful and therefore selectively neu tral is larger if the mutation occurs in a
functionally less important molecule or a part ora molecule, and thus has a

higher chance ofbeingfixed in the population by random genetic drift. This
probability is also higher if the mutation is 'conservative', that is, if II has a
less drastic effecl One of the most eJttreme situations is a synonymous
substitution which occurs predominantly at the third codon positiOn.
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(iv) Gelle duplication must always precede the emergence ofa gene l1aving a
new Junelia,1.

The importance of gene duplication in evolution was noted earlier by the
great Drosophila workers oftbe Morgan school. The crucial point pertinent
here is that the existence of two copies of the same gene enables one or the
copies to accumulate mutations and to eventually emerge as a new gene,
while the other copy retains the old function required by the species for
survival through the transitional period. Shielded by the normal counter
part in the corresponding site of the duplicated DNA segment, mutations
that would have been rejected before duplication can now accumulate, and
through their accumulation, the stage is set for the emergence ofa new gene.

The creative role which gene duplication plays in evolution has been
much clarified by Ohno (1970) in his stimulating book, in which he
considers new evidence based on modern molecular, cytological and
paleontological researches. Previously, he proposed the bold hypothesis
that our vertebrate ancestors during the fish stages went through probably
two rounds of tetraploidization berore coming on land to live (Ohno et ai.,
1968~ This occurred before a rigid chromosomal sex-determining
mechanism was established. Together with his more recent paper (Ohno,
1973), Ohno has made an important contribution to the modern evolu
tionary theory by bringing to light the remarkably conservative nature of
mutant StIbstitutions in evolution. Strong similarity of the X-ehromosome
amongmammals('Ohno's Law1can readily be explained by noting that the
X-chromosome exists in single dose in males and also effectively in single
dose in females due to random X-ehromosome inactivation, and is

therefore exposed more to natural selection than autosomes.
During the last few years, observations showing the prevalence of

duplicated or repeated structures within the genome of higher organisms
have accumulated rapidly. Previously, we knew that the a and fJ chains of
hemoglobin were the products of a gene duplication. These were descended
from a single chain similar to the one found in the blood of the lamprey.
Before thisevent, hemoglobin and myoglobin diverged by gene duplication,
and after this event, the yand ¢chains were derived also by gene duplication
from the {3chain in the ancestor of humans (y is a component of Hb A2 and ¢
is that offetal hemoglobin HbF). Asfaras the appearance ofa new function
is concerned. the last major important adaptive change is the one from a
monomer to a tetra mer (a2Pl) which occurred about 500 million years ago.
This change enabled hemoglobin to give up its oxygen readily when pH is
lowered in the tissue, and to combine with oxygen readily when the pH is

raised in the lungs. This new function gave animals the ability to escape
from predators or to capture prey more rapidly than the possessors of a
monomeric hemoglobin. It has been known that a normal human genome
contains al least one each of p, 0, eand , hemoglobin genes, and that the
genes for oX and y genes are duplicated {for a useful review of the genetics of
hemoglobins, see Vogel and MOlulsky, 1979~ The incidenceoftriplicated 0;.

globin loci in humans is reported by Goossens et al. (1980). According to
them, individuals heterozygous for the triple 0: loci (aet{aaa) show no
consistent abnormal clinical manifestations. The triplicated o:~globin loci
must have been produced by unequal crossing-over. In tbe BALB/c mouse,
the entire {3-globin complex consists ofseven linked genes (Jahn et al., 1980).

Gene duplication also produced non-functional 'pseudogenes'.
According to a recent report by Nishioka et al. (l980), the mouse has at
least two non-functional 0:-genes,0:-3 and 0:·4;0:-3 lacks the two imrons that
normally exist in functional globin genes, and 114 contains mutations
analogous to those in certain human pathological hemoglobin M. The 0:-)
sequence as detennined by Nishioka et al. (1980) shows that it contains a
number of insertions and deletions as compared with the nonnal 0: sequence
and it cannot encode globin. A human o:-psuedogene was recently described
(quoted from Proudfoot, I980~

Another interesting example showing that a gene with a new function
emerged by duplication comes from thc comparison of a·lactalbumin and
lysozyme. Lysozyme is an enzyme that attacks and lyses the bacterial cell
wall It is found widely in diverse organisms. On the other hand, a
lactalbumin is not by itself an enzyme but is a component of the lactose
syntbetase system which is found only in mammary glands during
lactation. According to Dickerson and Geis (1969), the amino acid
sequences of chicken (hen egg white) lysozyme, human lysozyme and bovine
a-lactalbumin show enough similarity among them that they are clearly
descended from a common ancestor. Also, these proteins appear to have
essentially the same polypeptide chain folding, supporting the case for Ihe
common origin. The problem is when a-lactalbumin diverged from
vertebrate lysozyme. In terms of observed amino acid differences, both
chicken and human lysozymes are almost equally distam from bovine 0:
lactalbumin (d.. "" 79 and 82), but these two Iysozymes are much nearer to
each other (d•• = 57) as compared with their distances from a-lactalbumin.
On the other hand, it is natural 10 assume that the a·lactalbumin diverged
from lysozyme in the incipient mammalian line when the milk-producing
system was being developed. If the rate-constancy hypothesis is valid, one
should expect that the distance between bovine a-lactalbumin and human
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lysozyme (both being In the mammalian line) is much nearer than the
distance between bovine a-lactalbumin and chicken lysozyme (boYine
chicken dIvergence being much older than the origin of the mammal),
contrary to observations. To resolve such a contradiction. Diclcerson and
Geis (1969) claim that the fallacy lies in the rate-constancy hypothesis. and
that evolutionary alleration in a-Iaetalbwnin was much more rapid than
that of lysozyme. Observed amino acid differences would suggest thai the
former is at least twice as rapid. According to them, when a duplicated gene
is bemg altered to perform a new function, selection pressure becomes
unusually severe so that the sequence will change unusually rapidly. This
explanation has since been accepted widely, being treated as if it were an
established fact. Subsequent study by White et al. (1977), however, cast
doubt on ilS validity. These authors made more extensive comparisons
involving a-Iactalbumins of man. guinea pig. and cow, and also com
parisons involving Iysozymes of man, rat, and baboon. They found that
evolutionary rates in these two proteins are about the same in mammals.,
and they proposed an ahernative interpretation that the duplication event
responsible for the origin of lactalbumin from lysozyme was more ancient
than the bird-mammal divergence. If so. the rate-constancy hypothesis is
intact.

In my opinion. the hypothesis that evolutionary mutant substitutions
occurred at a very high rate immediately after geoe duplication cannot be
ruled out In some cases, but it may be explained more naturallyby assuming
random raation of slightly deleterious mutants than by invoking an
unusually high rate of adaptive mutant substitutions. The above examples
clearly show that duplication can produce a new gene with a useful
function, but also it tends to lead to the degeneration of one of the
duplicated copies. In fact, it is likely that duplications produce degenerated,
non-functional genes much more often than useful new genes as pointed out
by Nei (1969) and Ohta and Kimura (197Ia). This is because many
mutations (including deletions arxl insertion of nucJeotides~which would
have been definitely deleterious before duplication. become nOl harmful
(neutral) or only very slightly deleterious after duplication, thus enabling
them to spread in the population by random drift (for a mathematical
treatment of this problem, see Kimura and King, 1979). What is import:lnt
is that, as first emphasized by Muller and Bridges (see Carlson, 1981),
dupl)cations enable genes to make evolutionary experiments which have
been forbidden before, liberating them from incessant natural selection
whose overwhelming activity is 'stabilizing' or keeping the status quo. In
other words, gene duplications create conditions that enable random drift

to operate much more prominently on mutanlS than was possible before
duplication. This allows fixation of mutants thai are slightly deleterious for
contemporary conditions but which may have other useful effects for
adaptation to a new environmenL Thus, if we take into consideration the
role of gene duplication, the neutral theory has a bearingon the problem of
progressive evolution. An apparently paradoxical statement made by Ho
and Saunders(1979) that'a relative lack oI"natural sclection maybe the pre
requisite to major evolutionary ad vance' could be understood in the light of
tbe neutralist paradigm.

The haploid chromosome sct of a mammal contains about 500 times as
much DNA as the genome or E. coli, and this must have been a result of
repeated duplication in the course of evolution. That gene duplications
must have played a spectacular role in progressive evolution from
prokaryotes to mammals may also be seen from Dayhoffs (1978)conjecture
that the approximately .50000 proteins which are estimated to exist in
humans can be grouped into about 500 supcrfamilies, each containing
about 100 sequences.

We should not forget that underneath all these problems, there is the
important problem or how tbe duplication itself becomes rtxcd in the
population in the first place. Ooe popolar argument (see for example, Ohno,
1970, p. 65) is that if a Iocuscontains a pairofoverdominant alleles, say AI
and A1• then production ofachromosome which has two loci AI and A 1 as
a result of duplication can attain permanent heterozygous advantage
without producing unlit homozygotes. Note that in tbiscase,crossing-over
between bomologous chromosomes is required. Spofford (1969) presented a
population genetical treatment 10 show that such a heterotic duplication
can be incorporated into a species.

However, it is possible, and indeed. much more likely tbat intra
chromosomal duplication leads to a chromosome segment of the form
AlAI' If such a duplication is selectively neutral or only very slightly
deleterious, it becomes fIXed in the population by random genetic drift.
(Further increase to become triplicated elC. can be brought about by
unequal crossing-over between sister chromatids or out of register synapsis
and crossing-over between homologous chromatids, as in the case of the
rnultigene family which I shall discuss subsequently.) Like ordinary point
mutations, gene duplications are constantly occurring at low frequencies in
the population, and the 'mutation pressure' for intra-chromosomal dup1i~
cation in conjunction with random drift, during the long course or
evolution, must be the main cause for the widespread occurrence of
repeated structures in the genome orhigherorganisms. A somewhat similar
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discussion along this line IOgether with numerical examples aTe contained
in Mayo (1970).

Telraploiditation differs from intra-chromosomal duplication in that all
loci afC duplicated in one step. This form of producing duplicated loci,
although common in plants, is rather rare ;n animals; bUI in fishes
belonging to the suborder SlIlmonidea, such as trout and salmon, there are
autotetraploid species which have progressed toward diploidization in
various degrees (Ohno 1970~ In this connection, the observations made by
Allendorf(1978) and Ferris and Whitt (1977) afC particularly relevant to the
neutralist-selectionist controversy. In both salmonid and catostomid fish,
there are a numberofduplicated loci in which one of the gene copies has lost
function after tetraploidizalion (probably due to fixation of a non
functional 'null' allele which was definitely deleterious before duplication
but no longer so after duplication) and such loci amount to approximately

50";" (this is estimated to have occurred during t he span of 50 million years).
Allendorf (1978) called attention to an interesting relationship which may
be expected between the level of heterozygosity and the frequency of loss of
duplicated gene expression. He points out that ir the heterozygosity in
enzyme loci is maintained by balancing selection such as heterozygote
advantage{overdominance),duplicated loci tend to be maintained in a state
or 'fixed heterozygosity' as in Spofford's (1969) model for inlra
chromosomal duplication. This tendency should be higher if the over·
dominance is stronger, and, hence irthe average heterozygosity is higher. In
other words, the higher the heterozygosity, the lower the chance tbat loss or
duplicated gene expression occurs arter Ietraploidization. On the oth~r

hand, if alleles ror enzyme polymorphisms are selectively neutral or nearly
neutral and maintained in the population by the balance between
mutational input and random extinction by sampling drift, then more
heterozygosity will result irthe mutation rate for neutral aJleles is higher. It
is expected that the effective mutation rates for null alleles and those for
neutral alleles go in parallel. Also, ir a molecule is subject to less selective
constraint, a larger rraction of runctional mutations are expected to be
neutral (not harmrul). and at the same time, non-runctional null mutants
tend to be less harmful, leading to the same type of expectation. Then, the
loss of duplicated gene expression should occur more rrequently after
tetraploidizalion if the level or heterozygosity is higher.

Keeping these opposite predictions in mind, Allendorr(1978) examined
data available in both salmon ids and calostomids. It turned OUt lhat among
twelve proteins in tbe rainbow trout, the average heterozygosity (R) is 6%

ror those which retain duplicate gene expression but 15% ror those which

lost iL In other words, higher heterozygosity and liability to loss of
duplicated gene expression go together, in agreement with the prediction of
the neutral theory.

Very similar results were also obtained using data on 26 species or
catostomid fish for 12 enzymes reported by Ferris and Whitt (1977).
Allendorf concludes that these results support the neutraltbeory. Pursuing
this problem runher, Takahata and Maruyama (1979) investigated math
ematically the process by which null alleles become fixed at independent
duplicated loci in the course of evolution. Solving the two-dimensional
Kolmogorov backward equation numerically, they obtained the rate at
which one or the active genes is lost and the amount of heterozygosity at
specified time, assuming various selection modes including the cases in
which null alleles are completely recessive (only deleterious when doubly
homozygous), partially recessive and overdominanl It turned out that in
the case of complete re~ssivity,the time taken ror fixation ora null allele at
one or the duplicated loci to occur with probability 50"/0 should be much
shorter than 50 million years. Also, there should be a large amount or
heterozygosity among related species at those loci where loss or runction is
still in progress. This too does not fit observations. In the case or
overdominance, fixation is retarded but the level or heterozygosity remains
very high, contrary to observations. The only realistic assumption which is
consistent with observations is that null alleles are very slightly deleterious
in all heterozygous combinations in which N.s (the product of effective size
and selection coefficient against heterozygotes carrying at least one null
allele) is around unity. What is important is that null alleles, despite very
slightly deleterious effects, can be fIXed in the species by random drih arter
duplication.

I cannot leave our discussion on the evolutionary role or gene duplication
without mentioning the newly proposed concept or 'multigene ramily'
(Hood el al., 1975). It represents a group ortandemly repeated genes which

is characterized by the four properties; multiplicity, close linkage, sequence
homology, and related or overlapping phenotypic runction. Examples are
immunoglobulin genes, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes, and histone genes.

These genes are repeated many times in the genome, and they exhibit two
interesting eVOlutionary reatures, namely, rapid change in ramily size and
coincidental evolution. The last mentioned phenomenon, that is,coinciden.
tal evolution, is also called horizontal evolution. I shall explain this
rascinating but puzzling phenomenon taking the spacer regions associated
with ribosomal RNA genes in eukaryotes as an example (ror more details,
see Hood el al., 1975). In the African toad Xenopus laelJis,the gene for 18S-
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Fig. 5.1. Diavam illustraung the process or coincidental evolution
throulh intra-chromO$OlTlal unequal CTossing-ovcr, 1c:adinS to fintion
of Icne 2 by chanc::e In this pan or the chromosome.

An ingenious explanation has been put forward by Smith (1974) and
Black and Gibson (1974) assuming homologous but unequal crossing over
(see also Tartar, 1974), Figure 5.1 illustrates the process by which a
multigene family within a chromosome becomes homogeneous under
repealed 'intra<hromosomal' (i.e. between·sister..chromatid) unequal
crossing-over. As pointed out by Hood ef al. (I 975) a5 well as by Smith, the
process is analogous to random fixation of one of the alleles in a finite
population, so that the term 'crosso~r fIXation' has been proposed to
designate: it The average time until one of tbe variant copies of the family
becomes rued in a chromosome lineage is called thecrossoverfcc:ation time.
Smith, and Black and Gibson performed simulation experiments to obtain
some quantitative estimates regarding the number of crossoven that are
needed to attain a certain level ofbomogeneityamong tbefamily members.
Note that intra.ehromosomal unequal crossing-over enables a mutation
which occurred in one of the members or a multigene family to sprud
through the family by chance (horizontal spreading of a mutation). This
causes nearby members to be more similar genetically than those far apart
on the chromosome (for a mathr:rnatical treatment. see Kimura and Ohta.
1979~ In conjunction with random genetic drift which enables one of the
copies of homologous multiscnefamilies tofu. randomly in the: population,
coincidental evolution takes place. The mathematical theory of coinciden
tal evolution based on population genetics has been greatly advanced by
Ohta (19700.19788, b. 1979. 19808). The various researches tbat she has
done on evolution and variation of multigene families have recently been
presented in an organized rorm in her excellent monograph (Obta 1980b).
In this monograph. the evolutionary process 0(a multigene family is treated
as a double diffusion process of mutants: diffusion of mutants on one
chromosome by unequal crossing-over and diffusion of such chromosomes
in the population by random genetic drift. The identity coefftcients
(probability of identity of genes) within a chromosome and between
chromosomes have been studied. Of particular interest is her application of
the theory to the problem of amino acid diversity of immunoglobulins, a
very well studied example of a multigene ramily. She found that the
framework regions inside the variable region of immunoglobulins evolve
slightly faster (in terms of amino acid substitutions) than hemoglobins.
whereas hypervariable regions that comprise the antigen binding sites
evolve nt about the same rate as fibrinopeptides. Furthermore, the high
variability at the hypervariable sites within the species is at about the level
theoretically expected from the high evolutionary rates at these sites. It is
interesting to note that the diffusion equation method and the ncutrnlistGeneralion 4
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28S rRNA is repeated about 450 times at a single chromosomal site (the
nucleolar organizer). each repe31mg unit consisting of 18S. 28$ and spacer
regions. Essentially the same number of repeats with the same structure
are found In the rdated species Xe-nopu.t mulferi. However. when nucleotide
sequences are compared between these tWQspccies. the ISS and 28S regions
are shown to be idenllcal. but the spacer regions have diverged significantly.
Since the spacer has no known function. it is reasonable to assume, from the
standpOint of the neutral theory, that it is subject 10 less selective constraint
and that therefore mutations have accumulated more rapidly by random
drift What is puzzling, however, is that, within each species. sequences of
spacer regions are essentially identical. How is such intraspecifIC hom~

geneity of the spacer regions maintained while they arc evolving rapidly~
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paradigm are useful to elucidate the nature of the multigene family in

quantitative terms.
Although the multigene family, in its characteristic form. is represented

by large-scale repetitive structures (such as 5S ribosomal gene which is
repeated some 24000 times in X. laevis and 9000 times in X. muller!), small
multigene families are also of much interest from the standpoint of
evolution and population genetics. Zimmer er af. report (1980) that in five

species of apes (chimpanzee, pygmy chimpanzee, gorilla. orangutan and
gibbon), the adult hemoglobin (X genes exist in a closely linked duplicate
state as in humans, and lllat rapid cycles of gene duplication and loss seem
to bave been goiogon in this gene region. Thatcoincidenlalevolution{these
authors try to rename it 'concerted evolution') is actively occurring seems to
be evident from the fact that a: chains within species are almost identical.
These authors estimate that a: polypeptides within these species are about
ten times more alilce than is expected for 10 million years of divergent
evolution (which the authors believe to have occurred since the common
ancestors of these apes). They also found, based on their analysis using five
restriction enzymes. that, in the chimpanzee, a polymorphism exists with
respect to Ihe number ofa: genes: of the five chimpanzee individuals studied,
the three-gene state, rather than the two-gene state was predominant. This
contrasts with the corresponding polymorphism in humans, where,
according to Goosscnsef al. (1980), individuals having triple a: loci and also
those having a single a: locus are a minority, the majority having duplicated

a: genes. A mathematical theory of coincidental evolution in small
multigene families has been worked out by Ohta (l98Ia) using two models.

Applying her theory to the above observations, she estimated that the rate
of unequal crossing-over is probably about 10- 4 per generation and the
selection coefficent against chromosomes with three genes or one gene
would be roughly IO-z. She also pointed out that non-functional genes

could originate by unequal crossing-over and if such genes are selectively
neutral, they will accumulate in the population by random drift.

More recently, in addition to unequal crossing-over, gene conversion has
been suggested to play an important role in the concerted or coincidental
evolution of repeated gene families (Baltimore, 1981). Roughly speaking,

one gene conversion results in duplication of a gene copy and, at the same
time, causes loss of another. Thus it would be equivalent to one cycle of
unequal crossovers of duplication and deletion (Birky and Skavaril, 1976;
Ohta, I977a). The main difference of the effect of conversion from that of
unequal crossing-over is that it is IlOt accompanied by contraction or
expansion of a multigene family, that is, change of the gene number per

family.

When directionality (or 'polarity') exists in gene conversion, the process
of divergence of multigene families between species will be much accele
rated, Dover(1982) named this and random conversion processes 'molecular
drive', and he emphasized that this phenomenon was essenlial for the
evolution of certain coding and non-coding families in Drosophila that are
dispersed on several chromosomes. Spreading of mutant genes by directional
gene conversion within a single genome has been studied mathematically by
Nagylaki and PettS (1982), but the theory for treating molecular drive at the
level of population is not yet available.

(v) Selective elimination ofdefinitely deleterious mutants and randomfixafion
of selectively neufral or rJery slighlly deleterious mUfants occur far more
frequently in eoolution than positirJe Darwinian selection of definitely
adlXlnlageous mU(ants.

This is an extended form of the original neutral theory. and is based on
the thesis put forward by Ohta (1973a, 1974) which argues that very slight
ly deleterious mutations as welt as selectively neutral mutations play an

important role in molecular evolution. Adaplive changes due to positive
Darwinian selection no dou bt occur at the molecular level (and of course at
the phenotypic level), but I believe that definitely advantageous mutant
substitutions are a minority when compared with a relatively large number
or 'non·Darwinian' type mutant substitutions, that is, random fixations or
mutant alleles in the populalion through the process or random drift or gene
frequency. This leads us to an important principle for the neutral theory
stating that 'tire neutral mutants' are not the limit 0/selectirJely tulvantageous
mutants but the limit 0/ deleterious mutants when the effect of mutation on
fitness becomes indefinitely smaiL This means that mutational pressure
causes evolutionary change whenever the negative-selection barrier is
lifted

As an application of this principle, let us consider the high evolutionary
rale of guinea pig insu lin. Generally speaking, insulin (A and 8 chains) has a
rather low evolutionary rale of (0.3 ..... 0.4) x 1O-'/amino acid/per year.

However, in the guinea pig, and also, in its close relative the coypu (both
belonging to a group called 'hystricomorph rodents'), it is known that very
rapid evolu lionary change has occurred with a substitution rate almost ten
times as high as the above value (sec King and Jukes, 1969, and for more
data. see Jukes, 1979). From the neo-Darwinian point of view, one might
naturally consider such a rapid evolutionary change to be the result of
adaptive change by natural selection. In fact, even King and Jukes (1969) in
their paper on 'Non-Darwinian evolution' invoked 'positive natural
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selection' to explain the rapId change. However, it is much more likely, as

pointed out by Kimura and Ohln (1974), that guinea pig insulin lost its
original selective constraint in the process of speciation. This allowed the
accumulation of mutations which previously would have been rejected.
This inference is supported by a report of Blundell el ai. (1971) who stud ied
the three-dimensional structure orinsulin molecules. According to them, in
the guinea pig, zinc is absent from the insulin-producing cells (coinciding
with the loss of usually invariant histidine 810). This suggests a drastic
change in the tertiary structure. It is assumed (hen that, with the loss of the
zinc constraint, mutations in guinea pig insulin started to accumulate at a

very high rate. Our claim is consistent also with the observation (for data.
see for example, Jukes, 1979) that the rate of evolutionary amino acid
substitution in guinea pig and coypu is roughly equal to that ofC-peptide of
proinsuJin, which has a very high evolutionary rate in all cases and which is

considered to have much less functional constraint than insulin.
Furthermore the observation that guinea pig insulin has a very low
biological activity, about 2% of that of bovine, as stated by Blundell and

Wood (1975) seems to support the neutralist interpretation. That all
hystricomorph rodem insulins are much less biologically active than
bovine insulin was recently reported by Horuk et al. (1979). Blundell and
Wood (1975), however, propose the hypothesis that guinea pig insulin is the
result of adaptation to a local shortage of zinc in guinea pig ancestors.

Another interesting case which can be explained by random fixation of
very slightly deleterious but almost neu ual mutations is the loss of ascorbic
acid synthesizing ability in man and a few other species. It was suggested by
Jukes and King (1975) that this loss had occurred by a 'neutral evolutionary
change'. According to them, the ability to synthesize ascorbic acid (vitamin

C) is in general a characteristic of terrestrial vertebrates. However, besides
humans, the ability is not present in monkeys, gu inea pigs, fruit-eating bats
and some passerine birds. These animals consume food rich in ascorbic
acid, and it is assumed that the mutants leading to loss of the synthesizing
ability were not significantly harmful and became fixed in the species
through random gene frequency drift under continued mutation pressure.
The alternative hypothesis is that the loss was adaptive, and occurred by

positive natural selection. Jukes and King's hypothesis. however, appears
io be more plausible since many herbivorous vertebrate species, which
consume food high in ascorbic acid, have retained the ability to synthesize
it. The observation that the loss occurred in species that are widely scattered
in phylogeny also supports their hypothesis. For a mathematical treatment
of the average length of time until fixation of a neutral or very slightly

deleterious allele in a finite population by random drift under continued
mutation pressure, readers may refer to Kimura (1980a).

When we consider the action of natural selection at the molecular leve~

we must keep in mind that higher order (Le. secondary, tertiary and
quaternary) structures rather than the primary structure (i.e. amino acid
sequence) are subject to selective constraint, usually in the form of negative
selection, that is, elimination of functionally deleterious changes. The
existence of selecti ve constraint, often inferred from non-randomness in the
distribution of amino acids or nucleotide bases, does not contradict the
neutral theory. That random drift can proceed underneath phenotypic
constancy may not be obvious from common sense, but this subtle process
can be treated mathematically (see section 6.8).

If mutation pressure is mainly responsible for evolutionary change, the
upper limit of evolutionary rate is set by the total mutation rate. In this
connection, it is interesting to note that the high evolutionary rate of guinea
pig insulin is not very dilTerent from the fibrinopeptide rate, and this rate in

turn is roughly equal, when expressed in tenns of nucleotide substitutions,
to the rate of nucleotide substitution in the DNA of the mammalian
genome, most of which does not function as genes (see Ohta and Kimura,
197Ia). We note also that accumulation of very slightly deleterious mutants
by random drift is essentially equivalent to the deterioration of the
environment, and definitely adaptive gene substitutions must occur from
time to time to save the species from extinction. I have to emphasize again
that the above argument does not mean that adaptive changesdo not oceur
at the level ofinfonnation macromolecules. On the contrary, the marvelous

function of molecular machineries on which life depends must be the
products of positive Darwinian selection. However, most of the molecules
that we are studying now, such as hemoglobins, cytochrome c, transfer
RNAs, etc., must have had their essential designs perfected very far in the
past; tbechanges thereafter have been mostly variations on the theme. This
is clearly shown, for example, by the fact that all the globin molecules,
including hemoglobins of an insect and a marine annelid worm have exactly
the same tertiary structure characterized by the 'myoglobin fold' (see
Dickerson and Ods, 1969), despite an extensive change in the primary
structure. Sometimes, extensive adaptive interpretations of individual

amino acid substitutions are given (such as Goodman et al., 1974 for globin
evolution), but we need to take these adaptive stories with a pinch of sail

In general, adaptive mutant su bstitutions should represent an organism's
response to environmental challenge. Thus, there are no such things as
universally advantageous mutants; 'advantageous mutants' are a very
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specIal, small class of mutants derived from a very large set of almost
universally deleterious mutations. If a paradoxical expression is allowed,
we could perhaps say that advantageous muutions are a special form of
deleterious mutations. The ways in which mutations become advantageous
are so opportu nistic that ;t ;s not easy to find simple ru les to describe them.
In this context, a theory due to Ohta (1972) may prove to be imporlanL
According 10 this theory, it is almost impossible for a mutant to rind itself
advantageous under all conditions required by the environment. On the
other hand, iflhe environment is uniform a mutant will have a better chance
to be advantageous. Thus, the probability of a mutant being advantageous
to the species as a whole increases in a more uniform environment. Since
smaller populations are likely to be distributed over k:ss varied environ
ments, it is expected that rapid evolution at the phenotypic level occurs in
species with small population sizes., although their probability of extinction
is large.

Although extensive discussion on specialion is outside the scope of this
book, random rixation of neutral or slightly deleterious alldes has obvious
relevance to the problem of Speciation. The central issue here is how
reproductive: isolation develops. It has been pointed out by several authors
(see, for example, Dobl.hansky, 1970; Net, 1975) that for the origm of
reproductive isolation, mutational changes at 1'110 or more loci Ire
generally required. Roughly speaking, mutant alleles at different loci which
are individually harmless (i.e. neutral) but detrimental in combination
must be: involved.

One simple model suggested by Dobzhansky (1951, 1910) is as follows.
Consider a pair of alleles A and A' in the first locus and Hand H' in the
second. SUpJX>se that a population has the genetic constitution AABB at
the start and, then, this population is split into two geographically isolated
subpopulations; in one of them, the mutant allele A' becomes fixed by
random drift so that a local race A'A'HB is rormed, while in the other
subpopulation, allele B' becomes fixed, giving rise to a race AAH'B'. Under
the assumption that A and A' are selectively equivalent (in the absence of
B'), random rixalion of A' may occur in the first subpopulation unless the
rrequency of B' happens to be high beforehand. A similar situation may
hold for allele B' in the second subpopulation. Note that the cross A'A'BB x
AAB'B', if it occurs, leads to disadvantageous offspring A'AB'B due to
epistatic interaction between A' and H', thus contributing to the establish·
ment or reproductive isolation. Later, when the geographical barrier
between these two populations is removed, they may be able to evolve as
sympatric species.

r
6

Definition, types and action of natural
selection

6.1 Meaning of natural selection

For a properappraisalofthe neutral theory, It is essential to have a
correct understanding of the role which natural selection plays in changing
and maintaining gene frequencies in natural populations. Therefore, I shall
bridly discuss the definition, types and aclions c:J natural selection.

In the Introduction of The Origin ofSpecies, Darwin (IS59) slates:

As many more individuals of each species are born than can
possibly survive; and as. consequently, there is a rrequently
recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any hemg, if it vary
however slightly in any manner profitable to itself, under the
complex and sometimes varying conditions of life, will have a
better chance or surviving, and thus be naturally ulected. From the
strong principle of inheritance, any selected variety will tend to
propagate its new and modified form.

AJthough much progress has been made in biology since Darwin's time, his
theory of natural sdection still remains as the only scientifically acceptable
theory to explain why organisms are so well adapted. to their environmenls..
A large part of population genetics may be regarded as an attempt to treat
the action of natural selection and its consequences in quantitative terms
(based on genetics and using the method of biometry).

From the standpoint ofsenetics, one can define natural selection as the
differential mUltiplication of variant (or mutant) types (Muller, 1960). In
other words. we can say that natural selection occurs when there are
differences in fitness between genotypes. Here, the term fitness represents
the organism's ability to leave offspring to the next generation. For each
genotype, fitness is measured by the number of olTspring per individual
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Natural selection acts primarily on phenotypes and only secondarily on
genotypes (through its effect on phenotypes~ The relationship between
phenotypes and genotypes, moreover, if often not straightforward, parti·
cularly when a phenotypic character is determined by many genes as in
quantitative characters (such as height in man and weight in mouse) for
which environmental effocts also play important roles. It is convenient,
therefore, to consider selection at two levels, phenotypic and genotYPK:.

6.2 Pbenotypic selection on quantitative charlllcters

We shall consider phenotypic selection Iirst. Following Mather
(1953), selection on quantitative characters is customarily classiflCd into
three types, stabilizing, directional and disruptille. Let US assume that the

phenotypic measurement (X) follows a certain bell shaped distribution
F(X) (such as tbe normal disttibution~ Selection is called stabilizing if
individuals ncar the mean value of the character have the highest fitness
(optimum), and those that deviate in a positive or negative direction are
selected against. In other words, it weeds out extremes. A few examples of
stabilizing selection are illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where the fitness function
W(X) is shown by a solid curve and frequency function F(X} by a broken
curve. The importance: of stabilizing selectiOn lies in the fact that this is by
far the commonest type of natural selection. The best known CJ.ample in
man is the relation between the birth weight and neo-natal
mortality studied by Kam and ~nrosc (1951~ They showed tbat babies
whose weights are near the mean have the highest survival rate and those
who deviate from this in either direction tend to have higher mortality. For

detailed accounts on natural selection in human populations, readers are
invited to consult Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer (1971). For additional

Fig. 6.1. Three examples of fitness function which lead to stabilizing
selet:tion. In lhis type of selection, ill<hvlduals with a phenotypic value
(X) near the mean are favored and those with more Cllreme values
are selected against. In each example, the fitness function W(X) is
shown wilh a solid curve and the frequency function F(X) by broken
curve. In example (c~ individuals corresponding to the shaded area are
completely eliminated.

Needless to say, a large number ol'young maydie prematurely (as in insects
and fishes), so the number of offspring that reach maturity rather than
simply those born is relevant What is important is that we count tbe
number of offspring at the same stage of development 85 we cQUnt the
parents. In human populatIons, fitness may conveniently be measured by

the number of daughten per mother. For details on the nature and
measurement or fitness. see Crow and Kimura (1970).

Natural selection, bowcver, acts through survival and reproduction of
indivKtuals based on phenotypes rather than dirtttly on genotypes.
Furthermore, the way in which natural selection acts in individual
situations is likely to be so diverse and intricate that tbe full details are often
beyond our comprehension. To overcome such a difficulty and to get a

unified view oCtile working of natural sekction, a few fundamental concepts
and a great deal oC terminology have bttn proposed.

One simple but useful way of classifying natural selection is to divide it
into two distinct ty~s. positive and negative selection. We say that positive
selection is at work ifa mutant form ofa gene (simply caUed 'mutannarises
in the population and if it enhances the average fitness of individuals
carrying it, thereby helping iuelfto spread through the population. This is
me type of Datural selection which was assumed by Darwin as the main
cause of adaptive evolution in the biological world, and it can justly be:
called Darwinian selection. The selected gene need not be a new mutant. It
could be a previously deleterious gene that has been rendered beneficial by
a change in me environment.

On the other hand. if a mutant reduces the fitness of individuals due to its
deleterious effects on viability or fertility, then it tends to be eliminated from
the population. This type ofselcction may be called negative selection. The
tcnn 'purifying selection' is used by Lewontin (1974) to represent this

selection.
Despite its biological importance, positive selection is seldom observed

at work in nature. A few well-known, and constantly cited examples are
industrial melanism in month (Ketdewell1955, 1956, 1958), DDT resistance
in insects and antibiotic resistance in bacteria. As compared with these.
examples of negative selection are abundant; it is popular to associate
unfavourable effects and deformities with mutations, as so many textbook

examples of mutants are of this nature. Furthermore, intensive studies or
recessive lethals and detrimental mutants in Drosophila populations have
shown beyond doubt that the majority of these mutant genes are
unconditionally deleterious both in homozygous and heterozygous states
(Mukai and Yamaguchi, 1974; Mukai et aI., 1972).
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examples of stabIlizing seleclion sec, for example. Mather (1973) and
Wallace {I 968). To represenl thiS type or selection, Haldane (1959) prcfcred
the term centripetal selection. originally due to Simpson (1944), because the
term stabilizing selection is sometimes used to represent another type of
selection. that is, selection for keeping the development of an inchvidual
along the normal course in the face of environmental disturbances. This
latter type of selection has also been caUed caMUsing selection by
Waddington (1957). On the other hand, the term nornwlizing selKtion is
often used in lhe same sense as centripetal selection. Stabilizmg selection
has the characteristic that, afler sdcclion, the variance of the character is
reduced but no appreciable change occurs in the mean.

Nexl, let us consider dir«rional sd«rion. If the optimum phenotyp)c
value is far removed from the mean, selection tends to shift the phenotypic
value toward the optimum. Tbis type d selection is called directional (or

directed) selection. It is also called linear selection by Simpson (1944) aod
Spiess (1977). Darwin postulated this type d sdection by extrapolating
from aniflCial selecuon In order to explain evolutionary change in nature.
Now, we know that directional selection occurs much more rarely than
stabilizing selection. It must mainly be restricted to the situation when a
species is faoed with a new environmental challenge. The best authentIcated
case is industrial melanism in Lepidoptera. ArtifICial selection, such as
selective breeding for milk yield, still gives us much useful information in
considering the process of directional selection. Fig. 6.2 depicts three
examples of fitness functions (shown by so~d curves), which lead to
directional selection. In this figure. (c) represents 'truncation selection'
which is familiar in animal breeding. The point C in the abscissa IS the
truncation point; only those individuals whose phenotypic value is greater
than C are saved for breeding. In this figure., the shaded area represents the
fraction of incH viduals that fail to leave offspring. In nature, however, such a

Fig. 6.2. Three e:r.amples or fitness functions which lead to directional
selection. Solid lines represent fitness functions and broken curves
represent rrequency functions. In example (e) individuals
corresponding to the shaded area are completely eliminated

clear cut truncation is unlikely to occur. A more likely Situation is
represented by (a) or (b~ Truncation selection is known to be the most
efficient form ofdirectional selection. What is surprising is that when this is
modified so that the fitness increases more or less linearly over a range of
one or two standard deviations of the value of the selected character,
although the effICiency is reduced, tbe reduction is slighl, as shown byCrow
aad Kimura (1979).

The third type: of phenotypic sek.ction, that is disruptive selection, occurs
when two or more different optima exist among individuals in one:
population. An example or this type: of selection is illustrated in Fig. 6.3,
where the two extremes of the distribution arefavoored insek:ction, but the
intermediates are eliminated. This may occur if tbe habitat of a species
contains tv.-o distinct niches and each of the two extremes is fitted to one or
the two niches. This is an opposite situation to centripetal selection;
therefore, it may be called centrifugal selection. According to Haldane
(1959), centrifugal selection occurs, but rarely except after the crossing of
two species.

6.3 Genotypic selection

A straightforward quantitative approach to the effcct of natural
selection on genetic changc in natural populations is to bypass phenotypic
selection and assign fitness values directly to each genotype, and then
compute the change of gene frequencies.

The situation is particularly simple if a pair of alleles, say, A I and AI' are

segregating in a very large haploid population with discrete, non
overlapping generations. Let WI and WI be tbe fitnesses of Al and AI' and

Fig. 6.3. An example of disruptive (centrifugal) selection. Individuals
at the two tails or distribution are ravored, and those with
intermediate phenotypic values (correspondinl to individuals ;n the
shaded area) are completely eliminated.
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Jet p be the frequency (morc precisely, the relative frequency) of AI' so that

q - I - P is the frequency of A1. Arter one generation of selection, the
frequency of Al changes from p to p' according to the relation

p' - pWI/W. (6.1)

where At - P WI + qW: is the mean fitness of the population. The change

from one generation to the next (P' - p), as usually denoted by 6p is

6p ~ (W, - W,)pq/W. (6.2)

II is often convenient to consider the sclectioncoeffteient: lei I + s and I be
the: relative fitnesses of AI and A 1 so that I +5 = W11W1. Then. we get

where Iii., 1 +.Jp, and .I is the: selection coefficient for AI' If the absolute

value fA .11 is smal~ the denominator iii is very near unity, so that it may be
neglected in equation (6.3~ Furthermore, it can be shown (Kimura., 1978)
that if the population number regulating mechanism is taken into aCCOunt.
and ifone of the alleles (A I) is advantageous over the: other (.11 > 0) so that it

increases from a low frequency to a high frequency, then in the process. the

approximation formula lip _ sp(1 - p) is valid under wider circumstances

than the above treatment suggests. Gcnerallyspeaking. unless the selection

is very intense. the process of deterministic change in gene frequency in a
haploid population can be described with sufficient accuracy by the

differential equation
dpdt" sp(1 - p). (6.4)

where t stands for time. In this equation, r is a continuous variable, but it

may be measured taking one generation as the unit.

It is often convenient to apply the logit transformation to the gene

frequency p, so that

%-Iog.-
P-. (6.5)

I-p
Note that the new variable % is the natural logarithm of the gene ratio. It
changes continuously from - to to + C(I as p changes from 0 to I. Then,

equation (6.4) reduces to
d,
di - S(I), (6.6)

where s(t) is the value of s at time t. This can readily be solved, and % is

expressed as a function of time I.

%, - Zo + fos(t)dT. (6.7)

Note that if 5(t).., $, a constant, then z, - %0 - st or t - (z, - =0)/5. Note also
that the frequency of allele Al can be obtained by using the relation.

(6.8)P. = c<'!(c=< + l~

As an example. let us assume that AI has a constant selective advantage

of I%over A l so thats{t) - 0.01, and ask the question; how long does it take

for the gene frequency to change from 0.5% to 99.5%1 Since, this
corresponds to change of z from - 5.293 to + 5293, the answer is
10.586/0.01 or 1058.6 generations. Such a unidirectional change in gene
frequency may also be called 'directional selection', using the same

terminology as used to describe an analogous situation in phenotypic

selection.
Equation (6.6)can also be used to describe the process of 'genic selection'

in a random mating diploid population. This is a type ofselection in which

there is no dominance in fitness, namely, the heterozygote has a fitness

exactly intermediale between those fA the two homozygotes.. In thiscase.~
may denote the relative fitnesses of A I A I,AI A l and A1Al as 1+.1, I and

I -.J. Then, assuming that 1.111 is smal~ this leads to the same equation as
(6.6) as a good approximation.

Generally speaking, however, the situation is much more complicated in

a diploid population even under random mating. I shall bridly summarize: a

few important cases to facilitate discussion in the rcmalOlOg part of this
book. For more details, and also for treatments of various cases, readers

may consult Oow and Kimura (1970) and Wright (1969~
Consider a random mating,diploid population, and assume that a pair of

alleles A I and A z are segregating. We denote the relative [itnesses to A I A II

AIA1 and A1A zasw l , I and w1,(Weuse the lowercase letter wtodenotethe

relative fitness. The capital letter W is reserved to represent the absolute
fitness.) U Al is unconditionally advantageous over A 1 so that WI ~ 1 and

w1 ~ I (but excluding the neutral case of WI =< wZ " I), then AI increases at

the e:tpenst of A 1 • Unless countered by mutation, A l will eventually be lost

from the population. Similarly, if Al is advantageous over AI' then A 1

increases at the expense of AI' These twO cases represent directional

selection at the genotypic level

We shall next consider some cases in which 6p due to selection changes
sign in the interval (0,1) so that an internal equilibrium point exists. One of

the best k.nown examples is overdominance, where the heterozygote has

higher fitness than either homozygote (O:i WI < 1 and O::a W1 < I~ Let

WI - I - 51 and wl - 1 - 51; then.J l is the selection coefficient against AlAI

and .11 is that against A zA l (5 1 > 0, 51> 0). In terms of these selection

(6.3)I1p = sp( I - p)/w,
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coeffk:ients, the change of the frequency of Al in one generation is

l1p-{sz-(s,+sJp}p(I-p}iw, (6.9)

where

W_I_S\pl_Sl(l_p)2, (6.10)

The anlemal equilibrium value of p which will be denoted by pand whkh

satisfies 6p = 0 is obtained by putting $2 - (SI + Sl)P - O. This yields

p'" 52/(S, + 52)' (6.11)

In terms of this equilibrium frequency, equation (6.9) is expressed as

l1p=-(s\+sJ(p-p)p(I-p)!w. (6.12)

From this. it is easy to see that if p is larger than p, I1p is negative. but ifpis
less than pthen!J.p is positive. This means that if the gene frequencydeparts
from its equilibrium value, then it tends to return to that poinL In other
words, the equilibrium is stable. Ever since this was demonstrated by Fisher
(19221 overdominance has beenconsidered by many geneticists as the main
factor maintaining genetic variability within species. However, well eSlab
lished examples of overdominance, or a single-locus heterosis in fitness, are
scarce. So far, sickle cell anemia in man is probably the best uample, and
this is constantly being cited.

The hemoglobin mutant Hbs responsible for sickle cell anemia differs
from the norma! allele Hb" by having valine at position 6 0( the P-chain
instead 0( g.Iutamicacid in Hb"(lngram,1963). The Hbsallele hasa selective
disadvantage by causing severe anemia in the homozygote, but pins
advantage by producing resistance to malaria in HIIHb" heterozygotes
(Allison, 1955). By applying terminologies defined for phenotypic selection,
we maycall selection which maintains overdominance equilibrium stabiliz
ing selection at the genotypic level Note thai was a function of p takes its
maximum value at p given by (6.11). So the overdominance equilibrium
represents a local maximum of the fitness function.

In the opposite situation in which the two homozygoles show more

advantage than the heterozygote (WI> I and w2> I). the equilibrium
frequency is again given by(6.11), but it isunstab1e. Thiscan immediately be

seen by notlDg that in equation (6.12), if pis higber than p, 6.p is positive,
whereas if p is le5S than p, 6.p is negative. In either case, deviation from
equilibrium will be enlarged in each succeeding generation. Thus., if the
frequency 0( an allele is lower than iu equilibrium value, the allele will
eventually be lost from the population, whereas if it is higher, it will
eventually be fixed. The term, disruptive (or centrifugal) selection may be
applied to this case 0( heterozygote disadvantage (Le. negative
overdominance).

A type of frequency-dependent selection in which each allele becomes
advantageous when rare ('minority advantage1 has long been considered
an imponant mechanism for maintaining genetic variability within species
(Wright, 1949; Haldane, 1954; Clarke and O'Donald, 1964). This type of

selection will arise, among other ways, if there is division of labor among
different genotypes.

As a simple model of rrequency-<icpcndent selection, let us assume.
rollowing Wright and Dobzhansky (1946), that the relative fitnesses of
A.LA I, A, A, and A,A} are expressed as I + a - bp, I and I - a + bp, where
tl and b are positive constants (b > a > O~ and p is the frequency of A, (see
Table 6.1). Under random matin& the change of gene frequency per
generation by selection is

6p - p(1 - pX. - bp)/", (6.13)

where

"-I -(a -bp)(I-2p). (6.13&)

In this mode~ AI tends to increase if iu frequency (P) is less than alb. but

tends to decrease if it is higher than alb. Clearly p"'" alb is the stable
equilibrium point furthermore, at this equilibrium state, all three geno
types have equal fitnesses. Note that this is DOt an intrinsic property of
frequency-dependent selection in general It holds only when tbe hetero
zygote is exactly intermediate between the two homozygotes in fitness. In
fact this property is lost in a slightly more genera! form of frequency
dependent selection which I shall treat later (see Table 6.2).

Table 6.1. A simple model 01frequency-dependent selection

Genotype

Fitness

Frequency

1+1I-bp

p'

A,A~

2p{l - pI

l-tl+bp

(I _ p)'

6.4 Other tenninologies and concepts for natural seledion
The term 'balancing selection' was proposed by Dobzhansky

(1965) to represent a class of selection which leads to genetic heterogeneity
or polymorphism It includes overdominance and frequency-<iependent
selection with minority advantage which we discussed above. Dobl.hansky
also speaks of 'diversifying selection' as a form 0( balancing selection, and
says that some balanced polymorpbisms are maintained by sucb selection.
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According to him, this term is synonymous with dIsruptive selcction (see
Dobzhansky. 1970. p. 127). and occurs when different genotypes are
favored In different ecologiCal niches. I have to remark, however, that this
type of selection does not neeessarily lead to balanced polymorphisms. and
often special conditions have to be satisfied for polymorphIsm! to be
maintained (see. for example, Maynard Smith and Hoekstra, 1980~

Temporal change in the intensity and the direction of natural selection
either accelerates fixation or retards It (maintains polymorphism) depend
ing on the situation. An elegant model pertinent to this topic was
investigated by Haklane and Jayakar(l963). Let A and a be a pair of alleles
at an autosomal locus and assume thai allele a is completely recessive with
respect to fitness. Assuming random mating, they showed that for
biologically realistic circumstances the condition for polymorphism to be
maintained is that the arithmetic mean of the fitness of the recessive relative

to the dominant is larger than unity, and that its geometric mean is less than
unity. For example, if the recessive is normally 5% to lOY. ritter than the
dominant. but an eptdemic disease kills 01T all the r«::cssives every twenty
gcnt:rations, this condition may be fulfiJled. During each epidemic the
frequency of the recessive gene decreases suddenly, and then it steadily
increases until the next epidemk anacks. For more recent studtes on thIS
type of problem, readers are invited to consult Karlin and Lieberman
(1974~ Incidentally, it is advisable not to include the cases in which selection
coclYk:icnts fluctuate with time (such that different alleles or genotypes arc
favored in alternate generations) in the category of disruptive selet:tion.

In addition, there arc a number of terminologies which have been
proposed to focus our attention on various aspects of the action of natural
selection. Wallace (1968) uses the terms 'hard' and 'soft' selection in
deseribing the way in which the proportion of breeding individuals is
determined. This may be explained most simply by using the case of
truncation selection as depicted in the rightmost diagram (c) of Fig. 6.2,
where individuals with a phenotypic value (X) larger than the 'cut-olT point'
e survive to leave offspring. the rest being eliminated. Under hard selection,
this point is fixed, and thererore the proportion of the population to survive
and reproduce nuCtUllteS as the location of the frequency distribution

(broken curve) nuctuates; if the distribution moves to the left, the surviving
proportion decreases. whereas if the distribution moves'to the right. this
proportion increases. On the other hand, under soft selection, the cut-olT
point can move as the location of the distribution curve nuctuates in such a
way that the surviving fraction is kept constant Therefore. under soft
selectiOn, the average fitness of the population remains the same even If the
genetic constitution of the population changes drastically. This type of

selection does not apply to recessive lethals thaI unconditionally kill
homozygotes. However, ifweconsider the fact that weak competitors could
still survive if strong competitors are absent. soft selection may not be
uncommon in nature.

MacArthur and Wilson (1967), in their well-known work on island
biogeography, consider two types of natural selection which tbey termed r
selection and K selection. Let N be tbe population number and suppose
that its rate of change follows the equalion

dN{dc =rN(K - N)/K, (6.14)

where r is lhe intrinsic rate of population increase and K is the carrying
capacity. If N is much smaller than K, the population increases exponen
tially at !he rate r, but as N approaches K, lhe rate of growth diminishes

until a steady state is reached, where N = K. Equation (6.14) is often called
tbe logislic equation. In an uncrowded environment, the fitness is largely
determined by r so that types which har~t the most rood (thus having the
largest rate d increase), even if they are wasteful, will be favored. This
situation is called r selection. Evolution here favon 'productivity'. In a
crowded environment, on the other hand, the carrymg capacity may be

more important Genotypes which can replace themselves at the lowest
food level will win. This situation is called K sele<:tion. Evolution here
favors 'efficiency' ofconversion orfood into offspring. The concept of K vs. r
selection has been extremely popular among ecologists. For example,
Roughgarden (1979), assuming a 'tradeoff' between r and K, discusses the
bc:ha vior of a population consisting of a pair of alleles with different r and K
values. On the whole, however, the concept seems to me to have been
overused without much evidence.

Although various types ofselection can be envisaged and their roles have
been argued, it is not easy to estimate the intensilY of selection inv~lv~.

One importanl point is to clarify quantitatively how much ~lectJOn IS

allocated to individual loci when the overall phenotypic selection intensity
is given. This problem will be taken up in the next section.

65 Genetic load
As a measure of genotypic selection intensity, genetic load is

defined by Crow (1958) as the fraction by which the population fitness is
reduced in comparison to the optimum (i.e. the most fit) genotype. In

symbols, this is expressed as

L:""ap-w, (6.15)
w~

where Wis the mean fitoessorthe population and ""OIl is that of the optimum
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genotype. In the following, I shall summarize some important results

obtained from the studies of the genetic load [for more details, readers may
refer to Crow and Kimura (1970. p. 297). and Kimura and Ohla (I971b.
p. 44)].

holds as a good approximation to describe the mutattonalload in natural
populations. In other words, the mutational load is equal 10 the mutation
rate per zygote. This rule was called the Haldane-Muller principle by Crow
(1957;

More generally, w~ can tr~at the mutational load as a runction ors,h and
u (Kimura, 1961). Also, it can be shown that the mutational load is un·
altered even if the population-regulating mechanism is taken into account
(Kimura and Ohta. 197tb, p. 48). However, there are a rew circum·
stances under which the Haldane-Mull~r principle ne~ds some modirica·
tion. Of particular importance is the case or 'reinforcing type' epistasis
between loci. This is the case in which the simultaneous existence or two
or more mutant genes within one individual causes a more deleterious

elIect than the sum or the deleterious effeet.s or the indiVidual mutants. It
was shown by Kimura and Maruyama (1966) that ir the deleterious
effect is proportional to the square of the number or mutant genes, the
load under random mating becomes roughly hair as large as in the case of

TM mutational/oad (L...)
This is the load created by elimination of recurrent hannful

mutations. Consider an autosomal locus in a ~ry large, random mating
diploid population. It was first shown by Haldane (1937) that the decrease

of fitness due to completely ret:essivc: deleterious mutations is equal 10 the

mutation rate t1 (per gamete~ This means ~ = 1.1 in this case. For
semKlominant mutations, L.. = 21.1, thai is, the load is equal 10 the
mutation rate: per zygOte. What is important in these cases is that the load is
almost independent or the degree of the harmfuloess of the mutants.
Essentially the same conclusion was derh"ed independently by Mull~r

(1950) using the: conc~pt or 'gen~tic d~ath·. More generally, if" ritnesscs or
mutant het~rozygotesand homozygotes ar~ I -Iu and I - s relative to the
normal homozygote (whose ritness is assumed to be unity.). L_ changes
rrom D to 2v as hchanges from°to I.Il can be shown, however, that L_ is
very dose to 2v if" 5h l is much larger than 21."(11 - 2hl)' Since ror lethal and
semilethal genes, the mutation rate and degree or dominance are roughly
u_ 10-' and h::t: 0.02, the ronnula

L..., -2v (6.16)

no epistasis. One should expect that with stronger reinl'orcing epistasis, the
load would become smaller, More recently, Crow and Kimura (1979)
developed a theory which enables us tocomputetheelfteiency or truncation
selection, and they applied the theory to viability mutants in Drosophila.
showing thattbe actual load involved can indeed be smaller. Previously, it
was shown by Mukai (1964) that mutants causing a small decrease in
homozygous viability (which he called 'viability polygenes') occur at a
much higher rate than lethals and semilethal$, amounting to aboutO.4 per
gamete per generation. Each of these mutants reduces viability by about
2 - 3% on the average in the bomozygous state. 1bey have a much higher
degree of dominance than lethals (with h ~0.4 ror newly arisen mutants)
and are approximaU:ly additive in effect between loci. If ~ apply the
Haldane-Muller principle, the mutational load due to viability polygenes
aloDe should amount to 0.8. Under truncation selection (or reasonable
departure rrom it as shown by (a) and (b) of Fig. 6_2~ ho~ver, the load can
be significantly reduced. Let us choose as tbe underlying phenotypic value
X the pkiotropic heterozygous effccts or the viability mutants. This choice
is reasonable since these mutants exist mostly in heterozygous condition

(because or low rrequencies of individual mutants). and their effects on
ritness include not only viability but also rertility. Here X is the underlying
scale on which truncation selection acts, and it corresponds to 'fitness

potentiar or Milkman (1978). The selection coeffICient (.I) against tbe
mutant and the standard deviation (0) or the ritness potential can be
estimated experimentally. They are approximately s _ - 0.02 and 0 =

0.02 .... 0.04. let A be the aVl:rage effect or a single mutant on ritness poten
tial, and suppose that 10% truncation selection (w-O.9) occurs. Then it
can be shown that A = -0.002 .... - 0,005. This means that with truncation
selection, mutants with an effect on fitnessorO.1 .... 0.4%areeliminated rrom

the population as effICiently as if they had an effect of 2.0% but were
eliminated by additive selection. Truncation selection eliminatcs the
mutants in groups so that the load becomes much smaller than expected
from the Haldane-Muller principle. Although truncation selection in the
strict sense is unlikely to occur in nature. selection of types (a) and (b) or Fig.
6.2, which we may caU quasi-truncation selection, are sufficiently realistic,
and have an efficiency not very rar from truncation selection.

The Haldane-Muller principle also requires modification in a small

population in which mutant frequencies tend to drift away rrom their
equiJibnum values. This problem was investigated by Kimura. Maruyama
and Crow (1963) who showed that in very small populations the load is
considerably larger than in a large population.
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Table 6.2 A model offrequency-dtpelldent selterlon

I

lpq
Fitness

Frequc:DCy

Genotype

overdominancc. T~y assume that the filness character is proportional to
the number of heterozygous loci, and argue that truncation selection or a
reasonable deviation from it, in conjunction with 'soft selection' can avoid
the difficulty or the heavy load and still maintaIn polymorphism at
thousands of loci. In particular. Wills (1978) uses the term 'rank-ordcr
selection' to designate the type of natura! selection involved. He assumes
that the fitness potential is directly proporuonallo the average heterozy
gosity, and thaI fitness itself is determined by the rebti"c ranking of the
organism's fitness potential and by the severity of the environmenL He
claIms that rank-order selection is capable of maintaining all genetic
polymorph isms. According to his treaunent, the number of polymorphisms
that can be retained at a particular selective equilibrium increases as the
square of the population size. It is highly unrealistic, r think, to assume, as
Wills does, that rank-order selection based solely (or predominantly) on the
number of heterozygous sites in the genome, even including the length
polymorphism in the non-transcribed spacer regions of XenopuS' rRNA
genes (Reeder tt 01., 1976), is constantly at work to shape the genetic
structure of natural populations. One needs unconditional faith in the
benefit of heterozygosity ~r Sf! to maintain such a view. The paucity of
overdominaDCC variance: as compared with additive genetic variance in
viability in various populations of DrowphiitJ mtlanogasur (Mukai, 1977),
among other things, speaks strongly against such a view (see also section
9.2). Also, the theoretical results suggesting that the level of polymorphisms
increases as the square of the population size simply disagree with
observations (see, for example, Soule, 1976).

Genetic load under jrequency-depender1t se~c[ion

It is often claimed (see for example, Thaday, 1976) that rn:quency
dependent selection with mmority advantage is not accompanied by any
genetic load. To see if such a claim is generally true, let us consKier a simple
model offrequency.<Jependent selection as shown in Table 6.2, wheres~,s2'
C I and c~ are positive constants, and p and q are the rrequencies of A I and

(6.17)

The segregatiollallood
ThiS load arises when the optimum genotype is not fixable. The

most Important example IS overdominance. Consider a random matmg
populatIon and suppose thata paIr olallelcs AI and A: are segregatIng with
respective frequencIes p and q( _ I - p). lei I - s., 1 and I - 11 be the

relative fitnessesofthc threegenotypc5 AlA" A,A 2and A:A:, respectively,
so that', and s: are the selection coefficients againutwo nomozygoleS,
A IA I and A 2A 2• Asshown already (seeequations6.9-6.12), the equilibrium
frequency p = '2/('1 + '2) is stable if II > 0 and '2 > O. Then, substituting
this in equation .'i.IOa and noting w'"" = I, we obtain for the segregational
load

Since the selection coefficients S'I and S2 are ordinarily expected to be
much larger than the mutation rates, the segregational load due to
overdominance is also expected to be much larger per locus than the
corresponding mutational load. When multIple overdominant alleles A ..
A:, ... , A. are segregating. and Ifall the heterozygotes have the same fitness
but homozygote A/AI has the relative fitness I -s/ (i_I, 2, .... n) as

compared with the fitness of the heterol.ygotes, then the segn:gationalload
becomes L. - ifn, where i is the harmonic mean of the n selection
coefficlCnLS(see Crow and KImura, 1970, p. 305: Kimura and Ohta, 1971b.
p.56). Then, if It is large. the k>ad can be small However, in a finite
population, this number is lim,ted by random drift even If an mfinlte
sequence of mutually heterotic alleles may be produced by mutation.
Kimura and Crow (1964) mvestigated the effecti.."C number of overdominanl
alleles under a given mutation rate and effective populatIon size. uSlDg the
diffusion equation method and assuming that whenevermut3tion occurs, it
leads to a new, not pre-existing overdominant allele. They arrived at the
conclusion that overdominance is not very efficient as a mechanism for
keeping a large number of alleles per locus in a finite population, and that
the load per locus due to overdominance becomes sufficiently large that it is
unlikely that a very large numberofsegregatinglocican be maintained each
with a signirlCant overdominance effect (assuming independent multipli·
cativeeITect to individual loci on total fitness). As I discussed inchapter2, to
avoid the difficulty of the heavy segregational load. models assuming
truncation selection were proposed by King(I967), Sved, Reed and Bodmer
(1967) and Milkman (1967). Essentially the same type or models but with
some refinement were again invoked by Sved (1976), Milkman (1978) and
Wills (1978) to explain the maintenance of protein polymorphlSm5 by
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A). ThIS model (Kimura. I960b) is based on the consideration that there are
twO en'JlronmenlS E, and £1 in the habItat of a species and that ALAI
individuals 8rc well adapted to El but not to £1' and. similarly A1A J

Individuals are well adapted to E1 bUI not to E\, It is also assumed that the

heterozygous (A IA J ) individuals are uniformly adapted to both environ
ments. Under random mating, the mean fitness of the population is

"'-I-.tlpl(p-c-d-Slql(q-Cl), (6.18)

where q ... I - p. and the gene frequency equilibrium is attained if the

average fitnesses of A, and A1 ate equal so that

.5.P(P-C1)-SlQ(Q-CZ)' (6.19)

To simplify our analyses, we shall assume in what follows that the two

coefficients s\ and $1 8rc equal (s l = 51). and they will Ix denoted by s. From
equation (6.19). the equilibrium frequency can readily be obtained,

ti-(I-'N(2-'.-'2)' (6.20)

In "'hat fonows, the hat n on various symbols means that they represent

eqUilibrium values. The change of the frequency of AI in one generation is

dp-spq[(I-c l )-(2 -c1 -cz)p]/w, (6.21)

is no load at equilibrium. This corresponds to the case considered in the

previous subsection (see equations 6.13 and 6.l3a). Secondly, If 0 < c i +
Cz < I, then WI I < I and "'J2 < I, so that the heterozygote has the highest
fitness. This means that A I and A z are overdominant at equilibrium. Then

the load is

L=s(I-c,)(I-c l )(I-c l -cz)/(2-c t -cllz. (6.27)

Thirdly, if I <c1 + Cl < 2. then Wit> I and wu > 2 so that either

homozygote is more fit than the heterozygote. Therefore, Al and Al show

negative overdominana: at equilibrium. What is remarkable in this case is
that, unlike the case of negative overdominancc witb constant fitnesses, the

equilibrium is stable. Now, let us suppose that c l > Cz SO tbat A:zAz is the
most lit among the three genotypes. Then the load is

(628)

An additional point of interest, as compared with the case of constant

Iitnesses, is that the gene frequency at stable eqUilibrium and the gene
frequency which gives the maximum ware In genenl dilfen:nl In fact, the

frequency of AI which maximizes w(see equation 6.22) is

(6.23)

Drift and dysmetric load
In tbe above model of frequency-dependent sekction (Table 6.2),

we have seen that in the special case of Sl - Sz and c, +Cz = I, all three
genotypes have the same fitness at stable equilibrium, and therefOre there is

no genetic load at the equilibrium. In this case, the model reduces to the one

given in Table 6.1. Note that in this special case, the heterozygote is
assumed always to have a fitness exactly midway between the two
homozygotes (case of 'no dominance1. Even in such a simplified situation,

however, it is unrealistic to assume that the load is non-existent: in nature, it

is likely that the gene frequencies deviate from their stable equilibrium point

due to random drift and this creates a load.

Generally, we can define the drift load by

l..d'irl ,., (~- E(w)]/~, (6.30)

where ~ is the mean fitness in an infinitely Iarae population at equilibrium

and E(w) is the expected value of the mean fitness in a finite population. It
has been shown by Kimura and Ohta (1970) that in the above model of
frequency·dependent selection (Table 6.1), the drift load in a finite popu-

where

w_l_sp2(p_c.)_sqZ(q_c z)' (6.22)

From equation 16.21~ 11 is clear that for the eqUilibrium to be stable, the

condition 2-c, -c. > 0 must be satisfied. In addition, 0 < p < I or 0 <
I - P< I for a non-trivial equilibrium to exist. Combining these: conditions.

we: obtam. as the necessary and sufficient condition for tlK: existence of non

trivial stable equilibrium,

O<C\<I}
"d

0«, < I.

Th< relative f1tnesses of A I A land A l A 2 at equilibrium are then

wI1 -1-s(l-c.)(1 -c l -c l l/(2-C, -C l ) (6.24)

wJl-1 -s(l-c l ){l-c 1 -c J)/(2 -c, -Cl)' (6.25)

The mean fitness of the. population at equilibrium is

~ - I -s{l -c,Hl -ez)(l - C l - c l )/{2 - cI -Cl)l. (6.26)

We now conSIder the followmg three cases. First, jf c l + Cl - I, then' all the

genotypes have the same fitness at equilibrium(w'l "'" I - wu)so that there

p_ (3 - 2<,)/(6 - 2<, - 2<,),

which is different from pgiven by (6.20~

(6.29)
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lation of the effective SIte N. is

L..... 1/12NJ. 16.31)

What 1$ remarkable is that this load is independent of parameters a and b.
and depends only on the effective population size. Asimilar propertyofdrift
load was discovered earlier by Robertson (1970) who showed that. Ira pair
of overdominanl alleles are segregating in a population oferrcctive size NO'
then L"",. _ 1/(4N.l independent of the selection coefficients.

One important property of frequency*dependcnt selection, as we have
shown already, is that the gene frequency al stable equilibnum (j) is not
generally equal 10 the frequency (Pl which gives the maximum mean fitness
w(compare equations 6.20 and 6.29~ We shall consider this problem a little
further using the model given in Table 6.1. In this mode~ the gene frequency
at equilibrium is p_ alb and the corresponding mean fitness is ~ _ I. On

the other hand. the gene frequency which maximizes wis p= 1/4 + a/(2b).
and the corresponding maximum fitness is w.... = I + (2a - WI(Sb). This
means that natural selection keeps the populadon fitness short of its
poSSible maximum value. Thus. we can regard this deficiency of population
fitness as a load. Apparently, J.B.S. Haldane was the first who noticed this
fact In a personal communication to IF. Clow (1959, unpublished).
Haldane proposed to call this type of load 'dysmetnc load'. So, let us
formally define the dysmetrie load by

L.,. _(w••• - .;.)/w.... (6.32)

In the above model of frequency-dependent selection, we have L".
(2a - b)2/[8b +(14 - WJ. Wright and Dobzhansky (19461, using the same
modclto analyse the polymorphism involving STand CHchromosomes in

Drosophila pseuJoobscura obtained the estimates a = 0.902 and b = 1.288.
Thus. L~" ""0.0252 or about 2.5% for this polymorphism.

Subsrituri(lniJlload
In the process of substituting one allele for another by positive

natural selection (due to a change ofenvironment), elimination of the less fit
allele is involved and therefore a genetic load is created. The concept of
substitutional load originated with Haldane (1957b) who called it 'the cost of
natural selection'. This load has a remarkable property that it is almost
independent of the selection coefficient but is largely determined by the
initial frequency of the mutant allele involved. Since I have already.
discussed this toptc extensively in chapter 2 in relation to my proposal of the
neutral theory (see, section 2.2). I shall not repeat it here, except to mention
that the concept is still a controversial one, having been criticized by a

number ofaUlhors. One popularcritlcism is that the substitution ofa more
advantageous allele for a less advantageous one cannot be considered a
load, since the fitness of the species is thereby increased. In my opinion, this
type of criticism overlooks the important biological fact that for each
species the environment, both physical and biotic, is constantly deteriorat
ing. while advantageous mutanu are al.....-ays very rare at the start. There is

some possibility, however, that under a certaIn circumstance the amount of
load or cost may not be as large as the Haldane OJst principle implies. Nci
discusses this problem from the standpoint of tlte fertility excess r~uired

for gene substitution (Nei, 1975, pp. 61-66). Various topics relating to the
cost or substitutional load are treated in Crow (1970). Crow and Kimura
(1970, pp.244-52). Felsenstein (1971) and Kimura and Dhta (I971b,

pp.72-88).

6.6 FISher's model of adaptil'e JWocess
In order that an organism. or a part, may become well adapLed 10

a given environment, simultaneous adjustment oJ various component traits
is required. Fisher (1930b) explains such a proocss using, as an analogy, the
adjustment of a microscope for distinct vision. This is achieved by slightly
changing various parts independently, such as moving each of the lenses a
little, either longitudinally or lntnsvenely, or twisting through an angle.
altering the refractive index. and so on. In more abstract terms. he suggests
that the way in which adaptation proceeds may be represented geometri
cally. In a space of two dimensions, Fisher's model may be Illustrated as in
Fig. 6.4. In this figure, the degree of adaptation or conformity is measured
by the distance or a point A (representing the present state) to a fixed point 0
corresponding to the most fit or optimum state. Any point inside the circle

Fig. 6.4. Illusu-atlOn of FIsher's model of adaptIve prooc:ss in a space
o( two dimensions.

y
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0.0 ':------:":------:-f::'=---J
0.0 1.0 2.0 J.O

Fig. 6.S. RelatIOnship between the probability or Improvement p
(ordinate) and the malnLtudc of change x (abscma) where J(. - r j /ljd
and ,. is the number 01 dimensions.

0.3

(6.34)

Fig. 6.6. An exampk of a set of frequency and fitness functions. The
frequency function (broken curve) bas a mean M and vanance ,,1. The
fiLDess function (solid curve) lakes iu maximum value at X-x....

B).a,b) = J:x"'-I(l-xt-ldX (6.36)

is the incomplete bela function of the rirst kind, and B(a,b) is Euler's beta
function. It can then be shown that if I' = n - I is large, (6.34) can be
approximated by (6.33~ Useful formulae relating J.C·) are found in
Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). Also, the incomplete beta funclion is
tabulated extensively by Pearson (1934~ In Fig. 6.5, the relationship
between the probability of improvement (P) and the magnitude of change
(x) is illustrated by the solid curve for" _ co and broken curve for n-9.
Note that Fisher's formula (equation 6.33) gives a good approximatK>n
already for a space of nine dimensions.

6.7 Relation between phenotypic: selection and genotypic sdection

A general formulalion
In order to assess bow CJl.tensively random drift operates in

evolution, it is essential for us to know bow much selection is induced

where

where z so 1 - (r/4)1 and v"'" n - I. In this formula, the function 1,(',') is
given by the ratio.

1,(0, bJ ~ BJa,b)!B(a,b, (6.35)

I have worked out the same problem using multi-dimensional geometry,
and obtained the result thal,forO :it r,d S I, the probabilityof improvement

"

(6.33)

, ..0.1

p

0.3

paSSing through A and centered at 0 represt:nts a stale with superior
adaptation. If A is shifted through a fixed distance, r. in any direction (by
mutation or lttOmbination~the translation will improve the adaptatIOn if
It carries the point inside this circle, but will impair it if the new position is
outside. If r is very small. we can easily see that the chances of these two
events are approximately equal. This means tbat the chance of improve
ment in adaptation approaches the limiting value 1f2 as r goes to zero. On
the other hand, if r is greater than the diameter (d) of tbe circle, the chance <i
Improvement is zero. A similar argument can be made in a space of three
dimensions, and in Ihis case, according to Fisher, the probability of
improvement is (1 - r/d)/2 for 0 < r ~ d. It is desirable to obtain the
probability of improvement when the number of dimensions is large. for
adaptation usually involves conformity in a large number of respects.

According to Fisher, when the number of dimension (n) is large. the
probability of improvement is

1 f- -1'11d'p---' ~
)("1 •

where x • rJ n/d.

,,,
0.2 ',,,............. ,..9

,,,

0.'
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and

tJ.p'" p(w1 - w)/w, (6.42)

(see, Crow and Kimura 1970, p. ISO}. Therefore, substituting equa

tions (6.40) and (6.41) into this formula, and neglecting terms involving aJ

Wl "" bo - 12(1 - P)bl +a1(1 - P"IJ1/2. (6.41)

The change of the frequency of A l in one generation is given by the

formula

(6.37)

(6.39,)

(6.39b)

(6.39a)b. ~ J:.",x)f(x)"".

b, - J:. ",x)f'(x)dx.

b, - J:. ",x)f"(x)dx.

Here, the prime denotes differentiation.

Let us denote by a the dTect on tbe chaTacter value x of substituting A z
for AI' Under random mating the frequencies oftbe three genotypes, AlAI>
AIA l and A1A l • are respectively (1- p)l, 2(1 - p)p and pl, where p is the
frequency of Al . Assuming additive gene effects on .x, it is not difficult to

show that all = - 2ap, a LZ = a(1 - 2p) and au" 20(1 - p}. Then, using
equation (6.39), we can compute the mean fitness of the p:lpulation, w=

WI I (I - p)l + w1l2(1 - p)p + Wn pl. and the mean fitness of Al • wl =
wli (I - p) + wnp, and they turn out to be as follows.

w= bo +a2p(1 - P'Pl (6.40)

and

where

extremely small. let wlj be the relative fitness of AIAJ, then

wlj "'" J:«> w(x)f(x-aIJ)dx,

as illuSlrated in Fig. 6.7. Assuming that al} is smal~ W'C expand fix - alj) in
Taylor series,

f(x - aij) = f(x) - aIJ/'(x) + (al/l>r(x) - ... , (6.38)

as was done in Kimura and Crow (1978), but here we retain the sttand

order term, so that. we get, from equation (6.31),

w1j=bg-aIPI +afPJ2, (6.39)

among alleles at individual loci under a given intensity of overall
phenotypIC selection. Let us consider a quantitative character, such as

height. weight. concentration of some substance. or a morc abstract
quantlly whIch represents Darwinian fitness in an important way. We
assume: that the character isdetermmed by a large number of gene loci each

with a very small phenotyplc effect in addition to being subjected to

environmenlalelTects{thc following results also bold if we consider smaller

genetic units such as nucleotide sites rather than conventional gene Iocij. To

simplify the treatment, we also assume that the genes are additl\'C with

respect to the character. We use the method of Kimura and Crow (1978)
and denote by X the measured phenotypic character with the mean M and

the variance a J • and by X •• the optimum phenotypic value. Let F{X) and
W(X) be the relative frequency and the 6tness of individuals with character

value X (see Fig. 6.6}.
Consider a partkular locus in whkh a pair of andes Al and Al are

segregating with respective frequenc~ I - P and p. W~ assum~ a random

mating diploid populatIOn., and let Xii be the average phenotypic value of

A,AI individuals, where i_lor Z. and j = I or 2 (X 11"'" X 1I}.
It is often convenient to measure various quantities related to the

character value in units of the phenotypic standard deviation (a). For this

purpose, lower case leiters will be used. Also, unless otherwise stated, we
shall take X., as the origin SO that x = (X - X.,)/a. The corresponding

frequency and fitness functions will be denoted by f(x) and ~,x). We also

let m = (M - X.)/a and alj - (X Ij - M}/a. Note that alj is the deviation
of AJAJ from the p:lpulation mean in a units.

We assume that the background distribution of the character is the same

among different genotypes at this locus, and that this is given by f(x) with

good approximation, because individual gene effects are assumed to be

Fig. 6.7. Diagram illustrating the meaning of equation (6.37) where ~J

is the deviation of the average phenotypic value of AIAJ individllals
from the poplilation mean in (1 units.

AIAJ... ,......,. .." . ~ . ,
I ,I \' ..

I ., \. •

I I \ "~'"
1 I' .\ •

I ' , , , .....
, ' a ' \

" " ~ .. f(x-a.)
..',' : ..'" " "
.... ,lUI""_......... ,.' .. ...

m x
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(6.49)

and higher order terms, we obtain

p(1 - p)
6p--b-(-abl+aJbz(!-p)]. (6.43),

This agrees with Bulmer (I971a~ Equating this with the standard formula
for the gene frequency change under genic selection, i.e. 6.P" .sp(l _ p)
(see equations 6.3 and 6.4~ .....e obtain

.s - - abl/bo + olbzH - p}/bo• (6.44)

as the selection coefficient which represents the advantage ofA J over A I" In

this formula. a is the effect ofsubstituting A J for A I on thecharaeter value x.

Application to stabiliZing selection
Sincestabllizingsekction isk.nown to be the most prevalent type of

natural selection, we consider the effect of such selection in the following
treatments. More speculCally, we assume thai the frequency function and
the fitness functions are given by normal distributions.

1
fix) - ~"p[ -(x-m)'/2j (6.45)

and

w(x}_cxp(_kx J ). (6.46)

Then equation (6.44) reduces to

J - - m.w + (1ol m1
- 4)(t- plal

, (6.47)

when: 4 - 21</(1 +2k). An equivalent result was obtained earlier by Bulmer
(1972). Note that if we use the original scak (X), and express the density
function of the frequency distribution of the character by F(X),.,.
[II J(21[a)] exp[ - (X - M)1/(2a1)], the fitness function by W(X) =
exp[ - K(X - X..)1], and the elTect of allele substitution by A, then the
parameters in equation (6.47) an: m = (M - Xnp)/a, ,l,.. 2Ka 1/(1 + 2Ka1 ),

and a_Ala.

From equation (6.47), it may be seen that if Iml» la~ that is, if the
deviation of the mean from the optimum is much larger than theeITect of the
allele substitution, we have s/a::=:: -.l.m so that the situation is similar to
truncation selection (see Milkman, 1978; Crow and Kimura, 1979),
and natural selection acts very efficiently to change the mean toward lhe
optimum. During this short period ofdirectional selection,e:mnsive shifl of
gene frequencies is expected to occur at many loci, but this process itself will
seldom cause gene substitutions.

If, on the other hand, the mean is at the optimum (m _0), we have
5 _ -.l.{t - p)al from equation (6.47). In this case, A! is disadvalllagcous if

p < t, but advantageous if p> t· This selection is frequency dependent, and
alleles behave as if negatively overdominanL The change of gene frequency
is then given by t..p - .l.L.llp(1 - p)(P -!) in agreemenl with Robertson
(1956) and Wright (193S). What is pertinent to our evolutionary con·
sideration is that, here, every new mutation is deleterious, because lip < 0 if
p is small Furthermore, if a large number of k>ci are segregating cach with a
very small eITect, a is small so that al is an ex~inglysmall quantity. This

applies with particular force ifweconsider individual nucleotide sites rather
than the conventional gene loci, for it has been estimated (Kimura, 1974)
that thcaverage individual in a large mammalian population is likely to be
heterozygous at a million or 50 nucleotide sites. This resuJt is consistent
with Ohta's claim (Ohla, 1973, 1974) that the majority of mutants at the
molecular level are nearly neutral hut very slightly deleterious..
Furthermore, it can be shown (Kimura. 1981b) that negatively over
dominant alleles are far more likely to be fixed by random genetic drift than
unconditionally dele~riousalleles having the same magnitude of selection
coefficients. It is interesting and rather unexpected that 'balancing sdection'
at tbe pheootypic level leads to the unbalance at the polymorphic state at
the genes involved In this sense the selectionist's claim of balancing
selection at the molecular level is wrong in its foundation.

Selection intensity

The intensity of natural selection under stabilizing selection C3Il be
measured in terms of the load, L. that is, by the fraction of individuals which
are eliminated in each generation hy natural selection due to their
phenotypic values deviating from the optimum For the frequency and
litness functions given as equations (6.45) and (6.46). we have

L~I-J(I-1)"p(-J.m'/2). 16.48)

For m =0, this reduces to

L~ 1- JII -1)

In the special case in which the fitness function has the same variance as the
frequency function, i.e. when K_I/(2aJ ) or k-!. we get L~O.293 or
roughly 30% elimination.

In general, L is likely to be small for any single character in mammals. For
example, according to Haldane (1959), the intensity of selection acting on
birth.weight of babies through their neonatal mortality is L- 0.027. If L is
small, equation (6.49) may be replaced, with good approximation, by

L~ 112. (6.50)

For ,l, ~ 0.1, the error involved with this approximation is less than about
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2.5% Even for 1_ 0.3. the error is about 8%. Thus, equation (6.S0) may be
used for all practical purposes.

Connecti1lf/ UlfO/ phenotypic .selection with Sf/uricn at all

indiuidUlJI focus

Duringits lifetime, an indi yidual is subject to natural selection on a

large numbcrof quantitative characters, many of which are corrdated. lei
us assume, to simplify the treatment, that we can choose a certain number

say n., of independent characters, which collectively represent, with a firs:
approximation, the total pattern of selection. This may be called the total

representative phenotype. Various parameters pertaining to the i-th
character will be expressed by subscript i(i = 1,1, .. _,n

e
).

Since the lotal selection intensity is limited. the selection intensity, as
measured by L; to which each component character is subject is expected to

be small, if the number of characters involved is large. Let Lr be the total
selection intensity, then

(6.51)

so that

I., '" 1 - "p ( - ~L,)' (6.52)

To simplify the treatment still further, let us suppose that L j are all equal
among component characters., then I.,:::=:: -(llnJlog.(I-Lr). The selec
tion coefficient per locus (or site) is - A,(t - p,)o}, where AI = 2kd(l + 2k

1
).

Noting L(::::: All, and dropping the subscript ~ we get

s = (log. (1 -!..r)]{1 - 2p)a2/"., (6.53)

approximately. In the right hand side of this formula, we note that
a2/n. = A2/(n.C1~). where n.a l is the variance of the total phenotype.

It may be interesting to inquire how much sdection is induced per
nucleotide site, if every site contributes equally to the total phenotype. Let
Ii. be the average heterozygosity per site, and if we denote by n"•• the total
number of nucleotide sites concerned, then n"u,A Iii. "'" n.alpl, where A is
the effect or substituting one nucleotide on a component phenotype and pI

is broad sense heritability. Thus, the coefficient for stabilizing selection, s.,
as defined by the relation s .. - s.O - 2p). turns out to be as follows:

'. - - [1080(1 - 1.,)]p'/I'••,-.). (6.54)

This represents the selection intensity involved in nucleotide substitution
under stabilizing selection (assumingm _ O~ To obtain an estimate of s let

"

us assume that the average heterozygosity per enzyme locus with respect to
electrophoretically detectable andes is 0.1 and assume (rather con·
servatively) that in addition there is twice as much heterozygosity with
respect to silent alleles. Then, if the average number of nucleotide sites that
make up a locus is 10], we set Ii. - 3 x 10-', Extrapolating this to the total
genome ofa mammal with 3.5 x 10' nuclcotidesites, the average number of
heterozygous nucleotide sites per individual is n-fi. - 1.05)( 10'. The
total selection intensity cannot be very high for mammals with large body
size. For the human species., Deevey (1960) estimates that throughout its
main course ofevolution it had a reproductive pattern such that about half
the children ever born ha ve lived to become sexually mature. Thus, as
typical values of the load for a mammal (such as the human species). we
suppose that 4 =0.5. As to broad sense heritability we tentatively assume
that pl =0.5. Then. we obtain s.-3.3 x 10- 7, which is a very small
stlcction cocffiCK:nt for stabilizing selection and shows tbat the majority of
mutations at the mo1ecub.r level are nearly neutral but very slightly
deleterious. This allows extensive random drift to operate on tbt:m. This is
ronsistent with Ohta·s (1973, 1974) hypothesis of ¥cry sligbtly deleterious
mutations. However, the fitness 0( thespccics does not drift downward with
this model tbe way it does according to Ohta's hypothesis. Also, io this
view, those genes wbich are substituted by random drift and those that
are responsible for the phenotypic variability of quantitative traits belong
to the same class. It is possible that many, and even most, of the mutants
affecting a quantitative trait are regulatory rather than structural. DNA
outside the coding region may be more important from this standpoint
than translated DNA. The present analysis agrees with Lande (1980) who
suggests that many polygenic changes can accumulate by random drift
because they have little or not net phenotypic eITect. Needless to say, some
sites produce much larger phenotypic effects than others and therefore are
subject to stronger selection. On the other hand, a certain fraction or sites
(presumably a large rraelion) produce no phenotypic effects at all, and
thererore- are completely neutral with respect to natural selection.

6,8 Behaviour of mutanl alleles in a finite population under
stabilizing selection

Probability offixation of a mU/afl/ allele under

stabilizing selection
Before we proceed to the next chapter treating problems on

selective constraint and the rate of evolution, it is desirable to investigate
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formula for the probability offIXation obtained by Kimura (1962), namely,

by

(6.60)

(6.59)

(6.58)

u = 2N J:exp[ - Blx +8 1:41 - x)]dx'

u(p) ~ f: G(x)dxIf: G(x)dx.

where B1 _4N.P, and 8 1 -4N.P1'
In the above treatment, we have assumed that 1ft, the deviation of the

mean from the optimum [see Fig. 6.6, and nOle m -(M - X.,J/fI], remains
unchanged throughout the process. This assumption appean to be
unrealistic, because, if m +O.ontshoukl expect that Iml teoos to be reduced
by the directional component of selection much more rapidly than tbe
mutant gene drifts toward fixation. There is an important possibility,
however, that this change is opposed by mutational pressure so that m
remains constant under continued stabilizing selection, although Iml at
equilibrium is likely to be small. This occurs when tbe optimum and tbe
mUlationalequilibrium point do not coincide. We shall assume such a ease
when we discuss the problem of'non-random' synonymous codon usage in
the next chapter.

We have already seen that the selcction which acts on the mutant allele is
frequency dependent and that alleles behave as if negatively overdominant.
This suggest that mutanlS under stabilizing seleclion are far more likely to
be fixed by random drift than uncond ilionally deleterious mutants having a
comparable selection coefficient. To show that this is indeed the case, I list
in Table 6.3 some examples of the probabilities of fixation (Il) for these two
cases. In the case of stabilizing selection, we let m _ 0 and denote .l.a 2f2 by
s. (meaning selection coefficient for sUlbilizing selection), so that tip ""
-s'p(1 - p)(1 - 2p~ For the unconditionally deleterious case, we denote the
selection coefficient against A2 by -3'(5'> 0), so that the probability of

(see p. 424 in Crow and Kimura, 1970, or p. 173 of Kimura and Ohta.
1971b).

We are particularly interested in the probabilityofflxation of.4 2when it
is initially singly represented in the population. This probability, which is
denoted by u, is given by U(P) with p z; 1/(2N). We tben obtain

I

where

v.. _ x(1 - x)/(2N,). (6.57)

Let u(P) be the probability that A2 eventually becomes fixed in the
population (i.e. reaches 100% in frequency), given that its initial frequency is
p. Then, u(P) can be expressed in terms of Mb and V... by using a general

how extensIvely random drift operates under stabilizing selection, the most
prevalent mode 0( natural selection. ThIs will help us understand parti
cularly how 'non-random codon usage' (see sectIOn 7.S)can be explained in
the framework of the neutral theory based on the stochastic theory of
population genetics.

We have shown in sc:c:tiOD 3.5, thai the rate ofevolution in terms ofmu
tant substitutions is given by k - 2Noll (see equation 3.19), where N is the

population size, u is the mutation rate and II is the probability of a sin~
mutant ultimately reachingl'ixatlon in the population. We have also shown,
in the previous section (section 6.1) of tbis chapler, that every mutation is
slightly deleterious under stabilizing selection Thus, in order to sec the
exten! 10 which random drift operates under stabilizing se1ection, it is
necessary to investigate the probability (u) of fIXation of a mutant allele
under this mode of selection.

We consider a quantitative character determined by a large number olloci

each with a very small effect Let us assume that a pair of alleles A I and A1

are segregating at a given locus, with relative frequencies, I - p and p, 10 a
random mating, diiOOKt populatton. In the following, we assume that A) is a
mutant allele produced from A,. We denote by N the number of individuals
composing the populatIOn. and by N. the effective size (for the meaningof
N.. see section 3.3; roughly speaking, N. is equal 10 the number 0( breeding
individuals In one generation). This number is likely to be considerably
smaller in most cases than the census number N.

As shown in the prevtous section, if the fn:quency function and the fitness
function are given by normal distributions (with equations 6.45 and 6.46l
and if a is the effect of substituting A1 for AL, then (see equation 6.47), we
h.",

'~P,-P,(1-2p). (6.55)

where PL = -J.ma and p!=A(I-.l.m1}a2j2,in which .l.=2k/(1 +2k).
Disregarding mutational change for a moment, let us denote the

frequency of A1 by x (this should not be confused with x in the previous
section, where x is used to represent the character value in a units). Then,
the mean and the variance in the change of x during one generation ure

Mb - [f31 - fJl(1 - 2x)]x(I - x) (6.56)
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fixation is given by

"-S'/[2N(e" -1)), (6,61)

where S' _4N.s' (see p. 426 of Crow and Kimura, 1970). In both cases. u is
Ulbulated (Table: 6.3) taking the probability of ftxation of the completely
neutral case as the unll, i.e. It IS ex pressed as a multiple of 1.11) = 1/(2N). II is
clear from IbiS table thaI there is an enormous difference in lixation
probability between tne two cases. and that under stabilizing selection.

extensive ncuulIl evolution is possible even when 4N<s. is 8 or more. For
B = 4N.s1 > 8, it can be shown thai ujuo ~ J(B/n)exp( - 8/4).

Gene frequen€Y distribution
Let us now incorporate mutational pressure and investigate the

probability distribution of aUdic frequencies at statistical equilibrium
attained under stabilizing selection in a finite population. We denote by
~(x) the probability denSity such that cf>(x)dx represenLS the probability lhat
the frequency of A z in lhe population lies in the range x .... x +dx. where
o<x < I. We assume reversible mutations between the two alleles, and let
VI be the mUlation rate from AI to A z•and let "'z be. the rate in the reverse
direction. Then the mean and the variance in the change of At in one
generation are

(6,62)

.nd

v... _ x(l - x){(2N.). (6.63)

We use Wright's (1938) formula for Ihe steady state gene frequency

Table 6.3. Relalivt probabilicy offixacion (u{uo) of a negacivtly
overdominanc mUlant and chat of an unconditiolllllly delecerious
mutane, wlu?re Uo i.s the probability affixation ofa completely
neU/ral mutant. In chis cable, S stands for 4N.s.for the
negativtly ouerdominant case and 4N.s' for the unconditionally
deleterious case.

distribution, that is,

4>(x) - .£eXP{2 fMbdx }, (6.64)
V,," VI.

where tbe constant C is determined so that

f: 4>(x)dx = I. (6.64a)

(sec pp. 434-435 of Crow and Kimura, 1970). Then we obtain

~(x) = C e·'.:l-·~I -.:I)X",-I(1 - x)",- I, (6.65)

where 8 1 =4N.fJl' 8 z =4NJJt, VI =4N.vl and Vt =4N.vz.
The: probability of A z being temporarily fixed in the population may be

obtained by integrating .p(x) from I -1/(2N) to I, and we obtain, with

suffICient accuracy,

(6.66)

Fig. 6.8. Probabihty distribution (41) of the frequency (x) of allele A z.
The solad curve represents lhe distnbutioc:t uDder- stabilwnl sdection
with VI _ V)_4)( 10-1• B, _0.847 arxl B) _2 (ICC equatiOn 6.65).
The distribution is restricted to the c:asc:s in which both AI and A)
ooexist in the population (0 < x < I). Actually. for !be tet of
paramcters giYCn above, the allele At is eltber fixed in the population
(x _ I) or lost from it (x _ 0) in tbe areat majonty of cases. The
symmctrical broken line represents the completely neutral case
(B I - 8) _ 0) uDder lhe same mutation rate and populauon size
(VI - Vl -4)( 10- 1). Horizootalatrows indicate that dunnl
the long cow"$c of evolution. turnover from one fixed state (say, AI
6J:ed) to another (A) bed) occurs via polymorphic Slates.
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Similarly, the probability of AI being temporarily fixed in the population
(i.e.. A J lost) is

[, =C/[V,(2N)"). (6.67)

Then, the ratio of IJ to II IS

I JII = e·'(YIJV:)(2N)",-v l . (6.68)

We shall be mainly concerned, in this book, with tne situatIon in which
both VI and VJ are much smaller than unitY,and alleles are fixed mostoftbe
time. This situation is particularly pertinent when we consider an individual
nudeotide site rather than a conventional gene locus, because the mutation
rate per site must be or the order of 10-1 rather than 10-'.

As an example, let us consider a site for the third position ofa codon. We
group the four bases into two classes, denoting bases A and U as A I' and C
and G as AJ. Then, there are two alleles at this site and the distribution of
the frequency of A1 is given by equation (6.65). Let us assume that the
mutation rates are equal in both directions with ul - uJ - 10-' per genera
tion, and that the effective population size is a hundred thousand (N• .... 10')
so that VI - VJ _4 X IO- J • Under such conditions, the alleles are
predominantly in the fIXed state. Let us further assume that fixation of A J

occurs more frequently than Al with the ratio IJIII ;:::: 7{J as in hemoglobin
genes. This leads to 8 1 _ 10&,(713) - 0.847 from equation (6.68). As to the
effect ofa single mulant substitution. we assume a small value, a _ 10-J so
that al-IO-". This corresponds to 3 x 104 protein-codmg genes with an
average heterozygosity of0.1 7 per locus and a broad sense heritability(pJ)
of .so,.... As to the intensity of stabilizing selection for optimizing the rodon
usage (see section 7.5) with respect to cbange at the third codon positions
(Which are mostly synonymous), its intensity, if any, must be rather small.
So, we assume L= 0.05 (1/10 or the total load) so that 1 =0.1. Noting that
..lm2 <e I, we get BJ=4N~P:~4N.laJ/2=2. Fig.6.S illustrates the f~

quencydistribution of the allde AJ for unfixed dasses(O < x < I), assuming
these parameten.

r
7

Molecular structure, selective constraint
and the rate of evolution

7.1 Conservative nature of mutllnt substitutions
It has been known, since the early work of Zuckerkandl and

Pauling (1965), that in protein eVOlution, amino acids which are similar in
structure and chemical properties are substituted more frequently than
dissimilar ones. They considered that such 'conservative' substitutions are
likely to cause only a small change in the function of the molecule. and are
therefore more likely to be 'adopted by natural selection'. They noted,
however, that 'apparently chemists and protein molecules do not share the
same opinion' regarding what are the most prominent properties or a
residue.

So, they assumed that the bestaiterion for conservatism ofa substitution
is a high frequency of occurrence during protein evolution. One sbortoom
ing of such a criterion is tbat arguments easily become circular.

It is desirable., therefore, to use a more objective measure of amino acid
similarity, and then in...estigate whether there is a positive rorrelation
between sucb similarity and the f~quency of eYOlutionary substitution.
Another point about which we have to be careful in such an analysis is that
the genetic code has the propeny, already noted by Zuckerlc.andl and
Pauling (1965), that a single base substitution often leads to a similar amino
acid or to a synonymous codon. In other words, the code itself predisposes
to conservative mutational changes. Epstein (1967) seems to be the fint to
have investigated the conservative nalure of substitutions by using an
objective index to represent the difference between a pair of amino acids.
His index (called the coefficient or difference) is based on polarity and size
differences, and he compared iu distribution for amino acid substitutions in
homologous proteins (subtilisin, Ol and P hemoglobins, cytochrome C.
ribonuclease etc.). The results of his study showed. that for all the observed
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comparisons of homologous proteins, the values of the coefficient of
difference were considerably lower than could be accounted for by'random
mutations'. even if the conservative nature of the genetic code is taken inlo
account.

Later. Clarice (1970) made a similar study employing Sneath's (1966)
index (D) of chemical dissimilarity between amino acids and using
Dayhoff's data on the relative frequencies of amino acid subslilutions (see
Dayhoffand Eck 1968). Taking inla account the differences in f~quencies

and in probabilities of mutational changes (i.c. differences in the number of
synonymous codons among amino acids), be found a statistK:ally
significant negative correlation between the frequency of substitutions (R)
and the chemical dissimilarity (D). This indicates that amino acid sub
stitutions which are accompanied by small chemical changes oecur much
more frequently in evolution than those accompanted by large ones.
He also found that the average substitution rate is only about one.
ninth the maximum substllution rate, whIch occurs at 0 = O. He claim
ed that tht5e observations invalidate several 'less critical' studies of pro
tein evolution (in which he includes King and Jukes. 1969 and possibly
Kimura. 1968a. 1969a~ According LO him. 85-90"1. of mutations causing
amino acid changes are disadvantageous, but this is based only on one kind
of selective constraint In reality, he noLes, there are many others. such as
limitations Imposed by the kmd or protein, by the position of the amino acid
in the protein, and by the type of organism in which the protein is found,
and, when all such factors are taken into account, "the average proportion
ol''neutrar mutations will be nearer 0.1 per cent than I0 per cent". Jukes and
King (197n in their rebuttal to Clarke, questioned the validity of his
statement and also pointed out that if selectively neutral and nearly neutral
changes are common in eVOlution, one should expect exchanges between
chemically similar amino acids to occur more frequently than those
between dissimilar ones (in agreement with observations~ On tne otner
hand, they said, for positive Darwinian evolution to occur, there must be a
difference in the function of the changed protein, and one should expect to
find radical changes Favored over conservative ones. Clarke (1971) in turn
replied, referring to Fisher (I 930b) who showed that a smaller mutational
changc has a higher chance of being advantageous (see, section 6.6 in the
previous chapter), saying that Fisher demonstrated that selection is very
untikely to favor extreme changes. It seems to me that Clarke overlooked
the point tha l mutations, iftheir effects are very small, are likely to have very
small selective advanlages and therefore have correspondingly small
probabilities offixation, i.e. lowerchances of spreading throu8h the species.

As I shall explain later, tnis means that Fisher's argument can not be used to

explam in selectionist terms lhe observation that the smaller the dissimi
larity between the amino acids, the higher tbe rate of their substitutions in
evolution.

From the standpoint of the neutral theory, the nature of conservative
substitutIOns can readily be explained by notin8 that the smaller the
difference between two amino acids, the higher the probability that tbey are
selectively equivalent rather than the mutant bein8 barmful (The neutral
theory in its strict form assumes that none IS beneficial.) Therefore, tbe
probability or an interchanF being selectively neutral is higber between
more similar amino acids, and therefore evolutionary substitutions of such
amino acids should occurmorefrequently by random geneticdrifL In terms
of equation (5.1). the fraction 10 is larger for mutations kading to a more
similar amino acid.

Sometimes the neutral theory is misunderstood to mean that sub
stitutions of various types 0( amino acids should occur equally frequently
(for which the term 'randomness' is commonly applied). aDd the observed
plilttern of inequality ('non-randomness) is claimed to be incons~tent with
the neutral theory. For example, Grantham (1974) claims that tbe:
controversy with respect to the mechanism of molecular evolution is
essentially tbe controversy between 'randomne5S and physicochemical
determinism', and be identiflCS the neutralist with 'randomness proponent'.
To investigate the conservative nature of amino acid substitutions,
Grantham (1974) introduced a formula to represent the physico-chemical
difference between amino acids similar to what bas been done by Epstein
(1967) and Clarke (1970). His formula for 0l}' giving tbe distaoce between
twO amino acids i andj, is based on three properties, polarity, volume and
composition, where composition is defined as the ratio of atomic weights of
noncarbon clements in end groups or rings to that of carbons in the side
chain. He then investigated the correlation between 0IJ and tile relative
substitution frequency (RSF) as given by McLachlan (see Table AI in
Appendix' of Mclachlan, 1972). It tumed out that linear regression of log
RSF on 0 values gave a correlation coefficient of - 0.72 which represents a
much stronger negative correlation than those obtained by using the
Sneath dilTerence and Epstein formula. His conclusion, however, agrees
with the previous work in showing thal fixation of mutations between
dissimilar amino acids is generally rare.

More recently, Miyata ef al. (1979) proposed a simple dislance measure
based only on polarity (p)and volume (II). each wei8hted by the reciprocal of
their standard deviations, 17, and 17•• According to them, if we treat only
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residues than Cor the interior ones, suggesting that exterior residues allow
less conservative (i.e. more radical) substitutions. This is easily understand
able because in the functionally less important (e"terior) part of the
molecule, more diverse amino acids can be tolerated without impairing its
working (i.e. can become selectively equivalent or neutral). They consider,
hOwever, that the majority of 'neutral' amino acid substitutions are tbe
result oC 'selective fu:ation of acceptable alternative stabilizing mutations'.

As I have shown in tbe previous chapter (see section 6.8), e"tensi...e neutral
evolution can occur under stabilizing selection, but evolutionary mutant
substitutions inYOlved cannot be called 'sekctive fillation', because fillation
of mutants is causro by random drift rather than by sdection. In fact, the
selection invol...ed iselluemely weak negati...e selection so that random drift

can easily override it
In order to eumine in more detail the conservative nature of amino acid

substitutions Crom the standpoint of population genetics, I constructed a
graph (Fig. 7.1) showing the rdattonship between the physico-<:bemicaJ
difTerence and the relative frequency or amino .cid substitutions. In this
figure, the abscissa (X) stands for Miyata £t aL's (1979) distance and the
ordinate (Y) represents tbe relative Crequency ofamino acid substitutions as
listed in Table AI of McLachlan (1972). This IS based on comparison of 17
homologous families oC proteins, including 13 hemoglobins, 8 cytochrome!
c, 14 antibody light-chain variable regions, etc.. It appea~ to be the most
extensive compilation of amino acid substitution Crequencies available so
far. Note that the substitution frequencies here are normalized by taking
into account tbeCact tbat dilTerentaminoacids have dill'erentfrequendesoC
occurrence. In Fig.7.I, observed values are shown by dots and an
exponential function Y{X) = AeA'x fitted to these observations isshown by a
solid curve. Although there are 190 combinations (amino acid pairs)
between 20 amino acids, I have chosen only 75 pairs which involve single
mutational steps, that is, pairs wh)ch can be mutually converted on tbe code
table through single base substitutions. Also, in fitting the e"ponential
functiori y"" Ae"x (or, equivalently, the linear function In Y- In A + BX)
to the data, I excluded one pair (Cys_Phe; the open circle in Fig. 7.l} for

which no observation is recorded in McLachlan's table AI. The linear
regression onn Yon X turned out to give 8 - - 0.376 ± 0.04 for the slope
and In A - 0.797 ± 0.09 for the intercept. The correlation coefficient is

- 0.142 and the mean value of X is X - 1.93. The relative frequency which
corresponds to the average distance between membenoCa substituted pair
oC amino acids is Y(X) _ 1.01 and this is less than half of Y(O) - 2.22.

It is interesting, particularly rrom the standpoint of the otutraltbeory, to
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amino acid substitutions that can be anributed to single step mutations,
their distance measure gives a high negative correlation with the observed
substitution rate, showing clearly the conservative nature of substitutions
Ln evolution. They also exammed data on abnormal human hemoglobins.
and found a positive correlation between the frequency and amino acid
difference. This IS understandable since in the case ofabnormal hemoglobin
variants, amino acid substitutions causing more severe pathological effeeu
are more likely 10 be detected and described.

The conservative nature of amino acid substitutions has also been
investigated by Bogard! n al. (1980) for tbe mammalian myoglobins. Using
a' structural discriminate function •(D) based on four properties of amino
acids. volume, polarity, isoelcctric point and hydrophobicity, and making a
residue-by-residuecomparison oC the known mammalian myoglobins, they
Cound that amino acid substitutions which are compatible with the
retention of the original conformation oftbe protein appear to be favored in
evolution. In particular, they found that the coeJflCientdenoted d.., which is
essentially the average D s value per amino acid site, is larger for the external

filo 7.1. Rdationshlp between physK:O-dlcmical dilJerence (XI and
relauve subUltulIon frequcncy (YI of amIDe) acid! in protein evolution.
Ob5t~td values are ploUed with solid dots, and tbe tlIponential
functIOn (Y _122e··· J 'u, fitted to the obstrval;o.ns IS shown by tbe
curve. The tnan&ie on the Y·."is represents the e"pecttd frequency of
synonymous substitutions tstunatcd by using values obtained lhrouah
comparative 51udltS of the nucleotide: seqUCDtt:$ of hemoglobinS- For
dellils. see ten.
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inquire if the relative frequency extrapolated at X .. 0 is consistent with
what would be expected from synonymous substitutions (which do not
cause amino acid changes). For this purpose, we lirst estimate the ratio,
whICh we shall denote by Rs,'"" of synonymous (0 amino acid altering
substitutlons per site per equivalent mutational input using data obtained
through comparative studies of nucleotide sequences. As explained In the
last subsection of chapter 4, the estimated number of substitutions due to
synonymous changes at the third position orlhe codon is given by K;. We
note that about (1 + 1/3)/2 or 2/3 of random nucleotide substitutions at

the third position of the codon are synonymous, because. for a given
combination of bases in the first and second positions of the codon, a
change at the third position is completely synonymous in about half
the cases., but only partly synonymous (purine ...... purine or
pyrimidine_pyrimidine) in the remaining half. On the other hand. a
nucleocide substltution either at the first or the second positions of the
codon almost always leads to an amino acid change. Therefore, the
eXpeeled value of RSJA may be estimated by the ratio or KSJ(2f3) to
(K. + K1 )f1., namely, by 3KiAK, + Kl~ We use values listed in Table 4.8
on hemoglobins (which show standard amino acid substitution rates) but
exdude comparisons involving the abnonnaJ Q[ - 3 (a 'dead gene1 and the Q[

VI. ~ companson (which is too remote to estimate K,j accurately). The
estimated nlue of 3Ki/(K I + K1 ) turned out to be 4.43 ± 1.64. If we
multiply this by Y{X), it shouki give a rough estimate for the synonymous
substitution rate to be plotted on tbe y..axis in Fig. 7.1. This gave 4.7 ± 1.8,
indicated by the open triangle in Fig.. 7.1. Although this is considerably
larger than Y(O) .. 2.22, considering a large statistical error of this
estimation procedure, we may conclude that the data on synonymous
substitution are consistent with the protein data in regard to the
relationship between the rate of evolution and the magnitude of change.
namely, tbe smaller the mutational change, the higher the evolutionary rate
in tenns of mutant substitutions.

From the standpoint of the neutralthcory, this can readily be explained
by using equation (5.1), i.e. k -lITfo; the probability (Jo) ofa mutational
change being selectively neutral becomes larger if the amino acid replace
ment involved is associated with a smaller physico-chemical difference, and
therefore k becomes larger.

Let us now investigate what relation should beexpeclcd between k andx.
where x is the magnitude of a mutational change, if we assume that mul3nt
substitutions are caused exclusively by positive Darwinian selcction. Under
this assumption, k is proportional to the product P.(x)u.(x), where P.(x) is

the probability that a mutation with the effect x happens to be selectively
advantageous and u.(x) is the probability of such a mutation ultimately
becoming lixed in the population.

Ifwe assume that the selective advantage J is proportional to x,then u.(x)
IX: 2.x becauseu;:::: 2sN./N as shown inequation(3.21).AJ to p.(x), we follow
Fisher (l9JOb) and assume that it is given by equation (6.33), namely, p.(x)
decreases as x increases (see Fig.. 6.5~ Then

ka: hP,(x) (7.1)

and this is illusuated in Fig. 7.2. Unlike the observation illustrated in
Fig. 7.1, this curve is bell-shaped, with the maximum evolutionary rate

occurring for an intermediate mutational effect, contrary to the claim of
Clark.e (1971). Note that even if mutations having smalJer effects have a
higher chance of becoming advantageous as Fisher (1930b) showed, the
selective advantage of such mutations must be correspondingly smaIL Ln
the case of ordinary phenotypic characters ("quantitative characters1, there
will be an addit~nal factor to be considered, namely. mutations baving
small phenotypic effects mayoccur more kequCDtly than those baving large
effects. In the case 0( molecular evolution, this last factor can beelimioated.
as we have done above, by taking into account the difference in the
frequencies of amino acids and/or difference in the numben 0(synonymous
codons among different amino acids.

It might be argued that the selective advantage (J) may not vaDish even

Fig. 72. Relationship expected betWeetl the ma&nltudc or mutational
change x (in an arbitrary unit) and the relative evolutionary rate k (in
terms or mulant substitutions), if the mulant substitutlODS are cawed
eltclusively by positive Darwinian selection.
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when the mutational cffcct (x) reduces to zero;rather. it oonverges to a certain
positive value $0 which is much larger than I/(2N.). If this is the case. P.(x)
should be dose to 1/2 for x. :;::0, that is. the synonymous mutations should

have definite selective-advantage in 50'"1. ofcases. Then, fA - 0.5 and f ... - $0

in equation (5.2), and we have k - 2N.JoUr for synonymous subsmutions.
This means tbalk is much larger than the tolal favomble mutation ralC Llr.
This is in sharp contrast to the neutralist prediction that, In genera~ k is
smaller than u,. even if k may be reasonably close to Dr- As we shall show in
section 7.3 of this chaptet. synonymous substitutions an~ characterized by
the remarkable property that not only their rates 8rc high but also they are

roughly equal 10 each other in different geoes e~D when their amino acid

altering substitution rates are very different This is much more consistent
with the neutral theory than tbe selectionist interpretation.

7.2 MoJeaJlar structure ud .wJeai¥t: ronstninl
Along with tbe: conservalive nature of mutant substitutions in

molecular evolution (as was discussed in the previous section). II has
become increasinaJy evident that functionally less important molecules or
paru of a molecule evolve (in terms of mUtant substitutions) laster than more
important ones. Among tbe proteins so far investigated. the highest rate is
represented by fibrinopeptides (see Table 4.1). They have an estimated
evolutionary rate of 8.3 x 10-' per amino acid site per year, although a
lower estimate 4.5 x 10-' has also been obtained (Barnard et aL, 1972). On
the other hand, the lowest evolutionary rate is represented by histone H4
with a rate 0.008 )( 10-' per amino acid site per year. This rate may be
obtained immediately by noting the well-known fact that histone H4
(consisting of about 100 amino acids) of pea plants differs from that ofcalf
thymus by only two amino acid replacements (see Isenberg, 1979). and by
assuming that the plants and animals diverged some 12 billion years ago.

ft is interesting to note Lbat fibrinopeptides, the most rapidly evolving
molecules, have little known function after they become separated from
fibrinogen in the blood clot Needless to say, fibrinopeptides are not
completely inert but have a demonstrable physiological action. However.
this action is attributable to a small portion of the peptide (Laki, 1965) so
that the rest of the molecule is free to change. We shalt discuss this problem
again later.

The relationship between the functional importance (or more strictly,
functional constraint) and the evolutK>nary rate has been beautifully
explained by Dickerson (1971) as follows. In fibrinopcptides, virtually any
amino acid change (mutant substitution) that permits the peptides to be

removed is 'acceptable' to the species. Thus the rate of evolutionary
substilution or amino acids may be very near the actual mutation rate.
Hemoglobins have the definite function or carrying oxygen so tha I
structural requitements are more restrictive than for fibrinopeptides, with
the result that the evolutionary rate is lower. Cytochrome c interacts with
cytochrome oxidase and reductase, bolh oC which are much larger than it,
and there is mon: functional constraint in cytochrome c than in hemo
globins. Thus it has a lower evolutionary rate than hemoglobins. Histone
H4 binds to DNA in the nucleus, and il is quite probable that a protein so
dose to the genetic information storage system is highly specified with lillie
evolutionary change permitted over a billion years. From the standlXlint oC
the neutral theory, these observations can be interpreted as 101Iows. The
probability oC a mutational change being Deutral depends strongly on
molecular constraint U a molccule or a pan of a mokcule is functionaUy
less UnlXlnant, then the probability of a mutational cbanse in it being
selectively neutral (ie. selectively equivaknt) is higher. In other words, the
samejobcan be done equa1ly well bya variety ofamino acids. Thus,lhe rate
ofevolution in terms oCmutant substitutions by random drift becomes high.

Also, if'a molecule is exposed less to natural selection, the probabilityor a
mutation in it being selectively neutral is hi&ber.1be observation that tbell
chain oChemoglobin A1(cz1 61), whk:h forms the minor component or adolt
hemoglobin, shows a bigber evolutionary rate and a higher level of
polymorphism than the fJchain wbk:bCorms the major component A(a.,flJ
fits to this picture (Boyer et aI., 1969).

The evolutionary rates differ not only for diffetent molecules but also Cor
different parts of ODC molecule. As an example. let us take hemoglobin, one
oCtbc proteins whose structure is best known. Thete are several helicaland
non-helical regions, and as with other globular proteins, the inside of the
molecule is filled with hydrophobic amino acids and is relatively con
servative in evolution. Particularly, the heme pocket is known to play an
extremely important role in the normal functioning oC the molecule, and
replacements of amino acids in this part tend to cause abnormalities such as
unstable hemoglobin (Perutz and Lehmann, 1968). On the other hand,
amino acids at the surface usually play no special role in the function, and
substitutions of mutant amino acids in this part orten show no clinical
symptoms in heterozygous condition in man.

In order to compare evolutionary rates in these two parts, we analysed
(Kimura and Ohta, 1973) sequence data for the a. and fJ chains mainly
among mammals. The results sbowed that in both chains the evolutionary
rates al the surface are almoSI ten times higher than in the beme pocket
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(Table 7.1). In additlon,lt is known (Jukes. 1971) that two hlstldines binding
to Ihc heme In lheglobln moleculearealmosl completely invarillnL In other
words. almost no mUlanl substitutions seem 10 have occurred in these two
histidine posillons In the entire hIstory of vertebrate evolutIon extending
some SOO million years and Including a great many lines. The opossum ct

globin which was sequenced by Stenzel (1914) and which was discussW in
chapter 4 must be a rare exception. The Peru12 model of hemoglobins (see

Perun and Lehmann. 1968) helps us greatly to interpret such observations
in terms of the structure and function ofthesc molecules. More generally,
according to the oil drop model of globular proteins (see Dickerson and
Geist 1969). the Inside of a molecule is r.ned with non'polar (hydrophobic)
amino acids, while the surface parts are occupied by polar (hydrophilic)
amino acids. The: functionally vital'activecenter' is located inside a crevice,
and the rate of evolutionary substitutions or amino acids in this part is
expected to be very low due to stringent constrainL On the: othe:r hand, the:
surface parts are usually not very critical in maintaining the function or the:
tertiary structure, and the evolutionary ratcs in these parts are expected to

be much higher, due to the possibility of a hIgher fraction of mutations
being selectively neutral

It might be argued that the dilTereoce of the eVOlutionary rate in different

parts of the molecule is due to a difference in the mutatton rate rather than a
difference in selective constraint. That this is not the case is evident from an
extenSive study of hemoglobin variants in human populations. Vogel (1969)
analyzed the distributIon of amino acid replacements in the a and fj chains

using reported hemoglobin variants in human populations. He obtained a
resuh suggesting that there are no codons within the a and fJ cistrons with
an increased tendency to mutate. It appears as if mutations occur in the
functionally rigid heme pocket just as frequently as in the: functionally less

rigid surface parts. Particularly noteworthy In IhlS context is the fact that
hemoglobin M variants are reponed from various paruofthc work!. These
variants represent the replacement of tyrosine for one or the two histidines

that are linked to the heme, and they cause hemoglobin M disease. These
variants arc rare, but they are by no means excessively rare compared with
other hemoglobin variants. Even within Japan. all the four types of
hemoglobin M variants have been round (ror details, see ¥anasc 1971).
They are callJed M Osaka (or:5&, His- Tyr), M Iwate {(l87, His- Tyr), M
Kurume (ft63, His- Tyr) and M Akita (JJ92, His- Tyr).

The reason that these two histidine sites are invariant in evolution is that
mutations at tbcsc two sites are highly deleterious or practically lethal in
homozygous conditions, even if beterozygotes survive:. It is known that
about W/" or the hemoglobin molecules or the blood c:i M lwate and other
Hb M heterozygotes are abnormal (Met Hb); the rest arc normal (Shibata
t1 al.. 1966). Thus, heterozygotes would be expected to be selectively
disadvantageous and these mutants have almost never been able to spread
through vertebrate species in their course ofevolution. Similarly, according
to Hayashi and Stamatoyannopoulos (1972), the: penultimate tyrosine at
position HC2 in vertebrate hemoglobins is evolutionarily invarianL They
studied chemical properties of the variant Hb Bethesda and Hb Rainier, in
which this tyrosine is replaced respectivdy by histidine and by cysteine in
the: p chain. They round that, as expected rrom the: Perutz model, these
substitutions are associated with extreme disorganizatton of tbe normal
hemoglobin oxygenation function. Thus, mutations at these amino acid

Fig. 7.3. Comparison between the evolutionary fate of insulin (A + B
peptidcs) and thai or the middle segment (C peptide) or proimulin.
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Table 7.1. Comparison oJeoolutiOllary rales
between tile surface and the heme pocke[ in tile IX

and fJ hemoglobin chains. Tile listed values

represent the rates oj amino acid substitution
ill u/lits of 1O-'/amino acid/year ('paulings').
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sites, despite repeated occurrence in the course of vertebrate evolution, have
not been able to spread through the whole population in any species.

Another interesting example, showing that a funclionally less imporlant
part of a molecule evolves faster than a more Important part, is the middle
segment (C) of the proinsulin molecule. This part is removed when thc
active Insulin (consisting of A and B PCPI)des) is formed. It is Ic.nown that
this part evolves at about the rate 2.4 x 10- 9 per amino acid site per year
which is several times as fast as that of insulin. Evolutionary rates given in
Fig. 7.3 were computed by using data given in Jukes (1979); the average
difference between mammals except the guinea pig listed in his Table 2 is 6%
farthcA + B peptidcs, wbereasit is 32"'/0 for lbeC peptides. Nodoubt, many
similar examples will be forthcoming. since lhe tailoring of a precursor

molecule to produce a functionally active fonn appears to be a common
phenomenon.

As an additional example showing rapid evolution of a functionally less
important part, I would like to cite the report of Barnard ~t al. (1972).
According to them, sequences 15-24 or pancreatic ribonuclease evolves at a
very high rate comparable to ra pidly evolving parts of librinopeptlde, and
this 'hypervariability' can be correlated with a lack: of any contribution of
this parteltller to the enzymatic acuvity or to the maintenance olstructure
required for the activity. These authors compare (in their Table 3) the amino
acid composition in the hypervariable segment oflibrinopeptide A, residues
15-24 of ribonuclease, and proinsulin C peptide with the amino acid
composition of a 'random protein'. Since they do not agree, the authors
claim that there is a selection pressure acting on all regions ofa protein,and
that truly neutral mutations do not generally become fixed in evolution. I
woukllike to point out that the amino acid composition of a given protein
for a limited group of species can deviate from that of the ideal random
protein simply by a historical accident. In addition, selcctive constraint
(negative selection) may still be acting to some exteDl even in hypervariable
regions, but the existence of selective constraint itself does not contradict
the neutralthcory as I have already emphasized in previous places in this
book.

In order to make a case for adaptive substitutions at the molecular level,
Stebbins (in Stebbins and Lewontin, 1972) set out to analyse the data on
librinopeptides. He made usc of the sequence dua on artiodactyllibrino

peptides A and B presented by Mro~ and Doolittle (1967). For each amino
acid site, he Investigated the frequencies of substitutions together with
Sneath's (1966) correlation coefficients between the substituted amino
acids. Stebbins classified substitutions into two types, conservative and

radical; if Sneath's correlation coefficient between a pair or residues is
higher than 0.6, such a substitution is called conscrvati~, while if it is lower
than 0,6, the substilution is called radical, According to him, the results of
this analysis were 'unequivocal' in showing that substitutions are unequally
distributed on the mOlecule, and that radical substitutions are concentrated
in tbose sites baving the largest number c:J substitutions, while the

conservative substitutions are scattered over sites where substitutions are
rare. Taking into account a report that the residue at position 13 of
fibrinopepe.ide A innuences the rate at which thrombin splits the molecule,
Stebbins aDd Lewontin (1972) postulated that radical substitutions re
corded in the highly variable parts (positions 12 to 19 in fibrinopeptide A

and positions 18 to 21 in fibrinopeptide B) took place during artiodaclyl
evolution in associatton with an adaptive shirL These authors believe tbat
these radical substitutions are associated with alterations in the accessory
adaptive properties ofthc fibrinogen mok:cuk and its derivatives, and that
such substitutions have aided very different artiodactyls in acquiring
various physiological and ecological properties.

Despite its plausibility, Stebbin's analysis of fibrinopeptidcs contains
some problems. Consider fibrinopcptide A finclt is known that thecnzyme

thrombin cuts tbe librinopeptidcs from thefibrinogen. 1be point at which it
cuts the A chain is the first arginine residue that is encountered from the
amino terminus. If we compare librinopepttde A sequences, some of their
amino acid residues are invariant or Dearly so, 5Uch as glycine at position 4
(i.e. 4 residues before the arginine which is also invariant~ Valine at position
2 is highly conserved; only one substitution (Val ..... Ala) is observed in the
data from artiodaetyls. Since the Sneath correlation coefficient (41) for Val
Ala pair is 0.675, this substitution is conservative. Also, glycine at position 5
is highly conserved; only one substitution (Gly..... Thr) is found in the data.,
and it is radical, for the correlation involved is 41 ... 0.396.

As compared with this region, positions 12-14 are highly variable. At
position 13, for example, the occurrence of four substitutions is evident in
the artiodactyl data; Ala- Val (t!' =0.675), Pro-Ala (41'" 0.553), Val-Pro
(t!' -0.(73) and Asp-Ala (¢ ... O.l56~ According to Stebbin'scriterion, only the

first substitution is conservalive (41 > 0.6), the resl being radical. Thus,
substitutions at this position may be called predominantly (i.e. 75%)
'rad icar. In general, however, if we adopt this criterion, most substitutions
turn out to be rad ital. In fact, among 190 correlation coefficients between
pairs of amino acids as listed in Table 2 of Sneath (1966), only 16 are larger
than 0.6, so that 174/190 or 92% of them are radical. The average of 190
correlationcoefJicients is q, - 0.376. It may be more appropriate, therefore,
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FiA- 7.4. Diagram ilIustnlting pouiblt relationship between regions 10

revcnion mUlation studies ot tryptophan syntbelaSC A-proteIn. Data
from Yanofsky tI aI. (1964). Copyright 1964 by tbe Amencan
Association for the Advancement of Science.

.....hen they criticizt the neutral theory. Note that for a neutral allele, the
amount of change in gene frequency per gtneration (~p) can be txtremely
small especially in a large population, its mtan being zero and standard
deviation being or the ordtr of II J N., The evolutionary ralt Ifl ttrms of
mutant substitutions (k), however, is invariant witb respect to tbe popu
lation size N. (see equation 3.20~ On the Other band, for a positively
selected allele, k increases enormously as the population size mcreases (see
equation 3.22), but ~p stays essentially unaltered.

For our deeper understanding of the mechanism of molecular evolution,
it is essential to search for the relationship between the pattern of mutant
substitutions on the one band and the tertiary structure and function of the
molecule on the other. We are still unable to describe in concrete physico

chemical terms how molecular constraints become shifted as new mutants
are substituted one by one in the course or evolution. This is particularly
true for proteins, although Fitch's concept of concomitantly variable
codons or 'covarions' may serve as a useful guide. According to the
statistical analysis of Fitch and Markowitz (1970), only 10% of codons in
cytochrome c can accept mutations at any moment in the course of
evolution, but the positions or covarions inside the molecule change with
time. Also, it was found (Fitch, 1971a) that the proportion of covanons is
about 30"1. in hemoglobin «. but nearly 100";' in fibrinopeptide A. What is

really interesting is bis finding that if the rate of amino acd substitutions is
calculated on the basis of covarions, cytochrome c., hemoglobin a: and
fibrinopeptKle A are all evolving at about the same rate. From tbe
standpoint or the neutral theory, covariens can be interpreted in a natural
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to choose 0.4 instead of 0.6 as the borderline In judgmg whether a
subsmution is conservatlve or radical. So. if we call substitutions having
correlation coelTk:ients larger lhan 0.4 conservative. then. the observed
subsmutlOnsat position 13arc prc:dommantly(i.c. 7SYJ'conservatu'c', with

only one radical substitution (i.e. Asp-Ala; IjI","O.156~ In addition, a
companson of vanous A sequences dearly shows lhallnsertion orddction
musl have occurred frequently in thiS highly variable regIon, and exact
alignment appears to be very difficult; there are too many gaps. and noone

really knows where the gaps belong. The situ3110n IS much worse in
fibrinopeplidc B. In general, among animals., the fibrinopeptides A vary in
length from \410 19 residues, and the fibrinopeptides B vary in length from
9 to 21 residues (see 0·90 of Dayhoff, 1972~ The results ofthc analysis by

Stebbins on the nature of amino acid su bstitutions using Iibrinopeptides are
therefore not 'unequivocal', contrary to his assertion. These and other
statistical considerations, 1believe, make Stebbin's analysis dubious, to say
the leas!. Furthermore, the demonstration that Ihe rates of amino acid

substitutions are nOI 'randomly distributed' (Le. not equal) over the peptide
chains, although it shows thaI negative selection is acting (which is not
incompatible with the neutral theory), is not suffICient to show that positive

Darwinian selection is the main agent for gene substitution.
As we have seen through several examples, the contrast bet ....-een the

neutralists and selectionists is most clearly seen in their interpretations with
respect to a rapidly evolving molecule(such as fibrinopeptides) or a part of
one molecule (such as C peptide of proinsulin~ According to the neutral
tbeory, they are not functionally important and therefore a large fraction of
mutations are neutra~with the result that mutations accum u1ate rapidly by
random drift On the other hand, according to the selectionist in
terpretation, a rapKlly evolving molecule or a part ofone molecule has some

perhaps unknown function, and undergoes rapid adaptive improvements
by accumulating many slightly advantageous mutations by positive

Darwinian selection. Which of these two interpretations is more appro
priate will be decided as more data accumulate.

Here a cautionary remark is in order, In discussing the evolutionary rate,

we should not confuse the rate ofevoludon in terms of mutant substitutions
with the rate of change in the frequency of an individual mutunt allele. The
former(denoted by k) is measured by counting the numberofamino acid (or
nucleotide) substitutions during a long span, say, tens or mIllions or years,
while the latter (denoted by ~ p) is measured by recording thecbangeduring
a short penod, say, a century or less (as in industrial melanism). It is a pity
that these two are sometimes confused even by afew population geneticists
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way by assuming that they represent amino acid sites whICh can accept
mutatIons by random genetic drift without impairing the structure and
function of the molecule. Fitch (197Ib) has also been able to estimate the
persistence of a coyanon, that is, the probability thaI a codon which
belongs to a covarion group remains so after a mutation becomes fixed at a
difTerentcodon. His estimate of the persistence tumsout 10 be less thanO.2S
suggesting fairly rapid turnover of covarians within a molecule.

Probably, what determines the paUem of interaction bclv.teen amino
acKSs in evolution is their physical proximity or direct contact within the
folded protem. In this connection, studjes of mutants of the tryptophan
synthetase A-protein in E. coli by Yanofsky and his associates (Yanofsky

er aJ., 1964) are most instructiv~ (see also, Yanofsky, 1967, and Watson,
1970). This protein consists of 267 amino acds. Position 210 in the Wild
type protein is occupied by glycine (see Fig. 7.4), but mutation studies show
that substitution of serine for g1ycin~ leaves the enzyme fully active. On the
other hand, mutant protein A46 WIDeh has glutamic acid at position 210 is
nonfunctional. Ext~nsive reversion studies showed that I a further change
Tyr_ Cys occurs at position 174 (which is 36ammo acids away), then this
gives a functionally acuveenzyme (see fig. 7.4). However, asmgle mutation
Tyr_ Cys at position 174 (but With Gly at 210 as m the wild type) produces
an Inactive protem. Similarly. a nonfunctIOnal change Gly _ Val (mutant

AlS7) at position 212 and the recovery of function by a second change
Leu - Arg at position 176 (again, 36 amino acids away from the primary
mutational site) were fOUnd. These observations led Yanofsky ec al. (1964)
to propose a model of spatial relationships of these sites in the folded
protein as illustrated in Fig. 7.4.

The pattern by which selective constraint shifts as amino acids are
substituted one after another in the actual course of evolution must in

general be more subtle than illustrated above. It is likely, however, that a
substitution of an amino acid at one position often innuences the set of sites
where selectively neutral changes are allowed to occur in other parts of the
molecule.

In the followmg, I shall try to show that shifting of selective conSlraints

can be explained in more concrete molecular terms in transfer RNA
(tR NA), particularly regarding base substitutions at its helical regions. As is
well·known, the secondary structure of all the lRNA molecules can be
arranged in a clover leafconfiguration, although the molecules are folded In
a more complex fashion to form the tertiary structure (Kim ec aI., 1973,
1974; Klug et al., 1974). In Fig. 7.5, yeast phenylalanine tRNA is illustrated
by taking mto account the fact that its three-dimensional structure is L-

shaped (Kim et al., 1973, 1974~ In general, the tRNA molecule contains
four helical regions, as denoted by HI! HIl , Hili and H ,v in Fig. 7.5. They
correspond respectively to the amino acid acceptor, DHU (dihydro
uridine), anticodon and T'l'C stems. In these regions, bases are mostly paired

according to Watson-erick rub, although there are one or two mispairs.
especially in the first helical region. It was suggested (Jukes, 1969;
Holmquist er aJ~ 1973) that in these regions the maintenance of the double
helical structure is the only requirement This means that individual bases
may change frttly in the course of evolution as long as the base
substitutions are coupled in such a way as to maintain Watson-Crick
pairing at all but a few sites in these regions. According to Holmquist ec aJ.
(1973), among the mispairings in the belkal regions, G-V (or V-G) pairs
that do not interfere with belicity occur much more frequently than other
rormsof mispairings. In fact, a-v mispairs amount to more than ro-loofaU
the 'non-Watson-erick pairs'. It is interesting to note also that in these
regions G-C pairs that have three hydrogen bonds occur much more
frequently (69"/.) than A-V pairs that have two hydrogen bonds. This

Fig. 7.5. Diagn.m ilIustratia& the structure 01 the yeast phenylalanine
[RNA based on data liven by Kim ~I at (1914~ Copynpt 1974 by
the American Association for the Advancement 01 Sacnce.
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Fig. 7.6. Examples sholVlng O. I and 2 nucleotide mispairings m lhe
ammo acid acceptor stem of the tRNA molecule.

Table 7.2 Frequencif!! of various type! of mispairings ill the
amino acid acceptor stem. ObsertJedfrequencies were computed
by using 177 tRNA ~q~ncescompiled by Gal.l$S and Spriml
(1981), bur exclllding olle E. coli temperature-sensitivt' rRNA. III
this table 'Non-GU' includes all mispairill9S other than G·U pair
(such as G·A and U·U~ Expected frequencies were computed
uflder the QJjumption that frequencies of mispoirs among Jel.,«,n

paired .sires are slatistically independent.

suggests the importance of maintainIng a tight double slranded structure.
On the other hand. in the non-helical regions consisting or various loops, we
lind far fewer G·C paIrs (J9% G + C), suggesting the opposite requirement
of maintalnmg an o~n. unpaired structure necessary for molecular
recognition. The majority of the 'Invariant sites' also occur in these loops.

Let us now examine in more detail the helical regions., particularly the
ammo acid acceptor stem (HI or a.a. stem) conSisting of $Cven base: pairs.
Fig. 7.6 illustrates a few examples baving O. 1 and 2 mispairings. Also. in
Table 7.2. the frequencies of various types of mispairs are listed. The average
number of mispairings per a.a. stem is about 0.59, of which the most

predominant (0.49) is G-V pair, while the remaining minority (0.10) IS

represented by various other types of mispairs such as G-A, A-C and V-V.
Furthermore the incKtence of a non-G-V type mispairing appears to be
largely independent of whether one G-V pair exists in another part of this
stem or not. The observed frequencies of various types of mispairs agree
reasonably well with frequencies computed uncler the assumption that
occurrence of the mispairs among the seven paired siles are statistically
independent.

We can visualize the process of evolutionary change in this part of tbe
molecule as an alternating sequence of opening and closing of Watson
Crick pairs. As pointed out by Ohta (1973\ the first opening is likely to be
very slightly deleterious, but a mUlation causing such a change can spread
in the popula tion by random drift. It is possible that one mispairing,
especially when it is G·V, has such a small deleterious effoct tbat it is
practically neutral with respect to natural selection. Thus, G-V serves as a
most natural transitional Slate going from G-C 10 A-V or vice versa as
pointed out by Juk.es(I969~On the other hand, non-Q...V type mispairings
cause a definite weakening d the bondin& and although one such
mispairing may sometimes be allowed. mutations leading to more than one
such mispairing are eliminated from the population because or marked
deleterious effects; only when the existing mispairing is closed by a mutant
substitution, is the molecule ready to accept a new mutation. Even G-V
pairs, when more than two accumulate in this region, appear to show
deleterious effocts. Thus, although there are seven base: pairs (fourteen
nucleotide sites) in this region. the effective number of variable sites at any
moment in the course of evolution is smaller.

Ozeki and his associates used nonsense suppressor mutaDts of E. coli to
show that the proper functioning of Ihis region oftRNA depends upon the
formation ofWalSOn-Crick. pairs (or sometimes G-v pair) bUI not upon the
nature of individual bases themselves. For example:, in su" 2 (tRNA~l~)

which inserts glutamine at the 'amber' codon (VAG), base pairs in the
amino acid acceptor stem are as follows.

UACCCCA

7654321
AUGGGGU

It was found that if A at position 7 changes to C (a mutant called C7), the
molecule becomes defective. Also, the mutant called G65 in which V
(opposite to A at position 7) changes to G is defeclille. However, normal
function is restored in the double mutant called C7-G65 which has a CoG

Alanine
Vust

G -C
..li..=£..
l..£::..!L.J

C-G
G -C

I u u I
G-C

G-C
C-G
C-G
C_G

I~~I
C-G

G -C
C-G
G-C
G -C

tG AI
G C
A-U

Phenylalanine
Wheal

G-C
C-G

ctlJ
A-U
U-A
U-A

Phenylalanine
Yeall

Frequency (YJ

Type of mispraltS Observed EXpeded

None 55.l 54.4
I G-U 25.0 28.6
2 G·U 9.7 7.l
3 G-U 0.' 1.0
1 Non-GU '.8 5.8
1 G-U + 1 Non·GU 2.8 11

Total 100.0 100.0

Phenylalilnine
E. coli

1G_C72
C-G

JC-G70
C-G

SG-C68
G-C

7A_U66
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K-2Tk-2(<<+P+,)T. (7.3)
When we compare two homologous xquences, say, sequences I and 2,
there are twelve possible types of basedifTerences as shown in Table 1.3. We

denote by P tbe probability (frequency) of homologous sites showing
transition-type base difTerences. in other words, P is the probability that

two homologous sites are occupied by VC, CU, AG or GA. Similarly, we

dtmote by Q the probability of homologous sites being occupied by UA,
AU, CG or GC and by R the probability of UG, GU. CA or AC. Thus,

Fig. 7.8. Three substilution-type (351) mOdel of eyolutionary
base substitulKtns. In Ihis model (I is the rate or 'transition' type
substitutions, while (J and 1 are those of 'transversion' type
substitutions.

nymous and other silent substitutions, and in the next 5ClCtion, the rate of
nucleotide substitutions In pseudogenes (that have lost their functions as
genes). To estimate the rate of base substitutions, let us assume a model as
illustrated in Fig. 1.8. This model is called the 'three substitution· type (3ST)

model' (Kimura, 1981c) and is similar to the corresponding model used in

chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.9). The only dilTerence is that two parameters {J and y
rather than a single parameter (J) are assigned for transversion type

substitutions aoo therefore the model is slightly more general. We mostly

folklw the notations used in chapter 4 (such as using the RNA codes and

expressing the four bases by the leiters U, C, A and G). In the present model
the rate of base substitutions per site per unit time (Year) is

k=a+{J+y. (72)

Note that a., II and y here refer to the evolutionary rates by which bases are
substituted in the specacs in the course of evolution rather than ordinary

mutation rates at the IeYel of individuals. The total number of base
substitutions per site which separate the two sequences and therefore

involve two branches each with kngth T (T being the time si.n: the two
diverged from a common ancestor) is giYC'n by 2Tk which we denore by K.
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pair instead of the onginal A-V. Many interesting examples of this sort are
reviewed In Ozek i III al. (1980~

Fia. 7.7. Diapam illustrating the preponderance of synonymous
chanies oyer ammo acKl.a!tering chanics, as revealed by comparisotl
of the human and rabbit ~'ilobin genes. The encircled numbers
indicate positIons where amino acids differ between the two sequences,
while 5ffiall boxes Ill<hcate places where bases are ditro-enL Only those
codon positions are shown where at least one base dilTcrence exists.

7.3 Synonymous and other silent SU~itulioll5

We have already discussed, in chapter 4, the hIgh evolutionary
rates ofsynonymous nucleotide substitutions (that do 11001 cau~ amino acid
changes~ We have also noted thai since synonymous substitutions are
much less likely to be subject 10 natural selection than amino acid altering
substitutions, the observed high rates support the neutral theory.

Fig. 7.7 illustrates the preponderance of synonymous suhSlitutions as
revealed by comparison of the coding region mille human ~globin (Lawn
et aI., 1980) with thai orlbe rabbit,B-globin (van Oo~n tf a1.. 1979)gcne. In
this figure, only those codon pairs which contain at kast Orle basedilTerence
are shown. Small boxes indicate places where bases are different al

homologous siles. It is evident that synonymous base differena::s outnumber

the amIno acid differences by a factor of about 1.1. ote that ,6-globin in
mammals consist5 of 146 amino acids and therefore corresponds 10 438

nucleotide SItes.

In this section, we further Investigate the evolutionary rates of syna.
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(7.5)

U G C A
G U A C

R

U A C G
AUG C

----------Q

Transversion typeTransition type

U C A G

C U G A

P

K - - (1/2)10.. [(1 - 2P - Q') J(I - 2Q)],

k =KX2T).

Frequency

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

where Q' - Q + R IS the total fraction of 'transversion" substitutions. This
agrees with equation (4.14) in chapter 4.lfthe di\lttgence time T is known,
the rate of base substitutions per site per year can be estimated by

In the special case in which the two types of 'transversion' substitutions
occur equally frequently so that., _P. this fonnuJa reduces to

2yT- - (1/4)10..[(1 - 2P - 2R)(1 - 2Q - 2R)/(1 - 2P - 2Q)).

(1.4e)

and

Table 7.3. Various types of different base pairs at homologous nucleotide
sites when two homologous sequences (I and 2) are compared, and
designation of their frequencies (probabilities)

It is known that a large fraction of base substitutions at the third position

of codons are synonymous, so it is of interest to estimate the synonymous

2aT- - (1/4)10.. [(1 - 2P - 2Q)(1 - 2P - 2R)/(! - 2Q - 2R»,

(7.40)

2fJT- - (1/4110.. [(1 - 2P - 2Q)(1 - 2Q - 2R)/(! - 2P - 2R»

(7.4b)

Q + R represents the probability of homologous sites showing
transversIOn-type differences.

Then, the evolutionary distance in terms of the number of base
substitutions betwttn the two sequences may be estimated by

K - - (1/4)10.. ((1 - 2P - 2QI(1 - 2P - 2R)(1 - 2Q - 2R)).

(7.4)

This IS the sum of the three components which are
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component of the number of base substitulions at position 1 This is done
by the formula

In the special case., _ P. this reduces to equation (4.16) of chapter 4. In

addition. formulae for the error variance (due to sampling) of these
estimates can be derived. For details, readers may refer to Kimura (198Ic~

Table 7.4 lists the results of applying these: formulae to various
comparisons. In the lirst line of the table, tlx: nucleotide sequence of hu man
pregrowth honnone (presomalotropin) (data from Martial et a1.. 1979) is
rompared with that of rat pregrowth hormone (Sttburgel al.. 1977~ The K
values are 0.26, 0.18 and 0.53 respectively for the first, second and thud
codon positions, and 0.44 for the synonymous component at the third
position. Since the human and the rat probably diverged late in the
Mesozoic some 80 million years ago, we may take T = 8 X 101 for the
di~rgence time. Then the evolutionary rates per year at these three codon
positions are Ie. _ 1.6 X 1O-',1e

1
_ 1.1 )( 10-' and Ie) -3.3)( 10-', and

les' - 2.8)( 10-' for the synonymous componenl As far as amino acid
altering substitutions are concerned, pregrowth honnone appears to have
an evolutionary rate slightly higher than hemoglobins.

Comparison or human preproinsulin (Bell Itt al.. 1980; Sures Itt al~ 1980)
with rat preproinsulin gene I (Cordell t'l al., 1979; Lomedico et 01.,1979)
presented;n the ~ond and third lines in Table 7.4 is interesting in showing
large differences in the evolutionary rates between A + 8 chains (insulin)
and C peptide in the first two codon positions. In other words, with respect
to amino acid substitutions, insulin evolves only some 1/10 as rapidly as
proinsulin C peptide. Yet with respect to the synonymouscomponent{Ks'),
the evolutionary rate of insulin is not significantly lower than lhat of the C
peptide. Furthermore, Ks' value of preproinsulin is roughly equal to that of
pregrowth honnone (both regarding human-rat divergence). The K values
listed in the fourth. fifth and sixth lines in the table were computed using
data on human Pglobin (Marotta et al., 1977), rabbit Pglobin (EfSlratiadis
et 01., 197n mouse Pglobin (Konkel ef aI., 1978), rabbit a globin (Heindel
el 01., 1978) and mouse a·1 globin genes (Nishioka er 01.,1980).

If we compare these values with the corresponding values listed in Table
4.8 (see lines 3, 4 and 6) we note that,as far as hemoglobins IJ and {J for these
pairs of animals are concerned, the present model gives almost exactly the
same estimates as those obtained by using the simpler model (see Fig. 4.9)
assumed In chapter 4. The divergence time of the rabbit and. the mouse, as
well as Ihat of the human and the rabbit may be assumed to be eighty
million years (T-8 x lO'~

Fig. 7.9. A part or comparison between the histone H4 mRNA
sequences or s. pl<lrp1U'tltllS and L. pictu$ together .....ith the
corresponding amino acid sequence of co ..... histone H4, This diagram
is constructed using data from Grunstein If aI. (J 976) and Grun$tein
and Grunstein (1978).

N ~ ~ n 28 ~ 30 31 n 33

GAU "C "lJC C" I.. 1"lJ '" .. CC Ge-

GAU "C AUC C" I.. 1"lJ '" .. CC Ge-... A" II. Gin G', II. Th< l,. P,. ...
Musen,er

RNA
1t!c$$en,er

RNA
Amino a<;ld

so=quena

Here, divergence oC introns will be oC interest. I have compared the small
introns (intron I) of the human and rabbil These two homologous introns
can be aligned in a satisractory way by inserting three gaps (amounting to
four nucleotides) in the rabbit intron. Excluding these gaps, and also the

first two and the last two nucleotide positions (which must be invariant in
accordance with the GT/AG rule for splicing; see Nishioka t'l 01.. 1980}, we

get P = 16/122, Q = 8/122 and R - 11/122. Applying equation (7.4) and the
corresponding formula for the standard error (sec Kimura, 1981c}, woe get
the distaIK:e per site K -0.36 ± 0.053. This may be compared with the
corresponding estimate for the synonymous component, Ks' = 025 (see

line 4 in Table 7.4). oling that 2{3 oC substitutions at the position 3 an~

synonymous, we may estimate a corrected synonymous distance by Ks =

KS/(2{3) which yields Ks = O.3&. Thus, the rate of mutant substitutions in
the small intron is approximately equal to that of synonymous
substitutions.

The last two lines aCTable 7.4 show evolutionary distances bet....-een two
sea urchin species S. purpwntw and P. miliaris for hlStone H2B and H3
sequences, as computed using data reported by Sures et aL (1978) and
Schaffner et aL (1978~ These two specieJ belong lodifJen:nt families which
diverged somewhere betwcen6 x 10' and 16 )( 10' yean ago (Kedes, 1979~
The values of K) and K 1 obtained show that these bislOnes have a very low
evolutionary rate in terms oC amino acid replacements., and furthennore
that the evolutionary rate oC H3 is only 1/7 of the rate of H2B. HO'NC:vcr,
with respect to the synonymous component or the substitution rates at the
third codon position, these histones are very similar. Furthermore, their
synonymous substitution rates are not very different from the correspond.
ing rates of pregrowth honnone, insulin and the 0: and fJ g1obins. If we
tentatively assume T = 10' years for the divergence time clthese sea urchin
species, we obtain k,' = 2.2)( 10-9 for histone H2B and Ics'" 2.1 )( 10- 9

for histone H3.

L plCIWJ

S. pllrpwrutws

(7.1)K,._ -(l/4)10ll.[(l-2P-2Q)(1-2P-2R)].
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Humin a-s,Iobin(a'2) ICnc

r--..itt:===:;"""---'--Jo.=~:M--i'--.,
Tcrmlnltor )'Noneodln, Poly(A)

Iddltion
lite

Fig. 7.10. Structure of human (I-g1obm (112) gene. This diagram bas
been drawn based on data from Proudfoot and Maniatis (1980~ Thc
structure of the ,8-globin gene is similar, the main difference being that
the second intron is larger (573 base pairs in rabbit p-alohin; see van
Ooycn et Ill., 1979). In this figure, the symbol IVS stands for the
illtron.

Amino acids
32·99.

Amino acids
J-3t.-.,

nucleotide sequences of different genes. They Obtained 5.1 )( 10-9 per
nucleotide site per year as the estimate for the Il.verd.ge evolutionary rate of
synonymous substitulions. A rough estimate which I have obtained from
Table 7.4 for the synonymous component of lhe substItution rate at
position 3 of the codons is kJ. - 2.6)( 10-9 per site per year. If' we assume
thal tbe substitutions of the four kinds of bases occur in equal frequencies,
then about 2/3 or nucleotide substitutions turn out to be synonymous at the
third codon position. Therefore, the evolutionary rate of synonymous
substitutions may be estimated by dividing k$ by 2{3 which yields ks =
3.9 )( 10- 9 per year. This estimate is not very different from M iyata el aJ.'s
estimate of 5.1 )( 10- 9 .

Miyata el aL (l980b) also investigated the evolutionary rate in the
noncoding regions. They found that the intenening sequences and the 5'
portion of the 3' nonc:oding region show considerable sequence divergeoce,
the extent of which is almost oomparable to that in the synonymous codOn
sites (for terminologies on various paru of the eukaryotic gene, see Fig.
7.10). On the otber hand, they found that the other blocks consisting of the

5' noncoding region and the 3' portion of the 3' nonco(lLng region are
strongly conserved, showing approximately half of the divergence or tbe

synonymous sites. This is understandable since these regions contain
various signals for transcriptional control and modificauon of mRNA

which impose strong constraints against free change by mutant sub
stitutions. Such signals include TATA ('tar-tar' box) for the initiation of
transcription, a signal for capping, the AATAAA signal for the poly (A)
addition, and several others (see, for example, Leder el at., 1980; Vanin
el 01., 1980~

Even more conservative than histone H3 and probably the most
conservative orall proteins is histone H4. As mentioned already(see seclion
7.2) the Tale of amino acid substilulion of histone H4 is estImated 10 be
Ie... -0.008 x 10-' per ammo acid slIe per year. A remarkable fact is thai even
In such a highly conserved protein. a large number ofsynonymouschanges
haveoccurrcd in thecourseofevolution as shown in Fig. 7.9. wl\(rea panol
sequentt comparison between histone H4 messenger RNAs of two sea

urchin SpecIeS Lyrechinu.s pictus and Strongylocentrotus purpura/us is
presenled. Using the data reported by Grull$tein er al. (1976).. I estImated

the evo]ulK>nary distance of these two species at the third codon position of

histone H4 and obtained the result K] =O.44±O.163 (Kimura.. 1977).
According to Grunstein el at. (1976~ lbesc sea urchins shared a common
anceslor approximately 6 x 10' years ago. Therefore, if we assume T... 6 x
101

, we obtain k) -(3.7 ± 1.4»( 10- 9 . This value is again comparable to

the substi(ution rate at the third codon position 01 various other protems.
As the final example of a highly conserved protein, 1 would like (0 take

tubulin, which is ,he subunit protein of micro tubules.. Recently, the
nuc1eotide sequence of the C [erminal region of rat a-tubulin has been
detennined (Ginzburg l!t al~ 1981). and a comparison of (his with the
corresponding region of chide a-tubulin (Valenzuela el al., 1981) has
become possible. 1use the data presented in Fig. 2 ofGinzburgel al.(1981~
Excluding tbe tenninalion codon, 145 codon positionsc:an be compared_In
this region, we find only one amino acid difference between these two a
tubulins. This gives K •• - 0.0069 as an estimate for the number of amino
acid substitutions. On the other hand, 51 codons are involved in
synonymous changes, of which one involves the Iirst and also the third
codon positions (AGA vs. CGc, both coding for Arg). At the third codon
position, the frequencies of the three types of differences are p"" 33/145,
Q "" 6/145 and R = 12/145. Then we get K J =O.5t ± 0.08 as the estima[e of
the number of base substitutions that separate the rat and chick Il tubulins
at (he third codon positions. Also, we get K~ =0.44 ±O.OS as the synonymous
componen!. It is interesting to note that these values are not very different

from the corresponding values (K l - 0.64 ±0.11 and K; ... 0.53 ± O.tO)
obtained by comparing the chicken ,B-globin with the rabbit p-globin genes
(see Table 4.8), despite an enonnous difference in the amino acid-altering
substitution rates between p-hemoglobin and a·tubulin.

The fact that the rates of synonymous substitutions are not only higner
than those of amino acid-altering substitutions but also are approxima tely
equal among different genes has also been revealed by extensivt: sludies of
Miyata et 01. (1980b), who compared some 50 pairs of homologous
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All these observations can be Interpreted readily by the !leU tral theory
which claims that the majority of mutant substitutions in the SpecIes are
caused by random fixation of selectively neutral (i.e. selectively cquiva~nl,

but not necessarily functionally identical) mutants, rather than by positive
Darwinian selection. Although favorable mutations no doubt occur, the
theory assumes that they are rare enough to be neglected. The neutral
theory predicts that the probability of a mutation being selectively neutral
(that is, not harmful) is larger. the less the mutation disrupts the existing
structure and function of the molecule. AI the limit in which all the
mutUions are selectively neutrallhe rate of evolution per site (k) becomes
equal to the total mutation rate (ll) per site. It is likely that synonymous
mutations are not very far from this limit (Kimura. 1977), and therefore, the
evolutionary rates of synonymous substitutions per site are nearly equal for
different molecules. Of course, such an equality is only approximate,
because, as we shall discuss later (see section 7.5~ there might still be a
selectiveconstrainl as reflected by 'non-random' synonymous codon usage.
But, the amount of selective constraint involved must be rather small.
Rapid evolutionary change in intronsean also be explained ina similar way
(see chapter 4~

An opposing view has been proposed by Perier ~t al. (I980~ They daim
that the driving force for fixation is positive natural selection operating on
some fraction ofamino acid altering ('replacement') changes, and, that such
selective fixation carries along with It neutral alterations (including changes
at silentsites~ that haveaceumulated in those regions of the DNA. In other
words, they invoke the 'hitch-hiking' effect to explain fixation of syno
nymous changes.

I have pointed out (Kimura, 1981c) that. unless we ignore well
eslablished principles of population genetics, such an explanation cannot
account for actual observations. In fact, such 'hitch-hiking' cannot bring
about substitutions of neu tral mutants at a very high rate when the selected
changes occur at a very low rate. Take, for example, the histone H4 gene.
The rate of replacement is exceedingly low, yet, synonymous base
substitutions occur at a rate comparable to that of replacements in
fibrinopeptides, one of the most rapidly evolving molecules.

We can treat the problem more in detail. Since the effect of hitch-hiking
on fixing linked anelcs extends over only short distances around a
selectIvely driven gene, we consider a small segment or DNA, such as a gene
locus, within which crossing-over is so infrequent as to be negligible. ut us
suppose that a single new, advantageous mutant allele has appeared at this
locus. In crder that this selected mu tant can bring other unselected (ncutral)
mutants to fixation by hltch·hlking, the gene copy in whK:h this advan-

Ulgcous mutant appeared must also contain at the same time a number of
neutnl mutants. Furthermore, in order to make the rate of subsutution of
neutral mutants per site m times higher than that of selectively driven
mutations (in this case amino-acid a1teringchanges~each aene copy in the
population must contain on the average m neutral mutants, irrespective of
whether an advantageous mutation happened to occur In it or nOl This
factor m must be very large, probably !OOO or more in histone H4. On the
other hand, if each gene copy contains a large number of neutral mutants,
the corresponding (homologous) genes in different individuals have so
many base differeoces from each other that there is no such thing as a
species-specific nucleotide sequence of a particular gene. In other words,
every individual in the species would have a quite different homologous
sequence. This is contrary to observations.

Furthcnnore, hitch-hiking can not explain the observation that when
genes of different proteins are studied, the evolutionary rates or syno
nymous substilutions are not only high among them, but also roughly
equal to each otber, even when their amino acid altering substitution rates
differ a great deal as we have discussed extensively in thIS section.

Jukes (l9SOa) who reviewed Ihe occurrence ofsynonymous substitutions
in various organisms poinu out that half of the nucleotide substitutions
during the divergence of genes in animals, bacteria and viruses are siknt
changes. He supports the view that these changes result from random drift
acting on neutral and nearly neutral changes (see also Juhs, J98Ob~

11le most important role of DNA is self-pet"pCtuation, but it has the
additlOnal propenics of accumulating mutations and occasional
duplications..

The gene primacy view of life which had long been held by Muller (see
Muller, 1967) has been extended and elaborated with respect to behavioral
characters under the name ofSOCIobiology (Wilson, 1975~ One aspect of the
thinking of sociobiologists is exemplified by the title of the book The SelfISh

Gene by Dawkins (I976~

Paraphrasing this, Orgel and Crick: (1980) proposed the concept of selfish
DNA (see also Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980). According to these authors,
selfish DNA is a piece or DNA that has liule or no phenotypic effect, yet
spreads in tbe species because of its rapid replication within the genome.
The onlyfunctionofsuch DNA issurvival within genomes,so that it maybe
regarded as 'the ultimate paraSite', HIghly and moderately repetitive
nucleotide sequences in eukaryotcs are considered to belong to this class of
DNA. Transposable elements such as copio in Drosophila may also belong
to this class.

The concept of selfish DNA bas attracted a great deal of attention and
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has been much discussed (see, for example. Orgel t'l 01., 1980). One problem
which is oflen overlooked In such discussions is that extra replW:3tion alone
within a genome is not sufficient for II selfish element to spread through the
species. Transposition to another genome (chromosome set) within a
diploid individual,and spread IOother individualsbyscxual pr~must
operate for the selfish element to spread through the species.

This means that random genetic drift must playa very important role in
determining the fate of selfish DNA in the population, because. by
definition, selfish DNA makes no specifIC contribution to organismal
phenotype, and is therefo~, selectively neutral in the Darwinian sense. It is
desirable therefore to dc'o'tlop a population genetical theory to treat t~
evolution oCselflsh DNA. A start along this line has been made by Ohta and
Kimura (1981). and Oh18 (198Ib). In these papers, two classes of selfish
DNA have been distinguished. namely, 18ndemly repetitive sequences and
dispersed repeated families.

In reality, however, these two classes may not becompletely independent,
as suggested by the rec:cnt paper by Childs er al. (1981) reporting a no~1

class of genetic elements called orphons. These are dispersed, solitary
elements which are considered to have been displaced from tandemly
repeated multigene families to new locations (somewhat like orphans that
have lost their famIlies). The authors (Childs tor a/., 1981) analysed in detail
histone gene orphons from the sea urchin L pictus, and found that there are
more than 50 gene orphons in each urchin genome.

In addition, they found that orphon loci are polymorphic in the
population. Orphons appear to have been separated from parental families
relatively rec:cntly in evolutionary times, and are endowed with properties
which differentiate them from ordinary transposons. The population
genetical implications of such elements is yet to be worked out.

7.4 Rapid cyolutiooary change of pseudogenes
A pseudogene is a region of DNA which shows definite homology

with a known functional gene but has lost ability to produce a functional
product due to mutational changes(Proudfoot, 1980).11 is sometimes called
a 'dead gene" although some have objected to this expression (see ror
example, Vanin et al., 1980) saying that a pseudogene may have an
unknown but important function such as controlling the expression of
normal genes.

In my OpiniOn, it is much more appropriate to regard pscudogenes as
indeed dead; they have been liberated from the constraint of negatiye
selection after they were created by gene duplication followed by loss of

their function by mutation. They have then been accumulating various
mutational changes at the maximum speed allowable under mutational
pressure and random drifl If this view is correct, their evolu tlOnary change
must conform to the quantitative prediction of Ihe neutral theory.

Comparison or pscudogenes with their normal counterparts reveals
many remarkable features. Not only do base substituttons occur at a very
high rate but also the deletion and addition of nuc1eotides occur quite
frequently. Unlike the 'conservative' mode ofchanfllC tbatcharaclerizes the
evolution of many normal genes, base substitutions at tbe fint and the

second codon positions in the pseudogenes oa:ur just as frequently as those
al the third position. We have already discussed briefly these featun:s with
n:spect to the gIobin-likea-] gene (Nishioka er at, 1980) toward the end of
chapter 4.

In addition, various signals in the non-coding region, whkh are essential
for transcriptional control (such as the Hogness or 'tar-tar' box) and other
posHranscriptional modifICations often change to [IOn-functIOnal forms.
Forexample,in the mouse, there are two pseudo«-g1obm genes de[lOted by
12-] and «-4 (Leder et al., 1980). In one ofthem (<<-]), the promoter site ('tar
tar' box) has changed. from the normal TATA to an aberrant TAGA. From
the result of experiments by Wasylyk et aJ. (1980). we can infer that the
latter must be defective in carrying out the important function 0( initiation
or transcription. They showed that by a singJe-hasc change lD the third
nudeotide of tbe T-A-T-A box or the conalbumin gene from T to G, the
efrtciency or speciflc transcription of that gene is drastically decreased in an
in vitro system. Also, it has been shown by Tsujimoto et ai. (1981) that, in tbe
silk fibroin gene from Bombyx mQr~ the deletion of the second TA in tbe
TATAAAA sequence at position - 30 ... - 24 results in a seyere reduction
oftke fibroin gene transcription. In another pseudogene (a-4)., tbe poly (A)
addition signal has changed from the nonnal AATAA to an abnormal
AATAC.

Since we shall have more to say on 12:-) later, I mention here a rather
surprising set of changes found in the coding region of 12:-4. According to
Leder et 121. (1980)., 12:-4 contains point mutations that would substitute a
tyrosine for a histidine in amino acid position 58. This corresponds to
hemoglobin M Boston that causes methemoglobinemia in man. It also has
undergone changes that shift the normal termination codon out of phase so
as to continue the globin reading for an additional 40 amino acids,
analogous to hemoglobin Constant Spring in man. Since no such abnormal
hemoglobins are round in the normal mouse, it is evident that a-4 is not
expressed. These changes, together with other changes mentioned already
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sugg~t that pstudogenes are In a headlong process of disintegration to

become what Ohoo (1972) called 'junk' D A.
Although some casual calculations were reported earlier (Kimura,

1980b; Proudfoot and ManiatIS. 1980) showing thai pscudogenes evolved
faster (in terms afba.se substItutions) than their normal counlcrpartl, It was
Miyata and Yasunaga (1981) who lim made a careful analysis or
evolutionary rate of a pseudogene. They made usc: olthe data reported by
Vanin er al. (1980) on the nucleotide sequence or a mouse CI.globin.relalcd
pseudogene which iscal1ed t/f1X30.5 and which isessenliallyequivalenl to the

mouse 0:-3 gem: of Nishioka et al. (1980). This gene has the remarkable
feature that it completely lacks the two introns present in all the functional
0;- and p-g1obin genes. In olher words, it resembles a-globin processed
messenger RNA. Miyata and Yasunaga (1981) compared the sequence of
this pseudogene and the productive a:-globins from the mouse and the
rabbit. They found that for every functional or structural block that can be
compared, the mouse I/Iex)0.5 gene (abbreviated as Ml/la:) is always much
nearer to the normal adult «-globin gene of the mouse (Mil) than that of the
rabbit (RII~ The only exception for this is the )' portion of the)' noncoding
region, and this may be attributed to chance deviations and/or structural
changes due to unequal crossing-over at this region in My,1I (for the
structure of the «-globin gene, see Fig. 7.10~ The resuJt suggests that the
pseudogene was created from a normal II-globin gene by gene duplication in
the mouse genome after the mouse tine diverged from the rabbit tine.
(According tothe recent report by Lueders tl til., 1982, the pseudogenes a:~)

and a:"'4, i.e.. 12.-) and 11-4 mentioned above, of tbe mouse are located on

Fig. 7.11. Phylogenetic relatIOnships assumed by Miyal3 and
Yasunaga (1981) to analyse lhe eyolUlionary history of lhe mouse
pseudo \'l-giobln gene (M';II). Letter1 M« aod IU stand for the nonnal
adult \'l-globin gene of the mouse Ind that of the rabbiL The zigzag
part of a brancb Indicates the period during which the duplicated gene
has accumulated mutations II a vel')' high rate Iner Joss of fu~t;on.

chromosomes 15 and 17, respectively, whereas the three functional a-globin
genes are clustered on chromosome II. Funhermore, retrovirus-like
e1emenlS exist on both sides of the a!l') gene, suggeslIDg that retroviral
functiolUi could have been instrumental in the formation of this
pscudogene..)

In order to reconstruct the evolutionary history of this pseudo «-gene,
they assumed a molecular phylogenetic tree involving the three genes as
illustrated in Fig. 7.11.

In carrying out their analysis, Miyata and Yasunaga (1981) carcfully
noted that the third exon of the mouse pseudo a.-globin gene diffcrs from the
other exons in that it is highly conserved. This suggests the possibility that
this part of MtJla: was derived from Mil or one of closely related a-globin
genes by double unequal crossing-over (or gene conversion) at a
relatively recent time, so they excluded this part in their analysis. They
assumed that the gene duplication that led to MtJlfJ occurred in the mouse
line T years ago and that theduplicated gene evolved at the same rate as the
normal a: globin gene until t years ago. Let us designate the amino acid
altering substitution rate by k", and the synonymous substitution rate by "s.
After that time, they assumed that Mtlta became inactive and all the sites in
it have evolved at the same rate, which we denote by ko'

AS5uming that the divergence timeofthe mouse and the rabblt(T0 in Fig.
7.11) is 75 million yean ago, they obtained T-24 mill»on years for the
dupli:ation and t =- 17 million ~ars for the time since tbe loss of function.
They also obtained k", =0.82 )( 10-9, ks = 6.6)( 10- 9 and ~ _ 12.6)(
10- 9 per site per year, so thatlcollc.s= 1.91. This means that the rate of
mutant substitutions in Mpa is 1.9 tUnes as high as tbe synonymous
substitution rate ohhe productive a Foes.. This suggests that, in the normal
functioning gene, there are still some selective constraints so that not all
synonymous mutations are selectively neutral. Miyata and Hayashida
(1981) consider that the evolutionary rate of the pseudogene may
correspond to the maximum rate predicted by the neutral tbeory (Kimura,
1977), namely, this corresponds to the case of fo - I in equation (5.l~

Whether the rale ofevolution in terms of mutant substitu tions in this case is
really equal to the rate of point mutations per gamete(both being measured
in years) is an extremely important problem for testing the validity of the
neutral theory. This is one of the problems left for the future.

A similar analysis was carried ou t by Takahata and Kimura (1981) using
a model of mutation which is more general than the 3ST model illustrated
in Fig. 7.8. Werollowed Miyata and Yasunaga (1981) in excluding the third
exon in the analysis. The maIO dilTerence is that we assumed that My,ex lost
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its function immediately after its birth by duplication (corresponding to
t =< T in Fig. 7.1l~ We calculated the evolutionary ralC separately for the
three codon positions, denoting by lei the rale at position i(i _ 1, 2 or J) for
the normal ~nc. We assumed that duplication occurred T_ years ago, and
Immediately thereafter. the duplicated gene became 'dead' and started 10
evolve at the falC lei' instead of lei' Then the following ratIOs were obt.:uncd
for the first, second and the third rodoo positions: k;/k l _ 11.5. tel/Ie:
13.9 and lei/Ie) =0.9. Also, the ratio T./To for the three codon positions
turned out to be 0.26, 0.42 and 0.43. with an average of 0.37. Thus, if we
assume To = 8.0 )( 101 years for the divergence time of the mouse and the
rabbit, we get T. '= 3.0)( 107 years, namely, this dead gene was created
about 30 million years ago by duplication. Although these values are
temative, it is likely that base substitution raleS increased some len times in
the first two codon positions after the gene lost its function with the result
that selet:tive constraint disappeared entirdy.

An eqant statistical analysis of the evolutionary rates of pseudogenes
has been presented by Li rt aJ. (1981). They used sequence data on human
globin pseudogerie ;al (Proudfoot and Maniatis, 1980), rabbit globin
pseudogene ';/12 (lacy and Maniatis, 1980) and mouse ;>%3 of Nishioka
rt al. (1980~ By comparing each of these with their normal counterparu
and more remou:ly related globin sequences similarly to what was done by
Miyata and Yasunaga (see Fig. 7.11), Li rt al. estimated the rates of
nucleotide substitutions at the first, second and third codon positions (i.e.
k.,k} and k) in our terminology), the time since duplication(corresponding
to Tin Fig. 7.11), and the time since Iossorrunction(tin Fig. 7.11). They also
estimated the rate of substitution after a gene became nonfunctional,
assumed to be equal for all the three codon positions. Let us denote this rate
by ko.They applied a least-squares method to obtainestimatcsfor cand ko.

The estimated values when averaged for the three cases (set of trees)
turned out to be as follows. The average substitution rates at the first,
second and third codon positions of codons in the normal globin genes are
k l - 0.71 x 10-~, k},. 0.62 X 10- 9 and kJ = 2.64 x IO-~, and the sub
stitution rate per site of the pseudogenes during their nonfunctional periods
is ko" 4.6 x I0- 9 (per years). They noted that 4.6 x 10- 9 is one of the
highest rates of nucleotide substitution so far estimated.

Although Li el al.'s estimate for ko is less than half as large as the
corresponding estimate by Miyata and Yasunaga. the ratio kolk) .. 1.74
does not dilTer much from a similar ratio ko/ks "" 1.9\ obtained by Miyata
and Yasunaga. These results suggest that the synonymous substitution rate,

even if high, is not the real maximum rate predicted by the neutral theory,
and therefore the synonymous mUlations are subject to negative selection
even if the intensity or selection involved must beexuemcly weak. We shall
discuss this problem in the next section in relation to the 'non-random'
usage of synonymous codons. To sum up, various observations on the
evolution of pseudogenes can be interpreted most naturally by the neutral
theory of molecular evolution.

75 ·No....-nndom· US3ge or synonymous codons
It has now been well established that synonymous base substi

lutions (i.e. base substitutions that do not cause amino acid changes) occur
much more frequently io evolution than amino acid altering substitutions,
sometimes in a dramatic fashion as in the histone H4 gene (see section 7.3
above). This fits the expectation dthe neutral theory quite well, for, as
compared with amino acid substitutions. synonymous substitutions are
very much less likely to change organismal phenotypes. and tberebre, other
things being equal, must be much k:ss subject to Darwinian natural

selection.
On the olher hand, it has become increasinglyevidcnt that synonymous

or 'degenerate' codons are used quite unequally or in 'non-random' fashion
in many genes of various organisms (see, for example, Grantham rt aL,
1980a and Grantham, 1980). It appears that non-random codon usage is
the rule rather than an exception, and this is often mentioned as evidence
against the neutral tbcory. The situation is analogous to what was claimed.
several years back, against the neutral theory based on observations 00 the
conservative nature of amino acid substitutions (see section 7.1 in this
chapter). Note that the existence of selective constraint by no means
contradicts the neutral theory.

In this section, I shall try to show that non-random usage ofsynonymous
codons can also be explained satisfactor~y in the framework of the neutral
theory, although the problem involved is mote intricate and, therefore, a
more careful analysis is required,

One of the best examples showing non-random usage of synonymous
codons is alTordcd by codons coding ror the amino acid leucine (Leu). As
seen from the standard code table, there are six cedons that code for Leu;
they are UVA, VVG. CUU, CUC, CVA and CUG. Of these six, the codon
CUG is used predominantly by genes in bacteria (Grantham et al.. 1981).
This may be seen in Fig. 7.12 where the relative frequencies of usage
(expressed per thousand) of 61 codons (excluding the initiator and

f
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terminator codons) among 25 genes of E. coli are listed under the heading
ECO. In fact, the frequency of usage ofCUG amounts to about 60"10 of all
the six codoos coding for leucine.

A quilt different paucrn of codon usage is apparent in yeast

FiJ. 1.12. Frequencies arcodon usage (expressed per thousand) in
three orlanisms. a bacterium, yeast and man (excluding inlliator and
terminator codons}. The columns headed by ECD list observed codon
frequencies per mille rot 25 genes of E. coli (data from Fig. 3(b) of
Granlham CI 01., 1981). The columns beaded by SAC list codon
frequencies (per mille). compuled as the aYl:rage lOr J genn, codin. for
ADHI,lso-l..qtochrome c and g1yceraldehyde-3-PO. dchydr~nase
of SoccharOlflycu C:Uf!fliJj~ using dala oompikd by Grantham,
Gautier and Gooy (19803). The columns beaded by HOM lin Similar
frequencies [Of 4 human genes, itIpha-eborionic gonadolropin, beta.
globin. prt-growth hormone and chorionic somalomammorropin.
computed by usinl data rompiled by the same authors..

Ph< Se, Ty, Cys
UW18 622 UCU 17 36 11 UAlJ 14 624 UGU 5 14 12
UUC 1830 38 UCC 13 21 28 UAC 12 29 18 UGC 6 328
Leu

UCA 8 3 9
Teon Te<m

WA 7 3 1 UAA - - - UGA - - -
lJUG 7 50 4 UCG 9 3 10 UAG - - - 111& 17 S R
Leu Pro His A'g
CW 8 3 5 CCU 5 3 10 CAU 16 6 12 CGU30 0 1
cue 8 030 CCC 4 0 12 CAC 9 17 24 CGC21 o 11
CUA 2 614 CCA 730 16

Gin
CGA 3 o 0CAA 13 14 10

CUG47 064 CCG 19 0 5 CAG29 038 CGG 4 o 5

lie Th, Asn Se<
AUU2429 5 ACU21 71 11 AAlJ 10 6 4 AGU 7 010
AUC 32 28 17 ACC 22 35 20 AAC25 38 38 AGC 9 012
AlJA502

ACA 5 6 17
Lys A'g

Met AAA4S 20 17 AGA 534 4
AUG221820 ACG10012 AAG 18 79 41 AGG2020

Val Ala Asp Gly
GUU28 44 6 GCU 0154 20 GAU251520 GGU 33 64 12
GUC 943 18 GCC 20 33 26 GAC 71 39 32 GGC29 933
GUA 21 o 4 GCA31 o 9

Glu
GGA 4 0 0GAA 37 47 21

GUG 17 640 GCG23 0 2 GAG 18 8 34 GGG 6 6 12

(
(Saccharomyces) for which the relative frequencies are listed in the nexi
column headed by the word SAC. For exampk, among the six codons
coding for leucine, UUG is by far the most frequently used codon
{amounting to about goo;.;). In the last column headed by HOM,frequencies
ofcodon usage are listed for some human genes.. It appears that, as far as the
pattern ofcodon usage isconcemed, man is nearer to bacteria than to yeaSl

The most thorough analysis of the pattern of codon usage wbich has
been made so far is that of Grantham and his associates (Grantham ef al,
198Oa.. b, 1981). They compiled extensive tables of codon usage from
reported messenger RNA ~uencesof various organisms. The number of
such sequences amounted to 90 in January, 1980, and 119 in June, 1980, and
more recently, 161 in 1981.

They applied 'correspondence analysis', a multivariate statistical
method, to the distances belwetn messenger RNAs based on diflerences in
the usage of 61 codons; each messenger was treated as a point in a
multidimensional space. Then the data were projected on to a plane whose
horizontal and venical axes correspond to the first and teCOnd most
important factors. Grouping was done by an automatic c1asslication. The
results or analysis of 119 mRNAs (Grantham el al.. 1980b) showed that
most Foes in a genome have the same 'coding strategy' with respect to
choices among synonymous codons. Thus, mammalian, bacterial, virus,
mitochondrial and yeast plus slime mold genes fall in different classes. In
other words, there is a consistent choice of degenerate bases, and this
confirms 'the genome hypothesis' of Grantham et aL (I98<ll) which states
that each gene in a genome tends to conform to its species' usage of the
codon catalog.

On the other band, application ofcorrespondence analysis to amino acid
frequencies of 119 proteins show that no grouping of proteim by genome
type is evident; viral, bacterial, mammalian and other proteins lie in the
same class. This means that mRNA sequences contain information other
than that necessary rorcodingproteins, the other information being mainly
concerned with the choice of degenerate bases,

Grantham (1980) claims, based on these observations., that messenger
RNA is an evolutionary structure in its own right, and that the work by his
group reveals protein-independent molecular evolution ofa 'non-neutral
character'. In my opinion, however, what he calls 'non-neutral' is more an
expression of selective constraint rather than that of the adaptive mutant
substitutions that Grantham seems to have in mind.

Then, the problem is what is the main cause of selective constraint that
brings aboUl such a choice of degenerate codons characteristic of each
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genome type. An important step forward for understanding this cause has
recently been made by Ikemura (1980. 1981a, b). Using two-dimensional
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. he separated the 26 known IRNA of
E. coli and measured their relative abundance in [enns of molecular
numbers in Ihe cells. He then investigated the relationship betwttn the
tRNA abundance and thc: frequency ofusagc: of the: corresponding codons
in E. coli genes, such as tryptophan synthetase A protein (trp A).lacoJ'(ron
repressor (lac I) and ribosomal protein (r-protein) genes. A very Slrong
correlation was found between the tRNA abundance and choice of codons
among synonymous codons and also for codons oom:sponding to different
amino acids. OfpanicuJar interest, in the p~nt context, is the finding thai

among synonymous codons for an amino acid the most f~quently used
codon invariably corresponds to the most abundant isoaccepting tRNA
species. Fig. 7.13 illustrates this ~lationshipfor the six synonymous codons
coding for leucine. The solid columns above represent the ~lative

frequencies of codon usage and the hatched columns below ~present the
abundance dthe cognate tRNA species. II is ckar thai the agl'ttment

Fia. 7.13. Dialnm iIlustnting lhc rdationship between the relative
frequenoes of usaF of CodOIlS for leucine (solid columns aboYe) and
the relative abundance olthe corresponding cognale lRNA species
(hltcbcd colums below) In E. coli. The frequen6es of usage are based
on the data liven in Fig. 7.12. while the data on the abundance of
tRNA's are from Ikcmunl (198Ia. b). The plus sign between codons
cue and CUU means that these two codons arc recognized by a
Slngle IRNA species (i.e. tRNA~'~ whose relative abundance (laking
lhal of IRNA~· as uOIly) IS given by the ha\l:hed column below.
There is • similar meaning for the plus sign between UUG and UUA.
The relauve amount of tRNA corresponding to CUA, whICh is a
minor species, is 0.1 (Ikcmura., personal communication).

E. coY

J- • • • •cue cu. cue,,"u UUG+UUA

IRNA~'"

between these two is excellent. Note that codons cue and euu are
recognized by a single IRNA species (tRNA~'U), and, so also are UVG and

UUA.
Ikemura's proposal that codon usage is mainly constrained by the

avaLiability of thecorresponding tRNA spectes is much strengthened by his
rc:cent finding that such a correlation also exists in yeast which bas a very

different pattern of codon usage from that of E. coli. For example, among
six synonymous codons coding for leucine, the most frequently used one is
UUG in yeast.lkemura found (personal communication, July, 1981) that,
in this case, the most abundant cognate tRJ'lA species is exactly tbe one
which recognizes UUG (see Fig. 7.l4}. IncidentaUy, these finding! cast
doubt 00 tbe validity of the suggestions made by Modiano ~t aL (1981) that
VVA aod UUG are 'pretermination codons' (that can mutate to termi
nation codons by a single nudeotide substitution) and that, since four other

noopretermination codons are available for leucine, codons UUA and
UUG are never used in tbe normal II· and ,8·gIobin genes.. Tbeyclaim that
usage of pretennination cadons is avoided whenever possible as an
evolutionary strategy for reducing the rate of mutatioo with drastic effects.
It seems to me that the selective advantage ooming fcom such a strategy is
too small (presumably the order of the mutation rate) to be effective in the

actual course of evolution.

Fig. 7.14. Diagram i1luslr.ltina the rdationship between the
frequencies or usage of synonymol1S codons for leucine and the
abundaocc or the colTCSponding cognate IRNA speaes in yeast. As in
Fig. 7.13, tbe solid columns represent the relative frequencies of usage
and the hatched columns the relative tRNA abundance. The
frequencies of usage are based on the data given in Fig. 7.12, while the
data on the relative abundance of tRNAs are from Llr.cmUl'll (personal
communication).

Yeasl
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Previously, Fitch (1980) examined the mRNA sequences of p.
hemoglobin for human, mouse and rabbit, and observed that there: is a
sigmflCant bIas against the use ofcodonsdifferingfrom tc:rminatingcodons
by only one base. Rarity of usage ofUUA and UUG is also evident ioather
human ~nc5 (see Fig. 7.12). and, it is likely, if Ilcemura's hypothesis is valid.
thaI this is due to the paucity of the tRNA species that rttDgnlze these two
codons ralher than to these being 'prc:termI03tion' rodoos.

leI us assume that, in genera~ the choice or synonymous codon is largely
constramcd by tRNA availability, and that this is related to translational
efficiency as suggested by Post et al. (1979) and Jkemura (1981 b~ This leads
10 a hypothesis that preferential codon usage represents the optimum state
in which the population of synonymous eadons matches that of oognate
tRNA available. in the cell This will help to carry out more dflCient cell
function 1eading to higher Darwinian fitness. Then, the concept of
stabilizing selection can be applied to treat the problem (Kimura, 1981d~
This approach must be compatible also with 'the genome hypothesis' or
Grantham et al. (1980b) which slates that a surprising consistency in the
choice of degenerate bases exists among genes of the same or similar
genomes, and that 'the genome and not the individual gene is the unit of
selection'.

in the following treatment, we assume that the pattern of codon usage
changes in the course or evolution in such a way that they match those of
cognate tRNA$. There is however, the reverse possibility ofcognate tRNAs
(as determined by the numbers of their genes) being adjusted to match the
relative frequencies of synonymous codons. We do not know at present
which one or these two may be regarded as the primary cause. It is quite
likely that the influcnce is reciproca~ each regulating the other's change,
and they shilt very slowly in unison. In this section, however, I follow
Ilcemura's (1981 a, b) opinion and emphasize the aspect of the codon usage
being determined by the frequency or tRNAs.

We make use or the results obtained toward the end of the previous
chapter (see section 6.8) where the theories on the probability offixation of a
mutant allele and the distributiOn or allelic frequencies are presented
(assuming two allelic states). Let us consider a particular site corresponding
to the third codon position, and, to simplify the treatment, let us group the
four bases into two classes, designating bases U (uracil) and A (adenine) as
A I and G (guanine) and C (cytosine) as A2 • We denote the frequency of
allele A 2 by x so that the rrequency of A I is I - x. If III is the mutation rate
from A I to A 2 and if 11 2 is the rate in the reverse direction, then equation

(6.65) may be used to describe the steady Slate distribution of x under
mutation and random drirL

Let Q. be the optimum proportion or AJ (G or C) at the third codon
position, and assume that mutation rates are equal between AI and A 2, ie.
VI - V2 in equation (6.65~ The validity of this assumption (ie. equality of
mutatiOn rates), will be discussed later. Then the mean or x (i.e. i) does not
coincide with Q., unless Q.. = 0.5. So, we assume that stabilizing selection
is at work to hold j near Q...At individual sites, however, A 2 is either ruted
or lost most of the time (see Fig. 6.S}. Let 12 be the probability that A J is
ruted in the population at a given..site. Similarly, let II be the probability

that AI is fixed (A 2 is k>st). Then, from equation (6.68), we have/Jfl =

exp(BI ), where 8 1 = 4N.P, "'" -4N.lma. Thus, we can estimate 8 1 by
the rdation 8 1 =In(JJk'J, and we obtain B I _0.85 for IJ/I =0.1/0.3.

Since -Ama = Bl /(4N.1 and since N. in most mammalian species must be
at least I~, the intensity of selection which acts at an individual site to

produce 'non-random" codon usage is an exceedingly weak one, leaving
plenty of room for random drift to operate. This is consistent with
Latter's (1975) claim that mutations responsible fot enzyme polymor
phisms are very slightly deleterious with 'Ns' values in the range 1-3.

One imponant question that remains is to what extent the rate of
evolution in terms of mutant substitutions is influenced by such selection.
Since the relative evolutionary rate (in terms of mulant substitutions) under
stabilizing selection as compared with the strictly neutral case is given by
14/140 with 140 = 1/(2N), we have, from equation (6.60),

u/tlo = IIt exp( - Blx + B2x(l - x)}dx, (7.8)

where BI = ~4N• .l.m" and Bl _2N.l(I_.l.m2)a2. Ir we assume that
2N.J.a2 is negligibly small so that B2 ::::::0, then we get

u/lJo <::::, 2fdz In(J2IJI)/U2 - fl). (7.9)

Forf!/II = 0.7/0.3, as we observe at the third codon position in globin and
other mammalian mRNAs, we get U./Ilo _ 0.89. In other words, the

evolution is retarded by about 10% from what is expected under complete
selective neutrality. Under the more eXlreme situtation or 12//1 - 0.9/0.1,
we gel 141140:::::: 0.49 which means nearly 50% retardation. Ir B2 is not
negligible, however, the amount or retardation becomes larger. Assuming
that hili = 0.7/0.3, we gel 14/140 - 0.63 if B2 - 2. This corresponds to the
case for which the gene frequency distribution is illustrated in Fig. 6.8 by a
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solid curve. If Hz - 4, we get ul14o"" 0.44, and if Bz _ 10 we get 0.14.
Probably, BJ < 2 is morc realistic than such larger values because Q is likely
to be small and therefore Ql must be an exceedingly small qU8n1ity.

In actual situations. however, there 3rc other complications. First. the
number of possible 'alleles' (bases)sl each nuckotide site is four rather than
two. and inequalityofthefrequenciesofU and A, and alsoofC and G mighl
fun her retard the evolutIonary rate, although as far as the ratio uluo is
concerned, liS effect may not be very large. Secondly, the amount of the
~lective constraint may differ from gene to gene depending on production
levels of individual genes. According to lkemura (1980Ia, b) the amount of
change in fitness (dw) due to the change of production rate (dr)caused by a
synonymous alteration is given by the equation

dw - P"'dr, (7.10)

where P" is a parameter which is closely related to the production level of a
gene(Ikemura, 1981 b). This implies thaI. for a given change (dr) inlroduced
by a synonymous alteration, the extent of fitness change (6w) is pro
portional to PrI. In other words. the effect on fitness is larger for genes of

more abundant proteins (such as r-protein genes). Ikemura reasoned that
the proportion of mutations that can be regarded as neutral or nearly
neutral should be larger for genes with low Pn values than for genes WIth
high Pn values.

lkemura's equation (7.IO)could be paraphrased in more general terms to
fit the neutral theory as follows;

rccPn'lal, (7.11)

where j' is the average selection coefficient against the mutant anrljal is the
effect of substItuting the mutant for the pre-existing allele.

As to the difference in the abundance of different tRNA species, Ikemura
(198Ia) has shown that. in E. coli, abundance is proportional to the number
of genes concerned; an abundanllRNA species is encoded by several gene
copies and a minor tRNA usually by a single copy.

On the other hand, the validity of our assumption that mutation rates
(not necessarily the rates of evolutionary base substitutions) are equal
among the four bases (and therefore between A I and Al ) seems to be well
supported from data obtained through comparison of base compositions of
pseudogenes with those of the normal counterparts. In their study of the
eVOlutionary rates of pseudogenes. Miyata and Hayashida (1981) made the
interesting observation that V-, Co, A- and G-ending codons occur much
more uniformly in globin pseudogenes than in their functional counter
parts. It is expected, however, that even in pseudogenes there still remains

the eITect of base composition at the time when they were functional. So, in
order toeliminate such an effect as much as possible, [ have only scored the
base frequencies at the third codon positions for which globin pseudogenes
and their normal counterparts differ from each other,

If pseudogenes are free from selective constraint and their base sub
stitutions have occurred at high rates, the base composition among tbe set
of the third codon positions chosen from the pst:udogenes should reflect
better the pattern of mutational changes unaffected by selection. Table 7.5
lists the frequencies of the four bases thus scored at the third codon
positions of four globin pseudogenes. These frequencies were obtained by
comparing mouse a-3 with mouse a-I (data from Nishioka et al... 1980).
rabbit "'fJ2 with rabbit III (data from Lacy and Maniatis, 1980). human "''%1
with human IX2 (data from Proudfoot and Maniatis, 1980). and mouse 1Jh3

Table 7.5. The observed numbers offour nueltotide bases at the third
codon position in globin p.seudogene.s. Ba.sefrequendn wue Moored only
in those third positioru 14!here the p.seudogme diffu.s from one of its
JUnL:tional coumerparu in the same speckJ. For detaiJ..s see UJet

Observed numbers

Pseudogene U C A G Total

Mouse «-] II , , , 29
Rabbit .~2 9 II 9 , J4
Human ;-111 17 7 I' I' 44
Mouse J!h] I 7 II , 25

Total J8 31 J6 21 132
% 28.8 2Jj 21.] 20.4 100

Fig. 1.15. The solid columns at the left represent tbe relative
frequencies of the four bases at the third codon positions in the globin
pseudogenes, while the shaded columns at the right show those in the
runclional globin genes. For details, see [eXL

40 40
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with mouse {J"J (data from Miyat3 and Hayashida, 1981). It is clear from
this table that the four baSC$ occur in roughly equal frequmcies (supportmg
the assumption VI - V1). On the other hand. the base compoSition at the
third codon positions in the normal counterparts of these Pstudogcnes
deviates signifIcantly from equality. In Fig. 7.15, base rrcquenci~ (in Yol thus
obtained are compared between globin pscudogeoes (solid columns at the
left) and their functional counterparts (shaded columns al the right). It is
interesting to note that the lalter are very similar not only to the base
composition at the tbird codon positions of the globin sequences in genera~

but also. to those of tbe third positions among four-fold degenerate
('quartel'}codons in mammalian genes as illustrated by Grantham(1980) in
his Fig. 3. Miyata and Hayashida (1981) seem to be correct in claiming that
the evolutionary rate of pseudogenes corresponds to a limiting rate as
predicted by Kimura (1977) based on the neutral theory, and with the
assumption that there are some selective constraints against synonymous
changes.

In their earlier attempts to estimate the proportion ofall point mutations
which are evolutionarily unacceptable (using data on human and rabbit fJ
hemoglobin mRNA sequences). Boyer et al. (1978) obtained, among other
things. the following conclusions. (I) At least 95% of amino llcid-altering
sub$tilutions have bcc:n unacceptable by primate fJ-hemoglobin genes.
(2) Roughly 70";' of synonymous fJ-Hb mutations are adaptivtly undesir
able. (3) Only about 11%of all kmds of point mutations are acceptable and
the mutation fate is at least JO-' per site per year. (4) Non-randomness in
the codon choice arises due to selection exerted on pretraDslational events.
(5) Selective constraint on nucleotide doublets influences not only non
synonymous changes in evolution but also contributes to the genesis of
genetic polymorphisms.

Although their conclusions may need some revisions in the light of the
more recent studies which I have described already, Boyer Cl aI. (1978) are
justified in their claim that not all synonymous mutations are strictly
neutral and, indeed, a signifIcant fraaion of them are subject to negative
selection (for the problem ofCpG doublet deficiency, readers ll'lay rerer to
Bird's (1980) observation discussed toward the end of chapter 3).

Probably the most significant fact revealed from the vanous studies
summarized in this section is that evolution (in terms of base Substitutions)
is slowed down rather tnan acceleruted by non-random chOice among
synonymous codons. It supports the neutralist interpretation that the
selection involved is negative (coming from stabilizing selection) rather

than positive Darwinian selection usually envisaged by the selecttonists.
Although much remains to beclarified, I find it pleasinl that such diverse

observations as the rapid change of pscudogenes and Don-random usage of
synonymous codons can be understood in a unified and quantitative way
under the framework of the neutral theory by incorporallDl the concept of
stabilizing selection. Here agalD, the paramount importance of random
petic drift in molecular evolution is evident.
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8

Population genetics at the molecular
level

8.1 \\lhy a stochastic Ir~lmenl is required

This chapter is intended to serve as a prelimmary 10 the next
chapter where the rntChamsm for the maintenance of genetic variability at
the molttular level wIll ~ discussed. Since the neutral theory treats
lOlraspeclrlC variability as one aspect of the stochastic theory of molecular
evolution. II is essential to have a good understanding of the: stOChaStIC

theory, particularly as II is applied 10 molecular mutams in finile
populations. Actually, I have already presented SOme accounts of the
theory, notably in chapler 3, and also in section 6.8 of chapter 6. In Ihis
chapter I shall prestnt more systematically the relcvant aspects of the
theory treating gene frequency changes as stochastic processes, where the
term stochastic process means the mathematical formulation of chance
events proceeding in time.

The necessity of stochastic treatment stems from the uniqueness of
mutations and the finiteness of populations; it comes from the fact that
individual molecular mutants are practically unique because of their
exceedingly low incidence, so that in a finite population their fates are
largely controlled by the random sampling of gametes in reproduction (see
chapter 3~

To sce these points in more concrete terms, let usconsider a hypothetical
ma~malian ~pulation whose generation length is exactly one year, and
which compnses n hundred thousand individuals each year. To simplify the
story, let us also assume, for the moment, an ideal situation in which the
effective ~ize ofthc population is equal to the actual size (i.e. N. "" N _ 105).
We conSider a gene locus that codes for an imaginary protein consisting of
333 amino acids (somewhat similar in size to alcohol dehydrogenase). This
protein corresponds to 999 nucleotide sites in the coding region of the gene.

Let us also assume that the mutation rate per site per generation, denoted

b" v is 5 x 10-' and that the mutation rates among the four nucleotide
/ .... '

bases (A. C, G and 1) are all equal so that the mutational change from one
specific base to another (say from C to A) occurs at the rate (5/3) x 10-'.
This means that the expected number of new mutations per site per
generation in the whole population is 2Nv."" or 0.001. With such a low
rate, a mUlant gene, when It appears at a gIven site is likely to be represented
only once in the population. Also, with this rate, mutations occur at a given
site on the average at intervals of 1000 generations in the population.
Furthermore, it can ~ shown that the great majority of mutants are lost
from the population by chance within 20 or so generations.

The mutation rate,vn " = 5 x 10-', was obtained from the estimated rate
of evolution of globin pseudogenes, which on the neutral hypothesis is
equal to the mutation rate (see section 7.4~ There is independent evidence,
not requiring the neutral assumption, from the frequency and distribution
of rare human hemoglobin variants in the Japanese population. Using these
data, Kimura and Ohla(1973a)estimated the mutation rate per amino acid
astlu =4.5 x 10-',whichcorrespondstotl...,,-1.5 x 10-'.Theagreement
is as good as can ~ expected, given the large uncertainty of 1M estimates,
and I shall take 5 x 10-' as a representative value.

In Fig. 8.1, the survival probability of a newly arisen mutant, as
computed by the recurrence formula

P,= I-exp{ -(I +S)P,_I} (8.1)

is illustrated for a few cases having different selection coelfteients. In this
formula, P, stands for the survival probability of a mutant after t

Fig. 8.1. Probability or survival (P,) of a mutant as a function of time
t (in generations) after its QCl;Um:nce, The sclection coefficient of the
mulant is denoted by s. The course of change in the survival
probability was computed by using equation (8.1).

1.0

P,
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genc:mtions (r - 0,1,2, ...). assuming Po - I. This problem was fif1lt solved
by Fisher (1930a. b). For an explanation, readers may refer 10 Crow and
Kimura (1970, p. 421). What is remarkable. and still somelimes overlooked,
despite the great innuence of Haldane and Fisber, is that for individual
mutantS theIr usual fate is extinction and that this applies even 10 mutants
with a definite selective advantage 4Ns'I> 1 unless the advantage is very
large.

In the following 1shall consider the behavior of neutral mutants in some
detai~ because of tbeir obviow importance for this book. Funhermore.lhe

behavior of very weakly selected mutants is similar in many respects 10 that
of neutral mutants. The a~rage length of time until ruaticn of a selectively
neutral mutant. excluding tbe cases of eventual loss, is 4N. generations
(Kimura and Ohta, 1969a), which means 400000 generations (or years) m
our example. On the other hand. the average number of generations until
loss of a mutant, excluding the cases of e~ntual fLXation, is

generations. This turns out to be 24.4 generations for the prescnt example.
Thus an enormous dilTerenceexists between the average time until fixation
and that until cxtinction. The lauer, however, has a standard deviation

oj,.)", <N./ IN. (8.3)

whICh turns out to be approximately 1265 and which is much larger than its
mean. On the other hand, the time until fixation has a standard deviation of
about (2.15)N. generations, roughly half the mean (Kimura and Ohta,
1969b)

Although the overwhelming majority of mutant genes are lost from the
population, a lucky minority spreads through the whole population. For a
neutral mutant, this probability of fixation is equal to 1/(2N) which is I in
200000 in our example.

During the long course of evolution, turnover of allelic states will occur;
the predominant nucleotide base that occupies a given site changes from
one form to another (say, from C to A). In our present example, the average
interval that separates two cOllsecutively fixed states is roughly l/Ilftu< or
2 x 10' generations.

To understand the process involved, a consideration or the steady-state
gene rrequency distribution will be or help. Since the possible number of
dilTerent bases at a given nucleotide site is four, three frequency parameters

are required to represent allelic frequencies, and four-dimensional space is
needed to illustrate the distribution. However, if mutation rates are equal
among the four bases and if they are selectively neutral (i.e. equivalent), we

18.4)

r. -lJ.NJN) log.(2N) 18.2)

may simplify our treatment by fixing our aUention on one of the bases, say
A. while grouping the remaining three bases as oneclass(calling this A'). Let
;( be the frequency of base A at a given site in the population. Then, the
steady state distribution of x IS given by Wright's formula

r(0:+,8) "'-1:<'-1
<p(x) ~ q.)rlPlll - x, •

where in this case 0: = 4N.Il_.. and fJ - «P. and ro stands for the Gamma
function (see Kimura, 1968b; this is a special case ofequation 3.5 therein for
K = 4): ~(x)dx can be interpreted as the probability or the frequency of A
lying within the shorl interval between x and x+dx. This distribution

allows another interpretation which is more appropriate in the present
context; if we trace the allelic composition at this site in the long course of
evolution. the relative number of times in which the allele A happens to
have frequency x is proportional to 4><4 The diagram at the left side 0(

Fig. 8.2 depicts this distribution for N. = N _ 10' and t>.... - 5 x 10-'
(a: _O.OO2~ 11 is evident that the distribution is markedly U-$haped

The probability of A being temporarily fixed in tbe population may be
obtained by integrating t/>(x) from x - I - 1J(2N) to x- I. and we obtain

f, - C,12N)-o. (8.S)

where C1- r(o:+,8)/[:r(o:+ I)rOO] (Kimura, 1968b). In our present
example, this turns out to be 0.24397. The probability of complett fixation
of one or another of the four bases is 4/1 or 0.97588, so that the probability
that the population contains two or more different bases simultaneously is
(I - 4[ I) or 0.02412. These calculations give the probabilities of the fixed
state or monomorphism (and also those of a segregating state or
polymorphism) in the strict sense of the words. In practice, however, when
we define monomorphism, it is more convenient to include cases in which
rare variants exist in the population, because they are unlikely to be
detected with a limited sample size.

So let us call a population ;monomorphic' if the total frequency of

'variant' alleles (or less frequent bases) is q or less. It is customary to take
q-O.OI. Under this definition, the probability that the population is
monomorphic (at the level of q) with respect to nucleotide base A is

P.........(Al - J: _, tP<x)dx::t: C lq·. (8.6)

In our prescnt example where 0:-0.002, C 1 ::t:0.2S and q_O.OI, we get
Pmo..JA)::::: 0.2477. This means that the probability 0( polymorphism. as
computed by 1-4P.......,(A) is 0.009168.
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The average homozygosity at this site is

~. - 4 f>lIjl(X)dX - (a + 3)/(4a + 3), {8.7)

which. In our example. turns out to be 0.998005. Then, the average
heterozygosity (Ii.> at this site, as given by I -Ii•. amounts 100.001995.

These calculations show that. at individual nucleotide Sites. a polymor.
phic state is very rare. This ensures the existence of species-specific
nucleotide sequences. In our hypothetical mammal, a change from one
fixed state (0 another occurs 81 an average imerval of 200 million years
(generations), and, in between, the transitional (i.e. polymorphic) states
occupy an average length of 400 000 years, which is a fraction amounting to
only 1/500. The right hand side diagram of Fig. 8.2 illusuates the course of

such changes.
Let us now consider evolutionary changes of the gene as a whole. In our

example, the coding region of the gene comprises 999 nucleotide sites
corresponding to 333 codons, and therefore the total mutation rate
amounts to about 5 x 10-6 per gene per generation. Among the base
changes in this region, those occurring at the first and second codon
positions usually lead to amino acid changes. while only some 1{3 of those
at the third positions lead to amino acid changes. Thus the total mutation
rate for amino acid altering changes amounts to approximately 3.9)( 10- 6

which weshall denote by Orl~" Let us assume (following Shaw, 1970) that on

Fig.. 8.2. Diagrams iIIum.ting thE: proa:ss of evotullonary base
substitutions al a glvcn nucleotide site in a bypothetical mammal
consisling of 10' breeding indivlduals and having a generalion span of
one year. It is auumed thai the mutation rate per site per generation
is 11... _ 5 x 10- 9 and that mulation rates between any two of the
four bases (A, C. G, 1) are all equal The diagram on tbe: left-hand
side shows the probabIlity distribution of the frequency (.ll:) of base A.
while tbe diagram on the right-hand side depicts a t)'pical course of
change in the frequency of A with time (I~ For details, see texi.
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the average 1/3 of the amino acid replacements can be detected by standard
methods of electrophoresis. Then, the rate for electropboretically detect
.ble mutations is 1.3 x 10-6 per generation which we shall denote by vTl£)

Alarge fraction of sucn mutational changes are likely to be deleterious, so
let us assume that on tbeaverage only 1/10 ofamino acid altering mutations
ate selectively neutral, while the remaining 9/10 are ddinitely deleterious
contributing neither to molecular evolution nor polymorpnism. Under
these simplifying but not totally unrealistic assumptions, the mutation
rate for electrophoretica1ly detectable selectively neutral mutations is
1.3)( 10- 1 per gene per generation. This rate wiD be denoted by DOlE)'

Then, how much genetic variability is expected at tbis locus in the form of

protein polymorphism (as detected by the standard electrophoretic
method)? To answer this question, we use the 'model of infinite alleles'

which we shall explain in more detail in the next section. This model is
based on the consideration that a gene consists of a large number of
nucleotide sites each ofwmch may be occupied by one of four kinds of bases
and therefore, in combinatorial terms, the possible number of allelic states
is astronomical In the context of the present calculation, this amounts
to the 115sumption that whenever an amino acid change occurs in the
protein, it represents a new type, not pre~xisling in the history of the
population. Under this modeL the expected heterozygosity at this locus is

R = 4N.vOlEl (8.8)
• 4N.vOCE) + I

(Kimura and Crow, 1964). For N. _lOS and 110(£1-1.3 x 10- 7, this gives

R.;::: 0.049 or 4.9% heterozygosity. Among vertebrate species 50 far
investigated by various authors., the distribution of t.he average heterozy
gosity has a mode around 5% (see chapter 9), so this is a realistic value. The
infinite allele model also allows us to compute the probability of protein

polymorphism by the formula

ppol, = I - q" (8.9)

(Kimura and Ohta, 1971b), where V .. 4N.VOIE)' For q - 0.01, this turns out
to be 0.2J 3; namely, if a large number of equivalent loci in the genome of
this mammal could be studied, the expected fraction of polymorphic loci is
21.3%. This is again a realistic value. According to Nevo (1978) the mean
proportion of polymorphic loci per population (P) and the average
heterozygosity per locus per individual (H) are respectively P-0.147±

0.098 and H "" 0.0359 ± 0.0245 for 46 mammalian species.
The next question is: what is the rate of evolution in terms of amino acid

substitutions in our hypothetical mammal? This rate is the one usually
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Therefore, a probable amount of change (Le. a,,) in one generation is less
than 0.12%. Even with observations extending over 10 generations for a
polymorphic allele whose frequency is around 5O'Yoo the probable amount of

change is only about 0.351"r
If the species consists of a number of local colonies or 'demes', the

changes in individual demes are expected to be larger, but as a whole they
tend to average out to the above value. If. by chance or by some unknown
cause, the gene frequency of one deme is greatly disturbed, it will sooner or
later be brought hack, through migration from neighboring demes, to a
frequency not very different from the average frequency of the species as a
whole. This may give the impression that the polymorphism is balanced.
Actually, the polymorphism is transient if it is selectively neutral, but for
our ephemeral existence, it is almost as if permanent.

Incidentally, a rapid decrease of the population size during the last few
generations (such as is found in some game animals due to overhunung) is
unlikely to cause a significant reduction in hetercnygosity, except for
extreme situations. Tosc:e this point, let us suppose that in our hypothetical

mind, It is reasonable to assume that, unless It becomes extinct, It changes
into a new species at intervals of half million years or so, and that In each
stage of speciation, a significant reduction of population size occ:un.
Probably no species on the earth can maintain an immense population size
for millions of generations. This must be the main reason why the observed
heterozygosity per enzyme locus in various organisms seldom exceeds Wia
even in very large populations such as insects.. In mammals, according to
Nevo's (1978) Fig. 2, the average heterozygosity (H) among 48 mammalian
Species is distributed almost uniformly between 0"10 and 7'"/.. although, in
twO exceptional cases. the H values are around 10"/..

In our hypothetical mammal, we showed that, at an individual nuc
leotide site, the turnover of bases occurred at an average interval of 200
million years. During this period, tben, it must have gone through 400
episodes of speciation. Even the duration of a neutral polymorphic state,
which is 4N. ± 2.15N. or 400000 ± 215 000 generations, can sometimes be
longer than the history of a species.

Thus, although the change of gene frequencies is random, the process of
change is extremely slow by ordinary standards. Suppose that the
frequency ora polymorphic: allele at a given locus happens to be p, then the
change in one generation of this frequency in the whole species has a mean

of tero and variance

estimated by comparatIve studies of homologous protein sequences and it
is expressed taking one year as the unit of time. In this book: we have
denoted this by k•• (see chapter 4). Theoretically, this ratc can be obtained
by noting that it is equal to the ralC at which amino acid altering mutations
that are selectively neutral occur per gamete per year (see equation 3.20). In

our example, we have assumed that only IflO of amino acid altering
mutations are selectively neutral and that Vu .'" 5)( 10-', Thererore, the
relevant mutation rate per codon (which comprises thrtt nucleotide
positions) is t'ot.4l = (1 + I + 1/3)/).... x (1/10) per year, which turnsOUllO be
1.17 x 10-'. Thus, for our hypothetical mamma~ the rate of molecular
evolution is k... = 1.17 X 10- 9 per amino acid site per year.

We have already seen in chapter 4 that the median of the evolutionary
rates onl protcins{estimated mostly for mammals) is 1.3 )( 10- 9 per amino
acid site per year, so the present k•• value is quite realistic. Note that this
rate is independent of the effective population size, because it represents the
selectively neutral substitutions.

Finally, I would like to point out that although we made a simplifying
assumption that the effective and actual population sizes are equal, this is a
highly unrealistic assumption. In natural populations the relevant effective
population size (N.l for dJ.SCussing evolution and variation at the molecular
level must usually be much smaUer than the apparent population size{N).
If there is a great deal of mortality between eensusing and reproduction or if
reproduction is restricted to just a few (as for males in highly polygynous
species) the effective number may be orders of magnitude less than the
census number. As shown in chapter 3, such factors as inequality of the
numbers of breeding males and females, nuctuation of the population size
from generation to generation, inheritance of fertility, local extinction of
colonies followed by recolonization etc. all contribute to make N. smaller
than N. Especially, if the population size goes through a sequence of
bottlenecks in the course of evolution and if rc:covery from reduced
population size after each bottleneck is slow, the average heterozygosity
will be much reduced (Nd er a/.. 1975), contributmg greatly to a decreased
value of N•. This means that we tend to overestimate the average
heterozygosity if we apply equation (8.8) taking N. as the value of the
population size of a species when it is in a flourishing condition. In nature,
even if some species 3re widely distributed and cover an enormous area
comprising an immense number of individuals, it is rather unlikely that they
ha ve always been so during the prevIous millions of years and Will remain so
in the coming mllhons of years. Sooner or later such 3state will be disrupted
by the process of speciation. For an average mammal, such as we have m

ai, ""' p(1 - p)/(2NJ. (8.1 0)



8.1. Some models of alltlic mutations
II bad long been customary in population genetics [0 assume a

mood of mutations in which there are two possible alleles at a locus and
mutations occur reversibly between the two, as may be expressed jn the
form:

mammal the effective population size has ~n halved in each generation
over the last ten generations. During this process, the population size has
decreased from N. - 10' to N. _ 97.7, roughly a thousand foki reduction.
Yet. the heterozygosity is expected to have decreased from R. _ 4.90"1. to
R. -4.85%. a very insignirlcant decrease indeed.
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(8.14)

(8.13)

l
1"" .... 4NIi+1•
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where

effective size N, in which self-fertilization occurs with probability lIN,.
Then we have

f,., -(I-"J{~;(' ~f')+(,_ ~}.]. (811)

This may be obtained by noting that two homologous genes within an
individual in the next (i.e. t + I-th) generation are either derived from the
same individual or from different individuals in the present (Le. r_th)
generation with probabilities lIN, and (1- I/NJ respectively: iftbey arc
derived Tram the same individual. they are either derived Trom the same
gene or from two homologous genes each with probability 1{2 In this case,
if they arc derived Trom the same gene, we have1- I, oot if they arc derived
from homologous genes, f remains uDChanged Thus, we get the first term
in the braces on the right-hand side in the above equation. On t~ other
hand, if they arc derived from two dilTerent individuals, f also remains
unchanged Note that under continued. random mating among monoecious
individuals, the probability of identity in allelic state is the same whether we
take two homologous genes from the same individual or Trom tWO different
individuals. Thus we obtain the second tenn in the braces. Finally. the term
(I - 0)1 comes from the fact that only when oeitherof the two genes in the
uniting gametes bas mutated, do they contribute to the homozyjosity in the
next generation. Allbaugh we assumed a population oT monoecious
organisms in this derivation, the situation is essentially similar Tor a
population with separate sexes unless N, is extremely small (see Crow and
Kimura, 1970, p. 102~

If we assume that 11 is very small but N, is very large (0 « I <c Nj.
equation (8.1 I) may be replaced by the differential equation

dJ. =_'__ (2,+_'_)1.. (8.12)
dl 2N. 2N,'

From this we obtain

is the expected homozygosity at equilibrium.
In actual populations, I can be estimated by the sum aT squares of allelic

Trequencies. The reciprocal of this has been caned the 'effective number oT
alleles' by Kimura and Crow (1964). The average heterozygosity per locus
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Such a model, although simple and slill useful for some~, cannot in
general be used to estimate genic variability at the molecular kve~ because
the total number of allelic forms that are possible at any gene locus is
enonnous. For example., at a locus comprising 1000 nucleotide sites, the
number of alleles that can be produced by base replacemenu alone
(excluding structural changes) is 41000 or roughly 10601• For anyone of
these, there are 3 x 1000 or JOO() aJleles that can be reached by a single-step
base replacement, so the chance ofrc:tuming to the original allele from any
of them by a further single base: change is only I in 3000 (assuming equal
probability for all mutational changes~The total number ofpossible alleles
is almost infinite &Scompared with the total number ofalleles contained in a
population at any time. These considerations were used by Kimura and
Crow (J964) tojustify the model which was later called the model of infinite
alleles (Kimura, 1971~ In this model, it is assumed that the possible number
of isoallelic states at a locus is 50 large that each new mutant represents an
allelic state not pre-existing in the population. Schematically, the model
may be expressed as follows.

A\-A l -A j -A4 -A,_ ...

If the alleles produced by mutation are selectively neutral (i.e. selectively
equivalent), the level of heterozygosity that may be attained at statistical
equilibrium where mutational production of new alleles is counterbalanced
by random extinction of alleles can be calculated as follows.

Let Ii be the mutation rIlte per locus per generation, and let I, be the
probability that two homologous genes in an individual are identical in
allelic state in the I-th generation (r ... 0, 1,2, ...~ In other words, [, is the
probability of an individual being homozygous at a given locus in the Hh
generation. We assume a random mating, monoeeious population of



at equilibrium is given by

R._I_j. 4N.u
.. 4N.v + I (lIS)

Equation (8.13}shoW5 that if the population is nOI in an equilillflllllllJtt,1I
approaches. this state. at the rate (I +4N.r;)!(2NJ per pert_ This
m~n5 I~at If the effective population size is very large, an CDOrJIIOISIenIlb
d. lime IS required (of the order of 4N. generations unless 4N".1tiJej
for tbe ,population to reach a new equilibrium, for exampk." the
population nwnber bas suddenJy increased many-fold

~.e ~bove Cormula for R. refers to the average heterozyzDliJcitbe
equlhbnum population. U we consider an infinite coliectiOllllltqlll'luellt
populations undergoing independent evolutionary chanae bf.wion
and random drift (with the same values of D and NJ. the IIIIIllt ol
heterozygosity in each population iss random variable. In Olber'Uds,ooe
minus the sum 0( the squares of the allelic frequencies,

H.-I-l..xl,
(where x, is the frequency of i-th allele), may differ randoIIy &om
population to population, and R. in equation (8.15) represenut!le1ttrllt
value of H. over all populations at equilibrium. Then, tilt~
heterozygosity of an arbitrarily chosen population is likelytodmaldrom
tbe mean value.

The problem of obtaining the variance of the bcterozygositJ(,.llimllCh
more diffICult than obtaining the mean, but this has been solvtdb,Stenrt
(1976). His fonnula is

, 28
"'-(1+8)'(2+8)(3+8)' ~.I~

where 8 - 4N.u. Actually, Stewart (1976) derived the relevant rormllla for
a model assuming an arbitrary number, K, of allelic states, and tbeformula
above corresponds to the special case K = co. I shall diSCllSS lOme

properties of the K-allele modellater.
It is also important to investigate the numbers and relative frequeocies of

alleles in the population. Under the infinite allele model, turno\'tl'o(alleles
occurs continuously in the population, old alleles being replaced by new
ones as time goes on, and in this sense no steady state exiSll: Ilkles are
perpetually in nux. However, if we fix our attention on those allde:slCtually
contained in the population at a given moment, and inquire u to the
relative abundance of alleles having dilTerent number of fCprl':IelIlIlives,
evidently tbere is a definite pattern of ~lativeabundance. Thisallcnrs us to

define a distribution of allelic frequencies at steady state which we denote by
I1l(x). This distribution has the meaning such that <D(x) dx represents the
expected number of alleles whose frequency is in the range x to x + dx. For
neutral mutations, it has been shown by Kimura and Crow (1964) that

<D(x)=4N.u(I-xf"'..-l x-l. (8.17)

Note that this type of frequency distribution differs from the probability
distribution of a given allele at a locus among equiva~ntpopulations, such
as equation (8.4) in tbe previous section. The distribution 4l(x) was called
'frequency spectrum' by Ewens (I972}.ln the following, 1 shall mainly use

the letter M to stand for 4N.Il, although ~tter8 may also be used from time
to time (in either case., I shan endeavor to keep tbe meaning of various
letters sll1ligbt). In terms of this distribution lJl(xl. the statement that tbe
frequencies of various alleles at a locus in a population adds up to unity
rnay be ex pressed as

[~X)dx - I.

This can be confirmed by substituting M(I-xt'-Ix-I for lJl(x) and

integrating the left-hand side. Similarly, the average value of tbe sum ofthe
squares. of the allelic frequencies or the average homozYiosity is

I=Ro - flx1lJl(X)d.x_-'- (8.18)
o M+I,

where M =4N.v. This agrees with equation (8. I 4}.
The expected number of alleles whose frequencies arc in the interval

(XI ,Xl) may be obtained from

l1a(X" Xl) = f~'<Il(x)dx. (8.19)..
If allelic frequencies are scored at L equivalent loci, this value hal: to be
multiplied by L. One important property of this distribution is that
altbough it contains two parameters N. and v, tbey enter the formula only
as a product N.v so that the distribution lJl(x) is determined completely by a
single parameter M =4N.u. Furthermore, as shown in equation (8.15) the
average heterozygosity(R.) is equal to M/(M + I) so that if we know this we

can estimate M by the relation

M-RJ(I-R,). (8.20)

Then we can compute the expected numbers of alleles in various frequency
classes using equation (8.19) and compare them with the corresponding
observed numbers. As an example, I shall use the data from Ward and
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is valid, as poimed out by Nei (1977), if 4Nc lslq is small, where 1.\'1 is the
absolute value of the selection coeffICient of a mutant allele. In this formula
M stands for 4N.lJ; however u here represents the mutation rate for all th

alleles for ~hich 4N.lslq <C I rather than just the selectively neutral alleles~
In fac~, Nel (1977) proposed the use of equation (8.24) for estimating the
~ula~lOn rate. for protein loci. In the following discussion we shall denote M
10 th~ equation by M q in order to distinguish it from M obtained by
equation (8.20~ If rare variants are scored at more than one locus with a
large sample for each locus (the mean size being Ii per locus), and if N. is
known, we can estimate the total mutation rate per locus by

'" - MJ(4NJ, (8.25)

M ..ACcor~ing to ,these authors, the distribution of the evolutionary tate of
amino a~ld subSmutlons and thai of the molecular weight suggest thai an
appr~pna~e value of ct is about I (see also Fuerst er al.• 1977~ The
relatIOnship between the average heterozygosity (8J and M is more
complicated in this model, but Nei (1975) derived a useful formula

n_~_ V.w

• I + M (l + At» (8.23)

which gives a good approximation to R. except when II is small and M is
large. This shows that variation of the mutation rate among loci tends 10

decrease the a~erage heterozygosity. In the case of the plaice, fie = 0.102,
and we gel M "" 0.128. The dotted columns in Fig. 8.3 represent the

expected n~mben of al~e~ obtained by wing equation (8.22) assuming
«- ~ and M =- O.1~8. It 1$ Interesting to nOle that the expected values thus
obtained do not differ very much from those derived by equation (8.17)
(compare the dotted columns with the: das~ columns~ Therefore, the
excess of rare alleles stands OUt even if the variation 0( mutation rate among
loci is taken into accounL

Let us examine in more detail the occurrence of rare alleles whose
frequencies are less than q, where we shall usually take q _ 0.01 when we

apply t~ theory to actual observations. It can be shown mathematically
(5« sectl~n 8.4 below) that, in the neighborhood 0( x .. 0, the behavior of
~utants In ~eral, i~luding those having a mild selective advantage or
disadvantage, IS essentially the same as tbat of selectively neutral mutants.
Thus the formula

M" _ Ii.(x < q)/log.(2I1q), (8.26)

in which an appropriate value for q is 0.01.
Since the sample size has to be large in order to estimate M" from

observations on rare variants, I have chosen from the data by Ward and
Beardmore(J977; see their Tables 2 and 3), Iliaci for which tbesamplesize
per locus is larger than 1000. The average sample size per locus turned out
to be Ii = 1956.1. Oftbese II loci, 8 are polymorphic and 3 are monomor
phic. The a,'erage heterozygosity of these IlIaci isO.147 which is not very
different from the average heterozygosity of 46laci, i.e. 0.102. Among these
loc~ JO alleles are found whosefrequeneies in the sample are W:ss than 0.01.

Therefore, Ii.(x < 0.01) = JOlll - 273 per locus. Then. applying equation
(826), where we assumeq = 0.01, we get M" = 273/1080(2 x 19.56) -0.74. If
we denole the: total mutation rate per locus by Pr, then 0,- -0.74/(4NJ, The
rea) value of N. is not known but if it is 10', we have 0,- _1.6 X 10-'.

One important point here is that. even when the actual value orN. is not
known, we can estimate the proportion (which we shall denote by p.-J of
mutations that are selectively neutral (at the time of their occurrence) by the
following method. If tbe neutral theory is correct and if the mutant alleles
responsible for the protein polymorphism are selectively neutral, then the
value or M, i.e. 0.114 which we havc obtained by substitutina the: observed
average heterozygosity R.-O.l02 into equation (8.20~ should represent
4N.0Ot where 00 is the mutation rate ror selective neutral alleles tbat are

electrophoretically detectable. Therefore, we have

p..... =volo,-=M/Mq (g27)

Substituting the values of M and M", as estimated above, into this equation,
we get pu ... ~ 0.15. This means that one mutation out 0(6.5 on the average
is selectively neutral while tbe remaining 5.5 are too deleterious to

contribute to protein polymorphism.
The occurrence of rare variants is also reported in the Japanese macaque

(Macaca fuscata fuscata) studied by Nozawa and his associates (sec: for
example, Nozawa et al., 1982). They surveyed 32 independent protein loci
and obtained 1.3% as the average heterozygosity, which is a rather low
value even for mammals. Their extensive studies made so far yield the
following data (K. Nozawa, personal communication, 1981). The average
number or rare variants per locus is ii.(x < 0.01) _ 23/32 - 0,719, and the
average sample size is 11 _ 1609.9. Thus we get Mq - ii.(x < 0.01)/
1og.(2ii x 0.01) -0.207, The observed average heterozygosity per locus is

2098.2 Some models ofallelic muwlfons

where

(8.24)

Population genetics at the molecular level

Ii,,(x < q) - ft ¢l(x)dx ~ Mlog.(2iiq)
IIIUl
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(8.22)

Beardmore (1977}on protein variation in the plaice, Pleuronl!C.ces platt.uo, a
marine flatfish. They screened electrophorcticaJly delectable variations al
46 protein locI (39 enzymes and 7 non-enzyme proteins) taking very large
samples from the Bristol Channel population. This probably represents the
most comprehensive investigation ofprolein variation in fishes. The mean
heterozygosity per individual per locus turned out to be 0.102 ± 0.026. The

numbers in the sample dirrer from locus to locus: there are more than 2000
in 8 loci, between 2000 and 500 in 9 loci, between 500 and 100 in 16 loci, but
less than 100 in the remaining 13 loci. Using equation (8201 we get
M =0.114 for R. "" 0.102 Then, the expected number of alleles in various
frequency classes. ".(x\> xJ, can be computed by integrating L¢l(x) or
46M(1 - X)"-IX-I from x = XI lOX = Xl' In Fig. 8.3,thecxpccled numben
!hus compuled are shown by hatched columns. The corresponding
observed numbers arc represented by solid columns. (As 10 the dolted
columns, I shall explain lhem later.)

Fi" .8.3. Hislolram showinl ob5cr¥C:d and upeeled distributions of
aUelle: frequcncies.. The solid columns represent observed numbers of
Llleks at 46 protein loci In the ~aig:. PleurOlt«tu plauS$O (data from
Ward and Beardmore, 1977). The hatched <lOlwnns represent thc
ex.peered numbers of alleles bued on the inrmirc .Ilele modd of
Kimura and Crow (1964) wbile the dotted <lOlumru represent the
~PCCtcd n~mbers computed by usin, Nei ft 111:1 (1976a) modcl
locorporallnl pD$Ilbie variation of the mutation rales amonl loci.
Absc:w.a: .lIele frequency. Ordinate: number of alleles in various
frequency classes.
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In comparing !he observed distribution of allelic frequencies with the
theoretical one, we must keep in mind that the distribution lll(x) refers only
to those alleles actually contained in the population; although there are an
infinite number of possible alleles, only a limited number of them arc
present at any moment in a population, and we do not include the countless
number of missing alleles. This mearu that each monomorphic locus makes
only one contribution to an allelic class containing X - 1.0. Therefore, I
included monomorphic loci in tbe right-most solid column which repre
sents the number of alleles in the frequency range [O.9,ID]. On the other
band the left-most class which represents the number of alle~ in the
frequency range (0, 0.01) contains many rare variaots, and tbey tend to
come from loci for which large samples were scored. The expected number

ii.(x<O.OI) in this class was computed by tak.in& as the lower limit of
integration, the reciprocal of twice the average: number of tbe sample size
per locus., namely, 46 times the value of

r,... r·"ii.(x < 0.01) - 4l(x) dx - M (I - xY"- Ix- Idx, (8.21)
I/lUI 1/l1'1

where ii is the average sample size, whkh is 678.9 in the plaice studied by
Ward and Beardmore (1977).

It is clear from the figure that the expected number ofalleles in this class is
much smaller than that observa1. A similar tendency is notK:eable for tbe
next frequency class (0.01, 0.1). Exctpt for these two classes, the agreement
between observed and expected numbers is satisfactory. Similar obser
vations showing an excess of rare alleles were presented by Ohta (1975,

1976b) for Drosophila and human populations. In the above analysis oftbe
plaice data, we have treated the 46100 as if they are equivalent in baving the
same M(=4Nev) values. However, it is much more likely, and indeed
realistic to assume that mutation rates for neutral alleles differ among loci
due to differences of the gene size as welt as differences in the functional
constraints of proteins for which they code. To take such variation into
account, Nei et aI. (19700) proposed an infinite allele model in which is

incorporated the assumption that the mutation rate (more precisely the
mutation rate for neutral alleles) among loci follows a gamma distribution.
They showed that if M or 4N.v follows a gamma distribution with mean M
and variance VoW, then the formula for the distribution of allelic frequencies
corresponding to equation (8.17) becomes

Mx-l(l-x)-I
lIl(x) = (I _ (M10:) 10&.(1 - x)]·· I'

where 0: = {;111VAI is the reciprocal of the squared coefficient of va riatton of



is valid, as pointed out by Nei (1977), if 4N.lslq is small, where lsi is the
absolute value of the selection coefficient of a mutant allele. In this formula
M stands for 4N.v; however v here represents the mutation rate for all the
alleles for ~hich 4N.Islq ce I rather than just the selectively neutral aJleles.

In fac~, Nel (1977) proposed the use of equation (8.24) for estimating the
mutation rate for protein loeLln the folJowingdiscussion we shalJ denote M
in th~ equation by Mq in order to distinguish it from M obtained by
equation (8.20~ If rare variants are scored at more than one locus with a
large sample for ca.ch locus (the mean size being;j per locus), and if N. is
known, we can estimate the total mutation rate per locus by

.,- MJ(4NJ, (8.25)

M..Accor,dinSlo ~hese authors, the distribution orthc evolutionary ratc of
amino a~ld subsUlutlons and that of the mol~ularweight suggest that an
appr~pna~e value of « is about I (see also Fuerst et at., 1977~ The
relationship between the average heterozygosity (H.) and M is more
complicated in this model, but Nei (1975) derived a useful formula

R _ M _ VJ,f
• I+17 (I + M)' (8.23)

which gives a good approximation to R. except when 0: is small and M is
large. This shows that variation of the mutation rate among loci tends to
decrease the a~erage heterozygosity. in the case of tbe plaice, R. =0,102,
and 'A'e get M - 0.128. The dOlted columns in Fig. 8.3 represent the
expected n~mbers of alleles obtained by using equation (8.12) assuming
a: = 1and M -0.128. It is interesting to nott that the expected values thus
obtained do not differ very much from those derived by equation (8.11)
(compare tbe dotted columns with the dashed columns~ Therefore, the
excess of rare alleles stands out evcn if the variation or mutation rate among
loci is taken into accounl

Let us examine in more detail the occurrence of rare alleles whose
frequencies are less than q, where we shall usually take q -0.01 when we
apply t~ theory to actual observations. It can be shown mathematically
(sec sectIon 8.4 below) that, in the neighborhood or x _ 0, the behavior or
~utanlS in ge~eral, in~luding those having a mild selective advantage or
dISadvantage, IS essentlally the same as that of selectively neutral mutants.
Thus the formula

M. _n,lx «)/108.(""'. (8.26)

in which an appropriate value for q is 0.01.
Since the sample size has to be large in order to estimate Mq from

observations on rare variants, I have chosen from the data by Ward and
Beardmore (1977; soe their Tables 2 and 3), 11100 for which lhesample size
per locus is larger than 1000. The average sample size per locus turned out
to be ii = 1956.1. Of these II loci, 8 are polymorphic and 3 are monomor~

phic. The average heterozygosity of these II loci is 0.147 which is not very
different from the average heterozygosity or46IOO, i.e. 0.102. Among these
loci, JO alleles are found whose frequencies in the sample are less than 0.01.
Therefore, l1a(x < 0.01) =JOIII = 2.73 per locus. Then, applying equation
(8.26), where we assume q = 0.01, we get M~ ., 2.73f1og.(2 x 19.56):K 0.74. If
we denote the total mutation rate per locus by v,., tben v,. - 0.74/(4N.). The
real value of N. is not known but if it is 10', we have v,. -1.6 x 10- 1

.

One important point here is that, even when the actual value orN. is not
known, we can estimate the proportion (which we shall denote by p.,,> of
mutations that are selectively neutral (at the time oftbeir occurrence) by the
following method. U tbe neutral theory is correct and if the mutant alleles
responsible for the protein polymorphism are selectively neutral, then the
value of M, i.e. 0.114 which we have obtained by substituting the observed
average heterozygosity R. _ 0.102 into equation (g.20), should represent
4N.llO, where Vo is the mutation rate for selcctive neutral alleles that are
e1ecuophoretically detectable. Therefore, we have

P..... = lloill-r = MIMq (8.27)

Substituting the values ofM and M q' as estimated above, into this equation,
we get p..... ~ 0.1 S. This means that one mutation out ol6.S on the average
is selectively neutral while the remaining 5.5 are too deleterious to
contribute to protein polymorphism.

The occurrence of rare variants is also reported in the Japanese macaque
(Macacafuscatafuscata) studied by Nozawa and his associates (see for
example, Nozawa et al., 1982). They surveyed 32 independent protein loci
and obtained 1.3% as the average heterozygosity, which is a rather low
value even for mammals. Their extensive studies made so far yield the
following data (K. Nozawa, personal communication, 1981). The average

number of rare variants per locus is n.(x <0.01) - 23/32 - 0.719, and the
average sample size is n -1609.9. Thus we get Mq - ii.(x <0.01)1
10g.(2fl x 0.01) -0.207. The observed average heterozygosity per locus is

2098.2 Some models ofallelic mlllat;OnJ

where

(8.24)
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R• .. 0.013 ± 0.0014, from which we get M ". Rj(l - B.) -0.0132. Using
these values. we obtain p..~, - M/M,,:::t 0.064. This means thal, roughly
speaking, one mutation out of 16 is selectively ncutral in Japanese
monkeys. This is less than half as large as the corresponding valueobtaintd
for the plaice.

The census number of the total population of tbe Japanese macaque is
estimated to be 20 000 - 70000. It is also estimated that the effective
population size IS about one-third of its census number (cited from Noz.awa

er at, 1975). Following Nci (1977), if we assume N. = 2 x 10", we obtain
D-r =M./(4NJ- 2.6)( 10-'. On the: other hand, the mutation rate for
neutral al'eles is DO'" Mf(4NJ= 1.65)( 10- 1 per generation.

The two estimates for P..... ie. O.IS for tbe plaice and 0.064 for tbe
Japanese macaque, considering the possibly large statistical errol'! in
volved, suggest that 1/10 is a realistic value for the probability of amino
acid-altering mutations being selectively neutraL Note that this is the value
which we assumed for our hypothetical mammal discussed in the previous
section.

Let us consider more generally the number of alleles contained in the
population and also in the sample, still assuming the model of infinite
neutral alleles. The expected value of the number of different alleles in the
population is

Ii._ (I l%l(X)dx-4Neufl (l-xl'~•• -Jx-Idx. (828)
JJ/l2/fl IIUN)

Note that the lower limit of integration is 1/(2N) rather than zero, and that
Ii. depends much on N even when 4Nell is constant; n. becomes larger as N
increases. This is understandable because the larger the population the
higher the chance of different rare variants existing somewrere in the
population. In fact, Ii. becomes indefinitely large as N 00 while keeping
4N.o "" constant. This may be compared with the effective number of alleles

which is denoted by ". and which is defined as the reciprocal of the sum of
squares of allelic frequencies. For neutral mutants the expected value of this
;,

Ii. - I!I x
2
l1l(x)dx - 4N.v + I. (8.29)

In general, the effective number of alleles (n,) is smaller than the actual
number ofdilTerent alleles (n.) in the population. Only when various alleles
occur in equal frequencies, do we have "e _ n•. One characteristic of n. is
that it depends on 4N.v but is largely independent of the sample size n
unless 11 is very small As an example sbowing the difference between these

He showed that if the population parameter 8 is estimated by this fonnuJa

by substituting for n. lhe actual number ofdifferent alleles in the sample(nJ,
it has some desirable statistical properties. First, the estimator, say D, thus
obtained is indeed the maximum likelihood estimator at 8, namely,

2ll

(8.31)

(8.310)

8.2 Some models 01 allelic mutations

Secondly, this estimator is sufficient, that is, all information regarding 8 is
contained in n~; namely, if "~ is given, the joint probability distribution of
the number or representatives of various alleles in the sample is independent
of 6. He claims that, as compared with this, the common method of
estimating 6 by equating 1/(1 + 0) to the expected homozygosity (see
equation 8.18) is much less satisfactory. According to Ewens (1979), 8
estimated by 1/f - I, where / is the sum of squares of allelic frequencies in

the sample, is strongly biassed and is accompanied by a much larger mean
squareereor than 1'), and therefore undesirable. Ewens (1972) also proposed
approximate statistical tests to check whether the observed frequencies of
polymorphic alleles at individual loci conform to the neutral theory.
Although EweRS' sampling theory is statistically elegant, in my opinion, its

two measures of the number of alleles. let us suppose that four alleles, AI>

A 2 , A J and A", occur with respective frequenciesO.5, 0.3, 0.15 and 0.05. Then
the sum of squares of allelic frequendes is 1-(0.5~ +(0.3)2 +(O.l5t +
(0.05)2 = 0.365 so that n. - 1/1 - 274, which is smaller lhan the actual
number n. - 4. Clearly, rare alleles contribute little to ne'

Next, we shall consKler the number of alleles in a sample. Suppose we
draw a sample of size n from tbe population. Then what is the expected
number of alleles in the sample? Consider a particular allele whose
frequency in the population happens to be x. The probability that this allele
is represented at least once in the sample is I - (I - xla-. The expected
number of alleles whose frequencies in the population arc in the range x
x + dx is II>(x)dx. Therefore. the expected Dumber of different alleles in the

sample of size n is

ii" = [[ I - (I - x)a.]~(x)dx. (830)

It was shown by EWen5 (1972) that ifall the alleles are selectively neutral so
that l1)(x) is given by (8.17), the relationship between the expected number of
alleles in the sample and the population parameter 8 - 4NcD is
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(8.33)

(8.33.)

(8.34)

applicability [0 actual situations is quite limited. As I have shown already,
there are probably some ten times as many slightly deleterious alleles as
selectively neutral alleles at the lime of OCCurrence, so that, if the sample size
is large (which is essential for any single locus test such as Ewens' to be
meaningful). slightly deleterious alleles will inDate the n~ value and this will
greatly redu~thc validityofEwens' tests. This point has already been made
by Nci (1975) and Ohta (l977b), and more recently by Li (1979~ We shall
discuss more extensively in chapter 9 various statistical tests which have
been proposed to check: the neutraJ theory through the usc of observations
on protein polymorphisms.

In the above treatments, we bave used a model assuming an infinite
number of allelic Slates. However, it is sometimes more convenient to use a
model in which the number of~ssible allelic states is K rather than infinity.
Particularly, the symmetric K allele model in which mutations occur in
equal frequencies in all directions among K alleks, A I' A l , .. . ,A.:, is useful
(Kimura, 1968b~

Let v be tbe mutation rate per gene per generation. We shall denote by v,
the mutation rate by wbich each allele mutates to one of the remaining
(K - l)alleles so that 0, - v/(K - I~ Then, it can beshown(Kimura., 1968b)
that under random mating, the expected homozygosity at equilibrium (still
assummg selectively neutral mutations) is

Ro _ E( i: Xl) _1+ (2N. - IX2v, - vfK) (8.32)
'''0 2N. (2N. 1)(1 01K)]'

where x, is the frequency of the j·th allele AI.ln this formula, if we let K _ co
while holding (K - l)v1 - 11- constant, then v, -0 and vf K -0, and
therefore we get

I
R. - 'C2N".~("2N".-'---I")("I----:''')'..

Since the mutation rate v is much smaller than unity, the denominator of
this formula reduces to [ + 4N.II with good approximation, thus leading to
a formula equivalent to (8.14). Also, from equation (8.32), if we assume
N," I "II, we get a useful formula

R _ 1+4N.II/(K-I)
o I +4N.IIK/(K I)'

which agrees with (8.14) when K - co. The average heterozygosity may be
obtained by R. - I - Ro.

The actual value of homozygosity (or sum of squares of allelic
frequencies) in a particular population is likely to deviate from the average

value Ra due 10 random frequency drift. The variance of such deviations at
a steady state in which mutation and random sampling balance each other
has been obtained by Stewart (I976~ His formula is

26\1 + BIL)
V" (H) - (I + B+ BIL)'(2 + B+ BIL)(3 +B+ BIL)'

Where L '" K - I and 9". 4N.11. Since H. - I - Ho this formula applies
both to homozygosity and heterozygosity. In this formula, if we let L - 00.

we obtain equation (8.16) which gives the variance of homozygosity (or
heterozygosity) for the infmite allele model. An interesting point made by
Stewart in relation to the nonrecurrent casc: (i.e. L -. 00) is that the ratio of
standard deviation (1H to the mean R. is about 0.41 when 8-1.0, but
increases to 1.75 as 8 decreases toO.1 and to 5.75 when 8 "" 0.01. This means
that if 4N.tI is small, the standard deviation of heterozygosity (HJ among
equivalent loci may be several times greater than its average value.

In our hypothetical mammal which we discussed in the previous section,
the average heterozygosity ror electrophoretically detectable alleles is 4.gol..
ror which the ratio (1"jR. turns out to be about 25. It is important to note
that even if the intrinsic parameter 8 - 4N.v remains constant at a given
locus, the actuallcvel of heterozygosity will deviate a great deal rrom the
expected value (R.) during the long course of evolution. Thus, the ramiliar
argument by tbeselectionists that the level ofbeterozygosity is determined
as an optimum strategy for the species to adapt to its environment willlosc

much of its force.
tn addition to selectively neutral alleles. it is natural to inquire how much

variability can be maintained in a finite population when mutations are
heterotic, that is, overdominant. Kimura and Crow (1964) investigated an
infinite allele model with overdominant mutations. In this model it is
assumed that all the heterozygotes have equal fitnesses, and that all the
homozygotes have equal fitnesses which are lower by s as compared with
the heterozygotes. In other words, oS is the selection coefficient against
homozygotes. It is expected that many more alleles are maintained within a
population if all the alleles produced by mutation are overdominant than if
they are neutral Kimura and Crow developed an approximate method to
treat this problem. For example. in a population of N. - lOS, if the
mutation rate is 11- 10-s and the selection coefficient is s _ 10-', then we

get n. ,. 13.5 as the effective number oralleles. The average heterozygosity is
R. -0.926. This may be compared with the selectively neutral case having
the same mutation rate lO-s and thesameelTective population number 10',
for which '*. "" 4N.II + I - 5.0. This gives an average heterozygosity of



8.3 The age of II neutral mutant in a finite population
To understand the pattern ofgenic variability within 3. population,

the concept of the age ofa mutant allele is very useful. So, I shall consider, in
this section, the problem ofeslimating the age of a mutant. In olher words.
we ask the question: how many generations a mutant allele with a given
rrequency x has persisted in the population since it appeared by mutation?
This problem was first treated mathematically by Kimura and Ohla
(1973b) and solulions for some Simple situations were given by them. ThIS
was followed by more general IreatmeniS by Maruyama (1974). and

R. - 0.80. In this case, overdominance plays a relatively small role in
increasing the average heterozygosity, since high heterozygosity is already
allaine<! by mutation alone.

Ir the mutation rale is lower, such as tl- 10-', in a population of
N. - 10'. overdominance is more effective. For example, if $ _ 10-', the
effective number of alleles maintained is roughly 8 as compattd with 1.4 for
the corresponding case of s"'" 0.

Although it is unrealistic to assume Qvecdominance for many loci 10 the

genome, the possibIlity can not be excluded that in a small fraction of the
loci, variant alleles may be maintained by overdominancc. An interesting

C~ has been reported by Kerr (1961). This is the sex-determining alleles
found in bee populations in Brazil. In this case, alleles an~ baplo-viable but
homozygous lethal so thai lhey are overdominanl with s = I in females
while the males maybe regardcdasgameles.lnfaet, Kerrapplicd the theory
of Kimura and Crow (1964) to analyse his data on the number of sex
determining alleles actually found in local populalions of bees.

The infinIte allele model wilh helerOlic mutations has also been sludied
by Wright (1966~ More recenlly Watlerson (1977a) developed a statislical
method for testing departures from selective neutrality in the direction of
heterozygOle advantage or disadvanlage based on sample homozygosity
(sec also Watterson, 1978~ Like Ewens'(1972) test, Watterson's test is based
on a sample from a single locus. As compared with the tests which make use
of a large number of loci simultaneously (Nei and Roychoudhury, 1974;
Nei 1975; Ohta, 1975, I 976b) it contains some drawbacks, including low
statistical power. as pointed out by Li (1979).

There are additional models of molecular population genetics (e.g. the
stepwise mutation model and the infinite site model) which we nero to take
up. but I shall relegate them to later sections. In the next two sections, 1shall
present some important concepts in the stochastic theory of population
genetics and their mathematical treatment.
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Fig. 8.4. The: dislribution of the lit (before fixation) is ilIustrlted for
alle:1es whose colRn! frequencies in the population arc: lOY. Ind SO"
respectively. Abscissa: age: measured with 4N. generations as the unit;
ordinate:: probability density. Note that because of the: reversibility of
the stochastic process involved, Ihese live the: distributions of time:
until extinction of an allele: wbose: current frequencies are X" 0.3 and
O.S.

Maruyama and Kimura(1975). Since then, the problem has attracted much
auention by mathematical geneticists and a number of papers have been
published (see, for review, Watterson, 1977b and Ewens, 1979). Here.f shall

consider only some simple cases pertinent to this book.
If a neutral allele with current frequency x has increased from a very low

frequency since its origin by mutation,it can be shown (Kimura and Ohta,
1973b) that the average age., in terms of generations, is given by

a(x) = _4N.(_x_)kl8.X.
I-x

In deriving this formula, it was assumed tbat the mutant allele has Dot itself
mutated since its origin. Using the terminology of Maruyama (1974), this
gives the 'age before fixation'. As an example, let us suppose that the
frequency of an allele is 10-;'. Then we have a{O.1}::::: l.02N., namely, the

average age in generations is roughly equal to the effective size of the
population. Also, for x _0.3 and 0.5, we have ci(O.3}:::::206N. and 0(0.5}:::::
277N•. These examples suggest that polymorphX: alleles, if they are
selectively neutral. tend to be very old, sometimes older than the age of the
species. Under Ibe same assumptions of no selection and no further
mutation. the mean square age (before fixation) is liven by

( X 1'10'" )a1(x} "" 32N~ --klg. x - --dz
I-x 01-.

(Kimura and Ohla, 1973b). For x - 0.1, this is roughly equal to 28N:,
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gIving a variance of aboul I.SN:. ThIs means that although [he age (before
fixallon) of a mutant allele whose curren! frequency happens 10 be 100/0 is
about N. on the average, it is accompanied by a large uncertainty with
standard deviation of roughly IAN. generations which is larger than the
mean.

To show the highly skewed nature of the distribution of the age tbe

distributions for x - 0.3 and 0.5 8fC given in Fig. 8.4. Th~ curves were
drawn based on the following rationale. The probability densityofthe age
(denoted by t) may be obtained by

~[~.X;I)/r ~.X;')d'}
where q.(p,x:t) is given by equation (3.2) of chapter 3. It tums out thai this
distribution, when the age (t) is measured in units of 4N. generations, is-

(8.42)

In applying the above formula (8.35) to actual situations, one trouble
some problem which we encounter is that we cannot know whether the allele
in question (with frequency x) has increased from a very low frequency or
bas decreased from a previously fixed state (i.e. the other, alternative allele
increased from a low frequency to I - x). For the latter case. the
appropriate age is iJ(1 - x) rather than «x). The most reasonable solution
to this problem, it seems to me, is to average out these two alternative cases,
weighting by the respective probabilities. It turns out that the relative
probabilities of these two alternative events (assuming no mutations in the
process) are 1 - x and x respectively. This follows from the consideration
that the probability is pIx that a neutral mutant allele with initial frequency
Psubsequently reaches a higher frequency x before it is either lost from the
population or fixed in it. Similarly. the probability is pitt - x) that the
frequency of an allele with initial frequency p increases to I - x.. Thus,
combining these two cases., the probable age whK:h we denote by A(x) may
be given by (I - x)a(x) + xii(1 - x~ This leads to

A(x)- -4N.[xlog.x+(I-x)log.(1 -x)]. (8.41)

For example, ifx - 0.1, we get ..l(O.I)::t: 1.3N•• In thisea."e, it is oolyslighdy
larger than 0(0.1)::t: N.. It is interesting to note that the probable age given
by (8.41) is equal to the average time until either fixation or loss ofa neutral

allele whose current frequency is x..
So far. we have neglected the possibility tbat further mutations occur

during the process of gene frequency change. U such a possibility is
included. the problem becomes mucb more complicated. In this case we
must take into account not only the possibility that further mutations occur
before the mutant allele reaches a bigher frequency but also the possibility
that a mutant allele that has once become fixed in the population eventuaUy
has its frequency decreased by further mutation in conjunction with
random drift. In such a case it may be appropriate to consider the 'age

including fixation' (Maruyama, 1974). Let v be the mutation tate per

generation and assume that whenever a mutation occurs it represents a
new, not pre-existing allele. Assuming a selectively neutral allele, we can
show that if4N.1l < I, the probability of the allele reaching fixation is given

by

(8J7)

(8.40)

fJ..J..) - 2x L (li + I) Tl_I(Z)r-ill .. IlJ..,-,
where .l. - rl(4N.~z - t - 2x and rl_ ,(. ) is the Gegenbauer polynomial
defmed by

,1(I+l)..{ 1-,\
T'_I(:)-~.\i+2,l-i.2'-2-j (8.38)

in which F(·,·,',·) stands (or the hyperseometric function. Here, the
computation is facilitated by noting that for the first two terms, T I (,) _ 0

I • • 0 ,
T I(Z) - 3z, and that for the rema'nlng terms. the following recurrence
formula is available.

iT,' (z) - :(2; + I) Tl_ 1(z) - (i + I)Tl- 2(Z), (8.39)

where; - 2, 3, etc.

Comparison of equation (8.35) with an equation giving the a verage time
until extinction reveals the interesting fact that the average age before
fixation ofan allele is equal to the average time until extinction ofthat allele.
In fact, it was shown by Kimura and Ohta (1969a) that the number of
generations until loss (excluding the cases of fixation) for a neutral allele
having the frequency p is

fo(p) - - 4N.(-p_)IO&CP.
I-p

This is not difficult to understand because the random process by which
allelic frequency goes from p to x and the reverse process by which it goes
from x to p arc symmetric if there is no selection or mutation during the
processes.

where M - 4N.v and p is the initial frequency of the allele. Note that in this
case the fixation is temporary, because the allelic frequency eventually
decreases by mutation changing the allele into a new allele. On the other
hand, we can show that if 4N.o Ii:; I, the probability of the allele reaching the
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(8.43)

state offixation (even temporarily) is zero (assuming that N. is large so that
the diffusion model is valid~ In either case, an appropr18te measure is the
age including fixation. For a selectIvely neutral allele With current
frequency x, this is given by

4N. {f,'I-(I-()'-.
al~(x)-I_M 0 W ~)I-N ~

r' d( }+ [1 - (1 - x)I-."] J... ~(l _ ~1 II •

where M ,. 4N.v. In this formula, it is assumed that tbeinitial frequency p is
very low (p-O~ A general formula for a,,,J'x) is given in Maruyama (1974)
who also tabulated its values for various combinations of4N.v and x. The
age including fixation is usually much longer tban tbe age before fixalion.
For example, when 4N.v -0.1 the mean age including fixation of an allele
whose current frequency is 10-;' is about 5.4N. generations, whereas the age
before rixalion of the same allele is about N. generations. The large
difference betw~n these two ages comes from the fact that, if we consider
mutation of this magnitude, there is a good chance that an allele whose
current frequencyisO.1 happens to be the remnant ofa once fixed allele, and
for such an allele, the length of time required for this allele to rirst reach
fixation plus the time spent during temporary fIXation and subsequent

decrease must all be taken into aecount. This augments the average age
substantially. Note that the average age of a once-fixed allele is at least 4N.
generations.

It will be of interest here to inquire how these ages compare with the
average length of time until a mutant allele reaches a certain frequency, say
x, for the first time starting from a lower frequency p. A general formula for
the average first arrival time was given by Kimura and Ohta{1973b~For a
neutral mutant, disregarding further mutation, the average first arrival time
(in generations) is given by

f..(O) - 4N.[ I : x1og.(l _ x) + 1]. (8.44)

In deriving this formula, it was assumed that the initial frequency is very low
(p-O~ As an example, let us assume that x-O.l. Then we have f..(O):::::
0.2N. so that the average first arrival time is only 1/5 as large as the
average age before fixation. When x is much smaller than unitY,(8.44) may
be approximated by [..(0) _ 2N .x.

Let us now consider, following Kimura and Ohta(l973b), the bearing of
the above results on the spatial pattern of genetic variation. Here we are

particularly concerned wilh the question: how much migration is required
to k.eep the frequencies of a 'rare' polymorphic allele ~ntiall! unifonn
among localities when the allele is selectively neutral? First, consider a one·
dimensional habitat forming a circle of radius r. Let NT be the total number
of breeding individuals in one generation and assume that they are
distributed uniformly with density 6 50 that NT - 2vfJ. Uwe denote by 0'1

the mean square distance of individual migration (assumed to be isotropic)
in one generation, then the distance of migration during t ~enerations

should foUow the normal distribution with mean zero and vananoe a~ =
tal when t is large. U the abscissa of this distribution is wrapped arou~~ a
circle of radius 27[7, and if tbe resulting (superimposed) probability
distribution on tbe circle is approximately uniform, then the frequencies
among localities of a mutant allele having age f will become essnltially
uniform. On the other band, if the time since tbe first appearance of the
mutant allele is short and if the superimposed probability distribution on

the circle still markedly deviates from tbe uniform distribution. dear local
differentiation of allelic frequencies should result.

If we substitute a(x) for t in this reasoning and if we note that the
superimposed distribution is essentially uniform when 2.r:it 20', or

v~~, (~~

then we obtain

N,:; 2•• Jii(x) (8.46)

as a condition for the uniform distribution of frequencies of ncutcal alleles
among localities.

Next we consider a two-dimensional habitat extending over a sphere of
radius:. Let us assume that the individuals are distributed uniformly with
density 6. Let a J be the mean square distance of individual migration in one
generation, and assume that the migration is isotropic. Wrapping the

sphere in a two-dimensional normal distribution for ~he distan~ .of
migration in , generations and considering the res~ltlOg probablhty
distribution on the sphere similar to the one conSidered above, the
condition (8,45) leads to

nNT ;:! 46a l t (8,47)

for the two-dimensional case, since NT _ 4nr26 in this case.

For a mutant allele whose average frequency in the whole population
happens to be 0.1, the condition for uniform distribution reduces roughly to

alfJ ~ I (8,48)

if we put t = a(O.l)::t: NT in (8,47).



8.4 Sum of a certldn quanllty along a sample path or gene
frequency change
In the previous section, we investigated the problem: what is the

age of an allele with a given frequency in a fmite population?

rarer alleles at several loci (such as malic dehydroaenase locus) are
essentially identical among widely separated subpopulations, and that tbe
isoallelic hypothesis cannot explain such identical aUclic configurations.
The above treatment, I believe, bas made it clear that their observations are
nOI incompatible with the neutral theory.

Also I would like to point out that if the observed uniformity of the
frequencies of rare alleles among localities is due to weak 'balancing
selection' rather than migration, the effective size of the local population

(not the whole species) has to be probably at least ofthc order of a million,
not mentioning the fact that the selection cocfftcients have to be equal
among localities. This is because, as first discovered by Robertson (1962) for
overdominant alleles, balancing selection actually IlCttlerales fixation
rather than retards it if the equilibrium frequencies lie outside the range 0.2
0.8 unless N.(s, +.12) is very large, where s, and $2 are the selection
coefficients against the two homozygotes. In fact, if the equilibrium
frequency is 5%, N.(sl + $2) has to be about 2100 in order to retard fixation
by a factor of 100 as compared with the completely neutral case (sec also
Crow and Kimura, 1970. p. 414).

In the above discussion on the spatial distribution pattern of neutral
alleles, based on the concept of the age of an aUc1c, we have tacitly assumed
that there is enough migration between neighboring colonies so that the
situation is essentially equivalent to a panmictic population as a whole.
When migration is highly restricted, tbe problem becomes more intricate. It
has hem shown by Maruyama (l970a, 1971) that some quantities, such as
the flxation probability of a mutant gene and the sum ofbeterozygosity due
to a mutant in the entire process leading to fixation or loss. are
geographically invariant. In other words, these quantities are independent
of the mode of population subdivision, provided that no pan of the
population is completely separated from the others (see also Maruyama,
1977). It is likely that, as compared with these quantities, the age of a mutant
is more dependent on the degree of population subdivision, and funher
studies will be required.

For definitely deleterious alleles, their ages are much younger than the
neutral alleles, and therefore, they are more likely to lead to local
differentiation of frequencies.
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If the total population is subdivlded into colonies (subpopulations) in
each of which the mating is at random, and migration in one generation is
restricted to neighboring colonies (twCKiimensional stepping stone model
of Kimura and Weiss, 1964~ condition (8.48) becomes

mN ~ I, (8.49)

where m is the rate at which each colony exchanges individuals with four
surrounding colonies each generation and N is the effective size of each
colony. However, since the age a(x) at x _ 0.1 has a relatively large standard
deviation, it may be safer to use the first arrival time lAO) at x "" 0.1 for t in
(8.41) to derive the required condition. This leads approximately to

mN ~ 5. (8.50)
These results agree essentially with. those obtained by Kimura and
Maruyama (1971) based on an entirely dilTerent method. For 11 neutral
mutant having the frequency x _ 0.05, the corresponding formula becomes
approximately

mN;' 10. (8.51)

Th.is means that uniform distribution or frequencies among colonies can be
attained if exchange of at le3$t 2.5 individuals occurs On the average
between two neighboring colonies per generation irrespective of the size of
each colony. Thus we conclude that when the average frequency of a 'rare'
polymorphic allele is a few per cent in the whole population, itJ frequency
amongdiffercnt localities is expected to be essentially uniform ifthe allele is
selectively neutral and if there is migration of at least a few individuals on
the average between adjacent colonies each generation. It is possible that in
many Drosophila species, with their enormous population size and with
their high individual mobility in addition to the possihility of long range
migration by airborne individuals, virtual panmixia is usually attained even
if subpopulations are very far apart.

In addition, the associative overdominance at a neutral locus caused by
linked selected loci (Ohta and Kimura. 1970, 1971d; Ohta, 1971) will
contribute at least partly to keeping the distribution of neutral alleles
uniform among localities. The reason for this is that the associative
overdominance creates a sort of inertia so that whenever a local frequency is
temporarily disturbed it tends to go back to the original frequency,
although there are no definite equilibrium frequencies for the neutral allele
10 settle back to on the long term basis (Ohta, 1973b).

Prakash, Lewontin and Hubby (1969), in their studies on lhe pattern of
genetic variation among subpopulations of Drosophila psft4doob.scura,
rejected the model of neutral isoalleles on the ground that frequencies of

T
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Fig. 8.5. Diagram illustrating a sample path (denoted by co) of gene
frequency change with time. In this case the path slatU from p al time
oand reaches fixation at time I •. ibe thick horizontal segments in the
figure represent, lU a whole, tbe sojourn time in the Frequency interval
(:c,;c +6:c~ The ordinate; gem: frequency. The abscissa; time.
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(8.S6b)

(8.5"),,/«()-2f(()LG{l)IU![V~G{m.

"(p)- J: G«()d(! J: G(()d(.

and

where

8.4 Sum of a cenain quantity along a sample path

expected value of the sum off(x) along a sample path. In symbols, we have

F(p)- E[t f(x•.,)dlJ. (8.52)

where E is the operator of taking the expectation (a7erage) 07er all the
sample paths and t. is the time when the path ~heseither fiullon or loss.
In terms of the transition probability denSity ~(p,x;t), F(p) can be

expressed as

F(p) = f: de f: ~(p,x;,)f(x)dx, (8.53)

where q,{p,x;r) is the p£obability density that the f~uency of the a1~le in
question be:comesxat timer gi~n that i~ frequ~CYlsp.ate-? Then It.can
be shown that F(p) satisfies the folJowltlg ordltlary differenual equation.

~V d'Flp) + M dF(p) + I(p)-O, 18.54)
2 I,(i"j)l I, dp

h M and V are res....... tively tbe mean aod the variaooeofthechangewere I, I, r- .

of the gene frequency p during one generation.
If the occurrence of mutations in the process can be neglected, the ~wo

boundaries. x ... 0 and x _ I, act as absorbing barriers., and the appropnate

boundary conditions are

F(O) _ F(I) _ O. 18.55)

The solution of equation (8.54) under these boundary conditions is

Flp) ~ [I - "(pll J: '/l()"({)d(

hlp) J: ,,/(m1 - "(md(, (856)

Gl() - "P [ - 2t (M.JV..)dx ] (8.560)

(Maruyama and Kimura, 1971). .. . .
In these expressions, l4(p) is the probablllly of the ultimate fixatIon of a'.
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Mathematically speaking, this is a special case of a much more general
problem of determining the sum (i.e. integral) of an arbitrary (unction, say,
f(x), of gene frequency (x) along a sample path of gene frequency change. In
chaptet 3 we presented a few examples ofsample paths (see Fig. 3.3) drawn
from Monte Carlo experiments simulating the behavior of a neutral allele in
a small populatIon.

In the mathematical treatment of tbe stochastic behavior of mutam
alleles in a finite population. it is often convenient [0 regard the stochastic
process involved as a collection of sample paths of gene frequency change.
In terms of such a formulation, the problem ofdetermining the average lime
uotil fixation of a mutant allele reduces to tbat of evaluating the average
value of the integral along sample paths which reach fixation (x." J)
starting from the initial frequency (x = p), takingf(x) = I as the integrand.
Similarly, the expected value of the sum of the fraction of heterozygotes
produced by a mutant allele until fixation or loss in a random mating
population is equal to the average of the integral off(x) _ 2x{1 - x) along a

sample path over all cases that start from p and reach either fixation or loss.
Although a full treatment of this subject is beyond the scope of this book,

I would like to present a shon account oftbe theory with special reference
to the 'sojourn time' which a mutant allele takes at various frequency classes
in the course of change.

Let us first consider a collection of sample paths represeoting the
frequency of an allele that reaches either fixation or loss starting from an
initial frequency p. We shall denote by x.~ the frequcllCy ofthe allele at time
r aloog a particular sample path w as shown in Fig. 8.5. Let F(p) be the
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mutant allele whose initial frequency is p (Kimura. 1962), and ClI:p[-J
stands for the exponential function. Note that in the special case of genic
selection in which the mUlant allele has a selective advantage s, we have
M., - .sp(l - p~ and in conjunction with V" = p(l - p)/(2N.), we gCI
G(O - e-

S
( from (8.56c~ where S -4N~. Substituting this in (8.56b), we

obtain ~p)_(I_e-s,)/{I-c-~ in agreement with equation (3.11) of
chapter 3.

The sum of the fraction of heterozygotcs over all generations until either
fixation or loss for a mutant allele whose initial frequency is p can be

obtained from F(p) oCequation (8.56) by putting f(p}::: 2p(l - p). which is

tbe expected frequency of heterozygotes involving a mutant allele whose
frequency is p in a random mating population. ut us suppose tbat the
mutant allele bas a selective advantage s and that DO further mutations
occur in the subsequent process. In this case., G(a_e- S(, V

1
(=

W - (Y(2NJ, f(<l- 2((1 - (). and ',(<l- SN."'(1 -,-'>'5. Thus, dw,
denote the expected value of the sum of the fraction of heterozygotes by
H(p~ we obtain H(p)_ 2(u(p) - p)Js in agreement with equalion (3.1.5).

For a seJectivdy neutral mutant. letting s ..... 0, the equation for H(p)
reduces to H(p) -4N.p(1 - p). Thus the total heterozygosity produced by
a SIngle mutant is

H(If2N),<2NJN. (S.57)

This reduces to 2 ifN. - N, that is, if the effective and tbe actual population
sizes are equal.

The average length of time until fixation or loss of a mutant which we
denote by T(p)can be obtained byputtingf(p) = I in equation (8.56). For a
selectively neutral mutant, we have M 1z = 0 so that G({) = I and w(p)"" p,
and therefore \If/(~) ... 4NJ({( 1- {»). Thus we obtain

T(p)_ -4N.[(I_ p)log.(I- p)+ p log. p], (S.5S)

which agrees with the result obtained by Watterson (l962~

We shall now consider the problem ofcomputing the average value of the
sum of f(x) along sample paths of gene frequency change conditional on
fixation. namely, we take the average only for sample paths reaching
fixation and exclUding those leading to loss. In symbols, we consider the
quantity

In terms of the transition probability density, this can be expressed as

F dp)ju(p)., where u(p) is the fixation probability and

F\(p)- f~ dt J: q,(p,x;t)f(x)u(x)dx. (8.59)

In this expression, the subscript I denotC$ that it isconcemed with sample
paths reaching rlXation (x - I).

It can then been shown that F\(p) satisfies the differential equation

t VI~F;(p) + M1.Fap) + u(p)f(p) - 0, (8.60)

where primes indicate differentiation. This equation is similar to (8.54). The
only difference is that here the equation contains the term u(p)f(p) instead
of f(p) as found in equation (8.54).

Under no mutation, the relevant boundary conditions are

F.(I)~F,(O)~O. (S.61)

It turns out tben that the expected value of the sum of f(x) along a sample
path starting from p and reaching fixation is

E[ f: f(x•.Jdll x•.•• - I]
_, ~(:~p) f: ',(<J[u(m'd{ + J: ',(<lu(<J[I-u(md(.

(S.62)
where"',W is given by (8.500).

The average time until fixation (excluding the cases of evenlUalloss) of a
selectively neutral mutant can be obtained from this equation by putting

f(x) - I, and noting that Gm - 1 for a neutral allele and therefore
!II/({) =4NJ[{(l- {»). Substituting these in (8.62) we can immediately see
that at the limit p ..... O this reduces to 4N. in agreement with Kimura and
Ohtn (1969a).

The above treatments are concerned with the mean (tbe first moment) of
the stochastic integra~ but a theory has been developed by Maruyama and
Kimura (1971) to obtain the higher moments. Those who are interested in
this type of problem may consult this paper together with Maruyama an~

Kimura (1975), Maruyama (1977) and Nagylaki (1974).
Let us now treat the problems relnted to the sojourn times, namely, the

lengths of time which a mutant allele spends at various frequency classes in
the course of change. We shall be particularly concerned with the mean
sojourn time for sample paths conditional on fixation as depicted in Fig. 8.5.
Using the general theory which we have developed in this section, the mean
sojourn time at a given gene rrequency, say y, may be obtained by letting
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(8.64)

f(x) - 6(x -.Y) wherc dO is the Dirac delta function. This function
extracts the probability at x -.Y but ignores all probabilities for other
values of x than 'y. More generally, for any function c;(x), we have

f~(x)6(x - y)dx - ~(y) (8.63)

(8.66)

takes on the average about 4N. generation until fixation (see equation 3.23).
If the actual and effective population sizes arc equal. the mutant allele
spends on the average two generations at each rrequency class on its way to
fixation.

Next, consider the case or genK: selection. Let s be the selective advantage
or the mutant allele over the pre-existing allele. Then Mb ""' sx(l - x),
Vb""' x(l - x)j(lN.) and u(x) =(1 - e-SZVO - e-SJ. so that we obtain.

(l_e-s'")[I_e-S{I-..']

cIl l (x)= sx(l-x)(1 e-S)

where S = 4N~. In the neighborhood or x,. 0, the right-hand side of this
equation becomes roughly equal to 4N., suggesting that even a mutant
allele having a definite selective advantage or disadvantage (assuming !sIto
be: small, but 4N.!sI may be: large) behaves as ifselectively neutral when it is
still rare. At this stage its fate is largely determined by random sampling
drift.

At intermediate frequencies, the mean sojourn times of a definitely
advantageous mutant (i.e. 4N~"I) are shortC'r than the corresponding
sojourn times of neutral alleles. For values of x ror which both 4N~x and
4N.s(I-x) are reasonably larger than unity. say, larger than 5. we have
approximately

cIl1(x)dx = SX(~ x)" (8.61)

It is well·known rrom the deterministic treatment of gene frequency change
(see equation 6.4 of chapter 6) that the rate of change or allelic frequency is
given by

dx = sx( I - x), (8.68)
dl

so that the length of time which a mutant allele with selective advantage
s( > 0) takes to increase from x to x + d.x is dt = dxj[sx(1 - x)]. This ~ans
that in this frequency range the behavior of mutant alleles can be descnbed
satisfactorily by deterministic theory. In the neighborhood of x-I, the

right·hand side ofequation (8.66) again bec:omes roughly equal to 4N•. Thi.s
means that a mutant allele having a definite selcctive advantage, as It
approaches fixation, starts to behave as if it were. selectively neutral. :h~n,
the determinislic equation (8.68) again becomes madequate to descnbe: Its

.pehavior, and we must use equati.on (8.66). " . .
The selection coeffiCient s may either be poSitive or negative, but when It

is negativc, it is convenient to put S,. - s', wheres' > O. Substituting this in

provided that the range olintegration includes the point .Y.ln the following,
the letter x rather than .Y will be used to represent the allele frequency.

Let 4l1(p,x) be the density of Lbc conditional mean sojourn time for
sample paths that reach fixation starting from p. This has the meaning that
<Ill (p,x)dx represents the average of the total time which an allele spends in
the frequency range x _ x +dx before it becomes ru.ed in the population

(see the thick horizontal .segments on the time-axis in Fig. 8.5). From the
above explanation, it will be evident that ¢II (p,x) is given by equation (8.62)
if we put f({),. 6«(' - x) in (8.56a). This leads to the following expressions
for 4l 1(p,x).

.. ( x) _ 1.(x)(1 - ,(x)] (x ~ p) }
,p, V'()'·hU x

~ ( ) 2(1 - ,(p)] ,'(x)
.... 1 p,x -) , (x < p)

u(p Vhu'(x)

where u(x) is the fixation probability and

u'(x),. di(x)jdx - G(X)!I G(x)dx.

For a mutant allele which is represented only once at the moment of
appearance, p - 1/(2N), where N is the actual population size.. Then only
the expression for x;;:; p in equation 8.64 is relevant, and the average
number of generations which the mutant allele spends in the interval
between x and x +dx before fixation is lbl(x)dx, where

.. (x) _ 2*)(1 - ,(x)] (I > ~ _I) (8.64,)
I Vhu'(x)' X 5:: 2N .

The mean sojourn time at each frequency class, x _ ij(2N)(I_ I, 2, ... ,
1- Ij2N), is given by ¢l,(x)j(2N).

If the mutant is selcctively neutral, u(x) _ x and V... = x(1 _ x)j(2N.), and
the above equation reducts to

lIldx) - 4N.. (8.65)

This means thaI the neutral mutant spends on the average (J)1(x)/2N_
2N.jN generations at each frequency dass until Iixation. Summing this
for all (2N - I) frequency classes, we obtain the result that a neutral mutant
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(8.73)

(8.72)( I) I I
u 2N ':=::2N'J: G(X)dX'

we obtain

J'G«)d{
I •

<I>(x)~ 'J";-'--,
N· Vb G(x) 0 G({)d{

where G({) is given by (8.56c). In the neighborhood of x -0, we have
approximately eP(x) = I/(NV.J. Then, if we put Vb::tl x/(2NJ. we have

l1>(x:)::::(2NJN)'x- I
, (O<x<cl). (8.74)

Comparison of this expression with the equation for the mean sojourn time
of a neutral mutant (see equation (8.71), where we put p _ 1/(2N» shows
that, in the neighborhood 0( x -0, the behavior of mutanU in seneta!,
including those having a mild selective advantage or disadvantage, IS

essentially the same as that of a selectively neutral mutant.
Detailed behavior of overdominant alleles can also be studied using the

same gCIleral method as explained in this section. Readers who are
interested in the subject are invited to read Nei and Roychoudhury(1973).

We have restricted our consideration to the average (fi~t moment) of
sojourn times., but we can obtain the higher moments as shown by
Maruyama and Kimura(I97I)and NagylaJd (1974). The latter went further
and worked out not only a general expression for the n-th moment but also
the probability distribution of the sojourn time. For details, readers should
refer to Nagylaki (1974).

Equations (8.70) are equivalent to 'the transient function' t(x) of Ewens
(1969~and also to the steady flux distribution with ". _ I given by Kimura
(1969b). For a mutant allele which is represented only once at the moment
ofappearance, the density of the mean sojourn time at x before fixatioo or
loss of the allele can be obtained from the first formula of(8.70). In this case.,
if we note that

8.5 The stepwise mutation model
The infinite allele model discussed in section 8.2 assumes that

whenever a mutation occurs it represenu a new, not pre-existing allele. This
model would be perfectly realistic if individual variants in the population
could be identified at the level of nucleotide or amino acid sites. However,
experimental analyses of genetic variability at present still resl mostly on a
_ •• _L __ ... , ''' '',-, __ ,. , .... " •

,
(8.70)

(8.71)

(8.66) we get

(I - (-$''')(1 _ e-S'(I-"IJ

c»1(X)_ s'x(l-x)(1 -e-I') (8.69)

where S' - 4NrJ'. Comparison Oflhe two equations, (8.66) and (8.69), shows
that two mutant alleles. one with selection codficient J and the OttK:r with
- S, ha vt exactly the same mean sojourn time at various frequency classes
under the condition that the alJelcs afC destined to fixation in the
population. Furthermore, comparison oflhcse equations with (8.65)show$
that the mean sojourn times arc shorter than tbose of selectively neutral
alleles. Thus, the average time until 6ntion. i.e. J~c))I{X)d.x where
p = tf{21Y). becomes shOrter for deleterious as well as for advantageou.s
alleles. It is obvious tbalthe ~ngth or time until fixation should be shoner
for an advantageous mutant whose increase is helped by positive natural
seleclion, but it is ratber difficult to perceive by common sense., that this is
also shotler for a deleterious mutant whose increase tends to be resisted by
negative selection. This apparent paradox can be resolved by noting that
the probabilities of these two even~ are vtrydilTerenL In particular, fixation
of a deleterious mutant must be a very rare event, and only under
concatenation of lucky steps of chance increase, can such a mutant reach
fixation. In Other words, when a mutant is fixed by chance in the face of
adverse selection, the entire process must be finished quickly through a
series of lucky jumps.

So far, we have considered the mean sojourn time for the sample paths
leading to fixation (essentially the same method can be used to treat the
paths leading to extinction). In addition to these, it is desirable to derive
expressions for the mean sojourn time for all the paths together, that is, (or
the paths that go either to fixation or loss starting from p. The density,
Ib(p,x~ of such mean sojourn lime satisfies equation (8,54) with J(P)-o
(x - pl. Ifwe assume that bothx = 0 and x = I act as absorbing barrie~,the
boundary conditions are l%>(O,x)-¢l(l,x) =0, and the SOlution can be
expressed as follows.

<1>( x)_ 2,(p)[I- ,(x)] ( ~ )}
p, V '() X R P

.~u x

<1>( x) _ 2[1 - '(p)]",,) ( < I
p, V.~u'(x) x p

For a selectively neutral allele, the above reduces to

l1>(p,x) - 4N,p/x (X!1: .0) }

(x <.0)
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RCR and never CRR or RRC. From such observation Bulmer claimed that
the alleles involved are not selectively neutra~ because, if they were, one
wouki expect all possible orders of sequences to be equally likely.

That Bulmer's criticism is unfounded and that his observation is indeed
compatible with the neutral theory was pointed but by Maynard Smith
(1972~ Also, Kimura and Ohta (1973a). using the stochastic theory or
population genetics and based on the nature of electrophoretic mutations,
explained why Bulmer's observation is a natural consequence of protein
polymorphisms being selectively neutral.

In Fig. 8.7, a typical pattern oCextinction and multiplication ofselectively
neutral mutants is illustrated, where the assumption of stepwise production
of mutations is also incorporated. The figure wasConS1rUCted by taking into
account the population dynamics of neutral mutants as explained in the
above few sections. Panicularly, it hu been noted in drawing the figure
that if p is the present frequency ofa oeutral allele in the population, then
the probability is pix that it subsequently reaches a higher frequency x
before it becomes either lost from the population or fixed in it. As to the
mode of change in mobilities due to mutation, it is assumed that change
occurs in such a way that the band moves either one step in the positive
direction or one step in the negative direction on the gel. In Fig. 8.7, such
changes are mllrked by plus and minus signs. In more concrete terms, it is
assumed that aspartic and glutamic acids are acidic and negatively charged,
lysine and argine are basic and positively cbarged, while tbe rest are
electrically neutral, and that the mobility is sokly determined by the
difference in net charge or a protein. Funbermore, it is assumed that one
positive and one negative charge cancel each other. At various times
(abscissae), the sequence on the electrophoresis gels ofcommon (C) and rare
(R) alleles are ellpressed by such representations as Cc, CR, RCR, etc. It will
be seen that although RCR may occur, CRR, RRC and CRC are unlikely to
occur. In particular, CRC presupposes two common alleles separated by at
least two mutational steps with a rare intermediate allele between them, and
it is dear that such an event is extremely unlikely when the effective number

oC alleles is 1.2 (i.e. 4N.v - 0.2).
Thus, Fig. 8.7 clearly illustrates that Bulmer', prediction regarding the

equal occurrence or aU sequences is unfounded, and his observation is
iodeerl compatible with the neutral theory. Referring to tbe assumption that
one negative and one positive charge cancel each other, Kimura and Ohta
(1973a) stated tbat this is clearly an oversimplification and that it is possible,
if more sensitive tests could be applied, that two variants having charges of
the same sign could still be discriminated. In such a circumstance, weRCR CR RC RCR ce RCRcc

.,

variants. A mutation can be detected only when it leads to replacement of
an amino acid which causes a change in electrophoretic mobility. The
alleles are Identified only as a discrete spectrum of broad bands on the
electrophoresis gels.

In order to aCCOmmodate such a limited resolving power, a model of
stepwise production of neutral alleles was proposed by Kimura and Ohla
(197Ja) and some of its mathematical consequences were rtrst worked out
by Ohta and Kimura (1973). ro its simplest form the model assumes that the
enlire sequence 0( allelic Slates can be expressed by integers., and that if an
allele changes stalt by mutation (due to replacement of an amino acid that
causes a change in electric charge), it moves either one step in the positive
direction or one step in the negative direction (see Fig. 8.6). In this model
one positive and one negative change in electric charge cancel each othe;
leading the allele back to the original state.

Previously, Bulmer (I971b) criticized the neutral theory on the ground
that there is a definite association between the allelic frequencies and their
relative mobilities on the electrophoretic gels. Analysing the data of
Prakash rf 01. (1969), he noted the interesting fact that the most frequent
allele in the population tends to have intermediate mobility and this is
nanked by rare alleles. In Other words, if we denote by C each common

allele and by R each rare allele, then their gel sequence together with their
population frequencies (sometimes called electrophoretic profile) is always

Fia. 8:7. A typical pattern of extinction and multiplication of
sdccclvdy neutral, dectrophoretically detectable mutants in a finite
population.. It is assumed that mutations OCCUr It the late oC ODe
mutation every ten acnerations (4N.Il_0.2). Mo(hlied from Kimura
and Ohta (19731~ For details see tellL

II.
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should expect that eRR may be found to occur, giving an exception to
Bulmer's rule.

It is expected that under the stepwise production of mutant aJleles the
level of hetcrozYiosity is lower than when every mutational change can be
discriminated. Using the stepwise mutation model as depicted in Fig. 8.6,
and assuming a random mating population of the effcclive size N.. Ohta
and Kimura (1973) showed that the average bomozygosityor the expected
value of the sum of squares of allelic frequencies al equilibrium is

R o = E[tXf]'" II J{I +SNev), (8.75)

where Xl is the frequency of A, and 11 is tbe mutation ratt per locus per
generation. More generally, they showed !.hal the expected value of the

product of the frequencies ofalleles which are k stt~ps (k = O. 1,2, ... ) apart is

C.-E[ ~XIXI ••J-Rol~, (S.76)

where

, 1+4N.o-J(I+SN.v)
" • (8.760)4N.o

The expected value or the effoctive number (IIJ of alleles in the population,
as defined by I{Ro , is

n,. J(I + 8H,,). (8.77)

It is or interest to compare this with the corresponding ronnula
n. =- I +4N.o (see equation S.29) ror the infinite allele model which assumes
that every mutation is new and detectable. Although the two models give
very similar n. values when 4N.11 is smal~ the stepwise model gives a much
smaller value than the infinite allele model when 4N.11 is large. For example,
ir 4N.v - 0.2, we have n. - J(I + 8N.I1) "'" 1.IS which is very near to ii.,.
1+ 4N.v,. 1.20. However, ir 4N.u =- 400, we get ii. "'" 28.3 ror the stepwise
mutation model but n. - 401 ror the infinite allele model.

Since Ohta and Kimura's (1973) report, a large number or papers have
been published treating the model in various contexts. Also, it has received
several other designations such as the charge-state model (Marshall and
Brown, 1975; Ewens. 1977), the charge ladder model (Ramshaw et al., 1979),
the Ohta-Kimura model (Li, 1976; Kingman, 1977). or simply the ladder
model, etc.

As to the problem or whether the model is realistic in describing the
e1ectrophoretically detectable variations, opinions differ considerably.
Some authors. such as Johnson (1974), criticize tbe model as being totally

un~alistic rrom the biochemical standpoint. Also, Ramshaw et at. (1979).
based on their experiments using hemoglobin variants, came to the
conclusion that the model is clearly incorrect and that tbe sequential
method or electrophoresis under several conditions or pH and gel
concentration can detect a substantial rraction or amino acid cbanges.
Fuerst and Ferrell (1980), through a similar study or hemoglobin variants,
found thaI.., although the net electrostatic charge is tbe principal de
terminant or electrophoretic mobility. signifteant deviation from strict
stepwise mobility occurs for 30 to 40"1. of the variants studied. They
conclude that the infinite·alIde model of Kimura and Crow (1964) or the
'mixed model' of Li (1976) may be more appropriate than the stepwise
mutation model ror the analysis of electrophoretic data rrom natural

populations.
On the other band, the data or Richardson er al. (19'75) from DrosophikJ

/l'Wllui complex support the assumption of an equally spaced ladder. Also.
Marshall and Brown (197S) consider the model valid u a rllst approxi
mation in predicting the amount and nature ofelectrophoretic variability in
natural populations. Space does not permit us to discuss further pros and
cons of the stepwise mutation model as a means oCanalysing the nature of
electrophoretically detectab~ variants. Readers who are interested in the
subjoct should consult a thoughtful review by Brown et 01. (19SI~ In what
follows, 1shall summarize various results obtained through mathematical

studies of the stepwise mutation model
Moran (1975, 1976) developed a powerful method which enables us to

compute the second and the higher moments of allelic frequencies. The
formula ror the variance or homozygosity (or heterozygosity) turned out to
be very complicated, but he obtained a simp~ approximation rormula

Var(Ro) = 8{(3 + 11.258 + 1381 + 1.78), (8.78)

where 8 - 4N.v.
Moran (1975) also considered the quantity

"-E[~i'xl-(~iX')'] (8.79)

which is the expected value or the variance of the step numbers in the
frequency profile. Although the mean position or the frequency profile

wanders around in the allele space with time, the variance 0"1 settles to a
constant value at equilibrium. He sbowed that at equilibrium

0"1_ 2N.t1. (S.80)

For example. if 4N.u _0.2 this becomes 0'1 -0.1. so that the standard
deviation or step numbers is 0" - 0.32.



The problem ofobtaining tbe distribution of allelic frequency ('frequency
spectrum') for the stepwi~ mutation model is very difficult, and the exact
solution has not been obtained. However, Kimura and Ohta (1975,1978)

developed a theory which enables us to obtaIn approximate formulae which
are suffICiently accurate for our purpose when 4Nc odoes not ex~ unity.

Without going into the details of the mathematical treatment involved. I
shall mention an important property which distinguishes the distribution
under stepwise mutation (which wedenole by <p••,(x» from that under the
conventional infinite allele model (denoted by ll>(x); see equation 8.17); the
expected numbers of low.frequency alleles is much smaller under stepwise
mutation. For example, when 4N.v = 0.2, we have ¢t.~p(O.cIOI) "'" 111.3 but

¢t(O.OOI) =200.1. Also, when 4N.v,. 1.0, we get ¢t.,~p(O.OOl),.147.7, while
¢t(O.OOI) "'" 1000.0. Such a difference in these two models was noted earlier
by Ohta (1975).

A related but a more remarkable feature is that the actual number of
alleles can be enormously different in these two models, even when the
effective numbersofalleles(n~ - I/Ro)aresimilar. This occurs when 4N.v is
small but the population sile N is very large (assuming that 4N.1l is the same
for both models~ tr we denote by pj.: ..~,(N) the expected value 0( the actual
number of alleles in the population, then

n., ...(N)- JI ¢t....(x)dx. (8.81)
1:12/0')

This value increases extremely slowly as N increases if we hold 4N v
constanL In fact, Kimura and Ohta (1978), based on their approximati;n
theory, Obtained the result that n.(co) - 4.09 for 4N~D _ I. (In this case the

effective number of alleks is 1.73.) On the other hand for the conventional
infinite allele model, n. increases without limit as N increases even if4N v is
held constant (sec equation 8.28~ Rapid increase of Ii. with N rna; be
suggested from the fact that already in a sample of the size 250 from a
population in which 4N~v - I, the number of different alleles contained is
6.79 (see Table I of Ewens, 1972~ Note that the effective number of alleles
Ii.,. 4N.v + I = 2.0, does not differ very much from the correspondin~
value (Ii..... 1.73) for the stepwise mutation model.

More recently, Kesten {I 980) developed a rigorous mathematical theory
to estimate the number of different alleles in a large sample based on the
Ohta-Kimura model. ACCOrding 10 him, the asymptotic value of I\(n, N), the
number of different alleles in a sample of sile n from a population of N
breeding individuals, does not depend on the mutation rate. For large
values of nand N (n - 00, N ..... a:l with 2N 2: n), he showed that

I\(n, N) ..... It - l(p; +PI}A(n), (8.82)

where h - l(p; +PI) is a constant, which for the simplest case illustrated in
Fig. 8.6 appears to reduce to 2. What is remarkable is the behavior of4n~A
few values of .l(n) are as follows: A(II) - 1 for 3~ " < 16, A(n) - 2 for 16:l
n < 38142111, and A(n) _ 3 for 3814280:an < IOl6J6JlO. This sbows that A(n)
grows slower than any repeatedly iterated logarithm of II. Yet 411) should
become indefinitely large as II - 00 so that ".(co) so a),contrary to Kimura
and Ohta's (1978) assertion that "-(co) remains finite at 11- a:l. Although
not valid in the strictest mathematical sense, the approximation of Kimura
and Ohta (1978) may bejustified since the sample size in the real world can
never be larger than 10100

• In fact, as is well known, the total number of
proton-electron pairs in our universe is estimated to be of the order of 10'0,
and we seldom imagine taking a sample of size larger than 11= 10', The
stepwise mutation model has also been investigated by Kingman (1976,
1977) because of its intrinsic mathematical interest.

In a more concrete vein, Weir et al. (1976) developed a statistical theory
to test if polymorphisms detected by electrophoresis are in accordance with
the stepwise, neutral mutation model. They applied the test to analyse
Ayala and Tracey's (1974) data on 27 allolyme loci in six populations of
Drasophila willutoni, and obtained the following resultJ. Of the 27 loci,
about 15% (approximately 1/4 o( all polymorphic 001 significantly and
consistently departed from tbe prediction of the model. A further 15%
departed signifICantly in some populations but not in others. The remaining
loci showed an acceptable fit to the model. In tbe rll'St two cases, selection
appeared to be acting against the alleles associated with CJ:treme elec

trophoretic mobilities.
Maruyama and Kimura (1978) investigated tbe amount of genetic

variability maintained in a finite population assuming that both selectively
neutral and slightly deleterious mutations occur in stepwise fashion. They
showed., using two examples in which very slightly deleterious mutations
occur 100 times as frequently as strictly neutral mutations and have a
selective disadvantage only 10 times as large as tbe total mutation rate, that
the effective number of alleles (n.) increases much more slowly as the
population size (N~) increases than is the case when all the mutations are

strictly neutral.
Takahata (1980) considered a composite stepwise mutation model in

which alleles in each charge state (or an 'electromorph' in the sense of King
and Obta, 1975) are members of K allelic states (i.e. each electromorph
consists o(K allelic states~ In this model it is assumed that mutations occur
at the rate v. for e1ectrophoretically detectable alleles and at the rate 1.1), (or
elcctrophoretically hidden (silent) alleles. In tbe former case, a change
occurs in such a way that the allele moves one step either in the positive
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direction or ill the negative direction with equal frequency. In the IaUercase
ofa silent change, the allele cbanges to any of the remaming K _ I alleles in
the same charge state with equal frequency. Thus, an allele changes 10 one or
the other electrophorctically disunet alleles al the rate 0.1(210. or 11 changes
to one oftbe otherelectrophoretically identical alleles at tbe rate o.!(K _ I).
Assuming selective neulrality of alleles, and taking into account both
e1ectrophoretically detectable and silent alleles, be showed that at equili.
brium the avcrage net homozygosity is

R '[ 1 (K-I)' ]
,- K v'(I + 28.) + K(I + 0,) (I + OJ . (8.83)

where BT "" 4N.ut. 8. =4N.v. and u,-" 0. + lib_ The average homozygosity
when only electrophoretic mobility is taken into account is

C,= I/J(I +20.). (8.84)

This equation is equivalent to equation (S.75), and it is essentially a special
case of equation (8.83) for K - I. On the other hand, for 8. _ 0, equation
(8.83) reduces to R o - (K - I + OT)/(K - I + KUrt which is equivalent to
(8.33a).

Takahala's model was motivated by Singh ~l oJ.'s (1976) report that, by
using four different electrophoretic conditions and heat stability test, they
could detect J7 alleles at the xanthine dehydrogenase (Xdh) locus in
Drosopllila pJeUdoobscura where previously only 6 had been found. This
means that the additional conditions enabled them to detect six times as
much polymorphism as the simple (standard) electrophoresis. According to
them, the average heterozygosity at the Xdh locus was 0.44 when the
standard method of electrophoresis was used alone; but this rose to 0.73
when all five criteria were applied. U we use Takahata's model to analyse
their data for which Co =0.56, Ro= 0.27 and K =5, we get 8, = 1.09, and
8T -3.47. This gives the ratio 8,/8T = 0.32, which is the fraction of
mutations to electrophoretically detectable alleles. Takahata also pointed
out that, when 8, is small and K.E:: 2, the net genetic variability in the
population is similar to that predicted by the infinite allele model ('Kimura
Crow' model) rather than to that predicted by the stepwise mutation model.

8.6 Infinite site model

This model was originally formulated (Kimura, 1969b) based on
the consideration that the total number of nucleotide sites making up the
human genome is very large, amounting to (3 _ 4) )( 10' base pairs, while
the mutation rate per site must be very low, possibly of the order of 10- 1 or
10-' per generation. The model assumes that the total number or sites

available for mutation is so large while tbe mutation rate per site is so low
that whenever a mutant appears. it represents a mutation at a new,
previously homal1e1ic site, that is at a site where mutant fOrmJ are not
segregating.

Since: a mutant which appears in a fmite population is either fIXed or lost
from tbe population within a finite length of time., the number or segregating
sites at any given moment remains finite even if the total number of
available sites is inflniteaod ifacertain (finite) number ornew mutations are
constantly being fed into the population in each generation.

Using this model, a mathematical theory was developed (Kimura, 1969b)
which enables us to estimate tbe number of heterozygous nucleotide sites
maintained in a finite population under steady flux of mutations. Then it
was shown, for example, tbat in a mammalian spocies baving the variance
effective number of 10000, if the mutations (nucleotide change) occur
at the rllte of two per gamete per generation and if they are selectively
neutral, the average number of heterozygous nucleotide sites per individual
due to such mutations turns out to be about 8 )( 10".

This model was later called 'the model of infinite sites' (Kimura. 1971).
and has since been proven to be very useful in treating problems of
evolution and variation at the molecular level. Without going into the
details of the mathematical treatment involved, I shall summarize, in what
follows, the main results obtained on the number of beterozyJOus sites, tbe
number of segregating sites, and the distribution of mutant frequeDcies in
the population (for details. see Kimura. 1969b).

Consider a random mating, diploid population or the effective size N,.
and assume that new mutations occur in '. sites in the population in each
generation.. Let s be the seiective advantage of the mutant over the pre
existing form so that the advantage in bomozygotes and beterozygotes are
respectively 2s and s(the case of'semidominaoce' in fitness~ We denote by p
the initial frequency of the mutant. Let us assume that tbe parameters sand
p are the same among mutations at different sites. Then, it can be shown
that at equilibrium in which mutational input and random extinction
balance each other, the number of heterozygous sites per individual is

H(P) - (2'.MC'(P) - pl. (8.85)

where u(P) ... (I - e-s'l/(I - ~-'), in which S - 4N.J. Here, U(P) represents
the probability of ultimate fixation of a mutant. tr the mutants are
selectively neutral (s ...... O). this reduces to

H(P) -4N.,oPll- pl. (8.86)

In a population consisting of N individuals, if we assume the a mutant
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Heach mutant has a definite selective advantage such that 4N.,s .. I, this
formula is funber simplified to give

H(l/2NJ '= gN.,_, (8.92)

whicb sbows tbat the definitely advantageous mutanu contribute twice as
much to heterozygosity as the selectively neutral mutants (see equa
tion 8.89), provided that tbey occur with equal frequencies. On the other
band. if the mutant is definitely deleterious sucb that 4NcS' »I, wbere
s'= -so equation (891) reduces to

H(l/2Nj,= 2'_1"· (8.93)

Obta (1973. 1974) proposed a hypothesis stating that the majority of

protein polymorphisms are caused by mutational production of very
slightly deleterious alleles and suggested the possibility that such polymor
phisms represent mutation-selection balance where the selection intensity
involved is not much larger tban the mutation rate. A similar possibility has
also been suggested by Wright (1978).

On the whole, I think that mutations having a definite advantage or
disadvantage cannot contribute greatly to the heterozygosity of an

individual because of the nue occurrence of advantageous mutations and
the rapid elimination of deleterious ones..

Nelt, let us consider the average number of segregating sites in the
population. This will be denoted by I,(P), where we assume p _ Ij(2N). U
each mutant is definitely advantageous such that 4N.s> I, we have

J1(lj2N) ;::;:4Nc"_[Iog.(8NN..s) +1 + I], (8.94)

where 1- 0.5772 ... is the Euler's constanL U, on the other hand, eacb
mutant is definitely deleterious so that 4N.% > I, where s' _ - oS, we have

I ,(I 12Nj '= 4N.,_[ -log,(2N,,'INj -, + I]. (g.95)

For tbe case of selectively neutral mutations, the average number of
segregating sites is

1,(l/lNj,=4N.'_8og.(2Nj+ I]. (8.96)

For example, in a population with N. _ 10j and N _ 10', if the neutral

mutations occur at the rate of 10-' per site per generation and if the total

number of nucleotide sites per genome is 3.5 x 109, we get II (l12M
2.2 x 10'. This amounts to roughly 6% of the total sites, although the
frequencies ofmutanu at segregating sites are mostly in the low-frequency
range.

Finally, let us consider the distribution of allelic £rcquencies at equilib
rium. We denote by <Il(p,x) the expected number of sites where the
frequencies ofmutants lie within the range between x and x + dx. Under the

(8.88)

(8.90)

(8.91)

form is r.epresented only once at the moment of irs appearance (a realistic
lWUmptlon for .molecular mutants) we have p _ Ij(2N). Then the number 0(

beterozygouS Sites per individual is given by H{I/2N).
In the special case of selectively neutral mutants., we have, from (8.86),

H(1/2Nj,=2,.NJN. (8.87)

If we denote by 17_ the mutation fale per gamete per generation so Ihal
"_

IC 2Nv_,

equation (8.87) may be expressed as

H(lj2N)::l;:: 4N.vpm. (8.89)

Later, when ~ rest~1 our consideration to a certain region of the genome
(such as a coding regIOn consisting of 1000 nucleotide sites) rather than the
whole genome, we shall use the leiter IJ rather than v. . ,.m"

In the prevIOus section (see section 8.4). the same symbol, H(p). was used

to represent the expected value of the sum of the fr~qu~ncies of het~ro
zygot~s ~a.d~ by a mutant over all g~n~rations until fixation or loss starting
from th~ 100tlai fr~qu~ncy p. Th~re. it was shown (see equation 8.51) that for
a selectively n~utral mutant which is represented only once at th~ moment
o(ap~rance, this quantity reduces to 2NJN. Since 2NI)_ n~w, dirr~rent
mutations occ:~r per gen~ration in the population. the expected number of
heterozygous sites at equilibrium is (2N INj x 2N, 4N .

• • _ - .1) In agree-
ment With equation (8.89). .-

As an example., let us assume that in the human population selCC1ively
neutral mutations occur 011 the average at oL_ .... ,. 10-' .

· . U/C 0" ... per site per
gener~tJon. With 3.5 x la' nucleotide pairs maicing up the genome (the
haplOid chromosome set) I) -35xI0'xI0-'-35 11 h ~ .

· 'po. . - . t e l;uectlve
population number of human species during iu main course of evolution is
N. "" la', then, from (8.89), we have H(lj2N) =4 x lOs x 35 = 1.4 x 101,

namel~, the number of hel~rozygous nucleotide sites due to neutral
mu~atlons amounts to 14 million. Although this is large, it amounu to only
0.4% of the tot.al number of nucleotide sites making up the genome.

Let. us conSIder a more general case with natural selection. From
equatIon (8.85) we obtain

H(l/lN) - 4N(" •• )[1 - "p( - Sp) _..!...J
S l-exp(-S) 2N

where S. 4N.s. This reduces to

H(1/2N)'=4N.('•• )[ 2J I J
s I-exp( 4N.s)-2N.

if lsI <c I.
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1974). Such mutations behave as ifseloctively neutral in a small population,
but are unequivocally selected against in a large population.

Obta (l977b) was the first 10 investigate the population genetical

consequences of very slightly deleterious mutations by assuming that
seloction coefficients against lhe new mutations roUew an exponential
distribution. Sbe bas shown that under this assumption, the rate of

evolution per generation in terms or mutant substitutions is inversely
proportional to the effective population size or tbe species.

From tbe standpoint or the ncutral theory, however, Obta's model bas a
drawback in that it cannot accommodate enough mutations that behave
effectively as ncutral when the population size gets large. To overcome this
difficulty, I proposed (Kimura, 1979) a model wbich assumes that the
selection codf)Cicnts among mutants klUow a Gamma (J1 distribution and

this was termed the model of e1Iectivdy neutral mutations. lbis modd is
based on the idea that sckctive neutrality is the limit when the selective
disadvantage becomes indefinitely small (Kimura and Obta, 1974~

More speciflC8l1y, the model assumes that the frequency distribution of
the selective disadvantage (denoted by s') of mutants amona different sites
within a gene (cistron) fonows the r distribution

f("-"'-~"'-'/roo, (8.98)

where a. - flli', in wbich j' is the mean selective disadvanta8c, and fl is a
parameter such that 0 < fl S 1. Uwe measure the selective disadvantage in
terms or the Malthusian parameter (Fisher, 19JOb), j' bas the range (0, co).
On the other band, if we measure it, in terms of the conventional selection
coefficient, tbe true range or j' is restricted to the interval (0, I~ However,
because we assume that i' is small, with a typical value of IO- l

, f(s') is
negligible beyond s' = 0.1 so that we can take the entire positive axis as the
range of integration without serious error.

In tbis rormulation, we disregard benefICial mutants, and restrict our
consideration only to deleterious and neutral mutations. Admittedly, tbis is
an oversimplification, but as I shall show later, a model assuming that
beneficial mutations also arise at a constant rate independent or en
vironmental changes leads to unrealistic results.

Let us consider a diploid population of effoctive size N•. We apply the
infinite site model (see section 8.6) to a gene locus or cistron, and denote by
v. the effoctively neutral mutation rate that is defined by the relationship

f
1IU/fJ

". -". f(")ds', (8.99)

where v is the mutation rate per cistron. In other words, we call the
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condition that a mutant at each individual site is represented only once 81
the mamen! of OCCurrence, if we denote <1>(1/2N, x) by lD(x). we obtain

2v rG(x)dx

¢l(x) - Vb~)~~ I (8.97)
G(x)dx

•
where ~.) is ~ven by equation (8.56c) and M

b
and VI.. are the mean and

tbe var:'ance ~n tbe change of the mutant frequency (x) during one
generation. ThIS formula was obtained by Kimura (1964)'· an I . 01
W . h' d" "bu' .... ex enSlon

ng t s Is~n .tIO~ for irreversible mutation (Wright, 1938, 1942, 194.5).
NO.lethal tha.s alulCldes with equation (8.73) except for the factor 2Nv
whICh ~epres:en~ tbe number of sites at which mUlations OCCUr in ;;;h
generatlon dlstnbutcd lhroUghoul the population.

A more exact and detailed study on tbe number o(segregating sites was
made by Walterson (1975) using the infinite site model (see also
Ewens. 1979~

Althougb lh~ i~nite site model was originally formulated with the whole
genome comprISing all nucleotide sites in mind, the model may be applied
to treat a gene locus or astron (a segment of DNA coding for a prot' )

~ause ea~h cist~on consists 0(a large number, say 1000 of nucleotides::
Li (I977b) tnVcstlgated the distribution of nucleotide differences bctwec

t~o randomly ~bosen cistrons in a finite population applying the infinit~
site model to ClstrOns.

Ohta and ~i~ura (I971c) investigated linkage disequilibrium (i.e. non
r~nd~m ~Iatlon o~ mut~1 forms) between two segregating nucleotide
Sltes.1n a fimte po~ulalJon uSing the infinite site model. Based on the results
obtained, they POlOted out that strong linkage disequilibrium must be very
common between segregating nucleotide sites within a cistron.

8.7 Model of effectively neutral mutations

r~ ourdiscus~ionon the relationship between tbe rate ofevolution
and ~Iectlve ~onst~atnt (see chapler 7), we orten round it convenient to
c1asslr~ mutations IOtO two distinct types, slrictly neulral and definitely
d~let~nous, ~nd argued that the proportion or neutral mutations decreases
wlth.lOc(easlng runctional conSlraint. In reality, however, there may be a

COOllOuu.m bctw~n these two types and the possibility cannot be excluded
that the mtermedlate types between these two extremes arc important. In
other .words, at the molecular level, a substantial proportion or new
mutations could be very slightly deleterious as emphasized by Ohta (1973,
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(8.103)

8.7 Molkl oj effectively neutral mutations

namely, the rate ofevolution per generation is equal to the rate ofeffectively
neutral mutations.. This may be regarded as a generalization of the weU·
known relationship k - v which is valid for strictly nculnll mutations (see
equation 3.20). In the case of fJ - 0.5 which is illustrated in Fig. 8.8, tbe rate
ofevolution per generation is inversely proportional to.,[ii".., provided that
N.r is large u can be seen from (8.100).

Let R. be the average number of heterozygous sites per cislron, so that

R. ~ [H(l/2NJ!('1d.o" (8.104)

where H(I/2N)isgiven by equation (8.90) in whicb we put v_ = vand s =

_ .I'. For numericalcalculation ofR.. the following approximation formula

is useful
.[() +R)l-_+(I.S+R)'-'-R'-'

R n =8N.IJR I fJ

_, (U+R)1-'-CO.S + R)1-']
-(I +R) - (I-PJ(2-PJ ' (8.105)

where R ... fJ/(4N.s') and 0 < fJ < 1. In the limiting situation either for
p-O or 5'-+0, this equation reduces to R n-4N.tl, which agrees with
equation (8.89) obtained in the previous section for strictly neutral

mutations.
Let Fl. be the expected heterozygosity of the gene under consideration.

Then, assuming that different sites behave independently, we have

r: = !_e-ll. (8.106)n. '

The rate of evolution in terms of the number of mutant substitutions per
generation, which we denote by k.. is

k. - L" 2NuuJ(s1dJ', (8.101)

where subscript g indicates that it refers to the rate per generation ratber
than per year In this formula, to! is tbe probability tbat a mutant witb
selective disadvantages' become eventually fixed in the population, and it is

given by

U~[I_,U"""']/(I_'''''') (8.102)

(this £onnula IOllows from equation 3.11, ifwe put p= If2N and .1= - .I').

It can then be shown tbat, as a rough approximation,

10"
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mutations effectively neutral if their seltttive disadvantage is less than
1/(2N.~ For 2N.i'» I, (8.99) is appro:timated by

'. - r(l: ffl2:" )'. (8.100)

Fig. 8.8 illustrates the distribution 1(5') for the case fJ "" O.S and j' _ 10- 3. In
this figure, the shaded area represents the fraction of effectively neutral
mutations (vJIJ) when the effective population size: (N.) is 2500. This

fraclion becomes smaller 35 the population size increases. Note that even if
the frequency of strictly neutral mutations (for which 5',., 0) is zero in the
prescnt mode~ a large fraction of mutations can be dTeclively neutral if (J is

small Note also that /(0) = co lOr 0 < fl < 1. We may regard fJ as
representing ttle degree of physiological homeostasis, while i' represents the
degree of functional constraint of the molc:cule. In the limiting situation

D- O. all mutations become neutral On the other hand, ifll,.. I,the model
reduces to Ohta's model for which oJp ~ 1/(2N..s....) w~ 2N..s-<1l> I.

Fia. 8.8. FrequeDcy distribution 01 selection cocffw:ients amon8
mutJinu at different .ita within a astron (leDe~ 1be .haded area
represents the l"raction of effectively neutral mutation.. Parameter
....11,)(:1 assumed for Ibis case in the model of elJectivdy neutral
mUlal10nS are # .. 0..5 and r .. 0.001. From Kimura (1979).

xJO'
3.0



N.

~ause[hisr~present~the probability that the gene is heterozygous at leas!
1~ nne arlhe Sites. (This assumes independence of segregating sites within a
clstron an~ thererore, strictly speaking, is not valid. For a small value of R
however, It should ~ive. a satisfactory approximation.) In Fig. 8.9, I~
expected heterozygosIty IS shown as a fuoction ofN for various paramet

v,alues: (fJ ~nd T? assuming u - 2 x 10-'. Note Iha; as compared with t::
situation In whICh all the mutations are neutral (P-O), a case h
P-OS and -. 0001' suc as. s ,.. IS interesting because of the slow rate at which
heterozygosity increases as N. gets large. In the same figure, the dotted line

rep~nts h. "" ~ - 1/(1 + 8N.ll)an. the heterozygosity expected under the
stepwtse mUlatlOn model (see section 8.5). Similarly, the broken line
repr~nts Ii: - ~ -1/(1 + 8N.DJ I

f2 in which D. is the elTectively neutral
mutation rate WIth fJ =0 0.5 and i' = OJXll. In all these cases the mutation
rate 0-2 x 10- 6 is assumed.

In t~e above analysis, we have assumed that alltbe mutations are either
deletenous o~ a~ best, selectively neuuaI. To make our analysis complete,
however, It IS Importam to investigate bow the evolutionary rate is

Fta. 3.9. The me;an ~terozYlOSilY per Ioeus u a function of !he
dJectlve populatJOll SIZe for various combinations of parameter&, ~
a~ r, ISsumlnal.be mutation fllte per l<>CUIll_ 2 l( 10-6 From
Klmufll (1979). .
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(8.108)
•

=4N.o.sR'+1 L U+R)-'-I,,-,

8.7 Model of effectively neutral mUlalwnS

in which R = .,/(4N.:sl- This can be approximated by

k. _ .,(4N,H (,/(6N) + ,lJ'}. (8.109)

For N.)"" I, we have k :::::4N.)v•• This means that the rate devolution can
become enormously high in a very large population, k. being directly
proportional to N.. contrary to actual observations.

Let us go back to the original assumption that the occurrence of
favorable mutations can be neglected and tbat the frequency of disadvan·
tageous mutations follows the Gamma distribution (8.98). With this mode~
we bave shown that the rate ofevolution per generation (It.> dcaeases as N.
increases. Of particular interest is the cue fJ - 0..5, which is an intermediate
situation between jj = 0 (i.e. all the mutations are strictly neutral) and fJ = I
(Ohta's model of exponential distribution). This appears to be more
realistic than either of these two extremes.

In this case of jj=O..5, as mentioned already, tbe rate of evolution is

inversely proportional to jN., tbat is,

k,ocI/jN.. (8.110)

if 4N)' » 1.
Thus the evolutionary rate per year which we denote by Itt is

k,=k,/gocl/(gjN,h (8.111)

where 9 is the generation span in years. If, in addition, the generation span is
inversely proportional to the square root of the effective population size
among various organisms, i.e.

goc II jN.. (8.112)

influenced if a certain fraction of mutations are advantageous. So, let us
assume that advantageous mutations occur at tbe rate v. per generation
and that the selection coefficient J for such mutations follows the r
distribution with mean i and parameter "I;

[.(s) = a'e -".s,,-I/r{y), (8.1 07)

in which a - "IIi and y> O.
Noting that the probability of ultimate fixation of a single mutant with

selective advantage J( > 0) is u = 'b(NJNl{(1 _e-<iJt.") (sec: equation 3.12),
the rate of evolution due to advantageous mutations is

k. = f~ lND.U[.(.s)J$

1J-0.5."-0.0005

,/ t -1.......(1 + aN".>

.~/..".

.....•/ lJ-o.S.l'-O.OOOI

.....
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namely, the evolutionary rate per year is constant, provided that the
mutation rate per generation (u) is conslant among dirrerent organisms.
~s discussed extensively in chapter 4 (see stetion 4.2). there is strong

eVIdence that (or each protein the actual ratc of evolution in terms of amino
acid substitutions is approximately constant per year, but not per
generation, among diverse lineages. This is particularly evident in the a
hemoglobin among mammals.

One of the criticisms against the neutral theory has been that the observed
constancy of the evolutionary rate per year rather than pet generation
contradicts the prediction of the neutral theory, because the mutation rate
per ge~rationbut noc per year appears to be roughly equal among animals
whose generation spans arc very different. For example, observed rates for
lethals and visible mutatiolU per locus per generation are roughly equal
among Drosophila, the mowe and the human. Unless the mechanism of
mutat~n differs fundamentally for neutral alleles from other type of

mutatiOns, we should expect that the frequency of neutral mutations is
roughly tolUtant per general ion, and ifwe apply the formula k "",,(equation
3.20), the rate of evolution should be conslant per generation, contrary to
observations.

.1 must admit that this is a diffICult problem for the neutral theory to cope
WIth (and even more so for the 'selectionist' theory). The original
explanation (see, for example Kimura and Ohta, 1971 a) that the mutation
rate for neutral alleles is constant per year could still be valid. If this is
indeed so, we need to go more deeply to inquire why the occurrence of
neutral and nearly neutral mutations should be propCInionallo years. This
question is particularly pertinent in the face of the observations on
pseudogenes (see section 7.4), for which previously deleterious mutations
have changed into neutral ones.

According to Kondo (1971) there is little doubt that spontaneous
mutations are mostly produced as copy errors during DNA replication. He
tried to estimate per locus per replication rates of visible mutations in
Drosophila melanogaster, the mouse and man, and obtained respectively
(2 - SO) x 10-',4 x 10-' aDd (2 _ 20) x 10-' for them. These YaJues are

obtained by dividing the mutation rates per locus per gamete with the
effective number of germ cell generations, assumed to be respectively II, 16
and 20 for Drosophila, mice and humans. Considering the very large
difference in generation spans among these organisms, we must conclude

we have, from (8.111). the relationship,

1r: 1 - constant,

that the spontaneous mutation rates are comparable among tbem per

generation but not per year.
The assumption that a species with a longer generation span tends to

have a smaller effective population size appears to be realistic, because
organisms with a large body size (such as the elephant) tend to have a longer

generation time and at the same lime have a smaller number of individuals
pet species as compared with those having smaller body size (such as the
mouse). However, whether such a simple relationship as goc 1/ IN. really
holds (even approximately) remains to be investigated. As an example, let us
consider theelephant vs. the mouse. The former bas a generation span some
40 times as long as the latter, because the average generation time of the
ek:pbant is probably 20 years or so while that of the mouse is balfa year. If
the relationship goc 1/ IN. applies to these two animals., the effective

population size oftbe mouse is expected to be som~ l~ times.a.s large as
that of the elephant, and this is a not wholly unrealistic proposItIon. Note

that tbe effective size bere refers to that of the whole species or subspecies

rather tban that or a local population or deme.
One exception to the rate colUtancy per year ruk: of protein evolution is

the apparent slow molecular evolution in higher primates. This anomaly

may beexplained by assuming that in the line of higher primates, increase of
g had not been accompanied by acorrespondinB decrease of N. so that the
product g J N. in equation(g.11I) became significantly larger in them than
in other mammals. This led to tbe slow down of the rate per year. Note,

however, that, as mentioned in chapter 4, there is still disagreement as to
whether the rate of molecular evolution has really slowed down, so the

present discussion is only tentative. .
Generally speaking, il is likely that the value oftbe parameter PIS smal1er

in mammals than in insects, because of higher physiological homeostasis in
the mammals. The possibility of more mutations being neutral in higher
forms such as mammals with advanced homeostasis has been suggested by
Kondo (1977). Low physiological homeostasis and frequent local extinc
tion of colonies must be the main reason why the virtual heterozygosity (or
1 minus the sum of squares of allelic frequencies) does not get very high in

organisms having immense apparent population sizes such as neotropical
DrosophlkJ (Ayala ef al., 1972) and Escherichia coli (Milkman, 1973;
Selander and Levin, 1980). More will be discussed on this problem in the

next chapter (see .section 9.2).
The model of effectively neutral mutalions (Kimura, 1979) discussed in

this section represents my attempt to make the neutral theory more precise
and realistic. The model assumes that molecular evolution and polymor.

2478.7 Molhl 0/ effectively neutral mutations

(8.113)
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8.8 Genetic distance

For estimating the amount of evolutionary divergence between
populations (species., races, etc.) based on gene frequency data, a suitable
~easure of the distance between populations is required. In their pioneer
109 attempt to construct a phylogenetic tree of human races through data
on blOod-group frequencies, Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards (1967) used a
measure. of dist,ance derived from 'square-root' transformation of gene
frequenclu. ThIS measure was proposed earlier by Cavalli-Sforza and
Conteti~(1960) who analysed tbe distribution of blood group genes in the
Parma river valley, and it is based on the following consideration. Let A

lt
A:" . , • A. be m alleles at a locus, and assume m--dimensional Cartesian co
ordinates with each axis representing the square rOOt of one of the allelic

phlsm are mainly caused by random drift of very slightly deleterious but
effectively neutral mutations. In this respect. the theory resembles Ohta',
theory of slightly deieteoous mutations (Oflla. 1973. 1974, 1976b~ But there
are so~ imponant differences. Ohta (I976b) daims that., in very large
popuIauons, a stable mutation-selection balance will be reali2led with
betercrzygosity reaching the upper limit, while mo~r evolution should
have slopped or at least have skl~ down. Then. fixation of mutan!S is
mainly restricted to populat~n bottlenecks at the lime ofspec:ialion. On the
other hand, I assume that, even in very large populations, alleles at

intermediate frequencies, as often found in Drosophila species (see Selander,
1976, table 11). rcpresentcITectively neutral mutations carried by random drift
and that evolution by drift is unlikely 10 be stopped in these species.

Finally, there is one biological problem that we have to consider, Under
the present model, effectively neutral, but, in fact, very slightly deleterious
mutants accumulate continuously in every species. The selective disadvan
tage of such mutants (in terms of an individual's survival and
reproduction - i,e. in Darwinian fitness) is likely to be of the order of /0-'
or less, but with 10- loci per genome coding for various proteins and each

accwnulating the mutants at the rate of 10-' per generation, the rale of loss
offitness per generation may amount of 10-' per generation. Wbethersuch a
small rate of deterioration in fitness constitutes a threat to the survival and
welfare of the spccies(not to the individuaQ is a moot point, but this can easily

~ taken care of by adaptive gene substitutions that must OCCUr from time 10
ume, say once every few hundred generations (see also section 6.7, where
~om fiution of slightly deleterious mutants under stabilizing selc:ction is
dlSCusscd).
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(8.114)

8.8 Genetic distance

Geometrically, 9 is the angle (in radians) made by the two vectors, (JPIt

JPJ, ... ,JpJ and (Jp'I' Jpi, .. ·,Jp'.J, wbK:b represent the two
populations. One advantage of this distance is that if gene frequt:ncics
change solely by random drift, the expected value of the variance ofchange
in 9 per generation is a constant which depends on the effective population

size but is independent of gene frequencies. Since 0 = 1[/2 corresponds to a
complete gene substitution, it may be convenient to work in terms of 29/n,

the unit distance being one gene substitution.
However, in applying the method of max.imum likelihood, this measure

turned out to be intractable (owing to tbe curved space and diIlkulties with

the co-ordioate system), so Cavalli·Sforza and Edwards used a more
convenient measure (2 J2/J() J(I - cos 9) wh)ch is the length ol the chord
joining the two points (populations~ Such a measure is appropriate if
divergence of gene frequencies between populations reflects tbe direct
action of random drift over a relatively short period, and if the effcct of
mutation is small and negligible.

On the other band, for the purpose of treating tbe long-term evolution in
which the cumulative effect of mutations is signiftcaDt, a different measure
of genctic distance may be required. Probably the best one so far proposed,
and certainly the most widely used for such a purpose is tbe dist.ancc:
measure proposed by Nei (1972). No doubt, its popularity steIDS from the
simplicily of formulation, facility of application, and clarity of biological

meaning as I sball explain below,
Consider two populations I and 2, and suppose that tbe frequency of

allele A( at a locus in populations I and 2 is respectively Xl and YI
(I _ I, 2." .). Let 1\ _ Ix l:, 1: - r.YIJ and 11: =- IXIYl, where i\ is tbe prob·
ability of identity of two randomly chosen homologous genes from
population 1,1: is that of population 2, andh: is the probabi.1ity of identity
of tWO randomly chosen homologous genes one each from populations I
and 2. Tbese are defined for each locus, so we take averages over all the

relevant loci for which gene frequency data are available. Let J 1-r;,

frequencies. Then the genctic composition of a population is located on a
bypersphere with radius I (actually we need only the 1/2""th part of the
space in wbich all the co-ordinates arc non-negative). For two populations

each with allele frequencies (PI. P:,··· ,P..) and P;, pi,···, P.,), tbe genetic
distance betv.'ttD them is given by 9, where
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)1"';; and J 12 - ill be such averages.. Then. Nei's 'standard genetic
distance' is given by

E(/,)-e- Z"'10 ' (8.117)

where 10 is Ihe idenlity probability (or homozygosity) in the anceslral
populalion (t-O~ This formula follows immediately from lhe con.
sidera~ion that if we use the infinite allele model wbicb assumes thai every
mutatIon leads to a new not pre.existing allele (see section 8.2~ and if two
populations are isolated from each olher. the idenlily probability between
IWO genes from lhe two populalions decreases at the rale 20 per generation
so Ibat

There is a possibility that the mutation rale (11) for Deutral alleles diIJers
from locus 10 locus, as we discussed. in relation to the distnbuuon of allelic
frequency and the mean heterozygosity over many loci (see section 8.2).
According to Nei et al. (I 976a). the distribution of mutation rate per locus is
well approximated by a gamma distribution. and the empirical data
suggests that the coeffK;ient of variation II _ ii l l V. is about I. Then, an

appropriate formula for the distance is

0._(1_1)/1. (8.120)

For the rationale of this formula. readers may refer to Nei (1978b).

The single locus identity UI21 jjJ;) between two species varies a great
deal among loci. It usually shows a V-shaped distribution in vertebrate
species, and often takes a value of either I or 0 (Nei, 1978a). This is easily
understandable by noting that aUeles at a given locus are either rued or lost
most of the time in the course of evolution with random drift playing a
predominant role in determining their frequencies (as claimed by the
neutral theory). This means that a large number of loci must be studied in

order to estimate the true genetic distance (D) between species. The
situation is similar in estimating the heterozygosity per locus (11) of a
species. Nei and Roychoudhury (1974) and Nei (1978a), investigated the
variances of these estimates by decomposing each of these variances into
two components; one due to variation from locus to locus (variance among
loci) and the other due to sampling of genes within loci. It turns out thai the
ioter.locus variance is much larger than the intra-locus variance, unless n
(the number of individuals sampled) is extremely small. Thus, for estimating
the average heterozygosity and the true genetic distance, a large number of
loci rather than a large number d indivlduals per locus sbouki be used (see

also U and Nei, 1975).
Nei (1975) computed the standard genetic distances between races,

species, genera etc. in various organisms using published data The results
show that the distance is generally 0.00 _ 0.05 between races., 0.02 - 0.20
between subspecies, 0.1 - 2.0 between species, and more than I between

genera.
RecentlY, Nei (1978b) reviewed his work on genetic distance as applied to

the problems of human evolution. I shall mention some of the interesting
findings reported by him. At the protein level the racial differences in man
correspond to those between local races in other organisms. The mean
number ofcodondifTerences between man and chimpanzee is about 1/19 of
thar between man and horse. Among the three major races, Caucasoid,
Negroid and Mongoloid. the first divergence is estimated to have occurred

(8.116)

(8.1 IS)

(8.118)

JD=--log" 11
./J, .jJ;

This may also be expressed as D _ -Iog./, where

I=J u IJ(JIJ 2 ).

This qU3n1ily J is called the normalized identity of genes between two
populations.

The standard genetic distance, D, is intended 10 measure the mean
number of net codon differences. and under complete isolation it gives the
accumulated number of gene substitutions per locus after the populations
diverged from a common ancestral population. The fact that the ralc of
molecular evolution in terms of mutant substitutions is roughly constant
per year (see chaptet 4) makes this distance measuroparticularly useful for
molecular evolutionary studies.

Let II be the mutation ralc per locus for neutral alleles, and suppose Ihal
lhis rale is equal among loci. Then the expecled value ofidenlily in Ihe t-lh
generation is

E(I,)~(I-2o)E(/'_I)=(l-2v'tlo::::e-z"/o.

This means tbat the expected value of lhe standard distance is

E{D)::=:: -2vt. (8.119)
iflhe population is in equilibrium so IhatJ\ _ J z -1

0
, On theOlher band if

isolalion is not complete as in many local populations ofa species, progr;ss
of divergence is prevented by migration. and genetic dislance cannot
become very large (the identity coefficient between SUbpopulalions under
mutation and migration wUSludied by Nei and Feldman. 1972). Note thai
as.a measure oftbe net codon difference, D must in general be estimated by
uSIng a large number of loci taken as a random sample from the whole
genome, including monomorphic as well as polymorphic loci.
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abo~t.120000 years ago between the Negroid group on the one hand and
the JOInt ~~ucaSOid and Mongoloid group on the other. Then the lauer
grou~ S~ht I~IO Caucasoid and Mongoloid around 60000 years ago. The
~enetlc Identity ~tween man and chimpanzee corresponds to a dillergence
lune ~f 4.- 6.mllll?n years if the assumption of constant rate of amino acid
~bstJtutlon.l!i valid .(sec Stttion 4.1 for the paleontological estimate of this
dlve~gence lime. whICh may be older than this). As to a similar study with
spc:aal refe,:n~ to human populations in the Asian-PacifIC area, the
readers are invited to consult Ornoto (1981.1982).

9

Maintenance of genetic variability at
the molecular level

9.1 Tbe problem, the facts. and tbe neutralist IOtutioa
What is the mechanism by which genetic variability at the

mokc:ular level, such as manifested in the form of protein polymorphism, is
maintained? This is the outstanding problem confronting present-day
population genetics.

In the previous chapter (chapter 8) I have presented some models of
molecular population genetics which were developed through the use of the
diffusion equation method. It represenu tbe neutralist program to treat this
diffICUlt but important problem. Furthermore. I have shown in quantitative
terms, taking a hypothetical mammal as an example. how a realistic level
and pattern of genetic variability can be predicted by assuming a set of
parameter values derived from independent sources, such as the base
substitution rate as estimated from the evolutionary study of globin
pseudogenes, the fraction of neutral mutants among all mutations in the
allerage protein as estimated by the frequency of rare electrophoretic
variants. the average size ofgenes that code enzymes, and a reasonable guess
about the effective population size in the long term evolution of a typical
mammal. The central theme in Ihis endeavor is that protein polymorphism
and protein evolution are not two independent phenomena. Rather.
protein polymorphism represent! a transient phase: of molecular evolution
(Kimura and Ohta, 1971 a). Admittedly. each estimate or informed guess for
these parameter values cannot be lIery accurate at the moment.
Nevertheless. the fact lhat a consistent and all-round picture can be drawn
in this way represents a real strength of the neutral theory.

In this chapter. I shall discuss bow the neutral theory can stand in the face
of hard facts coming from numerous observations in nature and diverse
experiments in the laboratories. 1 shall also discuss how the neutral theory
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.Fig.9.1. Distributions of the average helerozygosities per locus among
Invertebr.ale .and Vertebrale species (Nei and Graur, personal
communlca~lo~~. Abscissa: heterozygosity, or more precisely 'virtual
heterozygosity (I.e. one minus the sum of squares of allelic Frequencies)
per locus (in %~ Ordinate: number of species.

fares weJ~ as compared with rival 'selectionis!' theories in explaining various
observatIons on the genetic variability at the molecular level.

Before we go into detailed discussion on the nature of polymorphism at
the molecular level, I would like to mention two types of observations that
are fundamental for such a discussion. The first is concerned with the
distribut~on of the ~verage heterozygosities (per locus per individual)
among diverse orgamsms, and the second is concerned with the distribution
of allelic frequencies at a given enzyme locus among related but different
species.

As to the distribution of the average heterozygosities among organisms
vcry extensive data are now available. Fig. 9.1 illustrates such distribution:
dra~n separately for vertebrates (214 species) and invertebrates (128
specIes). ~ote that in .this ligure, the abscissa represents heterozygosity, or
more precisely, one mmus the sum of squares of allelic frequencies per locus

(in ~J. In t~e te~m~~ology of th.is book, it represents virtual heterozygosity
(or gene dIverSIty m the termmology of Nei, 1975) which coincides with
heterozygosity in the ordinary sense for a random mating diploid species. A
very s.imilar set of histograms are also given in Fig. 2 of Nevo (1978) who
compIled data for 93 invertebrate and 135 Vertebra Ie species in which (4 and
more loci h~ve been studied. It is clear from these ligures that the average
hete~ozygosJty seldom exceeds 30"/0, that is, He in natural populations is
restncted to the range 0.0- 0.3.

:his may be compared with the statement of Lewontin (1974) who
claimed, based on the data then available(consisting ofa dozen species, i.e.
human, mouse, peromyscus, horseshoe crab and eight species of
Drosophila), that the obserVed range of heterozygosities over all the species

lies in the 'sensitive region', between 0.056 and 0.184, and that this range
corresponds to values of N eV, the product of the effective population size
and mutation rate (see equation 8.1 5in the previous chapter), betweenO.OI 5
and 0.057, so that N.v values are only within a factor offour of each other.
Considering the possibility that mutation rate t! is comparable among
diverse organisms, he points out that this must imply an extraordinary
invariance of population size of all multicellular organisms. He goes on to
state that 'the patent absurdity of such a proposition is strong evidence
against a neutralist explanation of observed heterozygosity'.

It is clear, however, thanks to much more extensive data now available,
that the average heterozygosity can be extremely low or even zero for some
organisms. Particularly, among mammals with a large body size, very low
heterozygosity appears to be quite common (see Cameron and Vyse, 1978).
I shall mention a few remarkable examples. Allendorf et al. (1979)
investigated 13 enzyme loci for 52 individuals of the polar bear (ThalarclDs
maritimus) from Greenland and found no variation in the mobility of
electrophoretic bands, that is, all the loci investigated were monomorphic
(He - 0). Also, no polymorphisms were found among 21 proteins encoded
by 24 loci for the elephant seal (Mirounga anguslirostris) investigated by
Bonnell and Selander (1974), who ascribe the complete monomorphism to a
consequence of lixation of alleles brought about by the decimation of this
species by sealers in the last century. However I as I explained at the end of
section 8.1, rapid decrease of the population size for a small number of
generations is unlikely to cause significant reduction in heterozygosity.
Therefore, the extremely low beterozygosity must be genuine in this species.
From the standpoint of the neutral tbeory, we can explain such a low
heterozygosity by assuming that large mammals in general have very small
effective population sizes, so that Net! are very small for them. Uwe assume
that the mutation rate for neutral electromorphs is VOC£)::=:: 10-6 per
generation (assumed to be several times as large as that of the hypothetical
mammal with generation time of one year), the expected average heterozy
gosity becomes less than 0.004 if N. is less than 1000.

Therefore, the only serious problem that remains to be explained in
relation to Lewontin's criticism is why the average heterozygosity seldom
exceeds 0.3, even for species which have immense apparent population
sizes. According to Ayala (1972), the neotropical fruit fly, D. willistoni has an
immense population size with geographical distribution extending over
several million square kilometers, and the total number of individuals at a
given time is doubtless much larger than 10'. He criticized the neutral
theory by saying that if we take N. =: 10' as a lower estimate and if we
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assume (following Kimura and Ohta. 1971 a) v _ 10- 1 for the mutation tale,

we gcl 4N.o + I =- 401 as theefTective numberofalleles. In other words,lhe

predicted hcterozYIOSity. R. "'" 4Novf(4N.o + I). should be practically
(()cP;';. On the olher hand, the observed average heterozygosity of D.
williJtoni is only about 18%. contrary to the prediction from the neutral
theory (see also Ayala tr af., 1972).

Ohta and Kimura (1973) CQUnlered tbis criticism by pointing out a real
possibility that N. - 10' is an overestimate, nOI as the number of breeding
Ries per generation, but as the number to be used in obtaining the expected
heterozygosity. Not only is this number ccnlIolled by the minimum
population size when population number nuctuates from generation to
generation (equation 3.:5 in chapter 3).. but also it takes a lengtb of ti~ in
the order of the reciprocal of the mutation rate (if lID <C N.) or the
population size (if I/u ~ N.) for the equilibrium state with respect to
heterozygosity to be established after the population expands rapidly from
a much smaller population size with low heterozygosity (see equation 8.13).
As suggested by Obta and Kimura(1973~it is likely that the effect olsmall
population number during the last continental glaciation (between some
30000 and 10000 years ago) still remains in the genetic composition of
tropical fruit mes. According to Calder (1974) the large areas of tropical
foresu were cool and dry during the icc ages. Therefore, it is quite likely
that the popuJation sizes of neotropical fruit rues then must have becD very
much smaller. This means that the equilibrium heterozygosity as expected
from the present flourishing condition has not yet been reached. It is
possible that relative abundance of various s~cies of Drosophila changes
ratber rapidly (in the time scale pertinent to a discussion of evolutionary
cbange~ so that correlation bet\\"CCI] heterozygosity and the contemporary
population size can be very low.

Furthermore, as pointed out by Maruyama and Kimura (1980), local
extinction and recolonization of subpopulations must be rather common in
Drosophila species and this will reduce their effective population sizes
drastically(see (v) in section 3.3~ More specifically, if we assume in equation
(3.10) tbat the rate oflocalextinctioo (1) ofcolonies is much higher than the
rate (m) of the equal exchange of individuals between colonies, the effective
population size (N.) of the species becomes much smaller than the product
of the number of colonies (n) and the effective size (R) of the individual
colony. 10 fact if mil. is smal~ N.~nf1m1l. from equation (3.10). In D.
wiflisfOni, it is possible that tbe appropriate effective size N. is two orders of
magnitude less than the lower estimate of N. by Ayala. An additional point
to be made regarding Ayala's criticism is that u _ 10- 7 of Kimura and Obta

(197Ia) refers to the neutral mutation rate ~r year but not per generation.
For the fruit nies that breed all the: year round in tropical forest, there may
be. some 10 generations per year, so that an appropriate mutation rate for
neutral electromorphs is V01Ct'" 10-, if we accept the neutralist paradigm
(bul, see section 8.7 for deeper discussion on the relationship between
mutation rate for the 'effectively neutral' alleles and N.). Then, with
N. _ 107 and 00(£1 _ 10-', we get R.:oo 0.29 which is stiJ.llarger than the
observed value (0.177), but close enough to make Ayala's criticism lose

much of its force.
That the effective size of many Drosophila species must have been ratber

small in the course of evolution can also be inferred from the fact that they
are usually separated by a numhc:r of chromosomal changes (see, for
example, Dobzhansky, 1970~ Since chromosome rearrangements such as
translocations and inversions are generally deleterious when heterozygous
but have normal fitness when homozygous, the situation is formally
equivalent to negative overdominancc., and a smaU effective population size
is required for their fixation in evolution. Lande (1979) presented an
excellent mathematical treatment of the process involved. He noted that
species are usually composed of numerous demes which nuctuate in size
and undergo local extinction and recolonization. He computed the
probability of flJ:ation (denoted by U) of a newly arisen chromosome
mutant within a deme and noted that if R is the flution rate, this is given by
R "'2N.IJU, where J.I is the rate of appearance of chromosome mutants per
gamete and N. is the actual number ofbrecding individuals perdeme. Then,
he pointed out that if n is the number of semi-isolated demes that make up
the species, the probability that a given deme(or its descendants) will spread
throughout the species is lIn, 50 that the number of demes cancels and
fixation rate for the species as a whole is the same as the fixation rate for a

single deme, R.
It is likely that, in many organisms with very bigb reproductive rate,

random local extinction and recolonizatioo predominate over interdeme
migration, and as mentioned above, this will drastically reduce tbc effective
population size of the species in the long-term evolution. Slatkin (1971)
made a pioneering study of the effect oflceal extinction and recolonization
on genetic variability of the species. This was followed by a more detailed
study by Maruyama and Kimura (1980) which I mentioned already. 1
believe that these studies must be taken into account. in additiOfl to Nei
tl a/.'s (197S) work on population bottlenecks, when we discuss the genetic
variability of organisms with immense apparent population sizes. There are
other causes (such as inequality of the number of breeding males and
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females) which reduce the effective population size. Thus in general. the
pertinc~t value of N. to be used in our formula R. ""' 4N.IJ!(4N.u + I) for
computtng the average heterozygosity must be much smaller than the
number of breeding individuals at a given moment. As noted by Nei (J980k
whenever a rough estimate of effective population size is obtainable, the
observed heterozygosity is almost always lower than the expected. but, such
a discrepancy docs not pose any serious problem to the neutral theory. In
other words, there is no difficulty for the neutral theory to explain 'an
enormous amount' 0( genic variability, as often referred to. In fact, the
amount as predicted from the neutral mutations is almost too much and no
additional mechanisms seem to be required. In my opinion this po~ some
difficulty to the selectionist theories assuming various causes (such as
'marginal overdominance' due to genotype-environment interaction in
heterogeneous environment and 'frequency.<fependenl selection' that
favors less frequenl alleles) which positively help to maintain the allelic
variants in the population; these will certainly Innate t~ amount of
heterozygosity still more unless mutational input is neglected.

Nexl, let us examine briefly the second type of observation, thaI is, tbe:
dist~ibution ofallelic frequencies al a specirlc enzyme locus among different
Spec:1es. For thiS purpose observations from Drosophila and other or
ganisms are available. Fig. 9.2 which is due to Gojobori (1979) iIIuslrales
distributi~n ofallelic frequencies at xanthine dehydrogenase(Xdh) locus (or
more precisely, X dh locus group, because exact genetic identity of this locus
among remotely related organisms is not assured). The distribulion is U-

Fig. .9.2. Distribution of allelic frequencies at the Xdh locus (or more
prO::lsely, locu~ group) OC?mpiled by Gojobori (1979) using data from
vanous Orgamsms. Abscissa: allele frequency. Ordinate:: number of
alleles.
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Such U-shaped distributions are found in almost all other enzyme lOCI. ThIs
is consistent with the fact that distribution of aUdic frequencies among
different loci within a single species is also U·shaped, similar to Fig. 8.3
which we showed in the previous chapter for the marine flatfISh. Usually, a
good fit to such a distribution can be achieved (save for the excess of rare
alleles) by using equation (8.17) in which 4N.o is estimated by the observed
average heterozygosity. This constitutes supporting evidence for the
neutral theory. From the neutralist viewpoint, a particular allele in a given
species has simply been brought to that frequency by random drift but .n~t
by adaptation to the living condition of that species. to other words, It 1$

there by 'chance' but not by 'necessity'. Therefore, as time goes on the
frequency will drift away with a calculable speed. That a reasonably good fit
can also be obtained with respect to the di!tribution of genetic distance
between different species as we shall discuss later(soe section 9.3 below) also
supports this viewpoint

Similarly to the: distribution of aUelic frequencies, we can examine the
distribution of heterozygosity at a given locus among related but different
species. Fig. 9.3 shows such a distribution at Xdh locus among Drosophila
spectes. Note that beterozygosity varies from almost zero to nearly SO-;.. A
similar distribution is presented by Selander (1976) in his table U for ten
proteins in 28 Drosophila species. As to Xdh, hi! table indicates that about
32% ofspecies are monomorphic while heterozygosity is higher than 0.60 in
4%:fspecies., with the average value of 27..5";' (the slight difference between
th: Gojobori and Selander data is probably due to sampling ofspecies). The
situation is somewhat similar for other enzyme loci. The fact that at the
same (homologous)'"loci heterozygosity can differ widely (rangin~ from
monomorphism to a very high polymorphism) even between different

Fig. 9.3. DislribUlion of I'IelCrozygosi~y al ~dlt locus amana .
Drosophila sp«:ies (redrawn from GOJobon, 1979~ The mean IS
R _0.345. Abscissa: beterozygosity. Ordinate: relative frequency .•
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species within genus Dro.JOphi/a suggests that a mere mutation-selection
balance. as considered by King and Ohla (1975). can not be the main cause
of enzyme polvmorphism and that a much more dynamic process must be
Involved.

9.2 Experiment.al cbu:k on seJective neutrality

. . As ~ scientific hypothesis, the neutTaltheol'}' of prolein polymor-
phism IS subjeCt. to experimental tests. It should be possibk to test selective
neutrality of isozyme al5eles involved, particularly using Drosophila.,
through such. procedures as setting up a cage population containing
two. or more Isozyme alleles in various frequencies, Or using controlled
envlfonmental conditions to measure fitness components of various
genol.Ypes. Thus, one should be able to settle the issue of whether
protel~ polymO~phisms are selectively neutral or actively maintained by
balanCIng selectlOn. The neutralist side appears to be particularly vulner
able to such tests.

In f~t, numer~us studies have bet'n published on the subject. and papers
~eport~ng the eXIstence of balancing and other types of selection (thereby
Inlendl~g to refute selective neutrality) have appeared, and are still
appearing frequently. Yet, it has turned out that the resolution of the issue
through such a ro~te is much more difficult than originally thought. There
arc at least two main reasons why this is 50. FirsLly, it is extremely difT'lCult to
make sure that the observed selective differences really come from
pol.ymorphic alJe~ ~mselves ~ather than from the cfTcct of surrounding
lOCI that are he~ to linkage dIsequilibrium with the locus in question.
Secondly, there IS no assurance that the experimental conditions under
which the test is made really reflect the prevailing natural conditions ohhc
species.

Because of these diffICUlties (particularly the first), most of the results
have ~n regarded as inconclusive. Critical appraisal of the experimental
results ~n the laboratory pertaining to the issue have been made by
Lewontln (1974) and Wright (1978). Lewontin (1974, pp. 250-60) explains
eloqu~ntly how easily a false pattern suggesting overdominance and other
selectIon can arise in laboratory experiments and how difficult it is todetett
weak selection even with an intensity of a few per cent. Similarly, Wright
(1978: see p. 298), after carefully evaluating various reports on selection
expetlments, came to the following conclusions. If the experiments are
based on a few separate stocks, strong selective dilTerences between
allozymesare usuaJly found,and manifested in the form of rarity advantage,
where the term allozymcs refer to dilTerent enzyme forms produced by

different alleles. (Strictly speaking, this means genetically determined
isozymes', or multiple mokcular forms ofenzymes. However, the two terms
isozymcs' and 'aUozymcs' are onen used interchangeably in population
ieneUcs, so I shall follow this practice.) However, further study has us~y
indicated that such difTereDCCS can be separated from the allozymes In

question,suggesting tbat they depend on linked genes. In carefully designed
experiments in whicb genetic backgrounds of the aUozymes arc well
homogenized using a large number of independent sources, little or no
selective difference has been detected. He states tbat 'these results do not,
however, demonstrate complete neutrality of the tested allozymes, but
merely that differential selection is usually weak (of the order of 10- 3 or

lessY.

Alcohol dehydrog~nas~
Among protein polymorphisms so far investigated, evidence for

selection appears to be strongest ror alcobol dehydrogenase (Adh) alleles. In
fact, polymorphism at this locus in Drosophila nvlanogaster has been
studied intensively by Clarice and his associates to prove that selection is
acting directly on this locus rather than indirectly through olher loci held in
linkage disequilibrium with it (sec., for review, Clarke, 1975 and 1979~ The
strategy adopted by him for demonstrating the direct action of natural
selection is as follows. First, through biochemical and physiolot:icaJ study
of enzymes, we postulate (and, if possibk, identify) the selective agent
involved and relate the agent aDd gene products. Then, using such

knowledge, we set up experimental populations and manipulate gene
frequencies to see if predictable results can be obtained. We also examine
distributions ofgene frequencies aDd ecological factors to see ifa consistent
explanation can be given for the observed pattern of gene frequencies in
natural populations. In other words, correlation between gene or genotype
frequencies aDd particular environmental factors is actively 50ughL
According to Clarke (1975) this strategy is firmly rooted on the principles of
ecological genetics, and he stated, on an optimist.ic note, that iftbis stra~C8Y

could be applied to demonstrate natural selectIon at only seven or elghl
polymorphic loci ;n one organism, then 'the arguments between "neut
ralists" and "sclectionists" would finally be resolved'.

In D. melanogaster, twO polymorphic alleles denoted by F (meaning 'fast'
in electrophoretic mobility) and S ('slow') commonly occur at the Adh locus
(these are often denoted as Adh' and Adh'~ According to Clarke(1975), the
F enzyme is about twice as active as the S enzyme when ethanol is used as a
substrate. On the other hand, F enzyme is less stable to beal. The main
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selective agent was readily discovered 10 be alcohols. and Clarke (1975)
lUSum~ that Adlt pia)'! the role of a dCloxifing enzyme lOr D. rrvlanogasur
whlch lIves naturally io rotting fruit and which 'exists an a virtual bath of
ethanol a~d other alcohols', This led to tbe prediction that a high
con~ntratton ofethanol in the medium should favor the F allele, and this
predICtion was quickly confirmed in his laboratory (see Morgan, 1976 who
al~ found that selection involved was rrequency-dependent~ Supponing
evtd~ncealso~efrom Briscoe ef of. (1975) who found that D. melanogtu_
!tf fllcs caught In a Spanish wine cellar contain AdhF In higher frequency
~han I~Ose caught at neighboring rubbish heaps. In addition. these authors
mv~tlgated ~~rimentally if mortality differs among genotypes on
medIUm contalOmg ethanol ([2.5%) and found that AdJrSIAd),$ homo
zygote is significantly less resistant to alcohol than the heterozygote or
Ad},'IAdh'homozygote. Thompson and Kaiser(1977) used a S allele called
Adh$(ve) which has only half the enzyme activity of the normal S allele and
they investigated relative egg to adult viability together with Adh$ and Adh'
under conditions with or without ethanol and N-butanol. They observed a
positive correlation between survival in alcohol-supplemented media and
enzyme activity.

At the time when these papers were published evidence for the existence
of direct selection at the Ad}, locus appeared to be strong. However later
more careful studies have given results that are either contradictor; to 0;
runda~ntally different from these papers. Extensive studies by Australian
~eneticiSl5.have revealed that ethanoltoleraoce of Drosophila melQJlogtUtu

IS polygenlCally determined rather than by alleles at the Adh locus, and that
they could not detect differences in the frequencies of F between the
populations inside and outside of Australian winery ccllan (McKenzie and
Mc~echnie. 1978; Oakesholt and Gibson, 1981~ Gibson er al. (1979)
carned out selection experiments for increased tolerance to ethanol in two
populations of D. mefanogasfer starting from the condition that the
frequency of Adh' was 0.5. They obtained the results showing that
successful se~ection f~r increased ethanol tolerance does not necessarily
~epend ~n eIther an mcrease in the frequency of the F allele or on any
Increase In the level of alcohol dehydrogenase activity. The authors note
that these results cast doubts on the validity of the claim of Clarice (1975)
and Others that differences of Adh activity between F and S alleles in D.
rrullanogwur have adaptive significance in natural populations to alcohol
tolerance, but su~port the conclusions of McKenz.ie and McKechnie (1978)
th:u the adaptation to the alcobol concentrations in the environment of a
winery ct:llar is independent of the Adh system.

More recently, Oakeshott and Gibson (1981) reported tbe results from
five experiments that they performed to settle the issue. It turned out that
none of tbe results support tbe claim that environmental ethanol specifi
cally selects for tbe higb activity FIF and FIS flies and against the lower
activity SIS nies. On the contrary, in their experiments, SIS flies showed
higber survival percentage uDder exposure to ethanol aDd there was
indication that the advantage was dependent upon their low (rather than
high) Adh activities. This may be explained by noting that ace~ldehyde

produced by A.dh acting on ethanol is highly toxic to the orgaOlsms and
therefore high activity of Adh is disadvantageous rather than advantageous.
Altbough this appears strained, such an explanation was indeed adopted to
explain the higber sensitivity of Japanese to alcohol as compared witb
Caucasoids (see Stamatoyannopoulos et a/., 1975). Yet, Daly and Clarke
(1981) recently reported that the proportion of surviving FF flies. relative t~

55, was higher on 2% ethanol than on dislilled water and claimed that theIr
experimental results support the view that selection acts ditectly on Adh
locus, in agreement with Clarke (1975). In the light of the above
experimental results by Australian workers, however, Clarice's (1975)claim

is much in doubt.

FrequellC~~rtd~ntselection and otnu forms
of natu,al $flection
Kojima and Yarbrough (1967) appear to be the rust woo proposed

frequency-dependent selection with approximate selective neutrality at
equilibrium asa possible general mechanism responsible for a large amount
of enzyme polymorpbisms observed in natural populations. They reported
experimental results showing that very strong rarity advantage exists
between F and 5 alleles at the esterase 6 (Esc-6) locus in Drosophila

melanogasteT. The method used by them to estimate the relative fitnesses of
the three genotypes was to take the ratio of the observed proportion ofeach
genotype at the adult stage to the proportion expected from gene
frequencies in tbe previous generation. This method obviously cannot give
correct estimate of fitnesses if fertility differences also occur among
genotypes. In this connection, it is Icnown (see Prout, 1965; Cbristiansen
et al., 1977) tbat if post-observational selection exists, the estimated fitness
will give a false impression of frequency-dependent selection even though
the true Iitnesses are constant. Furtbermore. the false selection most often
talces tbe form of rare genotype advantage. Yarbrough and Kojima (1967)
also performed, to strengthen their case ror frequency-dependent selection,
cage experiments involving F and S alleles at &t-6 locus oYer 30
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generations (replicated with two dilTerent media), starting from two
different initlal frequencies. They obtained the result that frequencies
converged rapidly 10 the neighborhood of the frequencies of the but
population (30"'/. F and 70-;' S) in three of four cages, although. in the:
remammg cage population that stane<! from 100/. F and 90"/. S no
conSistent change OCCUrred from l~ initial SCI of frequencies.

Since then, a large number of experimenlal studies have been done 10

examine iffrequency-dependent seltttion of the type postulated by Kojima
and Yarbrough exist at other polymorphic enzyme loci. Kojima and Tobari
(1969) in.vestigated F and S alleles at Adh locus of D. melanogaster and
found eVIdence for frequency-dependent ~lection with rarity advantage as

in Est-6 locus..To clarify the mechanism which underlies frequency_

~epe~d.ent ~lectlO~, Huang et al. (.19?1) investigated the Est-6locus using a
condItIoned medIa method. ThIS IS a method of preconditioning the
~edium . by allowing larvae of a given genotype to develop before
introdUCing larvae of the same or other genotype whose Survival was to be
measured. They found that such a conditioning reduces the relative survival
of larvae of the same genotype, suggesting that this was caused by either
depletion of nutrients needed by the same genotype or production of
substance harmful to its own genotype. However. no such effect due to
condi.tioning the medium was found in the later, more carefully designed
experiments by Dolan and Robertson (1975) in relation to their exam
ination of frequency~ependent selection at Est-6 and Adh loci in
Drosophila. On the other hand, Morgan (1976) reported experimental
results clearly showing frequency-dependent selection operating at both of
lhese loci.

~o settle the issue, Yoshimaru and Mukai (1979) carried OUt carefully
designed, large-scale experiments (wilh respect to AdhF and Adhs in D.
melanogtUlf!r). Their experiments consist of two parts. In the first, 563
second chromosomes were extracted from flies sampled in the Ogasawara
natural population, and later, 124chromosome lines baving the F allele and
120 lines baving the S allele were established, both consisting of inversion_
free chromosomes, randomly selected for siudy. Using these lines. com
petition experiments were performed between FIFand SIS genotypes at five
gene frequency levels (frequencies ofF _ 0.82, 0.67, 0.5, 0.33 and 0.17). First

ins~ar larvae of these two homozygous types in various ratios were placed in
a Vial, and the frequency of aduh flies of each genotype was determined. The
relative viabilities oftbese two types did not change with the change in the
frequencies of genes. The average viability of SIS relative to FIF was
1.0825 ± 0.0144 in the 9-mlculture media and 1.0879 ± 0.0127 in the 1.5-mJ

culture media. These ~ults completelycontradiet those of Morgan(1976)..
Also in the: second experiment, which made use oftbe results ofviability test
using the Cy method (with yariation of gene frequeoc:ies among the: vials in
the: viability test o( individuals made by randomly combininB two second
c:hromosomes), DO evidence o((requeocy dependent selection was obtained.
This is in accord with the earlier work ofYamazaki(1971) wbocondueted a
c:omprebensive series o( experiments with respect to sex-linked Est-5
polymorphism (involving Sand Falleles) in D. pseudoobscura. He~Id Dot
detect differences in components of fitness among genotypes; no evldence of
frequency~ependentselection was obtained for that matter.

Of course, negative results do not prove Ihat the alleles involved are
completely neutral with respect to natural selection. It is possible that very
weak selection may still be acting. Usually. the resolving power of
experiments in detecling natural selection is limited. and ordinarily it is nOI
possible to measure selection intensity less than 0.01. Howeve~. Mu~ai et al.
(1980). utilizing the inversion-carrying chromosome In(2L)t 10 an Isolated
Drosophila population could show that the intensity of selection per enzyme
locus must be of the order of 10- 4 or less if it exists. This finding and tbe
argument that led to this conclusion were as follows. In the lshigakijima

population, the frequency of the second chromosome i~~rsion.IIi.2L~ is
about 6Q01.. Three isozyme loci are nearly mODomorph.c 10 the tnVd"SlOO
carryinB chromosomes but are highly polymorphk: in other (standard)
chromosomes. The inversion carrying chromosomes were introduced into
the population about 1000 generations ago, as determined by the known
rate ofcrossing over and the slight polymorphism. This is long enough for
lethal and mildly deleterious mutants to reach equilibrium frequencies, but
not long enough'for very weakly selected mutants. Actually. the distri
bution of homozygous viabilities in the inverted chromosome is in
distinguishable from that of the standard chromosomes. It is inferred that
the 1n(2L)l chromosome was monomorphic at the time it entered the

population about 1000 generations ago. This is no.t long ~O~gh for
polymorphic equilibrium to be established. If such lOCI are mamtalned by
heterotic selection there should be clear difference in viability between
homozygotes and heterozygotes for the standard chromosome which is
highly polymorphic with respect to enzyme loci, but not within nearly
monomorphic inversion-carrying chromosome. In reality, no such differ
ence was found within the limit of about I%- Auuming some 350
polymorphic loci with 20";' heterozygosity each. the eslimated selection
coefficient against homozygotcs per locus turned out to be - 0.00013.

Incidentally, the population cage method bas frequently been used to
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and that this fact casts serious doubts on the plausibility of this type of
mechanism as an important cause of widespread polymorphism.

I wouid like 10 add one more point. It is orten staled tbat frequency
dependent selection with minority advantage is not accompanied by
genetic load. However, this is not necessarily true. As shown in section 6.4,
only when a certain additional condition is satisfied (see equation 6.27 and
discussion on it) do the three genolypes at equilibrium become sekctively
equivalent leading to no genetic load. Otherwise, genetic load is unavoid
able, and indeed always occurs in a rlfiile population.

Haploid organisms
Overdominance or heterozygote advantage has been one of the

most popular mechanisms assumed by'selectionists' to explain widespread
prolein polymorphism. Therefore, studies of genic variability in haploid
organisms are of special relevance to the neutralist·selectionist con
Iroversy: in haploid organisms, helerozygotes do not exist and therefore
overdominance can nOI work to maintain genetic variability. Can we find
protein polymorphism in haploid organisms?

A pioneering investigation along this line was carried out by Milkman
(1973) using E3CMrlchla coil. He studied electropboretic variation at five
enzyme loci (ADH, AP,G-&-PDH,6-PGDH and MDH)in g29 E. coli c1ooc:s
from 156 samples from diverse natura! soun::es, and found thai the amount
of genetic variation is DOl vt:r'J different from that in many diploid species.
Since E. coli is a haploid organism, heterozygotes do not exist. and the lerm
heterozygosity is not relevanl in tbe ordinary sense. However, we can
compute 'virtual heterozygosily' at each locus as one minus the sum of
squares of alleliC'" frequencies. This is the proportion or heterozygotcs
among imaginary zygotes that would be produced by randomly combining
twO haploid individuals. The average value of virtUal heterozygosity for five
loci as computed from Milkman's(1973) Table lturos out to be R. - 0.242
or about 24'Y... This value is slighlly higher than the average heterozygosity
of a typical diploid organism but nol very much. This observation was a
fatal blow to the notion Ihat overdominance is the universal cause of genic
polymorphism. In fact, from this time on, enthusiasm toward over
dominance has gradually subsided among selectionists, and Ihis has been
replaced by the popularity of frequency-dependent selection.

While denying heterosis as the universal cause of genic polymorphism,
Milkman (1973) also claimed tbat his observation was inconsistent with the
neutral hypothesis. His arguments were based on the relationship between
the predicted and the observed values of ri. - I, where ri. is the mean
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effective n~mber of alleles per locus (see equation 8.29). According to him
(see also Milkman. 1976), E. coli has been at a population size well over 1010
for at least 4 x 10

10
generations or 4)( 10' years, as inferred from the fact

that il is found in most mammals all over the world. Since the mutation rale
v for the ncullal allelescoukt hardly be less than 10- 1 , thedTective number
of~lleles minus Onc (n. - I), which is equal to 4N.11 if the neutral theory is
valid. must be about 400. On the ather hand, the observed valuesofn _ 1at
fiv~ loci are between 0 and I. Actually, the observed values of n.:or the
re:lprocal of sum of squares of allelic frequencies, are listed in Table 1 of
Milkman (1973), and the average over five loci turns out to be 1.38. This
means that the obserVed value of n. - I is only 0.38.

Ro:ently, genetic diversity and structure or E. coli populations were re
eX~~ed by Selander and Levin (1980).and they brought out a new picture
whIch IS much lesscomradictorytothe neutral theory. They investigated 20
enzymes rrom 109 clones or E. coli from various natural sources and
obtained the average virtual heterozygosity of 0.4718 which is approxi.
matel! twice as high as the value estimated by Milkman (1973). A much
more Imponant finding (and indeed. a remarkable one) is that the number
of distinctive genotypes appear to be rather limited. They round only 98
~isti~ctive e.lectromorph types among the 109 clones examined. In fact,
IdentIcal paIrs ~f cl~nes were isolated from hosts that were separated by
large geographIc dIstances and were recovered at different times. A
remarkable example of this is that one clone from an infant in a
Massachusetts hospital tlursery was e1ectrophoretically indistinguishable
rrom the common E. coli K-12 stock (POssibility ofcontamination here wu
~Ied out). Furthermore, several cases were found where a pair of clones
differ at only one or two loci among 20 loci examined. They pointed Qut that
these ~bse~vat~ons can most easily be explained by assuming that
recombmatlon IS extremely rare in natural populations of E. coli, contrary
to tbe earlier claim 0( Milkman (1973) who thought that recombination
takes place regularly within hosls. Actually, if alleks at different loci
recombine at random. the number or distinctive combinations becomes
astronomical, and according to the calculation of Selander and Levin
(1980). even the combination with the highest expectation would occur at
the freq.uency of only 5.35 )( 10 -'; there would be very little possibility of
recovenng c1o~ with identical or similar electromorphs, contrary to
aetua~ o~rvatloDS. Because ohery rare occurrence of recombination, any
comblDauon of genes at dilferent loci would be broken up at exceedingly
low rates, and clonal and 'periodic selection' processes would play the

dominant role in detennining the amount of genetic variability. Here,
'periodic selection' refers to the phenomenon in which a mutant clone with
a high fitness appears from time to time and this is followed by rapid
expansion of this done to reptaoe the pre-existing clone.

In this connection, Maruyama and Kimura's(1980)studyon the effective
population size assuming local extinction and recolonization is pertinent
(see section 3.3). They sbowed that if a species (population) consists of n
haploid lines (subpopulations) which reproduce asexuaUy and each of
whicb is subject to random extinction and subsequent replacement, the
average virtual heterozygosity at equilibrium is R. = 2N.p/(I + 2N.v).
where N. is given by equation (3.9). Using this model we can show that if
local extinction and recolonization occur frequently, not only is the
effective population size of the species much reduced but also divergence of
subpopulations is largely prevented. As an example, let us suppose that a
haploid species consists of 100 000 lines (n -. lOS), and that each line starts
from a singJe individual and altbough it may grow into a line comprising an
immense number of individuals it becomes extinct on the average in 1000
generations (1- 10-1) so that its harmonic mean size is only R - 100.
Then, assuming the mutation rate per generation of v=- 10-', we obtain
N :::::; 5 )( 10' and R. :::::;0.5. This means that the average virtual heterozy·
g~sity is only SOOIa similar to that found in E. coil. Yet at any moment, this
species may comprise an immense number, say lOJO, of individuals. It can
also be shown that the genetic variability is almost entirely due to line

differences.
It is now clear, from Selander and Levin's (1980) observation together

with Maruyama and Kimura's (1980) mathematical analysis. that the
genetic structure of E. coli population can most easily be understood by
regarding it as a collection of asexual lines. Random sampling of such lines
occurs frequently through periodic selection. We can think: or each line
being derived from a single individual (bacterium) in whicb a mutation that
endows higher competitive ability happens to occur followed by rapid
expansion of its progeny by asexual means to form countless individuals.
Eventually such a line may become extinct to be replaced by a new
'periodic'line. We may regard intestines of mammals as a sort of chemostat
in which periodic selection goes on continuously. It is likely that the
dTcctive size of E. coli is not really very large. Therefore Milkman'sC'riticism
against the neutral theory is not warranted. In this respect, Nei (1976) had a
remarkabk insight when be suggested that the effective size or E. coli in the
long evolutionary history must be much smaller than 1010, contrary to
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Milkman'sclaim that E. coli has been at:l population size well over 1010[or

IU least 4)( 10
10

~ene:ations. 'This is because an E. coli colony rapidly
grows under certain circumstances, while in other circumstances it easily
becomes extinct' (Ne~ 1976).

Rttently. using the chemostat. Dykhuizen and Hartl (1980) performed
elegant experiments to test selective neutrality of 6PGD (6-phospbogJu.
conale debydrogenase) allozymes which are due to alleles at the gnd locus of

E. coli. They investigated four naturally occurring alleles (ie. W·. F2. 54,
58) and used transduction 10 transfer these alleles into the genetic
bac~ground .ofstrain E. coli K·12. They look great care to produce isogenic
strams carrYing these alleles. The limit ofdelectability ofselection with their
procedure of investigating competition in the chemostat is a selection
~oeffic.ient of 0.5% per hour or about 1% per generation (the limit is set by
samphng error). In their experiments they controlled gluconalc in the
medium based on the idea that gluconate is phosphorylated by the cell and
becomes the substrate of6PGD so that limiting gluconate may amplify the
selective difference between allozymes.

It turned out that these alleles are selectively neutral within the limit of
resolution (Le. 0.5% per hour) in the genetic background of the normal
E. coli K 12. Also, no evidence of frequency-dependent selection was
obtained. These. tests were performed in the genetic background of edd" ,
w~re edd codes for phosphogluconate dehydratase and it is known that
thiS provides an aJternative metabolic route for 6-phosphoglueonate
through bypassing 6PGD.

It was thought that small differences in tbe functional etnciency of the
allozymes might becompensated metabolically by small changes in the rate
of flow of substrate through the alternative pathway. Thus, selection
experiments in the genetic backgrOUnd of edd- (which cuts orr the
alternative metabolic route) were performed, and they detected selection
between allozymes. Furthermore the selection was in the direction expected
from the measured apparent K". values of the aJlozymes (note that the
smaller the Michaelis constant K m, the Stronger the affinity of the enzyme to
the substrate). These results suggest, as noted by Dykhuizen and Hartl
(1980), that thealJozymes of6PGD are selectively neutral or nearly neutral
in natural populations, but that they have a latent potential for selection.
SUCh. ~ potential ~ay on occasion be realized under the appropriate
condUlons of enVlfonment or genetic background, and under these
conditions aJlozymes can become the raw material for adaptive evolution.
These auth.Ors also refer to a statistical tcst made at their laboratory using
data supplied by Selander and Levin on 109 naturally occurring E. coli

strains. There were 15 distinguishable alleles of grid, and a test was made if
the observed distribution of allele frequencies conform to Ewens' formula
for selective neutrality (sec chapter 8 where EWeDs' sampling theory is
discussed). It turned out that the observed distribution is not incompatible
with the hypothesis of selective neutnlity. Hartl and Dykhuizen (1981)
studied selection for two more alleles at the gM 10CU$ using the chemostat,
but their conclusion was unaltered.

From the standpoint of the neutral theory, their finding tbat otherwise
neutral or nearly neutral alleles may have a latent potential for selection
which can be realized under the appropriate conditions has a far-reaching
implication. 1 would like to call their finding the 'Dykhuizen-Hartl errect'
and 1shall discuss this again in the next chapter. Uthis effect is general, as I
assume it must be, even extreme 'selectionists' must admit that allozyme
alleles can be selectively neutral (or nearly so) without being meaningless in

evolution.
According to Wills (1981, p. 210), selection at the octanol dehydrogenase

(Odh) locus in D. pseudoobscura, which is undetectable in a normally
polymorphic outbreeding population, can be detected by applying 'the
stress media' (octanol and ethanol) and at the same time by using inbred
nies. Such a claim may no longer be regarded ascontradk:lory to the neutral
theory if we accept the Dykhuizen-Hartl effect.

As an additional example to sbow that the level 0( genetic variability in
haploid organism is not very different from that of diploid organism, I
would like to mention the rc:ccnt wort of Yamazaki (1981) on haploid
liverwort Conoceplwlum conicum. He examined, using starch gel elec
trophoresis, II loci of this plant sampled from 7 different populations near
Fukuoka, in the southern part of Japan. Of the Iliaci studied, 7 turned out
to be polymorphic. The average virtual heterozygosity was 0.1 67. A similar
result has earlier been obtained by Spieth (1975) using another haploid
organism, Neurospora intumedia. However, Yamazaki (19gl) points out
that this fungus often endures and survives in nature in a diploid-lik.e
helerokaryon state, so Conoccphalum can be regarded as a more ideal
haploid organism. Therefore, it more definitely rules out overdominance as
the general mechanism ror the maintenance of genetic variability at the
molecular leveL

9.3 Statislic.1 teslS of selective neutrality
The neutral theory of protein polymorphism is based on the

mathematical theory of population genetics, and as explained in chapter 8,
models of neutral mutations have been extensivdy developed We bave a
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(9.1)

better understanding of the behavior of neutral alleles in a finite population
than, any other clau of selected alleles. Therefore, it appears thai one can
r,Cadlly test the neulraltheory byexamining the distribution pattern ofa['-_
hcfreq .. 1 . . •

UCnC1eS ld nalUra populauons. USIng the terminology of statistics,
we treat, the neutral theory as the null hypothesis and tcst it against
Obse.rvsl'ons. In fact, a number of tests have been proJX)Sed and applied,

~t, II has tu-:ned QUI that each lest has its shortcomings. So far, no defmite
eVIdence against the neutral tbeory bas been obtained through such tests.
Rather, favorable cases for the theory have been added through Neits test as
I shall explain in this section. Before we proceed, however, I mw! emphasize
that the existence of deleterious alleles by no means contradicts the neutral
theory. AJ I exp~ioed in chaplet 8. it is possible that deleterious alleles
~ some ten tunes as frequently as the selec:tivdy neutral alleles at the
wne ofmutation, although these deleterious alleles are restricted to a lower

f~uency r.ange (e.g. leu than IO"'/,J in the populatioll5. This means that
sunply t~tJDg strict neutrality agaill5t the existence of selection is DOt
approp~late to the :esolution of the ncuU'3.1ist·selcctionist controversy.
. J~ thl~ context, Li s (1979) designations are helpful to clarify the issue. He

dl$tlng~lShes two hypotheses, the pao-neutrality hypothesis (denoted by
H,.) whICh postulates tbat all alleles in a population are selectively neutral
an~ t~e neutral mutation hypothesis (H.) which postulates that the genetk
vanatlon or the heterozygosity of a POpulation is mainly due to neutral or
almost n~utral. mutations. Needless to say, tbe neutral theory which I
advocate m thIS book is H but nn' H. ,.

Singfe·locw tests of Ewens and Watterson

. I have already explained the sampling I.heory of Ewens (1972) and

menllO~ed the P~o~sal by him of testing selective neutrality with an
a~prox.lmat~ statIstIcal procedure (see equation 8.31 and subsequent
dISCUSSIon In chapter 8). Pursuing the problem along a similar line

Watter~n (1977, 1978a, b) developed a statistical theory to lest seJec:tiv;
neutrahty more exactly in ttrms of sample homozygosity,

•
F_ L "lI"l,,.,

~h~re " is the sample size (i.e. total number of genes), k is the number of
dlstlDct alleles in the sample .nd 0 0 0 ."e 'he be r

. 'I' 1, .. ·• k' Dum rs 0
representatIves of these alleles in the sampk (0 - 0 + + + ) A .

I "l· .. nk.SIn
Ewens (I972~ he uses the number of alleles (k) to estimate the unknown
parameter .8 - 4N.IJ, and test F based on the estimate of 8. One of the
examples gIven by Watterson (1977) is a sample of" _ 582 for the esterase.2

locus from Drosophila willisto"i. II contains seven alleles with numbers
n l _ SS9, "1-11, ,,)-7, n~ -2, n,-n, -",.1. Applying his theory,
he found that F is considerably larger than wbat is expected under selective
neutrality. and the exact probability of getting such a large F occurs only
with probability P - 0.0069. Then he concludes that 'neutrality was not tbe
case and the selection appears to be in favor of homozygotes·. This means,
however, that ovcrdominance is not the case and the existence of slightly
deleterious alleles is suggested. Asimilar test for D. rropicalis turned out to
be not signiflC8.Dtly different from tbe hypothesis of neutrality.

Although Watterson's test (and also Ewens') is weU work.ed-out
mathematically, it contains some problems with respect to its applicability
to real dat.a. It belongs to a type of test which treats each iDdividuaJ locus
(and also each individual population).separatety. Li (t979) pointed out that
such a single-locus approach generally has the following three drawbacks:
(i) large mean squareelTor oCthe estimator for 8( - 4N .tl~ (iI) low statistical
power, (iii) inability to use data from monomorphic Joci. .

In addition, the existence of slightly ddeterious alleles and the IIlCOm·

plete detectability of allelic differences in electrophoretic data cause
diffICUlty to tbe tests oCEwens and Watterson, because these tests are based
00 the assumptions that aU alleles are seb:tively neutral (i.e. pan·neuU'alist
hypothesis H ) aod that every mutation leads to a new aUde that can be
discriminated from pre.-existing alleles (i.e. the iofmite allele model). Li
(1979) showed by numerical examples that wben the mean heterozygosity
of a population is mainly due to selectively neutral alleles but the
population contains many deleterious alleles eacb baving a low frequency,
Ewens' method of estimating 8 using the number of different alleles turns
out not to be appropriate to test 'generalized neutrality' H., although it
might be appropriate to test 'strict neutrality' H,..

As compared with this, pooling data from all available loci, and
estimating 9 using the average heterozygosity (R~) as done by Nei (1975)
and Ohta (l976~ can overcome such difficulties and show many advantages
over Ewens-Watterson's approach in testing the neutral hypothesis H. in
wbich existence of deleterious alleles is admitted, particularly if variation of
the mutation rate for neutral alleles among loci is taken into account (Nei

t!t al., 1976a).

Nei's test
This test is based on the idea (Nei, 1975) that if we estimate the

parameter 9 ... 4N.ll from the average heterozygosity (R.) by the formula
9-RJ(l-R.) (see equation 8.20) and use this to predict the variance of
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!iJ. 9.4. Relationship between avenlae beterozYlosity and lhe
Inlcrlocus ....nancc for vertebrate species.. -_, theoretk:al rdationship
lOr the InfiDlte ~Ielc: model; - -, theoretical relationship fot the
sltp~ mutatIOn model; -'-, theoretjcaJ rdationship for the
Infinite .~lclc: model with varyinJ mutation nHe (codflCient of ....tiatiOfl
of ~utauon nlte - 1.0);.•... ,95% sianiflCaJloc inteTvlls of the
vananee. -, mamml.ls; ., reptiles; 4, fIShes; x, amphibians. From
Fuenr er ilL (1977).

Fuerst et al. (1977) applied Nei's test to data from 129 animal species and
6 differentiated subspecies for which at least 20 loci wete examined with a
sample of at least 30 genomes.

Fig. 9.4 shows the result of their analysis using data from a group of
vertebrates consisting of95 specie! and one differentiated subspecies. In tbis
figure, the observed relationship between the average heterozygosity and
the interlocus variance is ploued by various dots (the square dots for
mammals, round dots for reptiles, triangular dots for fishes and cross dots
for amphibians). The corresponding relationship obtained by using
Stewart's formula for the variance and Kimura-Crow formula (equation
8.15) for the average heterozygosity is shown by the solid line. It will be seen
that the agreement between observations and theoretical predictions is
satisfactory. The broken line (--) in tbe same figure represents the
theoretical relationship expected under the stepwise mutation model (see

section 8.5). and the chain-like line (-._) the theoretical relationship
under the infinite allele model in which the assumption of varying mutation
rate (with coefficient of variation 11_ I) is incorporated (see equation 8.22
and subsequent explanations). Note that the observed point.! are mostly
included within the 95% signifICance intervals delineated by dotted lines.
These authors also analysed data from 34 species and 5 differentiated
subspecies of invertebrates using the same method. Again the agreement
between the observed values and theoretical predictions are good, but there
issome tendency for the observed values todevmte upward from theoretical
values predicted under the assumption of CODStant mutation rate. This is
because the average heterozygosity is higher in this casc: than in the casc: of
~rtebratesand thererore tbe inflationary effect on the observed variance of
differences in mutation rate from locus to locus is manifested more
prominently. In fact, theoretical values derived (rom the model of varying
mutation rates did much better, showing an ex~llent fit to the actual data.

The variance of heterozygosity among different species for a homologous
locus can also be tested in a similar way. In this case, the mutation rate v
should be essentially the same for related species, but the effective
population size N. may vary with species. In addition, there is the
possibility that heterozygosities in related species are correlated if the
divergence time is short, and this reduces the variance among species.
Keeping such difficulties in mind. Fuerst et al. (1977) analysed data for a
total of 125 loci from various vertebrates, and for these animals very good
agreement with the theoretical prediction was obtained. For invertebrates,
information on 47 loci, all from Drosophila, wu available for study. It
turned out that tbe agreement with the theoretical value was generally
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heterozygosity (a~) by using Stewart's (annula (equation 8.16), then this
predicted variance can be compared with the corresponding obserVed
va~a~ce.to test ~he neutral theory. The variance of heterozygosities among
lOCI wlthm SpecIes may be used to make this lest. This belonp to a class of
methods of pooling data from a large number of loci as just referred 10
above. It has been used extensively by Nei and his associates (NCl et 01.,
19?6b; Fuerst et of., 1977) and has brought forward quite favorable
eVIdence for the neutral theory.

..Nole that lhe observed variance computed by using data on heterozygo
SItICS at a number ofloci contains sampling variance at the time of lhe gene
frequency survey, so caution is needed to subtract this sampling variance
(see Nei and Roychoudhury, 1974). On the otber band, Stewart's formula
for the theoretical variance (a~) does nO( include the difference o(muration
rates among loci, so it is desirable to take the variation of mutation rate into
aCCount (Nci ~t al., 19763) in computing the pr-edicted variance..
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Lewontin-Krwuer test

This test(Lewontin and Krakauer.1973) is based on the idea that
although selection may act dirrerenlly on different loc~ the errcct of

good, but for some groups of Drosophila species, there was significant
discrepancy, showing lower than expected variance. the real cause of which
is unknown.

In order 10 lest the neutral theory, Nei and his associates also
investigated the pattern of genetic differentiation between populations
(Chakraborty el 01., 1978~ They investigated the relationship between
genetic identity (l) and the correlation (r) of heterozygosities of different
po~lations or species to see if the observed pattern agreed with expec_
tallons from the neutral theory. As explained in the previous chapter (see
equation 8.116) the index / serves to measure the genetic distance between
populations and under complete isolation it decreases at the fate 2v per
generation. Since the mutation ralC may differ from locus 10 locus,
ChakrabortyeI 01. (1978) used a formula for I which takes the variation of (l
among loci into account. The correlation coefficient r represents the
correlation of single-locus heterozygosity over loci between two popu

lations, and it decreases at the rate (4v+ I/N.) per generation under
complete isolation (Li and Nei. 1975), i.e.

where t is the time in generations since divergence.

The observed relationship between I and r was examined separately for
four group of animals., mammals, teleost fishes, reptiles aod DroJOphila. In

c~mputing the theoretical relationship based 00 the neutral theory,
M -0.06 and R =om were assumed for the first three groups (vertebrate
groups), and M "" 0.28 and R.,. 0.17 for the Drosophila group, where M
stands for the mean value of 4N.(l and R. tbe average heterozygosity per
locus. It turned out that agreement between observations and predictions

was good for data from mammals and te~ts. For data from reptiles., the
relationship be1wce:n I and r was not clear, although a n:asonableagrecment
between observations and prediction was found for many cases. On the
other hand, for data from Drosophila, observed correlations were definitely
higher than predicted by the neutral theory. They could give no definite
explanation for such discrepancy. Chakraborty et al. also examined the
relationship between the mean and the variance of genetic distance and in
this case. they found surprisingly good agreement between obser~ed and
expected values in all of the four groups of organisms.

r-exp[ -(411+ I/N.)t], (9.2)

inbreeding should be uniform over all loci. More speciftea.lly they suggested
the following method for testing the neutrality of polymorphism. Suppose a
pair of alleles AI and A: are segregating at a locus. We compute the
inbreeding coellkient F using the mean (p) and the variance (et:) of the
frequency of A I among populations within a species by the formula

F = .;/[,,(1 - P!J. (9.3)

This corresponds to Wright'S FSf (Wrighl, 1943), and we apply this fonnula
to obtain F for each ofloci under investigation. Then, we compute the mean

F and the variance s; ofsuch F values among different loci. Suppose that F
is estimated from n populations. Lewontin and Krakauer claim that under
selective neutrality a conservative value ofsi is 2F2 /(n - I), and this can be
used to test selective neutrality: if k = (n - I)s;/F2 significantly exceeds 2,
the neutral theory can be rejected. In other words, if r,/a; is much larger
than unity. where a; _ 2FJ/(n - I) is the theoretical variance, F values are

considered to be too heterogeneous to be explained without selection.
The idea or using uniformity of F values among different loci to assess the

role of random drift appears to have originated from Cavalli-Sfornl (1966),
who calculated F values ror various blood group polymorpbisms over a
wide range of human groups. Lcwontin and Kraksuer applied their method
to the data collected by Cavalli-Sforza obtaining sJ/aJ - 10, and claimed
that they had sbown highly signifkant heterogeneity in F values for
human polymorphic genes ovcr the world, thus demonstrating that a
signmcant fraction of human polymorphisms owe thcir current gene
frequencies to the action of natural selection.

The validity of lhe Lewontin·Krakauer test has been questioned by
Robertson (1975)-who showed that Ie. _ 2 may be a se:rious underestimate if
there are correlations between populations (sucb as due to migration or
recent branch off) as is likely in human populations. Robertson pointed out
that for a sample of 60 populations, as used hy Lewontin and Krakauer, a
correct value ofa; would be about six times the value given by them, and as
the observed variance between loci was ten times their expectation, this
would throw some doubt on their claim that heterogeneity of F values is
highly significant (for more detailed account on tbe expected value of Ie.

under correlation between populations, readers may refer to Ewens, 1977).
The Lewontin·Krakauer test was also criticized by Nei and Maruyama
(1975) who performed a Montc Carlo simulation of structured populations
and found that observed values for Ie. are usually much larger than two. In
response to thcsecriticisms, Le:wontin and Krakauer (1975) listed 'do's' and
'don'ts' for testing tbe heterogeneity of F values. Among the correct uses,



they include the application of their method to temporal (ralher than
geographical) variation of gene frcqucocies within populations. as they did
to data of Krimbu and Tsaku (1971) on two polymorphic loci in the olive
(ruit n~ Dacu..f O~lU. In thiS case. the difference of the temporal inbreeding
coeffiaents for the two gene loci was not statistically signifICant. More
recently. Gaines and Whittam (1980) applied !.he l...ewonllO-Krakauer leSt

to temporal variation in gene frequency at rive electrophoretic loci in each
of four fluctuating populations of t~ prairie vole (Microtus ochroga.ster)

over a three-year period. The observed values of the variance ratio 31/.,
(

. , r r
assuming k = 2) were all near to unity and tbercrorc statistically nOIl-
signi~1Cant .. These authors concluded that 'nonselective forces', especially
genetic dnft. afC the major determinant of gene frequency changes in the
vole population.

O/her tests

Kimura and Ohta (l97Ia, b) examined the relationship between
the aver~ge heterozygosity (H.) and the proportion of polymorphic loci
(Ppol,) uSlOg the formula Ppol, _ I - qH/(1 -H}, where H _ R." This formula
was derived by using the infinite allele model, and we usually take q _ 0.0 I
or q -0.05 (see equation 8.9 and discussion on this formula in chapter 8).
They applied this formula 10 data from several organtsms and found that
observed values agree reasonably well with theoretical expectations. Later,
the same test was performed by Fuerst ~t al. (1977) using much mor~
extensive data, and the results wer~ obtained wholly consistent witb the
neutrallbeory.

Johnson (I9n) proposed 10 test the neutral tbeory by examining the
relationsbip. between the actual number of diff~rent alleles n. and the ratio
of the effective to the actual numbers 0( alleles, i.e. n./n.. where II. is the
reciprocal of the sum ofsquares of the all~lic frequencies. He reasoned that if
the neutral theory is correct, n./n. decreases as n. increases since tbe
equilibrium frequency distribution of isoalleles must be very distorted (witb
larg~r nU~ber of less frequent alleles for larger n.~ He investigated this
relationship for tbree sets of data from Drosophila, and presented 'quite
~lear-<:ut' results showing that in all three cases n.ln. increases as n.
IOcreases, contrary to the prediction of the neutral theory. Yamazaki and
Maruyama (1973) re-examinw the same problem using much more
extensive data together with the exact theoretical values based on the
infinite neutral allele model. Unlike Johnson, they found excellent agree_
ment between observation and the neutralist prediction, Yamazaki and
Maruyama also pointed out that Johnson excluded those alleles with a
frequency ofles.s than 0.01 and this may have led him to a false conclusion.

Yamazaki and Maruyama (1972, 1974) devised their own approach to
test selective neutrality of protein polymorphism. It is based on
Maruyama's (19728) finding tbat the expected value of the sum of
heterozygotes made by a mutant from its appearance until fIXation or loss is
'invariant', tbat is, independent of population strUcture. It also makes usc of
the theory that uDder irreversible mutation (with the inrmile site mDdel) the
steady state distributiOD of neutral mutants is given by lll(x) - 4N.17/x
which is a special case of equation 8.97 for G(x) = I and 17_'" o. where Dis
the mutation rate per locus and x is the frequency of a mutant allele. Then,
multiplying 2x(1 - x) to lll(x), tbe relative frequencies of heterozygotes for
various mutant frequency classes are given by 8N .v(l - x~ Yamazaki and
Maruyama also considered cases with selection. They showed that if the
mutant is unconditionally advantageous, the corresponding frequency of
heterozygosity is roughly constant, while if it is definitely deleterious the
distribution has minimum at x _ 0.5 and increases to a maximum at x = 0
or I. If the mutant alleles are overdominant, it is not easy to prwict an
unequivocal distribution, but they made a conservative assumption that all
equilibrium frequencies are equally likely, that is, distributed uniformly (in
reality, alleles with equilibrium frequencies ~ear 0.5 should survive m~re

often). Then tbe distribution of heterozygosity becomes bell shaped wnh
maximum at x -0.5. One difflCUlty of this approach is that when we
observe a heterozygote, say AA', we do not k.now which of A and A' is the
mutant allele. To avoid this diffICUlty, Yamazaki aDd Maruyama suggested
rdlecting the gene frequency scale arouDd the value of 0.5 so that the
ordinate values for x and I - x are added. With this devlce, the distribution
of heterozygosity for neutral mutations becomes constant over the gene
frequency range x =0.0 - 0.5, namely, the distribution becomes uniform as
in the case of advantageous mutations.

They then plotted the sum of the observed heterozygosities (ordinate)
against the gene frequency (abscissa~ In other words, they considered
relative contribution of alleles at each frequency clllS! to the amount of
heterozygosity. In doing so, they eliminated one allele at random from each
locus to correct the bias from the nonindependence of allele frequencies at a
single locus. Using all available data (442 alleles of 145 proteins from 16
different species in their 1972 paper), they obtained the result which fits well
to the expectation of uniform distribution of heterozygosity, that is, to the
case of either neutral or definitely advantageous mutants. Of these two, they
concluded that the hypothesis of selective neutrality is more appealing
because it is unlikely that most new mutations are more fit than the pre

existing alleles.
Yamazaki and Maruyama's methoo has been criticized by Ewens and
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Feldman (1974) who pointed out that if4N.v is large, the formula used in

the above analysis is nOt exact. However, this point is minor since4N.D for
neutral alleles can be assumed to be much smaller than unity. The same
analysis was repeated later with more data (I S30 alleles 0(600 polymorpbic:
loci) by Yamazaki and Maruyama (1975). but the observed distribution
pattern .of heter~ygosity turned out to be essentially the same, again
supportmg sek.ctJVc neutrality.

~yaJa and Gilpin (1973) criticized Yamaza.ld and Maruyama (1972)
sa~ng that the theoretical distribution ortbe relative amount ofheterozy.
gOSlly ca~culated. by Yamazaki and Maruyama under the assumption of

overdommance IS nOI valid, and that if all configurations of allelic
rreque~cies are equally likely, the patterns of heterozygosity observed agree

weU WIth the overdominant model. Clearly, Ayala and Gilpin's criticism
comes ~rom the~r insufficient knowledge of the stochastic theory of
POpul~tlongenetics: the probability distribution of allelic frequencies must
be.derlVed from the basic assumptions of overdominant mutations in a
finl~e population, and it is not allowed, as they did, to make such an
arbItrary assumption that all allelic configurations for a given number of
alleles, 11, are equally likely, that is, to assume that all points in the
hyperp.lane defined by Y, + Y1 + ... + Y. _ 1 (where Y, is the frequency
of the I-th allele) have equal probability.

Ayala and Gilpin (1974}also cnticized the neutral theory as follows: if the
theory iscorrcct the distribution ofgeneticdistanceD between taxa must be
approximately normal or bell shaped (with the probability of D _ 0

~nishingly small), whereas the observed distribution of the genetic
distance between taxa in the D. willistoni group is U·shaped in all cases and

this r~utes the. n~utraJ theory (see also Ayala, 1974). In deriving the
theoretICal predICtion, they applied a numerical solution of the Folc.ker
Plank diffusion equation involVed and computed the probability distri
bution of distance D at t-O.lN, 02N etc. between two isolated
POpulations each of size N, assuming thaI the two populations diverged
from a single population at t = 0; here D,.. [I(X II _ X 1I)1/2] 111 in which
X 11 and XlI are the frequencies of the l-th allele in the first and second
populations and summation is over all the alleles at a given locus.

However, as ~int~ out by Nei and Tateno (1975), Ayala and Gilpin's
(1974) computatl~n. I.S based on two unrealistic assumptions. First, they
assumed that the tnltlal gene frequency at the time of population splitting
are the same for all loci. In reality, however, gene frequencies vary greatJy
from locus to locus: some loci are monomorphic while others are
polymorphic in different extent. Secondly, they assumed no mutation, and

this too is unrealistic. in Ayala and Gilpin's study, they started from sucb a
state that the population contains, for example, three alleles eacb withequal
frequencies (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) and considered the process in which one of the
alleles tends to fix in the population as time goes on. It seems to me that
Ayala and Gilpin overlooked the possibility that monomorphic loci remain
the same after splitting (i.e. D - 0) until new, successful mutants occur and
spread to reach appreciable frequencies in either of the two POPulatio~.

For this to occur may take a long time. Furthermore, even at polymorphic
loci, there is usually a predominant allele at each oCtbem and it will take a
long time for different alleles to replace the previously predominant allele.

Nei and Tateno (1975) incorporated, in their simulation studies. a
realistic distribution of gene frequencies among loci at the time of
population splitting and investigated how the D value (as used by Ayala and
Gilpin) changes after tbe splitting under mutation and random drift,
assuming M = 4N.II_ 0.1. It turned out that distributions of D values thus
obtained at 0.5N. and N. generations are L-shaped with the maximum in
tbe neighborboOO of D - 0 and are strikingly different from the correspond
ing theoretical distributions obtained by Ayala and Gilpin, whose distri
butions are bell-shaped. Nei and Tateno also investigated the process of
change of the genetic identity coemcient I (see equation 8.116 in chapter 8)
under tbe neutral mutation hypothesis and obtained distributioDJ which
agree quite well with tbe observed distributioDJ or interracial and
interspecifIC gene differences for enzyme loci in Drosophil4. These results
indicate that the gene substitutions at enzyme loci can be explained by the
neutral theory, contrary to the claim of Ayala and Gilpin (1974~

9.4 On some'rival bypotbesu
As shown in tbe above two sections., the neutral theory of protein

polymorphism has been able to witbstand variow experimental and
statistical tests so far performed. Together with its success in explaining an
increasing number of observations regarding evolutionary changes at the
molecular leve~ it is likely that the neutral theory will survive into the
future, although some modifICations and refinements will no doubt be
made. In this section, 1 would like to discuss some rival hypotheses on the
maintenance of genetic variability at the molecular level.

Oll~rdominance hypothesis
1 have already enumerated enough evidence showing that over·

dominance can not be tbe major cause of protein polymorphism.
Especially, the rmding that genic variability or virtua1 heterozygosity isjust
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as high in haploid organisms as in diploid organisms must be a fatal blow
against the claim that overdominance is the universal cause for the
maintenance of protein polymorphism. Here, I sball present an additional
piece of evidence against the overdominance hypothesis. Through numeri
cal and analytical approaches, Lewontin el al. (1978) showed that
heterozygote superiority in fitness aleneean not maintain many aUeles at a
IOCllS(lhey considered only deterministic changes~According to them, even

when all heterozygotes are more fit than all homozygotes, tbe proportion of

fitness arrays that will lead to stable, feasible equilibrium ofmore than six or
seven alleles is vanishingly small: as the number of alleles increases from
three, tbe conditions for stable equilibrium become rapidly very severe.
Even when such conditions hold. the distribution of allelic frequencies at
equilibrium becomes nearly uniform. On the other hand, the observed
distributions of alleles at a polymorphic locus where a large number of
alleles are segregating (such as Xdh locus in Drosophila; see Coyne, 1976
and Singh, Lewontin and Felton, 1976) are very asymmetrical.

Evidence against the overdominancc hypothesis of protein polymor.
phism has accumulated so much now that only blind faith can maintain it.

FranJdin-LtwOIllln cheory inlJOlvlng larg~-$Ca1e

linlro!J~ djs~qullibrium

In their paper entitled 'Is the gene the unit ofselectionr, Franklin
and Lewontin (1970) investigated a model in which a large number of
overdominant loci are tightly packed within a chromosome with multipli
cative fitness effect among loci. They disclosed a remarkable property of the
model that, under a suitable condition, an extremely strong linkage
disequilibrium. develops in such a way that a population consists mainly or
two complementary chromosome types. In one series of simulation
experiments, ror example, they assumed 36 ovcrdominant loci on a
chromosome with recombination fraction r "" 0.0025 between adjacent loci
and with 10-;'; fitness decrease in homozygous condition at individual loci.
The elTcetive population size was assumed to be 400. Starting from the
condition that gene rrequencies are equal (i.e. 0.5) at all the loci and
combinations or genes between loci are completely at random, they
observed, for instance. in one of replicate trials, that, in generation 300, the
population consisted mainly of two chromosome types, denoted by

011 010 110 ... 101
and

100 101 001 ... 010,

in roughly equal rrequcncies. These two chromosomes amounted to some

83% while the r~maining types were only 1~1. in all. Once such an
equilibrium is reached, tbe average fitness oCtke population (w) becomes 0.4
which is much higher than w_0.16 expected under random combination of
genes between loci. No sucb remarkable polarization effect occurred if the
recombination fraction between adjacent loci was r - 0.005 or more. Thus,
linkage must be tight ror the effect to appear. However, no appreciable
increase of fitness occurred ror r - 0.0 (complete linkage).

What makes this model attractive is that r = 0.0025 can be a reasonable
map distance between two adjacent segregating loci in Drosophila. They
also found a very interesting property of tbe mood: by increasing the
number of segregating loci within a chromosome while holding the total
map length and the inbreeding effect (i.e. the decrease of fitness in the
homozygous state) constant, they round that the average correlation
between genes on the chromosome remained essentially unchanged (for
analytical treatments, sec Slatkin, 1972). In other words, the property of the
system does not depend on tbe number of genes; what matters is tbe
chromosome as a whole but not individual loci. If a very large number of
segregating loci are involved, the marginal fitness effect of making one locus
homozygous is very small, and this gives a realistic reature to the model On
the other band. in this model, allelic combinations are polarized into ooly
two groups in an extreme situation so that it becomes somewhat analogous
to the balanced lethal system. Ifsuch a polarization really occurs in natural
populations, tbe argument or 'beavy scgregational load' against the
assumption of a large number of ovetdominant loci breaks down; the load
under random mating does not necessarily become much larger than 0.5.

Franklin and Lewootin (1970) also investigated various cascs such as
asymmetrical fitneSs between two homozygotcs at each loci, unequally
spaced loci on a chromosome and truncation selection. They confirmed
that their new Iioding is robust to such a change. This W=d them to t.bc:
conclusion tbat the theory of population genetics which treats the
chromosome as a whole is more suitable and realistic than tbe traditional
theory which is rramed in terms of gene frequencies at individual loci. Such
a claim was again repeated by Lewontin (1974) in bis book The Gtn~lic

Basis 0/ Evolutionary Change, who closed it by pointing out an analogy
between tbe theory treating the chromosome as a whole and the well
known law in thermodynamics PV_ nRT, which describes in simple terms
the relationship among prcs.sure, temperature and volume., in spite of the
ract that an immense number or molecules are involved each undergoing
chaotic motIon. It looked as if be considered that a new era in population
genetics would be opened by this type of approach.



Although interesting, whether such marked linkage disequilibrium really
exists in nature is another matter. In fact, as more and more actual
observations accumulate, il has become increasingly clear lhal there is
virtually no linkage disequilibrium among enzyme loci in Drosophila,

unless gene loci are associated with inversions (a slructural change with a
chromosome segment inverted).

That linkage disequilibrium between isozyme loci seldom exists in
natural populations of Drosophila has been shown by extensive studies of
Mukai and his associates (Mukai et al., 1971, 1974; Mukai and Voelker,
1977). and also by Langley et al. (1978) and Loukaset al. (1979, 1981). Even
between such closely linked loci as Odh (octanol dehydrogenase) and Est-e
(esterase.q with recombination fraction 0.0058 between them, no linkage
disequilibrium wu observed by Mukai and Voelker (1977). Thus, even
though the possibility can not be excluded that the Franklin.Lewomin
theory may be valid in some cases to explain linkage disequilibrium
between genes within a very short chromosome segment, as a general
tbeory for the maintenance of protein polymorphism, it has been a failure.
This is a good example where a beautiful dream in science has been
destroyed by brutal facts.

Incidentally, signirlcant linkage disequilibria have been found in some
cases betweeo isozyme genes and polymorphic inversions. However, these
are most appropriately explained by founder effect, that is, bistorical
accident and random drift Nei and Li (1980) investigated mathematically
the problem of non·random association between isozyme alleles and
inversion chromosomes in finite populations.. Using the diffusion equation
method, they estimated the probable magnitude of non-random asso
ciation, that is, the difference in the frequencies of a given allele between
inversion and non-inversion chromosomes. According to their analysis,
significant non·random association will develop if 4N.r is small (say, less
than 1), where N l is the effective number of the inversion chromosome and r
is the rate by which the allele in the inversion chromosome is exchanged
with the allele in the non-inversion chromosome. They revealed that the
standard error of non·random association often becomes larger than lhe
mean.

Previously, Prakash and Lewontin (1968) notod that, at the P, - 10 and
Amy/cue loci, there is a strong association of different but characteristic
alleles with different inversion types (such as 'Standard' and 'Santa Cruzl in
the third chromosome of Drosophila pseudoobscura, irrespective of the
geographical origin of the strains. Furthermore, in the sibling species, D.
persimills wh.ose third ch.romosome gene arrangements belong to (or ate

directly derived from) Standard type, they found that the allelic constitution
is very similar to Standard type of D. pseudoobscura. Considering the
possibility that the separation ofdifferent inversion types dates back at least
several million generations, they conclude that the gene contents of the
inversions are 'coadaptod', in agreement with Dobzhansky (1951), so that
any introduction offordgn alleles is rejected. However, Nei and Li (1980),
through a more meticulous re-examination of the problem, point out that
Prakash and Lewontin's (1968) observation can easily be accommodated

by the neutral theory.

Ecological theories assuming adaptive srraugies
If protein and other molecular polymorphisms are adaptive, as

claimed by the selectionists, one should expect to find ~Iation between
genetic variability and some environmental factors. In fact, a number of
sclectionists adhere to the view that genic diversity is an adaptive stcategy
for the species to exploit temporally and spatially heterogeneous

environments.
One popular hypothesis, which was proposed by Levins (1968) predicts

that genetic variability should be higher in unstable environments than in
stable ones. It is a plausible hypothesis and similar predictions have also
been made by other authors (see Soule, 1976 and Va.lentine, 1976, for
review). Since the deep sea is the most stable and homogeneous habitat on
earth. it was predicted that genetic variability of organisms living there
must be very low. It turned out, however, that many organisms living at the
bottom of the deep sea have very high genetic variability (Gooch and
Schopf, 1972; Ayala er al., 1975). Thus. this specifIC prediction was clearly
falsified, with observations having come in an opposite direction. Also,
Somero and Soule (1974) tested this hypothesis (which they call 'niche
variation hypothesisl by ex.amining if there is a tendency for fishes from
thermally variable habitats to display bigher levels of protein polymor
phism than those from habitats with stable thermal regimes, but no such

tendency was found.
Failure of Levins' hypothesis led some to adopt the 'ttophic resource

stability' hypothesis (see Valentine, 1976). According to this hypothesis, if
the food supply is abundant and stable, the best strategy for the species is to
have allelic variants which are specialized to different foods, so that high
genetic variability is predicled. On the other hand, if the food supply is
unpredictable, ienetic uniformity is predicted because the best strategy is to
bave a generalist genotype. On another occasion, a hypothesis was
entertained (Ayala and Valentine, 1979) that, in species that inbabit
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temporally variable :nvironments or where individual organisms range
widely through a varIety of environments, functionally flexible alleles arc
favored. and that in the more extreme cases, the species lend to be
monomorphic for the most Oellible alleles. 1bese ecological theories
assuming various adaptive strategies~ so flexible, it seems to me, that
almost any observation on genetic variability can be explained by using
SO~ of them (or by inventing still more~

Returning to Levins' hypothesis, both Powell (1971) and McDonald and
AY~la (1974) reponed results from Drosophila POpulation cage experiments
wh~ch ~how~ that the average heterozygosity was higher in populations
mamtalned In heterogeneous environments than in populations in morc
constant environments. Since then, their experiments have been ciled as
evidence for the view that protein polymorphism is maintained b
balancing selection. However, Nei (1980), who made a close examinalio:
of t.heir da~a, points o.ut that, in their experiments, Ihe average heterozy
goSIty dechned fasler In bolh environments than the rate expected under
pure.genetic drift. In McDonald and Ayala's work, the original sample was
obtamed from a natural population of Drosophila pseudoob5ClUa which had
the average heterozygosity of 0.212 (for 20 polymorphic loci), and the size of
their experimental population Wal never smaller than 500. Therdore the
m~ximum red~ction in average heterozygosity due to random sam~ling
doft for the pc:ood of 12 .... 15 generations of their experiment must be such
th~t 0.212 ~hanges to 0.212)( (J - IjIOOO)U or 0-209. As compared with
thiS theoretICal prediction, the average heterOl.ygosity observed in hetero
geneow environments at the end of the experiment was 0.195, while the
average heterozygosity in homogeneous environments was 0146. Clearly
the heter~neousenvironments dKt not retard but actually a~lerated ~
red~ction ofbeterozygosity as pointed out by Nei. In a similar experiment
earned out by Powell (1971) using Drosophila willistoni, tbe reduction of
average heterozygosity in heterogeneous environments was more pro
nou.need. Note, h~wever, that in both experiments, reduction of heterozy
gosity was larger 111 the homogeneous environment. The reaSOn for this is
unknown. M~nawa and Birley (1978) investigated the same problem using
cage populatIons of Drosophila Itlelanogasler. In contrast to the results of
Powell (1971) and McDonald and Ayala (1974), no significant difference in
the a venge heterozygosities was detected between flies kept in the constant
and variable environments. Thus. environmental heterogeneity had no
e~ect on maintaining heterozygosity. On Ihe other hand, significanl
dIfferences o~ electromorph frequencies between different environments (as
compared WIth that between replicate populations) were found. Although

these results were interpreted by the authors as inconsistent with the neutral
theory, in my opinion, these are also inconsistent witb tbe adaptive strategy
hypothesis. Significant shifts of eleclromorph frequencies were probably
caused by selection acting on unrecognized loci in linkage disequilibrium.
Clearly, more cardul and detailed experiments on tbe problem are required
to settle lbe issue. For additional problems on the relationship between
genetic polymorphism and environmental heterogeneity, readers may rder
10 sucb review articles as Hedrick el al. (1976), Nevo (1978), Soule (1976)

and Valentine (1976).

9.5 Effects of molecular structure and functional constraint
on gmetic variability
From the standpoint of the neulral theory, protein and other

molecular polymorphisms represent a transient phase of molecular evolu
tion. If so, we should expect iliat these polymorphisms are strongly
influenced by Ihe structure and the functional constraint of the molecules
involved as we found in molecular evolution (see chapter 1). In this context,
an obse~vation made by Zouros (1976) is of special importance. He
compared the amounts of eleclrophoretic variability of loci coding for
multimeric enzymes (consisting of more than one polypeptide subunit) and
those of loci coding for monomeric enzymes in four animal and two plant
species. In all cases, he found that beterOl.ygosilies are lower for mUlti~rs
than for monomers. He also found that within a given species or populauon,
multimeric enzymes are less polymorphic than monomeric enzymes of
similar function. That monomeric proteins show, on the average. signi

rx:anlly bigber levels of heterozygosity (and also polymorphism) than
multimeric proleins bas been confirmed by other workers (Ward, 1977;
Harris el at.. 1977; see also Koehn and Eanes, 1978}. As pointed out by
Zouros (1976), Ihis observation nettSSitates rejection of the bypothesis
(Fincham, 1966) tbat heteromultimers formed by association of subunits
coded by IwO different alleles provide a molecular basis ofoverdominance.
On the other hand, Ihis observation is consiSlent with the neutral theory,
because, structural constrainl for proper function must be greater for
multimers (due to intenubunit interactions) than for monomers, and
therd'ore, olher things being equal, the fraction of mutations thai are
neutral (i.e. not harmful) is smaller for multimeric enzyme loci than
monomeric ones.

Another topic of interest is the relationsbip between the subunit
molecular weight of protein and the level of intraspecifIC variability. Koehn
and Eanes (1977, 1978) made an extensive analysis of data on enzyme
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polymorphism In Drosophila and found that, for I J dimeric enzymes. both
heterozygosity and the number of alleles show signifICant correlation with
subunit moJccuJar weight. The estimated correlation coefficient (r) was
0.413 if the subunit molecular weight was correlated with ObserVed
heterozygosity per sample for each locus, but was 0.753 if this was
correlated with the average heterozygosity per locus (Koehn and Eanes,
1977). Both correlations were statistically significant. According to the
neutral theory. or more precisely, if we assume the infinite neutral allele
model, the average heterozygosity is fl. =4N.rJo/(1 +4N.v

o
). In this

formula, tlo is tbe mutation tale for neutral alleles and this is expected 10 be
proportional to the gene size.. Therefore Do should be proponionallo the
molecular weight of the protein coded by the gene. This means that the
average heterozygosity should be highly correlated with the molecular

weighL Thus, the observed higher correlation, i.e. r = 0.753 is consistent
witb the neutral theory. Also, according to the neutral theory. tbe obserVed
heterozygosity at a given ~otein Jocus for an individual species may deviate
a great deal from the expected value R~ due to raDdom genetic drift, IlJ is
evident from the wide ranging distribution of per.locus heterozygosity
among related species {see. for example, Fig.. 9.3 in this chapter~ This
stochastic change: will certainly reduce the Correlation coefficient when It is
computed for each sample separately as compared to the case wben it is
computed by using the average heterozygosity over a number of species.
This also explains the lower correlation codflCient, i.e. r" 0.463, obtained
by Koehn and Eanes.

Nei Cl at. (1978) made a more detailed and careful analysis of the
relationship betWl!C:n subunit molecular weight and genetic variability of
prot.eins using data from six groups of organisms: primates, rodents,
reptiles, salamanders, fishes and Drosophila. Proteins used for their analysis
were mostly dimers and monomers, but included some trimers and
tetramers. These authors fOund tbat the correlation coefficient between
molecular weight aDd the heterozygosity was positive in all groups, and
that the magnitude of correlation was roughly in agreement with what was
expected under the neutral theory when the incomplete correlation between
molecular weight and the mutation rate was taken into account.
Furthermor~, they f~und that the correlation was higher when the average
heterozyg,oslty was hIgh than when this was low. This is alsoconsistenl with
the expectation of the neutral theory. Harris Cl al. (1977) made a similar
study using data On 87 enzyme loci in human populations. They compared
the average subunit size of the enzymes between polymorphic and
nonpolymorphic loci, but found no significant difference between them.
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(Also no significant differences were found when loci coding for monomeric
and multimeric enzymes were considered separately.) The real reason for
such lack of correlation between subunit molecular weight and the level of
polymorphism is not known. Since the aw.rage heterozygosity is low in man
(about S"O>, and since heterozygosity at ~ pa~ti:UlarI~ varies a ~eat deal
from species to species by random dnft. It IS possible that thiS lack of
correlation in man is accidental (but see Nei et al., 1978). On the ~th~ hand,
Harris Cl aI. (1977) found that multimeric enzymes sbow a SIgnificantly
lower incidence of polymorphism than do monomeric enzymes in agree
ment with Zouros' earlier finding mentioned above. Funbermore, they
disclosed a remarkable fact that incidence of polymorpbism is particul~ly

low among multimeric enzymes in which interlocus mo~la: hybri<¥
occur. According to Harris et at (see tbeir Table 4), the mcidence of
polymorphism is 56% for 27 loci coding for mon0me.nc ~ymes and 42"'(
for 3S loci coding for multimeric enzymes not formmg mterlocus hyb~d

molecules, but it is only 9"/. for n loci coding for multimeric enzymes whICh
form interlocus bybrid molecules. This finding is panicularly favorable to
the neutral theory, because formation of intedocus hybrid mo1ecu1es
'mposes structural constraint on the protein molecules so that the
~obability of mutational change being selectively nc:utra1 is redu~.

The neutralists' proposition that an increase offuncllonal ~stralDt~n a
rotein decreases its intnl.specirlC variability appears to have WIde apphca

~Iity. In fact, it can be used to reinterpret various observati?ns. ~r
hypotheses which were originally put forward to suppo" the selectlonlSt s

~~ of
Gillespie and Kojima (1968) compared variabilities of two groups

enzymes, one known to be active in energy metabolism (Group I) and the
other which have broad substrate specificities (Group 0). They found that
Group 1 enzymes exhibit much less variation than Group II en.zymes,
namely, the mean heterozysosity per locus of Group I enzymes I.S onl.y

9"" 24% of that of Group U enzymes in Drosophila anan~e. Gillespie
and Langley (1974) made a similar study using more .extenslve data ~om
human, mouse and Drosophila populations. They mtrodu~ a slight
modification in classifying enzymes into two groups, namel~, (I~ ~nzy~es

characterized by a singular physiolosical substrate (largely cOI~cldmg ~lth

the Group I enzymes of Gillespie-Kojima) and (ii) those wl~h mu.luple
physiological substrates (almost the same as Group II). WlIh thiS re
definition of enzyme classes, a clear and consistent difference betw~n

Group I and Group II enzymes with respect to the average heterozygosity
was shown to exist not only for Drosophila but also for the human and the
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chapter). It is evident (rom the figure that enzymes With various f=cti~n~
constraints (i.e, squares with one or more bars) ~end to \'C 0

hese ymes bave variances of beterozy-heterozygosity. Furthermore, t enz tra1 '00 t allele model.
gosity markedly lower than expected on tbe neu I lnl e

Fi 9.5 Relationship between the average bete~ozypty aDd the
~~ of heterOZ:Ylosity for 20 different proteins (mostly enzy~)

bsa'ved nlues).. The curve represents we
plotted.as 501,id .~~~ ~~_ ..... on lhc oeutn~ infmite a1lde model. Bars
Ibeoretical re atlolDUlp .......-.. ., aI
uacbed to individual squares designate v~~ rUnctlon 'fi

• '.' downward bar indicates thaI It 1$ a substn.tc-s~ ICconstram . a . . A ·,-.-'ved ID aI ft·hand bar denotes that It IS an enzym.. u.. ..
enzyme, a e . d a right.hand bar denotes that It 1$ an
single metabolic ~thw~y an F G' bori (1979) with slightem:yme involved 10 maIn pathways. rom 0]0

modification.
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mouse. The ratio of the averase heterozYSosityofGroup I to that of Gtoup
II is 0.38 for man, 0.65 for the mouse and 0.17 for Drosophila. It was also
noted that the average heterozysosity of the Group I enzymes is roughly
constant and isapproximatelyO.05 in these animals. Gillespie and Langley

(1974) presented these observations to Support their claim that enzyme
polymorphism is primarily due to selection acting on environmental
variation in gene function. Their observations, however, can also be
explained easily by tbe neutral theory, namely, functional constraint is
stronger for substrate-specific enzymes (Group J) than substrate_

nonspecific enzymes (Group II), and therdore tbe probabilily ofa mutalion
change(amino acid replacement) being not harmful (i.e. selectively neutral)
is smaller for the Group I Ihan for Group 11 enzymes.

Yamazaki (1977) went further and showed, using data from various
Drosophila species, that not only do the substrate-specific enzymes have
lower heterozygosity (with an average heterozygosity R. _ 0.075) than the

nonspecific enzymes (R. - 0.200), but also that these two enzyme groups
dilTer in the mean-variance relationship of heterozygosity. Hecomputed the

expected variance of heterozygosity for each enzyme locus using Siewart's
formula (see equation 8.16 in the previous chapter), where parameter 8 or
4N.lJ was estimated from the averase heterozygosity over species. He also
computed the observed variance for each enzyme over dilTerent species. and
compared the observed variances with the expected variances at 22 enzyme
loci, of which 13 code for substrate·specific enzymes and 9 substrate.
nonspecifIC enzymes. In the 13 substrate·specirlC enzymes, the observed
variances were always smaller than expected, and the difference was
statistically signifICant in 9 enzymes. On the other hand no such tendency

was noticeable in the 9 substrate-nonspecirx: enzymes; the observed
variance was smaller in 5 cases and larger in 4 cases. Furthermore, only in 2
cases were the dilTerences statistically signirlCant.

A similar analysis was carried out by Gojobori (1979, 1982) using data on
20 different proteins (mostly enzymes) from 14 Drosophila species, 14 AI101is
species and 31 Other species. Fig. 9.5 illustrates the results of his analysis
with observed values shown by solid squares. Various bars attached to
these squares represent functional constraints: a downward bar indicates
that the enzyme is substrate specific, a left-hand bar denotes that the
enzyme is involVed in a single pathway and a right.hand bar indicates that
the enzyme is involved in main pathways (for details, see Gojobori, 1982~ In
the same figure, the curve represents the theoretical relationship between
the a verage heterozygosity and the variance of heterozygosity based on the
infinite neutral allele model (see equations 8.15 and 8.16 in the previous
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i' were chosen from the range 0.1 .... 0.5 but mostly I assumed j' - 0.2. The
assumed mutation rates range rrom 0.()0025 toO.O I. Note that the mean and

the variance ofheterozy&osuy are not detennined independently by values

of N., s' and 0, but by the products, N.i' and N.D. so that the present

simulation allows us to make inferences regarding large populations(as we
usually find in nature}even ifwe assume a smaU population size (N. _ 5(0)

in the experiments.
The results or the simulation experiments are plotted as solid circks

(dots) in Fig. 9.6. For example, the solid dot at the bottom left corner

represents the outcome of an experiment with N, = 500, ? '"" 02 and 0 =

0.0004 so that 4N,? = 400 and 4N,v =0.8. Note that this is equivalent to
the case in which N. _ 10', j' "" 10-· and v = 2 x 10-'. From the figure, it

will be seen that if polymorphism is caused by very slightly deleterious
mutations that follow the r distribution, the observed variance of

heterozygosity must be signiiicantly lower than expected from strict

neutrality (as shown by open circles and the solid curve), provided that

4N.i' is reasonably large, say 400. If4N.r becomes larger, the downward

departure of the observed points from the theoretical curve will become still
more pronounced. Although much remains to be c1ariJied, it looks as if the

model ofeffectively neutral mutations with N.i' ,.. 10 .... 100 can explain the

observed pattern of heterozygosity of some or the enzymes such as Hit
(hexokinase) and Fum (fumarase) whX:h show low heterozygosity and

which are subject to strong functional constraints.
It has been pomted out by several authors that soluble enzymes can

tolerate mutational changes much more readily than structural proteins

and membrane-bound enzymes. Langridge (1974) investigated the effect of

amino acid replacements on enzyme function in IJ-galactosidase of
£sch4!ri€hia coli. By isolating mutants possessing 50"'.1. or less of normal

enzyme activity, he estimated that only II out of 733 amino acKi

substitutions reduced activity of this enzyme below sat/o- Furthermore, IJ

galactosidase appears to be protccted by a potential capacity for increased

synthesis to counteract partial inactivation. Langridge concluded that most
mutations in genes coding for soluble enzymes are nearly neutral to natural

selection under customary conditions, although this does not mean that a

particular amino acid substitution would be indifferent to natural selection
under all conceivable conditions; many of the substitutions would be
expressed under different conditions of substrate type or concentration,

temperature, pH. etc.

As compared with such soluble enzymes. structural proteins and
membrane-bound enzymes are generally subject to stronger functional
constraint; structural proteins are closely interlocked with each otber, and

•
•

••

•

•
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From the stand~int of the neulrallheory Ih~ observations may most
~;turaIlY be expl~lncd by assuming that for such enzymes, effectively

utral bUI very .sh~htly deleterious mutations are largely responsible (or
polymo,rphlC var~atIOns. To lnvesligatc this, r have performed Monte Carlo

Slmul~tlonexpenments uSlOg the model ofelfectively neutral mutations As
explalfl~ In l~e previous chapter (see .section 8.7), this model assumes ;hat

t~e ~lectlw:dISadvantage, denoted by .I', ofmutanl alleles follows a gamma
dl5tn~ution.Thesimulalion was designed tosludythecasc withfJ _ 0 5(
equation 8.98), and I ass -' . . . . see
. .. urn..... a population conSlstmg or 500 b __".
mdlVlduals (N = N "'" 500\ . r=<.llng

. • ,. 80th the average selectIOn coefficient (n and
the mutation race (0) were varied from experimenllo experiment: values of

Fi&; 9.6. Relationship between the average heterozy osit and h
;:fla~oe of hete~ozy.gosity, as studied by Monte Ca~o si~Ulali~ne

pen~ents. Solid circles represent experimental results obtained b
assu~lng the model of effectively neutral mutations with P 05 ( Y
~tlon. 8.98). Each point (solid circle) is an outcome of 1000' see
o r~allons made at intervals of 20 generations. In the simulation
(~penments. a population consisting of 500 bleeding individuals
av~:::;500~ ~u~ed tOJCther with the Following parameters: the
th :tlon !Clent alamst the mutanl$ (T) WlU chosen from

e ra~ge tween 0.1 and 0.5, but mOlitly I assumed r _0 2 As to the
mutatIOn rate (l'~ a valuc was cbosen from the range bct~' 000025
~nd 0.01. For each cJlpenment. T and l' were rlJled. Open ci:l~ in the
Igur~epresc~t apenmental results obtained by assuming completely
:: .mU!auons(T - O~ and tbey agreed quite well With the

retical pre<i!cllon (represented by the CUTVe th fi )
the infinite: oeutraJ alJeIc model For the ..t..1~ e Ilure based 00
sunulatioo ClI • • com....... t...y neull'll case,

.. penmmts were carried out by usuminla populatiofl
COn:slSung of 100 brecdinJ Individuals, in which mutation rate
varied ~m clpenment to upe:riment to obtain different values~ the
::era~ terozygosity. Tbcsc: serve as controls of the simulation

penments 10 test the model of effectively neutral mutation$.
0··· Neulnl .... EfTectl¥el)' neU[fllJ

~~ ~.~~

0.03..,
!
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membrane-bound enzymes are heaVIly dependent on accurate stetic
relatrons with olher molecules in tbe membrane. Therefore t~se two
classes of protems arc highly invariant and tolerate only a small amount of
poly~orphism (Jones, 1980). Klose and Feller (1981) investigated tbe
genetlc variability of membrane proteins (Structlltc·bound proteins) and
cytosol proteins (water-soluble proteirn) by comparing two inbred strains
ohhe mouse using a two-dimensional electrophoresis method. They found
a large amount of genetic variation in proteins (mostly in the amount of
proteins) in CYIOSO~ but no genetic variation was deledcd among
membrane proteins.

. Previously, Brown and Langley (1979) investigated, using a two

dImenSIonal electrophoretic technique, the level of genetic variability of the
most abundant proteins in Drosophila melanogasrer adults from a natural
population. Tbey obtained Ute resull that the average heterozygosity per
locus over approximately 54 loci screened was 4% This was much lower
than. the corresponding value, i.e. the average heterozygosity of 14y'
obtained for enzyme loci in D. meIanogaster using the standard method :;.
starch gel electrophoresis. A SImilar study of the heterozygosity of
abundant proteins, using tWo-dimensional electrophoresis. wu made by
RaclOe and Langley (1980) for a wild population of the house mouse. The
average heterozygosity estimated over approximately 72 structural loci
turned out to be ZOI. which was much lower than the corresponding value
(17.2%) estimated by using starch gel electrophoresis.

The rinding that abundant proteins in the tissue show much lower
het~rozygosity than soluble enzymes can also be explained in part by
notmg that proteins which exist in major quantities in the cell will have a
much larger effect on fitness when their structure is altered by mutation
than those existing in minor quantities (see equation 7.11). Note also that
these abundant proteins are structural proteins including actin, tublin etc.
(McConkey et aI., 1979) which are known to be highly conservative in
evolution.

In chapter 7, we have discussed extensively how negative selection due to
structural and functional constraints of the molecule restricts the OCCur
rence of selectively neutral mutations, thereby slowing down the rale of
molecular evolution. If the neutral theoryis valid, we should expect that the

sam~ set of cons~raints would reduce intraspecific genetic variability.
VarIOus observations discussed in this section appear to be wholly
consistent with this expectation. At the moment, our knowledge on the
detailed nature of molecular constraints is quite limited. In Ihis respect,
Novotny's (1973) account, in detailed physico-chemical terms, of how such

constraints arise through interactions among side chains of amino acid
residues and how variability of the protein is influenced by them is
instructive, although 'membranin', a molecule wed in his explanation, is a
fictitious proteins ofbis invention. It is hoped tbat we shall soon be able to
give such explanations with respect to actual proteins such as hemoglobins.,
cytochrome c etc. (For some recent progress along this line, readers are
invited to consult Lesk and Chothia, 1980, and Richardson, 1981.)

I conclude that, if the neutral theory is valid, it will be found that
molecules or parts of one molecule which are more imponant in function,
and which therefore evolve more slowly, will show a lower level of
heterozygosity. On the other hand, a great deal of polymorphism (not only
with respect to base substitutions but also additions and losses of bases) will
be found in nonceding regions (particularly in spacer regions), and also in
intronseven for gcoes coding (or highly conserved proteins. Thus. the factor
which governs the level of heterozygosity is not balancing selection, but
mutation, population size and negative selection.

In this connection, it is appropriate to mention the work of Lauer (1981a.,
b~ He examined published dala on 2,5 enzyme loci for nine species of
Drosophila (five temperate and four tropal species), and analysed the data
separately for group I and group II enzymes (following thcclassiflcation of
Kojima et al.. 1970). The contribution to heterozygosity C. by alleles in
various frequency classes (see Latter, 1981b, (or details) was treated as a
function of allelic frequency qj. and this functional relationship was
investigated using observations and compared with the corresponding
theoretical predictions. Based on computer simulation, he found that the
model assuming a combination of loci producing either neutral or very
slightly deleteriou~mutationscan adequately account for all aspects or the
data. According to him, the consistent difference between group I and
group II enzymes can be explained by difference in the average intensity of
selection. Also, a highly significant difference between the temperate and
tropical species in the distribution of heterozygosity is likely to be due to the
smaller effective population sizes or temperate species. He emphasized thaI
the selective disadvantage of mutants in the model of best fit to the
Drosophila data is of an extremely low order of magnitude, the highest value
being kNs "" 3, where kN is the total species breeding population size
(namely, k subpopulations each with the effective size N) and s is the
selection coefficienl against the mutants. He concluded that the neutral
model proposed by Kimura (1968a) and modified by Ohta (1974, (976) to
include the accumulation of slightly disadvantageous mutations, is capable
of explaining aU features of the data., and that, from an evolutionary point of



view,mU~h crlhe electrophoretic variation observed in natural populations
may Justifiably be considered 10 be effectively neutral.

9.6 FI~uency distribution of r.re variant alleles
Rare variant aJleles. whose frequencies in the population are too

low to be regard~ as a n:aember of polymorphic systems, can neverthelcs.s
supply valuable InformahoD on the mechanism by which polymo h·th I .. rp lSmat

e mo ~Iarlevellsmamtaine<t This is because, as explained inchaptcr 8

(see partIcularly. section 8.4), even a mutant allele having a definite selective
advantage or disadvantage (assuming 151 to be small but 4N 1.11 rna be
large) behaves as if se~tively neutral when its frequency is ve~y low, 'and

t~er~fore. we can estunate the mutation rate by using data on the
distribution of rarc alleles (see equation 8.24 and the explanation that
follows~ In fact, I have shown, using observations from the plaice and
Japanese macaque, that only about 1/10 of amino acid altering mutations
on th.e a~erage. arc selectively neutral and that the rest arc deleterious
contr~butlng llClther to polymorphism nor evolution. In this section, I shall
examLOe. the same problem using observations mainly from human
poPula~lOns for which much more extensive data are available.

Harns et a~. (I9~4) reported the incidence of rare alleles determining
electrophoretic vanants at 43 enzyme loci in Europeans. From tt\(ir Table
I, I have chosen ~6loci for which the sample size is larger than 1000. The

average sample SIZe for them is "- 4058.04. The average number of rare
alleles per locus for them has turned out to be 49f26 or 1.89. Since Harris
et at. ddined rate alleles as those allel·~ wh • .- ... ··d I ( .~ .- luulVi ua requcncy In the
~mplew~ less than 0.005 this corresponds to q = 0.005 of equation (8.16),
I.e. M. -n.(x < q)/Io&.~2fiq~. Then, substituting ".(x < q) _ 1.89. "::.
4058.04 and q=0.005 In thiS equation, we ""'t M =0509 This .. . 0-. .. gives
an estimate for 4~.Dr where Dr IS the total mutation rate per enzyme locus
for e1ectrophoreucally detectable alleles. On the other hand (,om e .
(
g 20) . H ' quatlon
'. ,.I.e. M = ./~l - R.). we obtain M = 0.0753 by assuming R. = 0.07

which is an approxlmal~ value for the average heterozygosity per locus due
to common polymorphiC alleles (Harris and Hopkinson 1972) Th·s g.. ' . I lves
an estimate for 4N.lJo where lJo is the mutation rate for selectively neutral
alleles. T~ercfore, as shown in equation (8.27), we can estimate the fraction
of mutations th~t are selectively neutral among all elcctrophorctically
detectable mutations as follows.

p•••, E M/M.~O.IS.

Thi.s v~lue is very close to the corresponding estimate obtained for the
plaice In chapter 8.

There is another method for estimating 4N.vt or M. whICh also makes
use of the theory that behavior of mutant aUeles in general is similar to
neutral alleles when lbeir frequency is very low. Let Ft<.x < q) be the sum of
frequencies per locus of alleles whose frequencies are less than q. Then.
assuming that sample size " is large enough so that q)o 1/(2n}. we have

F-rtx < q) - f: ,xil)(x)dx ~4N .Drq = M.-q. (9.3)

Note that as compared with ¢l(x) which becomes indefinitely large as x
approaches 0, the integrand, i.e. .x<Il(x). in the above formula is finite at x "'" O.
so that we can choose 0 as the lower limit of integration without serious

error. Therefore, we can estimate 4N.1l,- by the formula

M~ = FT(x < q)/q, (9.4)

where M~ stands for 4N.IlT as estimated by this method. According to
Harris et aI. (1974), the average heterozygosity per locus due to rate alleles
is 1.76 per 1000 so that FT(x < q) _ 1.76/2000. Noting that q - 0.005 in this

case, we obtain M~ _0.176. As compared with M. _0.509 whx:h was
obtained by using equation (8.26), this value is only 1/3 as large. Since
equation (9.4) must be very sensitive to the choice of q in the denominator,

it is likely that M~ is more liable to error than M. and therefore less reliable.
So, 1 shall regard M. as a betteT estimator of4N.Dr than M;.

One important observation made by Harris et al. (1974) is that 'polymor·
phic' and 'monomorphic' loci do not differ in the average betuozygosity for
rare alleles if the placental alkaline phosphatase., an unusually variable

locus, is excluded. This is easy to understand from tbe neutral theory: the
intrinsic mutation rates (P-r) at these two classes or loci are essentially the
same, and tberdore Ft<.x < q) must be nearly equal as is evident from

equation (9.3).
Extensive studies of rare variants in buman populations have also been

done by Neel and his associates for Amerindians, and valuable data have
been obtained. 1 use the data presented in Table I of NeeI(1978) which lists
the occurrence of rare variants at 28 loci in 21 Amerindian tribes. His
definition of rare variant alleles corresponds to q - 0.01 in our tenninology,

and from his table we obtain ".(x <q) _1.29 and "_644207, giving M. =
0.266. An interesting feature of his data is that some of the variants
represent wbat be called 'private polymorphisms', tbat is. they are

concentrated in a single or several related tribes where their frequencies are
well above the minimum for a polymorphism. For example, an allele called
YAN.2 at the albumin (Alb) locus is present in more than 6% of the
members of tbe Yanomama tribe but absent in other tribes. We can
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calculate the value of M using the average heterozygosity at 23 loci ave 12

tribes as. listed In Table S of Neel (1978), where we find R. -0.054. T~us,
we.obtam M - 0.0571. Therefore, the (raction of neutral mUlalie"s, as
estImated by M/M" turns out to be p..~, -0.21 which is nOI very different

from the corresponding value obtained for European populations (i.e.
p_UI -O.lS}

Incidently, these values of P....., arc consistent with the results obtained
from the studies on the: evolutionary rates of pseudogenes which we
discussed in section 7.4. If we use the estimates given in Table 3 of Li el al.

(l981), the average rate ofnueleotide substitutions which cause amino acid
changes in the normal globin genes turns out to be roughly 0.14 of the
corresponding tatc of the globin pseudogenes. From the standpoint of the

neutral theory, this value (i.e. 0.14) should represent the fraction of neutral
mutations among all the mutations in g1obins, and considering the fact that

the evolution~ry rates of gJobins are near the median of the evolUlionary
rales of protems (see chapler 4), such consistency is still another piece of
evidence in fnor of the neutral tbeory.

A similar analysis may be made on the data from five species of
Dro$Ophila willisronl group studied by Ayala and his associates (1974),
although the size of sample per locus per species is not as large as in the
human data. Of the five species studied, only the D. Willutoni data is
e.xtettsive enough for the a verage sample siu: per locus to be larger than 500
(In terms of the gette number, i.e. 2n), so I shall concentrate 00 this species.
From their table I, which lists allelic frequencies at 31 loci, I have chosen
alleles whose frequencies are less than 1% (q = O.OI~ There are 85 such
alleles, so that ii.(x < q):z 85/31 ~ 2. 74. The averagc sample size per locus is

2ii,. 568.06. From these valuc:s, we obtain M, = 1.60. The average hetero
zygosity per locus(R.)as listed in Table 6 of Ayala el al. (1974) isO.177 from
which we obtain M=0.215. Therefore, our estimate for the fraction of
neutral mutations among all electrophoretic mutations at the time
of occurrence is PnOlll = M/M, ~O.13. It is interesting to notc that this
cstimate is not very different from the corresponding cstimales obtained for
human populations.

Ohta (1975) was probably the first who noticed that although the
observed and theoretical distributions agree quite well under the neutral
theory with respect to polymorphic alleles. there is a marked excess of rare
alleles in the observed distribution. The present analysis confirms her
results. Ohta (J 976) went further and showed that the excess of rare alleles is
more pronounced in the substrate-specifIC enzymes than the substrate
nonspecific enzymes. Actually, if we apply the present method for each of
these classes of enzymes separately, we obtain p.~u,,.,0.070 for the

substrate specific group and p..., _0.204 for the substrate nonspecific
group, in agreement with ber analysis. From these two p.... values, it is
evident that the probability ofa mutational change being selectively neutral
is much smaller for the substrate-specifIC enzymes than for the nonspecifIC
enzymes. This substantiates the neutralist explanation (as given in the
previous section) on the observation that tbe heterozygosity per locus is

much lower for substrate-specific tban for the nonspecif1C enzymes.

Clearly, a detailed slUdy of rare variant alleles is just as important for
understanding the mechanism of the maintenance of genetic variability as
that of polymorphic alleles. It is hoped that mOre data on rare variants will
be obtained for wild species whose ecologies, particularly tbe population

sizes, are well knowo.

9.7 Neutnl andes ill a ICOI"pbic:aUy llrUCtured population
Very often, a mode ofselection is inferred from an observed pattern

of polymorphism in natural popuJations. Thus, if the same pair ofalleles are
found in unifonn frequencies over a wide distribution ranse: of the spectes, it

isc1aiIned that natural selection is actively maintaining these frequencies. If,
on the other hand, dilTcrent alleles arc fiXed in differcntlocal populations, or

if there is a dine, these are often considered to be the result of local
adaptation of these alleles. Furthermore., if the frequencies of alleles are

uniform within each locality but different among localities, this is also
assumed to indicate the existence of some fOrm of 'balancing selection'.

Actually, selection can be invoked to explain any pattern of polymor
phism in natural populations. Often, such presumed selection is used to
refute tbe ncutral polymorphism theory. As pointed out by Kimura and
Maruyama (191.1), these patterns of polymorphism can equally be ex
plained in terms of migration and random frequency drift of selectively

neutral mutations.
In the previous chapter, I have explained (see section 8.3) that in the two

dimensional stepping stone model, if migration of at least a few individuals
occurs on the average between adjacent colonies or demes in each
generation, the frequencies of a polymorphic allele among different colonies
becomes essentially uniform. More precisely, it was shown by Maruyama
(1970bl, based on the mathematical analysis of the two-dimensional
stepping stone model, that if N is the effective size of each colony and m is
the rate at which each colony exchanges individuals with four surrounding
colonies, then the whole population tends to bcx:ome practically panmictic

~

mN ,,4. (9.5)

Actually, an additional condition is needed to ensure the uniformity of
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California. He claims then that such a discrepancy cannot be resolved
except under the absurd assumption that the root mean square dispersal
distance., a, is of the order of 2000 km.

Secondly, Bulmer pointed out lhat the expected degree of homozygosity
Uo) would be much less than that of the data. unless the gene dispersion is
very restricted. The average homozygosity found by Prakash et al. (1969) is
0.877. He claims, wing Male:oot's formula for f Go that to make 10 be about
this magnitude, the mean square dispersal distance between the breeding
places of parent and offspring (a1) must be an absurdly small value. For
example, if the mutation rate tI is 10-J, then the number of flies within a
circle of radius a, that is, KaleS must be about 0.38, where IS is the density of
the breeding population. This seems to be not only untrue, but if the
dispersion is restricted to this degree, P/I. should decrease very rapidly.

Maruyama and Kimura (1974), in their defence of the neutral theory,
emphasized the important point that Malecot's formulae used by Bulmer
are valid only for cases where the total population Dumber (NT) is much
greater than the reciprocal ofthe mutation rate (v) and tbe habitat is large.
The size of babitat alone, however, is not sufficient., as long as the
population is linite. Ofcourse, iftbe population is truly infinite, his formulae
are valid. On the other hand, if NT and lID are about the same order of
magnitude, it is necessary to use formulae valid for a finite population. For
such a population, Maleoot's formulae carmot be used even as an
approximation, because they give C'Dtirely different values. Exact anal)'5is
for a finitetorus·likespaoeolsizeL I x L 1 was made by Maruyama(1972b).
For the more realistiC case ofa rectangular habitat ofsize L 1 x L1,although
exact solutions were not obtained, it turned out that solutions or the torus
like space of size 2L I x 2L1 provided approximate answers. Thus.,
Maruyama and Kimura (1974) assumed the torus-like space and used
Maruyama's formulae to re-analyse the problem. In their anal)'5is, tbey
assumed L l =L1 and carried out extensive numerical calculations by a

computer.
Contrary to Bulmer's (1973) claim, tbey found that the theoretical

expectations and data are consistent. U NTv is I or less and a16 is of the
order of 100 or 10 or even less, ratio f(x,y)f10 stays very close to I, and it is
roughly independent of distance and habitat size, where I(x,y) is the
probability that two homologous genes separated by distances x and y

along tbe lirst and second axes of the Cartesian C(K)rdinate system are
identical by descent. Furthermore, if4NT v = 0.1"" 0.2, the value of10 turns
out to be about the right order of magnitude consistent with the neutral
tbeory. Maruyama and Kimura (1974) empha.si2led that the finiteness of

(9.7)
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allelic frequencies among colonies. This is

NT" -e I, (9.6)

where NT is the effective size of the whole population and II iSlhe mutation
rate (see Kimura and Maruyama, 1971). This condition is likely to be met
by mosl organisms with respect 10 protein polymorphism, becau5C the
average heterozygosity seldom exceeds 30". On the other hand, if

mN < I

marked local differentiation of gene frequencies can occur.

It is a well-known observation thaI.., in Drosophila, local populations of
the same species generally have similar frequencies of polymorphic alleles
(see, for example, Ayala et al., 1974). Kimura and Ohta (l97la) explained
this from the standpoint of the neutral theory by noting that Drosophila
species generally have high migrating ability so that condition (9.5) is easily
mel. Againsl this explanation, Ayala et ai. (1974) pointed out that if the
whole species becomes practically panmictic, the IX>pulation sizes of some
of the ncotropical Drosophila species (such as D. wiilistom) must be
immense, amounting 10 at least 109 , and probably 1010 or even greater.
They therefore claimed that even if the mutation rate is as low as v _ 10-',
the value of 4NT v+ 1 becomes at least 401, which mtans that the expected
heterozygosity reaches nearly 100%, contrary to observations. I have
already discussed this point in section 9.1 of this chapter, so I shall not
repeat it bere.

In a similar vein, but in more detailed mathematical terms., Bulmer (1973)
criticized the neutral theory of protein polymorphism by saying that the
infinite neutral allele hypothesis of Kimura and Crow (1964), when
combined with Malecot's(I967) two-dimensional dispersal mode~ leads to
results which do not fit actual data. Bulmer claims that there are Iwo
contradictions. First, if we use Mateeot's formulae for a continuous two
dimensional dispersal model, we get a ralher strong gcographical local.
ization of allele frequencies., whereas considerable uniformity is observed. in

the data. He uses Maleeo!'s two quantities: the inbreeding coefficient (/0)
defined as the probability that two homologous loci in an individual are
identical by descent, and the coefficient of kinship (//1.) defined in a similar
way, between two individuals at a distance x apart. Using Malecot's
formulae for 10 and 1/1., Bulmer calculates the ratio, p/I.-fJlo. The
numerical values of P/I. presented in his examples certainly decrease quile
rapidly as x increases.. On the other hand, the estimates of this ratio using
data from Drosophila pseudoobscura (Prakash et al., 1969) are very close to
unity even for very distant localities, such as Texas, Colorado and



population makes the situation completely different from that of a truly
infinite case. Thus, Bulmer IS unwarranted in using Malecot's formulae
which assumes an infinite population size. This led hIm to erroneow
conclusions which. seemed to be inconsistent with data: Bulmc:r'sdilemma
can be simply resolved by using more: appropriate formulae.

Baker (1981) investigated a song dialect populatIon of white-crowned
sparrow (Zonotrichia feucophrys mural/I) occupying a natural environment
of scrub vegetation aJong the central California coasL Roughly speaking,
this population consists of 2000 birds. and be: estimated that the neigh
borhood size in the ~nseof Wright (1946) is N = 36consislingofabout 100
birds. According to him, each dialect group of this species is significantly
isolated r~om other dialects, and calculation of Wright'S stalistic Fn from
observed Isozyme frequencies within dialects gives an average F!iT' "" 0.0046.
He also computed the theoretical Fn using Wright's (1951 b) neighborhood
model and obtained a value which is an order of magnitude larger than the
observed FST(for example, if there an: 20 neighborhoods each with the
effective size 36, one gels Frr - 0.0475). He reasoned that natural selection
may therefore be maintaining greater homogeneity within a dialect than
expected by assuming that alleles are neutra!' However, he also noted, that
the torus model of Maruyama (1972b~ by assuming the mUlalion rate /)_
2 x 10-', gives the expected FST values which are close to the observed
value suggesting no major depanure from panmixia within dialect
populations.

I would like to close this section by giving a few additional examples
which suggest that isolation and random drift are tbe major determining
factors for the geographic distribution ofallelic frequencies. Sakaizumi et af.

(1980) studied the geographic distribution of alleles at 25 enzyme loci in
Oryzias tatipes. This is a tiny freshwater fish native to Japan and nearby
regions, living in brooks, ponds and paddy fields. Of the 25 loci studied, five
showed clearcut differentiation of allelic composition between populations
alo~g the coast of the Sea of Japan on the one hand and those along the
PaCific coast on the other. Fig. 9.7 illustrates such a pattern of allelic
distribution for alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) and esterase I (Est-I). Theso

patterns can be understood by noting that the two sets of populations are
isOI:Hed from each other by the mountain range forming the backbone of
mainland Japan. It is clear that this mountain range has acted as an
unsurpassable barrier for this freshwater fish for a very long time, and that
random fixation or near fixation of different alleles has occurred at these
live loci.

In sharp contrast, no such differentiation of allelic composition was
found for the fruit ny Drosophila uirifis investigated by Ohba(1977) between

the tWO coastal regions. He scored allelic frequencies extensively over these
regIons at seven enzyme loci including Est-4, Est-fl, Adh etc. The result is
easily understandable if we note that this insect is wdl able to migrate so
that no local population is suffx:iently isolated from otben.

Finally, I intend to diSCUS$ an example where the condition (9.6) does not
seem to apply. Some years back, Robertson (1968) commented that if a
large proportion of mutations at a locus is se1ectively neutra~ we should
find either very many alleles segregating in large populations, or a small
number of different sets of alleles in different isolated small populations..
He considered that because neither of these alternatives is found, the: great
majority of polymorphisms have, at some time, been actively maintained by
selection. Kimura and Ohta (197Ia) pointed out tbat both the situatioDs
suggested by Robertson are typical of the heterochromatic pattern
polymorphism (as revealed by cold-treatment) of chromosomes in wild
populations of the perennial plant Trillium kam£scharicum. Extensive
cytological studies of this plant by Haga and his associates (Haga and
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Fig. 9.7. Gcoaraphical distribution oral1cles at alcohol debydroaenase
locus (leA.hand map) and esterase I locus (nalil-hand map) ollhe
'mcdaka' fish (Oryrllu' IDtlpa) iii Ja~Q (quoted rrom Sakaizwni, 1992
with slight modiration).
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Kurabayas~ 19~; ~aga, 1969) ha..,eshown that sc..,eral chromosome t)'pCs
are sc~egatJng wlthm a large population, while different types are fixed in
small Isolated populations I d-· R '--' .. . . n """-', OU<;ltson s Suggestion IS pertinent if
Isolation between subpopulations is nearly complete and if the mutati
rate for neutral isoaJlelic variations is suffICiently high so that more tho

n

one new mutant appears within a large population each generation. -r:
chromosome polymorphism in TrilliUl1l can be explained by assumin

a ~1a.tiveJY high mutation rate per chromosome for heterochrOmati:
vanauon and very low migration rate per generation for this planl

10

Summary and conclusion

Traditionally, studies of e..,olution were concerned only with the visible
structures of organisms, such as birds' wings, giraffes' necks, horses' teeth
and the like, and their function. The guiding principle by which evolu
tionary changes in such phenotypes were interpreted was Darwin's theory
of natural selection, or tbe survival of the fiUesL In Darwin's time, the
mechanism of inheritance and the nature of beritable variations were
unknown and this caused Darwin diffICulty, but with his great insight be
was able to grasp the real signifICance of natural selection in evolution.

With the rise of Mendelian genetics, the dirrK:ulty wbich troubled Darwin
was gradually resolved, and witb the development of population genetics,
the synthesis of Darwinism and Mendelism was achieved. This led to the
'synthetic theory' ofevolution whw::h nourished and grew into an impressive
ediftce: toward the end of 19SOs. Although variow factors such as mutation.
rocombmation, and migration were taken into account, the dominating
feature of the 'syntbc:tK: theory' was., and still is, its great emphasis on
natural selection. It claimed that the speed and direction of evolution are
predominantly determined by positive selection with mutation playing
only a subsidiary role. Because of this cbaracter, it has also been called the

nco-Darwinian theory.
By the early 1960s the consensus seems to have been reached that every

biological character can be interpreted in the ligbt of adaptive evolution by
natural selection. Also, it was generally agreed that almost no mutant genes
are selectively neutral, and that random genetic drift does not play any
significant role in evolution, except as a factor in Wright's 'shifting balance'
theory. From such a theoretical viewpoint, and based on various studies
such as genetical analyses of natural populations, paleontological in
vestigations, ecological genetics and speciation studies. a great deal bas



been w~itt~n on how gene pools of species arc organized and how they
change In evolu[lon. It looked as if the mechanism of evolution could be
understood exclusively In oeo-Darwlnian terms.

In reality. however, these statements were inferences based on obset-
vatio~s at. the ph.enoIYP": level. and [here was no way ofaclUally knowing
what 1$ gOing on In evolutlon at the molecular leve~ that is. at the levd oftbe
internal structure of the gene. At that time, much importance was altached
10 epistasis and overdominance in explaining the gcottie structure of
natural populations. However. little was actually known as to how much
variability exists within the species at the molecular level.

With the advent of molecular genetics, and through the introduction of
its methods an~ concepts to studies o[evolution, the situation has changed.
It became poSSIble, through comparative studies of amino acid sequences of
homologous proteins among related organisms (such as comparison of
he~oglobins among vertebrates) and the use of paleontological data, to
estImate the rate and paHern of amino acid substitutions in evolution. This
enabled us (0 estimate the evolutionary rates of nucleotide substitutions
inside the genes. These rates could then be extrapolated to the whole DNA
conten! o( the organisms. The resulting figure suggested that the rate o(
accumulation of mutations in the species in the course of evolution is much
higher than previously thought. The development of new electrophoretic
~ec~n.iques permined the: rapid detection of enzyme variability among
IOd~viduals, and these studies have disclosed a wealth or polymorphic
vanatlons at the elUyme level in many organisms. The:y suggested that
genetK: variability is much higher than previously presumed.

All these developments brought us many fascinating observations and at
the same time ~me puzzling questions. The proposal o( the neutral theory
(or more prCClsely the neutral mutation-random drift hypothesis) repre
sented my attempt to answer these questions using the stochastic theory of
population genetics. Unlike the traditional synthetic theory (or the nco
Darwi~ian view), the neutral theory claims that the great majority of
evolutlonary mutant substitutions arc not caused by positive Darwinian
selection but by random fixation of selectively neutral or nearly neultal
mu~an.t~. The theory also asserts that much of the intraspecific genetic
vanablilty at the molecular level, such as is manifested in the form of protein
polymorphism. is selectively neutral or nearly so. and maintained in the
species by the balance between mutational input and random extinction or
fintion of aJl~les.. From the standpoint of the neutral theory, evolutionary
mutant substitutIons and molecular polymorphisms are not two inde
pendent phenomena, but simply two aspects of a single phenomenon. In

other words. protein polymorphism merely represents a transient phase of
molecular evolution. The neutral theory is accompanied by a well
developed mathematical theory, and it anempt5 to treat quantitatively
various problems o( molecular evolution and polymorphism (rom the
standpoint of population genetics.

AgalOst the neutral theory, strong opposition and criticism have been
leveled by the 'selectiooisu' who adhere to the traditional synthetic theory.
They consider thai evolutionary mutant substitutions must be adaptive
and are caused by positive Darwinian selection. They also regard protein
polymorphism as adaptive and claim that it is maintained in the species by
some form of balancing selection. In other words, tbey invoke two different
types of natural selection to explain these two phenomena. I also know that
not a few biologists question the validity of the neutral theory, and that the
great majority are not yet convinced of its correctness.

Some of the criticisms of the neutral theory are based on misunder
standings. For example, the theory does not assume that all the mutatioosat
the time of their occurrence are selectively neutral (equivalent). Rather it
assumes that a certain fraction o( mutations are deleterious and the rest are
selectively neutral, and that this fraction depends on the functional
constraint on a molecule: the stronger the constraints, the larger the
fraction o( deleterious mutants, and therefore the smaller the chance of a
mutation being selectively neutral Favorable mutations no doubt occur in
the course ofevolution, but the theory assumes that these an: too TIlfe to be
o( signifK:a.Dce in explaining the major features of molecular evolution as
revealed by comparative studies of protein and DNA sequences, and
intraspecifIC genetK: variability as detected by electropboretK: and other
refined tcchniqccs of molecular biology.

In tb.is book, I have endeavored to sbow that, not only has the neutral
theory survived various tests designed to disprove it, but has suddenly
gained support through data coming from the recent molecular revolution
of cloning DNA segments and rapidly determining their nucleotide
sequences. Let me mention a few pieces of such evidence. It has been
established beyond doubt that synonymous substitutions (that cause no
amino acid changes) within protein-coding regions of the genome occur at
much higher rates in evolution than amino acid-altering substitutions,
sometimes in a dramatic fashion for highly conserved proteins such as
histone H4 and tubulin. Since natural selection acts through phenotypes of
the organism for which the: structure and function of proteins playa decisive
role, one should expect tbat tbe mutations that do not cause amino acid
changes in proteins, otber things being equal, are much less subject to
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natural selection than those that cause amino acid changes. Yet, 1M
undeniable facts which have emerged dunng the last few years arc that
syn.onymouschanges and also 'silent' nucleotide changes In the non-eoding
regions of DNA 3rc among the most prevalent eVOlutionary changes at the
molecular level. These observahons 3rc quite similar In nature to those
made on amino aCid substilutions in prOleins. For example, when aClive
insulin is formed from proinsuhn, the middle segment (q of proinsulin is
removed and discarded. It is known that for this peptide C the ratc of
evolution in terms of amino acid substitutions is several times as fast as thai
of insulin.

More recently, it has been discovered that most eukaryotic genes contain
intervening sequences or 'inltORs' which are removed when the mature
messenger RNA is formed and which therefore do not participate in protein
formation, We have seen that evolutionary nucleotide substitutions are
very rapid in introns, Still more remarkable is the finding that in
pseudogenes ('dead' genes), which are homologous to normal counterparts
but have lost their function as genes, evolutionary nucleotide substitutions
are very rapid, and their evolutionary rates are roughly equal to or even
slightly higher than those of synonymous substitutions, A general rule that
has emerged from lhesc observations is that molecular changes thar are less
/july to~ subjecr to natural ,selection OCCIU' mort: rapidly in evolution. This
empirical rule can readily be understood from the standpoint of the neutral
theory, because such molecular changes have a higher chance of being
selc:ctivdy neutral (ie. selectively equivalent), and therefore neutral
evolution by random drift occurs at higher rates.. As mentioned already,the
neutral theory assumes that a certain fraction of mutations are deleterious,
depending on the extent of functional constrainL Such constraint must be

very weak or non"!:xistent for synonymous changes and also nucleotide
changes in tbe pseudogenes, so that most or practically all mutations are
neutral. According to the neutral theory, the weaker the functional
constraint, the larger the fraction of mutations that are selectively neutral
and therefore, the higher the evolutionary rate, On the other hand, this
empirical rule clearly contradicts the neo-Darwinian interpretation or
mutant substitutions, bttausefor a more rapid accumulation of mutants to
occur in the species. stronger selection for the mutants is required. The only
solution in nco-Darwinian terms is to insist that these rapidly evolving
pam have some unknown functions, and that they ate undergoing rapid
adaptive evolution by accumulating advantageous mutan".

Traditional studies ofevolution have amply demonstrated that evolution
at the phenotypic level is characterized by adaptation and opportunism,

irregularity in pace, and inequality of rates among lineages. In contrast,
studies of molecular evolution have revealed quite different features
characterized by cbanges that areconscrvative in nature, f11ndom in pattern
{independent of phenotypic characters}, and quite regular in pace with
equal rates among diverge lineages for a given protein.
Th~ last mentioned feature, tbat is, approximate constancy of the

evolutionary rate in terms of amino acid substitutions, has become one of
the most controversial subjects in molecular evolution. That the constancy
is in terms of years ratber than in generations makes this an especially
remarkable feature of molecular evolution. Reactions among students of
evolution to tbis phenomenon have been diverse, Some flatly deny the very
existence of constancy in the rate of amino acid substitutions, In sbarp
contrast, tbere are those who strongly believe in its existence in the strict
sense and consider it as axiomatic, but pay little attention to the underlying

mechanism.
In this book I have tried to show that the phenomenon of rate-constancy

for a given protein does uist, albeit the constancy is an appr~ximate one.
For a few proteins including g1obins, the observed vananc~ of the
evolutionary rate among lines (mostly among mammals) for a giv~n protein
is sligbtly larger than what is expected from statistical nuctuations. For
eumple, the ratio (R) of observed to expected variance of the evolutionary
f11te for myoglobin turned out to be 1.1 among mammals, including human,
harbor sea~ badger, horse, bovine, and speno wbale. In tbis case, deviation
from the assumed rate-constancy is not statistically signirteant.. [n other
cases, we have seen that values or R range from 13 to 3.3, It is remarkable
that evolutionary amino acid substitutions have proceeded at a constant
rate among diverSe lines or mammals whose living conditions and habits
are very differenL This constancy may be explained from tbe neutral theory
by assuming that, for a given protein, tbe rate or occurrence of neutral
mutations is constant per year among diverse lineages.

This explanation is based on the following theorem applicable to neutral
alleles: the rate (k) by which mutant alleles are substituted at a given locus
(or site) in the course of evolution within the species is equal to t,he mutation
rate (vl, In other words. if we reSlrict our consideration to selectIvely neutral
mutants, we have k _ u, provided that both quantities are measured in the
same time unit. On the other hand, if mutant substitions are carried
out by natural selecting acting on definitely advantageous mutanlS, it can
be shown that k = 4N.j,.u,.. where N. is the effective population size of the
species, u,. is tbe mutation rate for advantageous alleles and j,. is the average
selective advantage for such alleles. In this case, in order to have a constant



neutral, bUI arc in fact very slightly deleterious, with values of the selection
coefficient against them (denoted bY.l1 comparable to the mutation rate or
only slighter larger. Such very slightly deleterious mutants behave as if
selectively neutral and are subject to extensive random drift in relatively
small populations, whereas they an:: effectively selected against in very large
populations. From this standpoint. the truly neutral mutants are tbe limit
of selectively disadvantageous mutants when their disadvantages become
indefinitely small. rather than the limit of advantageous mutants. Suppose
that the rrequency distribution of selectiYe disadvantage or newly arising
mutants is highly skewed sucb that tbose with smaller s' values occur more
frequently. Then, a large fraction or mutations are effectively neutral in a
species whose effective population size is small. As the population size
becomes larger, more and more mutants become selected against so that a
smaller rraction of mutations are effectively neutral There is a general
tendency for an animal species with a larger body size to have a longer
generation span and at the same time a smaller effective population size
{NJ. This means that an animal species with a longer generation span tends
to have a smaller population size and therd'ore show a higher rate or
production of mutant alleles which behave as if selectively neutral. Thus,
the mutation rate for effectively neutral alleles per year becomes more or
less constant among different animals. My model or 'effectively neutral
mutations' assuming that s' rollows a Gamma distribution is an extention
and quantifICation of Ohta's idea. In this new rormulation, the rate or
evolution per generation is equal to the rate of 'effectively neutral
mutations'. I have particularly considered tbe case with the parameter
fJ = 0.5 for which the rate of evolution per generation (kJ turns out 10 be
inversely proportional to the square root of the effective population size, i.e.
11. a::: II JN•. U the generation span (g) is inversely proportional to tbe
square root of the effective population size, tben the evolution rate per year
is k l = k./ga:::(l/ IN.)/(l/ IN.)- I, which means that the evolutionary
rate per year is constant, provided that the mutation rate per site per
generation is constant. Needless to say, whether such an explanation is
valid or not has to be examined in the future. Note that N. here refers to the
effective population size relevant to long·term evolution, because the rate of
mutant substitutions is measured in terms of tens of millions of years.
Therd'ore, testing of this explanation against Drosophila data using current
population sizes of various species is not adequate. This is because not only
are reliable estimates of long-term evolutionary rates for proteins not
available for Drosophila. but the relative abundance of various species is
changeable, and estimation of the relevant effective population sizes of
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various speCies using their current population sizes can be highly mislead_
ing as estimates of past values.

Perhaps, comparison of mammalian species which have very different
generation spans will be more suitable for this purpose. For cumple, we
may compare the ekphant and the mouse. It is likely that the evolutionary
rates (per year)at the molecular level in these two lineages are the same. The
elephant probably has the generation span of about 20 years, while that of
the mouse is about half a year, so that the average generation span of the
elephant is roug~JY 40 times as long as that of the mouse. If the relationship
g a:: 1/ IN. applies to thesetwoanimals.lheelTective population size ofthe
mouse is expected to be some 1600 times as large as that of the elephant, and
this appears to be a realistic ligure. One additional question which we
should not forget in relation to this comparison is at what stage of the
evolutionary history of these two animals such a wide difference of
generation span evolved. In olher words, if ancestors of these animals had
retained simi.lar generation spans for a long time after divergence, this has
to be tak.en,lnto account. Whatever the generality of the rate-c:onstancy
hypothesis, if the neutral theory is correct, it shouk! be able to supply an
adequate uplanatlon of why the rate-constancy hypothesis holds when it is
valid, and al the same time it should be able to give an explanation when it
fails (if such cases exist).

The conservative nature of mutant substitutions is also a feature of
molecular evolution. This is the property that substitutions which are less
disruptive to the existing structure and function of a molecule OCCUr more
frequently in evolution than more disruptive oncs. This has most clearly
~~ demo.nstrat~ by studies of protein evolution, showing tbat chemically
SImIlar ammo aCIds are substituted more frequently in evolution than more
dissimil~r ones. Fr~m the standpoint of the neutral theory this can readily
be explamed by noMg that the probability of a mutation not being harmful
and therefore selectively neutral is higher if the mutation leads to a similar
amino acid. The synonymous substitutions which I have mentioned
already represent that limiting situation in which the amino acid difference
vanishes.

On the other hand, the selcctionist's explanation saying that a mu
tational change with smaller phenotypic effects has a higher chance of being
advantageous as shown by Fisher, and is therefore incorporated more
frequently in evolution, is clearly false. Such an explanation overlooks the
crucial point that a mutation, If Its effects are very small, is hkely to have a
very small selective advantage and therefore has a correspondingly small
probability of fixation in the SpeclC$. This is one good example to show that
some knowledge of the stochastic theory of population genetics is needed

for meaningful discussion of the mechanism of molecular evolution. In
particular, the theory treating the behavior of mutant alleles in a finite
population is important: in any population of appreciable size, a large
number of mutants arise in each generation, but a great majority of them,
including those which bave a small selective advantage, are lost from the
population witbin a few generations (say, 10). Only a small fraction can
spread to the whole population to reach fixation, and this takes a very long
time (say 100000 gcnerations).ln many discussions of evolution, it is tacitly
assumed that every advantageous mutation that appears in the population
is inevitably incorporated in the species, but this is not true. We must be
careful not to be misled by such an assumption when we discuss tbe
mechanism of molecular evolution.

Let us now consider the relationship between functional constraint and
the rate of evolution. It has become increasingly clear that the weaker the
functional constraint to which a molecule or a part ofa molecule is subject,
the higher the evolutionary rate of mutant substitutions.. Roughly speaking,
this means that functionally less important molecules or parts ofa molecule
evolve faster than more important ones. We bave akeady touched on this
problem when we discussed the rule that molecular changes whK:h are less
likely to besubjcct to natural selection occur more rapidly in evolution. We
have seen such examples as the middle segment (C) of proinsulin which is
removed when active insulin is formed, and intervening sequences (introDs)
which are not included in the mature messenger RNA. In these parts, the
rate of evolution in terms of mutant (amino acid or nucleotide) sub
stitutions is very bigh. We have also seen that in hemoglobins the surface
part evolves about 10 times as fast as tbe heme pocket, in accordance with
the known fact that the surface part generally has many fewer constraints in
maintaining the structure and function of tbe molecules than the heme
pocket which is vitally important.

Let us consider the problem in more quantitative terms based on the
neutral tbeory. Suppose that a certain fraction fo of the mutants are
selectively neutral and that the rest of the mutants (I - fo) are definitely
deleterious. Altbough advantageous mutations may occur in rare 00·

casions, we assume that their frequency is negligible in determining the
overall rate of molecular evolution. If we denote by Uf the total mUlation
rate per site, tben the mutation rate for neutral alleles is P - PTfo. and from
tbe theorem, k _ P, applicable to neutral mutants, we have

(10.1)

We now assume that the probability of a mutational change being neutral
(i.e. not barmful) depends strongly on functional constraints. The weaker



th~ (unctional c~nStraint, [he higher the probability 10 oia random change
being neutral. with the result that k In equation (10. J) increases. Clearly, the
maximum evolutionary ratc is attained when 10 _ I. namely, when all the
mutations .reneutral (k = L'r). Here, we assume that (he total mutation ratc
~r site t'r i~ the same among dilTerent molecules. In my opinion, the very
blgh evolutionary rale observed for pseudo globin genes in mammalian
evolution (roughly k - 5 x 10 -t/nucleotide site/year) must be very oearto
this l!mi~. This is roughly 10 times as high as the amino acid altering
substItution fate (expressed per nucleotide site) in the evolution of normal
globin genes. Also, this is nearly twice as high as (he synonymous
substitution rate, and this suggests that even synonymous substitutions are
subject to negative selection, although the intensity of selection involved
must be eXceedingly weak. This is consistent with the observation that
synonymous codons are used in 'non-random' or unequal fashion.

In fact, Don-random codon usage is a quite common phenomenon, and
furthermore there is a consistent pattern of usage for various genes within
the genome of a species. There is good evidence now which suggests that
ch~ice ofa synonymous codon is largely constrained by tRNA availability.
This leads to a hypothesis that preferential codon usage represents the
optimum state in which the population of synonymous codons matches
that ~fco.gnate tR.N~ available in the cell. Then, the concept of stabilizing
sdectlon m quanlJlatlve genetics can be applied to treat the problem using
tbe diffusion equation method. The results indicate that the obserVed
pattern of non-random usage of synonymous codons and its effect on
retarding the fixation of synonymous mutants can be explained reasonably
well in quantitative terms by this model. It is reassuring that the universal
p~~omenon of non-random codon usage can be explained satisfactorily
wtthm the frameWork: of the oeutraltheory in terms of selective constraint.
This is panicularly so, because this phenomenon has often been mentioned
as evidence against the neutral theory.

More generally, it has been shOwn that. if a very large number of
segregating loci (or sites) are involved in a quantitative character which is
subject to stabilizing selection, the average selection coefficient per mutant
may be exceedingly small. These mutants are very slightly deleterious but
nearly neutral. so that mutant substitutions are mainly controlled by
random drift, although the rate ofevolution may be lower than when all the
mutations are strictly neutral. This demonstration, I believe, increases the
credibility of the view tbat neutral evolution can occur extensively at the
molecular level even when natural seleclJon predominates at the pheno
typic level. In our treatment of the problem of non-random usage of
synonymous codoos. we assumed. that the pattern of codon usage changes

in the course of evolution in such a way that they match those or cognate
tRNA!. available in tbe cell. There is also tbe reverse possibility of the
relative frequencies of cognate tRNAs (as determined by tbe numbers of
their genes) being adjusted in the course of evolution so that they match the
relative: frequencies of synonymouscodons in the genome oflhe species. We
do not know at present which one of these two may be regarded as tbe
primary cause. It is quite likely that the influence is reciprocal, each
regulating the other's change, and they shift very slowly in unison. This
serves as a good example at the molecular level of 'mutual evolution', tbe
concept which Komai (1970) emphasized as important for our understand
ing of the mechanism of evolution. Although he mainly considered the
aspect of mutual evolution in accelerating the speed of phenotypic
evolution. the concept must apply equally to cases showing unusual
stability in evolution. This probably explains why a given pattern of
synonymous codon usage characterizes a large tuonomic group. such as
found in the similarity of usage pattern among mammals.

These considerations suggest that the amount of selective constraint
against synonymous changes is essentially the same for different genes
within a genome. This explains why the rates of synonymous substitutions
are not only high, but are similar to each other even between genes whose
amino acid substitution rates are widely different. Forexample,«-tubulin in
vertebrates is an extremely conservative protein, with the estimated rate of
evolutionary amino acid substitution k.. -I.IS x 10- 11 per amino acid
site per year. which is only 1/100 as fast as that of hemoglobins. Yet, the
synonymous component of the rate of nucleotide substitutions at the third
positions of the codons is essentially the same between «-tubulin and fJ
globin. A similar observation has been made with respect to histone H4,
which is known as the most conservative protein so far studied. It is
remarkable that synonymous substitutions have occurred in histone H4 at
a very high rate comparable to those of other proteins whose amino acid
substitution rates are much higher.

Existence of a maximum evolutionary rate set by the total mutation rate.
in accordance with the formula k:ii Ur, is one of the very successful
predictions of the neutral theory; this prediction is now vindicated by
comparative studies of DNA sequences which have suddenly become
possible on a large scale during the last few years, thanks to the new
revolution in molecular biology. Incidentally, the claim was once made by
selcctionists, based on early results obtained by the DNA hybridization
technique. that synonymous substitutions are not as frequent as predicted
by the neutral theory.

During the last few years, observations showing the prevalenoe of
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duplicated or rc~ated structures within the genome of higher organisms
havcaccumulatcd rapidly. It looks as ifalmosl every gene in eukaryotes has
its duplicated counterpart somewhere in the genome. These observations
support the earlier notion that gene duplication plays an important role in
progressive evolution: in order to produce a more complicated organi
zation, more genetic information IS needed, and gene duplication is the only
way to achieve it Furthermore. what is crucial is tbat duplications enable
genes [0 make evolutionary experiments which have previously b«n
forbidden, liberating them from IOcessa.nl natura) seltttion whose over.
whelming activity is eliminating variants. In other words, gene duplications
create conditions which enable random genetic drift to operate mucb more
prominently on mutants, namely, many mutations which would have been
definitely deleterious before duplication become harmless (i.e. selectively
neutral) or only very slightly deleterious after duplication, thus cnabling
them to spread in the population by random drift. Some of them will then
turn out to be useful under new environmental conditions. Thus, the neutral
theory has a bearing on the problem of progressive evolution. This process
that facilitates the production of new genes will, at the same time. cau~
degeneration of one of the duplicated copies. In fact, the probabilityofgene
duplication leading to degeneration must be very much higher than that
leading to prCKIuction of a new gene having some useful function.

In relation to gene duplication. there is an important problem of how the
duplication itselfbecame fixed in the population in the first place. A popular
explanation invoking permanent heterOlygOte advantage as its cause is
unsatisfactory. A much more plausible explanation is to resort to neutral
evolution. namely, a tandem repeat of the form AA (where A is a gene locus)
is Crdued first by inlra-chromosomal duplication, and when this is
selectivdy neutral or only very slightly deleterious. it becomes fixed in the
species by random drift. Like ordinary point mutations, gene duplications
arc constantly occurring in the population. and the continued mutational
pressure for intra-cbromosomal duplication in conjunction with random
drift. during a long course of evolution, must be the main cause for the
widespread occurrence of repeated structures in the genome of higher
organisms. The prevalence of pseudogenes and other nonfunctional 'junk
DNA' can be understood in similar terms; so also can the evolutionary
behavior of'sellish DNA'. (For additional new information on these topics,
see Dover and Fla veil, 1982.)

The multigcnc family. consisting ofa large number oftandemly repeated
genes, is an extreme ·form of gene duplication. Notable examples of
multigene families are: immunoglobulin genes. ribosomal RNA genes and

histone genes. They exhibit a newly discovered evolutionary phenomenon
known as coincidental evolution. which is also called horizontal or
concerted evolution. This is a phenomenon such that memben of one
multigene family evolve in unison. while retaining intra5pecifx: homo
geneity among themselves. The most plausible explanation of this pheno
menon is to assume that, through ~peated intra-chromosomal unequal
crossing-over. a mutation which occurred in one of the members spreads
through the entire family by chance (horizontal spreading of a mutation).
This is analogous to random rlXation of a neutral mutant within a rmite
population by sampling drift. Thus, the evolutionary process of a muhigene
family can be treated as a double diffusion process: diffusion of mutants on
one chromosome by unequal crossing-over (or by gene conversion) and
diffusion of such chromosomes in the population by ordinary random drift
caused by sampling of gametes.

Let us now turn to the problem of intraspecific genetic variability.
Through extensive electrophoretic studies of protein polymorphism during
the last decade and a half, it has been amply demonstrated that natural
populations of various organisms contain a large amount of genetic
variability at the molecular level. Then. the problem arises: what is the
mechanism by which such abundant genetic variability is maintained? This
has been regarded by many population geneticisu to be tbe outstanding
problem in the field. Opinions differ widely among those concerned with tbe
problem, and in fact. they are more or less polarized into two o.pposing
stands: the selectionist side insists that the majority of polymorphic alleles
are actively maintained by some form of balancing selection, while the

neutralist side maintains that these alleles are selectively neutral and
drifting randomlr in the population. Numerous experiments have been
designed and performed to examine whether polymorphic alleles are
selectively neutral Also a number of statistical tests have been devised and
applied to examine whether the observed distribution of polymorphic
alleles in natural populations conforms to the predictions of the neutral
theory. Not only has the neutral theory of protein polymorphism thus been
subjected to severe tests of many kinds, but various rival hypotheses have
been proposed which incorporate natural selection. As 1 have detailed in
the previous chapter, with increasing data, apparent difficulties of the
neutral theory have gradually been resolved, and supporting cases have

accumulated.
Many or tbe laboratory results suggesting c1earcut selective differeoces of

polymorphic alleles appear not to be valid. and orten. when more careful
studies were repeated later. they failed to confrrm tbe reported sekction. In
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other cases, it is not clear whether the selective effects come from the
polymorphic loci themstlves or from surrounding link«t loci. A claim that
the adaptive nature of protein polymorphism can be unambiguously
revealed, case after case. by applying the methods of ecoloSical genetics hll5
nOI been fulfilled. So far, the case for natural selection appears to be
strongest at the alcohol dehydrogenase locus (Adh) in the fruu fly
DroJOphila, bUI experimental results are conflicting, and recent careful
studies indicate that the true differen~ in fitness between alleles F and S at
this locus, if il exists, must be exceedingly small. Furthermore, the existence
of frequency-dependcnt selection is much in doubt.

In I~e ~st, overdominance or heterozygote advantage was proposed
enthusiastically by many selectionists as the major cause of widespread
protein polymorphism. However, evidence against the overdominance
hy~thesis has accumulated so much in recent years, including the finding
of Widespread polymorphism in haploid organisms, that this can no longer
be regarded as a valid scientific hypothesis.

As ~o t~sti~g selective neutrality of protein polymorphism by examining
the dIstribution paUem of allelic frequencies, a number of statistical

procedures have been devised and applied. but it has turned out that each
teJt has its shortcomings. So far, no definite evidence against the neutral
theory has been obtained. Rather, favorable cases for the theory have been
added through Na's test of examining the relationship between the mean
and the variance of heterozygosity; observations from diverse organisms
conform quite weU to the prediction of the neutral theory.

At one time some authors claimed that linkage disequilibrium (i.e. non.
random association 0(alleles between loci) is prevalent among isozyme loci
in natural populations, and these authors emphasized its signifanc:e for the
maintenance of widespread protein polymorphism. However, as data from
actual observations accumulate, it has become increasingly evident that
there is virtually no linkage disequilibrium among enzyme loci in
Dro.sophila, unless the gene loci are associated with inversions. Further
more, the last mentioned association can most adequately be explained by

assuming historical accidents and random drift: it can be shown math
ematically that, if the rate by which alleles are exchanged between the

inversion and non-inversion chromosomes is much lower than the
reciprocal of the effective number of inversion chromosomes, significant
non-random association between the alleles and inversions will develop.

It is likely that, if cases of strong linkage disequilibrium are found in
nalUral populations, loci involved are confined within a very small
chromosomal region, within which occurrence 0( recombination is exceed-

ingly rare. Also, it is likely that such a disequilibrium is caused by random
drift rather than by epistatic interaction in fitness. II bas been suggested
(Ohta and Kimura, 1971) that linkage disequilibrium sbould be common
among segregating nucleotide sites within a elstron. More ~t1y, Obta
(1982a)sbowcd tbat marked linkage disequilibrium between tightly linked

loci will develop by random drift ifa species is subdivided into demes and if
migration between them is limited. She has suggested that linkage

disequilibrium observed in tbe major histocompatibility complex (MHq of
man and the mouse sbould be understood in these terms rather than by

epistatic interaction in fitness.
From the standpoint of the neutral theory, intraspecific genetic

variability at the molecular level, such as manifested by protein polymor
phism, is simply a transient phase of molecular evolution. Then, such
polymorphism should be controlled by the same causes which govern
molecular evolution. More specifically, the level of polymorphism should be
strongly influenced by the functional constraint of the molecule, but almost
independent of environmental conditions in which tbe species is placed.
This is in sharp contrast to one of the selectionist hypotheses claiming that
polymorphism represents an 'adaptive strategy' ror tbe species to cope with
environmental variability. Although different versions exist, they agree in
having predicted that a parallelism should exist between environmental
variability (or heterogeneity) and genetic variability. This prediction has
not been fulfiUed. In particular, the prediction that, because 0( tbe highly
stable environment at the deep-sea bottom, organisms living there would
have very low genetic variability, has been faJsifled, with observations
coming in completely the other way round; genetic variability is generally
extremely high among organisms living at the bottom 0( ooeans. Then, after
this railure, an alternative hypothesis was proposed, saying that 'trophic
resource stability' of temporally stable environment induces organisms to
adapt to luxury orrood types by baving high genetic variability. On other
occasions, a hypothesis was entertained that an allele having high genetic
plasticity (nexibility) is favored under environmental heterogeneity, thus
promoting monomorphism. Such ecological hypotheses assuming adaptive
strategies are quite elusive and difficult to quantify, so I have not discussed

them in detail.
The neutral theory predicts that loci which code ror proteins that are

subject to stronger runctional constraint tend to show lower genetic
variability. It has been found that, both in man and Drosophila, multimeric
enzymes whicb fonn interlocus hybrid molecules have a markedly reduced

level of polymorphism as compared with monomeric enzymes. This is



consistent with the neutralist prediction. because subunit interactions in
such multlmeric enzymes increase the functional constraint, and therefore
reduce the possibility that a mutation becomes harmless. that is, selectively
neutral. On the other hand Ihis finding rejeeu the hypothesis that hybrid
molecules can be the basis ofoverdominance, adding still one more piece 10
the already accumulated eVIdence against the claim that overdominance is
the universal cause of protein polymorphism. In Drosophila and Other
organisms, substrate-specifIC enzymes are on the average less polymorphic
!.han substrate-nonspecifIC ones.. This too can be understood by nOling that
functional constraint is stronger for the suhslrate-speciflC enzymes.
Recently. it has been reported (based on two-dimensional dectrophoresis)
that the abundant proteins in tissues show much lower heterozygosity than
soluble enzymes. This can likewise be explained by noting that proteins
which exist in major quantities in the cell will have a much larger effect on
fitness when their structure is altered by mutation than those existing in
minor quantities. In fact. these abundant proteins are structural proteins
such as aClin, tubulin, etc.. some of which are known to be highly
conservative in evolution.

Eventually, It will be found, if the neutral theory is valid, that molecules
or parts 01 one mokocule which are more important in function, and which
therefore evolve more slowly, will show a lower level of heterozygosity. This
means lhat a great deal of polymorphism will be found 10 noncoding
regions (particularly in Spacer regions), and also in introns even for genes
coding for highly conserved proteins.

The neutral theory enables us to predict the amounts or heterozygosity
and polymorphism by using simple formulae. Let us consider an ideal
diploid population which is mating at random, has an equal number of
males and females, and which keeps the same population size from
generation to generation. In such a population. the effective population size
(denoted by N.) is equal to the number of breeding individuals in one
generation. Consider a particular locus, and assume that whenever
mutation OCCurs at this locus, it leads to a new, not pre·existing allele. This
assumption is known as the infinite allele model. Under these simplifying
assumptions, it can be shown that, at statistical equilibrium in which
mutational production of new alleles is balanced by random extinction or
pre-existing alleles, the expected heterozygosity is

R 4N.1)0
·-4N.1)0+1 (10.2)

where 1)0 is the mutation rate for neutral alleles per locus per generation.
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Under the same set of assumptions, the probability thaI this species is

polymorphic with respect to this locus is

Ppelr= I_qr

where V,.. 4N.vo. In this formula, q stands for the level ~ gene freque~y
that is used to define polymorphism; i.e. we call a populatIon polymorph~c

. . loc'" ·,r lhe r"qu<ncy of the most common allele ISWith respect to a given ~

1 - q or less. It is customary 10 choose q - 0.01. in other words, a.po~la
tion is polymorphic if the total frequency of less common alleles 1$ higher

than 1% )cal al
To soc the use of these formulae, let us assume a b~tbet .mamm

whose generation length is exactly one year ~ whIch com;mes- ~ a
. 100000 breeding individuals each generation (N. = 10 ~ ConSider

:~~~IOCUS that codes for an imaginary protein consis~ing ~ 333 amino
acids (similar to Adh) which correspond to 999 nucleotide. Sites. Suppo~
that the total mutation rate per nudeotide site per ~oeratlon (or year) IS

5 x 10-9 which is the value we estimated ror theevo!uuonary roll: of pseudo
globin genes in mammals. It is known that, roughly speaktn& on the
average, 1/3 ofamino acid replacements in a protein can be detected und~r

standard conditions of electrophoresis. Then: t~ ra~e for e1ec~ophoretl'

cally detectable mutations is 1.3 x 10- 6 fo~ thiS Imailnary ~otem.A large
fraction of such mutational changes are hkely to be deletenous, ~ let us
assume that on the average only 1/10 of amino acid alteri~g mutauon~ are

• U neut- I while tbe remaining 9/10 are definItely deletenous
essentla y '- . Th'
neither contributing to molecular evolution nor to polymorpllis~. IS

. ;~ "'on··,stent with the observation that the rate of evolutIOnaryassumptlon ...... ..
amino acid substitutions in normal g10bins is about 1/10 oCthecorrespond
. -ale of ......udo g1obins. (Note that the globins show the standard
mg. r- . 'h h
evolutionary rate among proteins.) This is also conslsten~ Wit t e
corresponding value estimated by comparing t.be fr~uen~les of rare
electrophoretic variants with those of polymorphlC vanants In the popu
lations of a marine flatfish and the Japanese macaqul~: ~hen the ~eutral

mutation rate per locus per generation is 1)0 - 1.3 x I~ 'ifw~ restnct ou~
consideration to electrophoretically detectable mutatlo~s. y!lth N. - 10
as we have assumed for our fictitious mamma~ thIS gives 4N.1)0

5.2 x 10- ~. Using equations (10.2) and (10.3) aboYC:, we obtain ~.::::: 0.049
or 4.9% for the average heterozygosity. and P-O.~13 or 21.3% for ~he

fraclion of polymorphic loci. These agree fairly well With the corresponchng
observed values from a large number of species of mammals (R. :::::0.036.±
0.025 and P:::::O.l5±O.l from Nevo's estimatcs~ We can also denve
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theoretical distributions of allelic frequencies. and these too agree well with
the observed pattern of allelic distributions.

~ause of .its biological interest the average heterozygosity has been
studIed extensively, and a large body of data 3fC now available for animals
(including vertebrates and invertebrates) and also for planlS: the obserVed
values of He In natural populations afC restricted to the range 0.0- 0.3 and
they seld~m exceed JOr.. At oDe time. when the observed heterozygosities
were restncted to a very small number of species (consisting of only human,

mouse:, peromyscus. horseshoe crab and several Drosophila species), there
was a popular criticism against the neutral theory pointing out that R. is
confined [0 the range between 0.056 and 0.184, and thai this casts doubt on
the plausibility of the theory for the following reason: this range of R
corresponds to the range of values ofN. Vobetween 0.015 and 0.057 if we u~
the neutralist model,and this means that N .lIo values are within a factor of4
of each otber. Considering tbe possibility that the mutation rate is
~omp.arable among diverse organisms, this implies an extraordinary
Invanance of the population size among these organisms, which is a highly
absurd proposition.

With much more data now available, it is clear that this claim has lost its
main force. ~or one thing, the average heterozygosity can be extremely low
or even zero In some organisms. Particularly, among mammals with a large
body size, low heterozygosity appears to be quite common. One of the most
remarkable examples is tbe polar bear from Greenland, for which all the 13
enzyme loci investigated were monomorphic, i.e. R. = O. This is easy to
understand from our standpoint, because the effective population size of
such mam~als must be quite small. In fact, the expected average
heterozygosIty becomes less than 0.004 if N. is less than lOOO.

The remaining problerc to be explained in ~Iation to the above
criticism is why the average heterozygosity seldom exceeds 0.3 even for
species with immense population sizes. Tbiscan be explained by noting that
the relevant effective size (NJ for discussing genetic variation at the
molecular level must usually be much smaller, sometimes by several orders
of magnitude, than the apparent population size. This is because of a
number offaclOrs which are responsible for reducing the long term elTective
size, such as inequality of the number of breeding males and females
nuctuation of population size from generation 10 generation, inheritance or
fertility, local extinction of colomes folk>wed by recolonization, etc.
Parllcularly, If tbe populatIOn size goes through a ~uence 0( bottlenecks
In the course of evolution arxl if recovery from reduced population size after
each bottleneck ts slow, the average heterozygosity will be much reduced. In

nature, even if some species are distributed widely covering an enormous
area and comprise an immense number of individuals, it is unlikely that
they have been SO for millions of years and will remain so in tbe coming
millions of yean. Sooner or later, such a state will be disrupted by the
process of speciation. Thus, in general, the pertinent value of N.to be used
in equatton (10.2) for computing the average heterozygosity must be mucb
smaller than N. estimated from the number oC breeding individuals at a
given momenl In fact, extensive studies of this problem by Nei and bis
associates show that whenever a rough estimate ol'elTective population size
is obtainable, the observed heterozygosity is almost always lower than
expected hom this estimate. In other words, there is no difficulty for the
neutral theory to explain the 'enormous amount' of genetic variability orten
referred to.

The last mentioned observation poses a diffICulty for sek:ctionist theories
that assume various causes (including frequency-dependent selection
favoring less frequent alleles) whicb positively help to maintain the alleHc
variants in the population; these will certainly inflate the amount of
heterozygosity still more unless mutational input is neglected. On the other
hand, from the standpoint of the neutral theory, we should expect a
significant correlation between R. and N., if this is investigated broadly
over different type of animals.

At the moment, molecular biology is undergoing a second rouod of
revolutionary development with new knowledge being added at remark
able pace. This will certainly deepen as well as broaden our understanding
of the mechanism of evolution. Panicularly noteworthy is the discovery of
the intronic/exonic structure of the eukaryotic genes.

Rderring to this structure, Gilbert(1978) suggested that it might facilitate
rapid evolutionary changes not otherwise possible. For example, a single
mutational change in the splicing signal region could lead to quite no...el
proteins. Funhennore, he suggested that ifexonscorrespood. to polypeptides
with different functions, recombination within introns will assort these
functions indepeDdentiy. Consistent with this suggestion is tbe finding by
Tonegawa and his group (Sakano et aL, 1979) that in the constant region of
immunoglobulin heavy chain there are four separate exons which encode
four different units, three of which have a clear domain structure.

In hemoglobins, tbe situation is not as ckarcut as in immunoglobins., but
a recent prediction by G6 (1981) and its later coofmnation support this
den. G6 investigated tbe distances between the iX<arbon atoms in the
three-dimensional structure of mouse ,8.globin, aDd dentiflcd four seg·
menu, designated FI, F1, F3 aod F4. It is well known that in the mouse



gene codmg for .8-globin, thcr~ arc three Cltons separated by two Illtrons

with the central segment (F2 + FJ) enclosing the haem group. Based on t~
conformalionalcharactcristJCsGOconsidered that it is morc natural for the
F2 and F3 regions to be coded by scparate exans, and suggested thai there
was an intron in the ancestor cl the P~nllX- and ,8-globIOS. Presumably it
was ~moyed because of being unnecessary. A remarkable confirmation is
seen in the work or Jensen ('I a1. (1981), who found three introns in the
leghaemoglobin gene from the soybean.

It is also ioteresting to note that the phenomenon known as 'Cxon
shuming' or 'domain transfer' may be occurring regularly, albeit at a low
frequency, between members of a multigene family, as suggesled by
comparative studies of the constant region of immunoglobulin heavy chain
(Miyata ec aI., 1980a). This phenomenon may occur either through double
unequal crossing-over or gene conversion during pre-meiotic divisions of
germ cells. Recently, Ohta (I 982b) proposed a model incorporating this
phenomenon to explain the unusually high polymorphism at the major
histocompatibility complex of man and the mouse. These represent just a
few examples to show how new molecular findings lead us to previously
unsuspected vistas of evolution. They will help reveal the history of life in its
early stage of evolution which is unattainable by conventional methods of
comparatIve morphology and paleontology.

The origin of life on the earth has been, and still is, one of the greatest
enigmas in science. So far, no ddinite clue has been obtained as to how the
first self-replicating molecule came to be (but see van Roode and Orgel,
1980, who recently have done important experimental work on enzyme-free
replicationofa template by metal ions). With the development ofmo'ecular
genetics., there is now a better hope that light will be thrown on this problem
by pursuing the evolutionary implications of newer molecular findings.
Already, a good beginning has been made by Eigen (1911) by the proposal
and mathematical investigatIons of the 'hyperc~Ie' model. (For a lucid
account of his theory on the origin of genetic information readers are
invited to read Eigen et al., 1981.) Although the concept of Oarwinian
natural selection is central in his lreatment, it is possible that stochastic
elements also play important roles in this problem.

Returning to the main topic of this book, the mathematical methods that
I have used to establish the neutral theory contains various parameters
such as mutation rates, selection coefficients. population size and migration
rates. Although they often appear as proouets such as N .IJ, the individual
parameters must beestimated in order to check theoretical predictions with
observations aDd experiments. Among students of evolutionary biology,

there has been a strong tendency to claim that these population genetical
parameters will never be known accurately and therefore theortts which
contain such parameters are of little use. I take the opposite view; these
parameters bave to be investigated aDd measured if we really want to
understand the mechanism of evolution at the molecular level. Can
astronomers and cosmok>gists claim that theories wbicb contain various
astronomical parameters should be avoided because such parameters are
ditrtcUlt to estimate accurately? This reminds me of an aphorism, which I
understand is due to Galileo, and which in effect says: what we can measure
we should measure; what we cannot measure at present, we sbould

endeavor to make measurable.
Many people, directly aoo indirectly, have told me that the neutral

theory is not biologically important, since neutral genes are by ddinition
not concerned with adaptation. The term 'evolutionary noise' has often
been used to describe the role of neutral mutations in evolu tion, with such a
contention in mind. I believe that this is a too narrow view, First, what is
important in science is to find out the truth, so the neutral theory should be
of value if it is valid as a scientific hypothesis. Second, even if the 'neutral
alleles' are functionally equivalent or nearly so uoder a prevailing set of
environmental conditions of a species, it is possible that some ortbem, when
a new environmental conditKm is imposed, will become selected.
Experiments strOngly suggesting this possibility bave been reported, and I
have used the designation 'Oykbuizen-Hartl effect' to refer to this. namely,
otherwise neutral or nearly neutral alleles may have a latent potential for
selection whicb can be realized under the appropriate conditions. Thus,
neutral mutants can be tbe raw material for adaptive evolution. In his
popular book on~volutionThe Lift Game, Calder (1973) wrote'A gene that
is neutral today may, in new circumstances a thousand generations hence,
come to assume great significance.' He also remarked that 'if trivial changes
can accumulate in a molecule over many millions of years, without
interference from natural selection, the day may come wben a peculiar
molecule thus produced goes through one more mutation that suddenly
gives it new importance-just as changing one card can alter a worthless
poker hand into a royal straight nush', In genera~ material for adaptive
evolution comes from slightly deleterious mutant genes which have been
noating in the species and which have turned out to be advantageous
because ofa change of environment, As the limit of very slightly deleterious
mu..ants, neutral mutants may also be considered as such. In this
connection, Ohta's thesis is instructive. It says that a mutant can sometimes
be advantageous under a restricted condition; it is almost impossible for a
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mutant to find itselladvanlageous under all conditions. Thus. a mutant has
a beneT chance of beinll advantageous when the environment is uniform.

Although this book is concerned with molecular evolution, I need to
make some comments on evolutlon at the phenotypic k:vcl. I believe that
Darwinian (positive) sclecllon mamly acts through phenotypes which are
the end results of the action of many genes. Here, c:cological conditions
must playa decisive role in determining what phenotypes will be selected
for; positive selection cares little how a given phenotype is determined by
genotypes. Certainly, consideration of'ecologic opportunity' is essential for
interpreting Fossil records; it is highly unlikely that adaptive, phenotypic

evolution has occurred at a uniform rate. I emphasize also thai laws
governing molecular evolution are clearly different from those governing
phenotypic evolution.

It may be asked, then, why natural selection is so prevalent at the
phenotypic level and yet random fixation of selectively neutral or nearly
neutral alleles prevails at the molecular level. The answer to this question, I
think, comes from the fact that the most common type: of natural selection
at the phenotypic level is 'stabilizing' selection. Unlike the typc: of natural

selection that Darwin had in mind when he tried to explain eVOlutionary
change, stabilizing selection diminates phenotypically extreme individuals

and preserves those that are near the population mean. Since the early work
of Bumpus on the house sparrow and Wddon on the land snail many
examples or stabilizing selection have beeo reported. Probably the best

example in man is the relationship between the binh-weights of babies and
their neo-natal mortality, as studied by Kam and Penrose. As I have
mentioned already, ifa large number orsegregating loci or sites are involved
in a quantitative character, the average selection coefficient per mutant
under stabilizing selection must be exceediogly small. It has also been
shown that such mutants are very slightly deleterious oralmost neutral so
that mutant substitutions 3re mainly controlled by random drift, although
the rate d 'neutral evolution' is lower than when all the mutations are

strictly neutral. When applied to the problem of'non-random' or unequal
usage of synonymous codons, this model gives a satisfactory solution of the
problem within the framework: of the neutral theory.

The picture of evolution that emerges from this analysis is as follows.
From time to time, the position of the optimum of a phenotypic character
shifts due to change of environment, and the species tracks such a change
rapidly by altering its mean. During this short period of change, an
extensiYe shift or gene frequencies is expected to occur at many Ioc~ but IhiJ
proc~:lS ilself will seldom calols~ gen~ SIoIbstitloltions. But. most of the time,

stabilizing selection predominates. under which neutral evolution or
random[u:ation ofmulllnt al~l~$ occurs ut~nsiwly, transCorming all genes
Including those of living fossils. Gould and Eldredge (1977) have argued
that the evolutionary record isone of long periods ofessenually no change
Interspersed with rare periods 0( sudden chan!J: Cpunctualed equilibnum1.
This is entirely consistent with the picture I have just given or long periods
or stabilizing selection, interspersed with periods 0( rapid directional
selection to track environmental changes.. However, it does oot seem
necessary to invoke a different mechanism for the periods of very rapid
change, as Gould and Eldredge appear to do. Thus, we can bridge the gap
between the mode of evolution at the phenotypic level and that at the
molecular level by assuming a preponderance of stabilizing selection at the
phenotypic level and a very latge number of nucleotide sites involved at the

molecular level.
Toward the end of his book. The Origin afSpecies, Darwin contemplates

an entangled bank with complex ecological interactions among various
creatures, and he notes that they have all been produced by 'laws acting

around us', including inheritance. variability, struggle for life and natural
selection. Production d wonderful higher forms from 'the war of nature,
from famine and death' seemed to be: most impressive to Darwin. Then, he
closes the book with a well-k.nown passage:

Tbere is grandeur in this view oflife, with its several powers, baving
been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that,
whilst this planet has gone cyding on according to the fixed law 0(

gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful
and most wonderful have been, and are bein& evolved.

We now know that underneath this remarkable procession of life and
indeed, deep down at the level of the genetic material an enormous amount
of evolutionary change has ocx:urred, and is still occurring. What is
remarkable, I think., is tbat the overwhelming majority of suchchangts are
oot caused by natural selection but by random fiXation of selectively neutral
or nearly oeutral mutants. Although such random processes are slow and
insignificant for our ephemeral existence, in the span or geological times,

they become colossal. In !.his way, the footprints ohime are evident in all the
genomes on the ear!.h. This adds still more to the grandeur of our view of

biological evolution.
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